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Preface to the fourth edition 

It is 25 years since the first edition of Concise /11orga11ic Chemistry was 
published . This is a remarkable life for any textbook. and it seemed appro
priate to . mark the Silver Jubilee with a new edition. This. the fourth 
edition. has taken tnree years to write. and was made possible by the 
authorities <11 Loughborough University who grantcJ me a year's study 
leave. and by my colleagues who shouldered my teaching duties during this 
time. I am greatly indebted 10 them. The new edition is inevitably larger 
than its predecessors. though the publishers were rclu<:lant lo change the 
title to A Less Concise /11orga11ic Chemistry! Einstein said 'all things are 
relative·. and the book is still conc;ise compared with other single volumes 
and with multi-volume series on the subject. 

The aim of the fourth edition remai11s exactly the same as that for the 
first edition of the book. That is to prnvide a modern textbook of inorganic 
chemistry that is long enough to cover the essentials, yet short enough to 
be interesting. It provides a simple and logical framework into which the 
reader should be able to fit factual knowledge. an<J extrapolate from this to 
predict unknown facts. The book is intende tQ_Jill the gap between school 
books and final Y\'.ilr honours egree chemistry texts. The need for ~n 
appropriate and sympathetically written text has increased significantly 
now that the first cohorts of GCSE students are applying to read chemistry 
at degree and diploma level. It is aimed primarily at first or second year 
degree students in chemistry. but wiJI also be useful for those· doing 
chemistry as ancillary subjects at university. and also for STEC courses 
and Part I Grad RIC in polytechnics and technical colleges. Soine parts will 
he usable by good sixth form students . Above all it is intended 10 be easy to 
read and understand. 

The structure of the book is 1<11~gely unchanged. and is based on descrip
tive chemistry combined with some of the reasons why elements and 
compounds behave in lhc way they do . For convenience the book is 
divided into six 'parts' covering theoretical concepts and hydrogen. the 
s-block. the p-block. the d-block. the /·block and other topics . Every 
chapter hus been completcly·rcwrillcn. updulcd um.I enlarged. The section 
on theoretical concepts and hydrogen contains introductory chapters on 
atomic structure. ionic. covalent and metallic bonding and general prti-
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perties, which make up about one fifth of the book. The original chapter on 
coordination compounds has been moved into this section since it is mainly 
about the coordinate bond and crystal field th~ory. These are followed by a 
systematic coverage of hydrogen, the main group elements, the transition 
elements, the lanthanides and the actinides in turn. There are separate 
chapters on the nucleus and spectroscopy. To make it easier to find the 
appropriate section, the text has been divided into a larger number of 
chapters. Thus, the original chapter on bonding has been split into an 
introduction to . bonding and chapters on ionic, covalent ~ind metallic 
bonding. The original chapter 011 the s-block has been split into chapters on 
Groups I and II. That on the p-block has been split into chapters on 
Groups III, IV, V. VJ. VII and 0. The original chapter on the d-block has 
been split into an introduction to the transition elements followed by ten 
smaller chapters on the triads of elements. I have retained a very large and 
comprehensive index, and a large tabie of contents as previously. The 
descriptive material necessarily has a large place, but the book attempts to 
show the reiisons for the structure, properties and reactions of compounds, 
where~er this is possible with elementary methods. 

At -the end of most chapters is a section. oil further reading, and almost 
600 references are given to other work. The references may be used at 
several different levels. In increasittg order Of complexity these are: 

1. Easy to ·understand articles in journals such as the J 6urnal of Chemical 
Education, Chemistry in Britain and Educatiofl. in Chemistry. 

2. References to specialized textbooks. 
3. Review articles such as Quarterly Reviews, Coordination Chemistry 

Reviews, and the proceedings of specialist conferenc~s and symposia. 
4. A small number of references are made t0 original articles in the 

primary literature. In general such references are beyond the scope .of 
this text, but those given have special (often historical) significance. 
Examples include the use of Ellingham diagrams, the $idgwick-Powell 
theory of molecular shape, and the discovery of ferrocene and of warm 
superconductors. 

Chemistry is still a practical.subject. In the chemical industry, as with 
many others, . the adage 'whe!}Ltl)_e_r~·~ .. -rn~.c~_ther.e's mon.ey'_ holds parti
cularly true. Unless chemicals were needed and used in large amounts 
there would be no chemical industry, hence no students in chemistry, no 
teachers Of chemistry, and no need for textbooks. An American professor 
told me he divided inorganic chemistry books into two types: theoretical 
and practical. In deciding how to classify any parti~ular book he first 
looked to see if the extraction of the two most produced metals (Fe and Al) 
was adequately covered, what impurities were likely to be present, and 
how the processing was adapted to remove them. Second, he looked to see 
if the treatment of the bonding in xenon compounds and ferrocene was 
longer than that on the production of ammonia. Third, he looked to see if 
the production and uses of phosphates were covered adequately. For some 
years there has been a trend for chemistry teaching to become more 

" ' 
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theoretical. There is always theoretical interest in another interesting 
oxidation state or another unusual complex, but the balance of this book is 
tilted to ensure that it does not exclude the commonplace, the mundane 
and the commercially important. This book is intentionally what my 
American friend would call the 'practical' type . 

It is distressing to find both teachers and students who show little idea of 
which chemicals are commercially important and produced in very large 
tonnages. What are the products used for? What processes are used now 
as opposed to processes used 30 or more years ago? Where do the raw 
materials come from, and in what ways are the processes actually used 
related to likely impurities in the raw materials? Many books give scant 
coverage to these details. Though this is not intended to be an industrial 
chemistry book, it relates to chemistry in the real world, and this edition 
contains rather more on large tonnage chemicals. I have contacted about 
250 firms to find what processes are currentiy in use . Production figures are 
quoted to illustrate which chemicals are made in large amounts and where 
the minerals come from. The figures quoted are mainly from World 
Mineral Statistics, published by the British Geological Survey in 1988, and 
from the Industrial Statistics Yearbook 1985 Vol. II, published by the 
United Nations, 1987, New York. Both are mines of information. Inevit
ably these figures wiU vary slightly from year to year, but they illustrate the 
general scale of use, and the main sources of raw materials . Thus, the 
production of major chemicals such as H2S04 , NH3 , NaOH, C!i. 0 2 and 
N2 are adequately covered. Other important materials such as cement and 
steel, polymers such as polythene, silicones and Teflon, soap and detergents 
are also covered. In addition, many sm~Jler scale but fascinating applica
tions are described and explained . .These include baking powder, photo
graphy, superconductors, transistors, photocopiers, carbon dating, the 
atomic bomb and uses of radioisotopes. 

There is currently a grc;:ater awareness of environmental issues. These 
are discussed in more detail than in previous editions. Problems such as 
freons an·d the ozone layer, the greenhouse effect, acid rain, lead pollution. 
the toxic effects of tin and mercury, asbestos, excessive use of phosphates 
and nitrates and the toxic effects of various materials in drinking water are 
discussed. The section on the development of the atomic bomb and the 
peaceful uses of atomic energy is also enlarged. 

While much inorganic chemistry remains the same, it is a living subject 
and the approach to our current thinking and the direction of future work 
have altered. In particular our ideas on bonding have changed. Until 1950 
inorganic chemistry was largely descriptive. The research and development 
which led to the production of the atomic bomb in 1946 is probably the 
greatest chemical achievement of the century . The impetus from this led to 
the discovery of many new elements in the actinide and lanthanide series. 
This was followed by a period of great interest in physical inorganic 
chemistry, where instead of just observing what happened we looked for 
the reasons why . Thermodynamics and kinetics were applied to chemical 
reactions, and magnetism and UV-visible spectroscopy were explored. 
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There was a flurry of activity when it was found that the noble gases really 
did form compounds. This was followed by a concentrated phase of pre· 
paring organometaliic compounds and attempting to explain the bonding 
in these compounds, many of which defied rational explanation by existing 
theories. Future developments seem likely to fall in t_wo main areas -
bioinorganic chemistry and new . materials. Much bioin<irganic work is 
in progress: how enzymes and catalysts function; how haemoglobin and 
chlorophyll really work; and how bacteria incorporute atmospheric nitro
gen so easily when we find it so difficult. Work on new materials includes 
the production of poiymers, alloys ; superconductors and semiconductors . 

This book is mi1lnly about the chemistry of the elements , which is 
properly regarded as i11orKrl11ic chemistry. I consider it unhelpful for 
students to put information into rigid compi1rtments, since the idc.:as in one 
subject may well relate to other subjects and the boundaries between 
subjects arc partly artificial. The' book incorporates information on the 
chemistry of the elements regardless of the source of that chemistry. Thus . 
in places the book crosses boundaries into analytical chemistry, bio
chemistry, materials sCience, nuclear chemistry. organic chemistry. physics 
and polymer chemistry. It is worth remembering that in 1987 the Nobe.I 
Prize for Chemistry was given for work on complexes using crowns and 
crypts which have biological overtones. and the Nohel Prize .for Physics 
was for discoveries in the field Of warm superconductors. Both involve 
chemistry. . · 

I 'am extremely grateful to Dr A.G . Briggs for help and constructive 
criticism in the early stages of writing the book. In addition I am greatly 
indebted to Or A.G. Fogg for his help and encourag~ment in correcting 
and improving the manuscript , and to Professor F. Wilkinson for valuable 
advice. In a book of this size and complexity it is inevitable that an 
occasional mistake remains. These are mine alone. and where they arc 
shown to be errors they will be corrected in future editions. I hope that the 
new edition will provide some interest and understanding of the subject for 
future generations of students, and that having passed their examinations 
they may find it useful in their subsequent careers. ihe final paragraph 
from the Preface to the First Edition is printed unchanged: 

A large amount of chemistry is quite easy, but some is enormously 
difficult. I can find no better way to conclude than that by the late 
Professor Silvanus P. Thompson in his book Calc11/11s Made Emy. 'I beg 
to present my fellow fools with the parts that are not hard. Master these 
thoroughly. and the rest will follow . What one fool can do. another can'. 

J .D. Lee 
Loughborough. 1991 



SI UNITS 

SI units for energy are used throughout the fourth edition, thus making a 
comparison of thermodynamic properties easier . Ionization energies are 
quoted in kJ mo1- 1

, rather than ionization potentials in e V. Older data 
from other sources use eV and may be converted into SI units (I kcal = 
4.184kJ, and leV = 23.06 x 4.184kJmol- 1

). 

Metres are strictly the SI units for distance, and bondlengths are some· 
times quoted in nanometres (1 nm= 10-Ym). However angstrom units A 
(10-wm) are a permitted unit of length, and are widely used by crystallo
graphers because they give a convenient range of numbers for bond
lengths. Most bonds are between 1 and 2 A (0.1 to 0.2 nm). Angstrom.units 
are used throughout for bondlengths. 

The positions of absorption peaks in spectra are quoted in wave numbers 
crn- 1

, because instruments are calibrated in these units. It must be 
remembered that these are not SI units, and should be multiplied by 100 to 
give SI units of rn-•, or multipled by 11.96 to give J mo1- 1• 

The SI units of density are kg m-J, making the density of water 1000 kg 
m-·l_ This convention is not widely accepted, so the older units of g cm-3 

are retained so water has a density of l gcm-J. 
In the section on magnetism both Sl ,units and Debye units are given, 

and the relation between the two is explained. For inorganic chemists who 
simply want to find the number of unpaired electron spins in a transition 
metal ion then Debye units are much more convenient. 
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NOMENCLATURE IN THE PERIODIC TABLE 

For a long time chemists have arranged the elements in groups within the 
periodic table in order to relate the electronic structures of the elements to 
their properties, and to simplify learning. There is however no uniform and 
universally accepted method of naming the groups. A number of well 
known books, including Cotton and Wilkinson and Greenwood and 
Earnshaw, name the main groups and the transition clements as A and B 
subgroups. Though generally accepted in North America until 1984 and 
fairly widely accepted up till the present time in most of the world , the use 
of A and B subgroups dates back to the older Mendeleef periodic table of 
half a century ago. Its disadvantages are that it may over emphasize slight 
similarities between the A and B subgroups, and there are a large number 
of elements in Group VIII. IUPAC have suggested that the main groups 
and the transition metals should be numbered from 1 to 18. The IUPAC 
system has gained some acceptance in the USA, but has encountered 
strong opposition elsewhere, particularly in Europe. It seems inconsistent • 
that the groups of elements in the ~Q!Q~_k, p~_~lock~ and lblock are 
numbered, but the elements in the.f-.block are not., As in earlier editions of 
this book, these arguments are avoided, and the m·ain group elements, that 
is the s-block and the p-block, are numbered as groups I to Vil and 0, 
depending on the number of electrons in the outer shell of the atoms, and 
the transition elements are dealt with as triads of elements and named as 
the top eie~ent in ea~h group of three . 

. Names·of the various groups 

I II III IV 

IA IIA IIIB IVB 
IIIA IVA VA VIA VIIA (---· VIII :.:--) IB IIB 

H . 
Li Be B c 
Na Mg I Al Si 
K Ca Sc Ti v Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge 
Rb Sr y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd Iil Sn 
Cs Ba La Hf Ta w Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

v VI VII () 

VB VIB VIIB 0 

He 
N 0 F Ne 
p s Cl Ar 
As Se A Br Kr 
Sb Te I Xe 
Bi Po At Rn 

15 16 17 18 
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THE ATOM AS A NUCLEUS WITH ORBITAL ELECiRONS 

All atoms consist of a central nucleus surrounded by one or more orbital 
electrons. The nucleus always contains protons and all nuclei heavier than 
hydrogen contain neutrons too. ihe protons and neutrons together make 
up most of the mass of the atom. Both protons and neutrons are particles 
of unit mass, but a proton has one positive charge and a neutron is 
electrically neutral (i.e. carries no charge). Thus the nucleus is always 
positively tharged. The number of positive charges on the nucleus is 
exactly balanced by an equal number of orbital electrons, each of which 
carries one negative charge. Electrons arc relatively light -'- about I /1836 
the mass of a proton. The 103 or so clements at present known are all built 
up from these three fundamental particles in a simple way. 

Hydrogen is the first and most simple elemenL It consists of a nucleus 
containing one proton and therefore has one positi.ve charge, which is 
balanced by one negatively tharged orbital electron. ihe second element is 
helium. The nucleus contains two protons, and so has a charge of +2. The 
nuclear charge of +2 is balanced by two negatively charged orbital 
electrons. The nucleus also contains two tieutrons, whith minimize the 
repulsion between the protons in the nucleus, and increase the mass of the 
atom. All nuclei heavier than hydrogen contain tteutrons, but the number 
present cannot be predicted reliably. 

This pattern is repeated for the rest of the elements. Element 3, lithium, 
has three protons in the nucleus (plus some neutrons). The nuclear charge 
is +3 and is balanced by three orbital electrons. Element 103, lawrencium, 
has 103 protons in the nucleus (plus some neutrons). The nuclear charge is 
· + 103 and is balanced by 103 orbital electrons. The number of positive 
charges on the nucleus of an atom always equals the number of orbitai 
electrons, and is called the atomic i1uitlber of the element. 

Iri the simple plafletary theory of the atotn, we imagine that these 
electrons move round the nucleus in circular brbits, in much the same way 
as the planets orhit round the sun. Thus hydrogen and helium (Figure I. I) 
have one anti two electrons respectively in their first orbit. The first orbit is 
then full. The next eight atoms are lithium, beryllium, boron, carbon, 

1 
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Figure I. I Structures of (a) 
hydrogen. symbol 11. atomic 
number I : and ( b) helium . 
symbol H. atomic number 2. 
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nitrogen, oxygen, fluorine and neon. Each has one more proton in the 
nucleus than . the preceding element, and the extra electrons go into a 
second orbit (Figure 1.2). This orbit is then full. In the next eight elements 
(with atomic numbers 11 to 18), the additiOnal electrons enter a third shell. 

The negatively charged electrons are attracted to the positive nucleus by 
electrostatic attraction. An electron near the nucleus is strongly attracted 
by the nucleus and has a low potential energy. An electron distant from the 
nucleus is less firmly held and has a high potential energy. 

ATOMIC SPECTRA OF HYDROGEN AND THE BOHR THEORY 

When atoms are heated or subjected to an electric discharge, they absorb 
energy, which is subsequently emitted ~s radiation. For example, if sodium 
chloride is heated in the flame of a aunsen burner' sodium atoms are 
produced which give rise to the characteristic yellow flame coloration. 
(There are two lines in the emission spectrum of sodium corresponding to 
wavelengths of589.0nm and 589.6nm.) Spectroscopy is a study of either 
the radiation absorbed or the radiation emitted. Atomic spectroscopy is an 
important technique for studying the energy and the arrangement of 
electrons in atoms. 

If a discharge is passed through hydrogen gas (H2) at a low pressure, 
some hydrogen atoms (H) are formed, which emit light in the visible 
region. This light can he studied with u spectrometer, und is found to 
comprise a series of lines of different wavelengths . Four lines can be seen 
by eye, but many more are observed photographically in the ultraviolet 
region. The lines become increasingly close together as the wavelength 
(A.) decreases, until the continuum is reached (Figure 1.3). Wavelengths, 
in metres, are related to the frequency, v, in Hertz (cycles/second) by 
the equation: 

c 
v =-

A 
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Figure 1.3 Spectrum of hydrogen in the visible region (Bahner series.) 

where c is the velocity of light (2.9979 x 108 ms- 1
). In spectroscopy, 

frequencies are generally expressed as wave nurtlbets v, where v == 
1/A.m ,..- •. 

In 1885 Balmer showed that the wave number v of any line in the visible 
spectrum of atomic hydrogen could be given by the simple empirical 
formula: 

v = R(..!_ - ...!...) 22 n2 

where R is the. Rydberg constant and n has the values 3, 4. 5 ...• thus 
giving a series of lines. 

The lines observed in the visible region are called the Balmer series. but 
several other series of lines may be observed in different regions of the 
spectrum (Table 1.1). 

Similar equations were found to hold for the lines in the other series in 
the hydrogen spectrum .. 

Lyman v = R (l. - 1-) 12 ll2 
n = 2, 3, 4, 5 ... 

Ba Ith er v=R(l-1..) 22 n.2 n=3,4,5,6 ... 

Table 1.1 Spectral series found in atornic hydrogen 

Lyman series 
Baitner series 
Pascheil series 
Brackett series 
Pfund series 
Humphries series 

Region of spectrum 

ultraviolet 
visible/ultraviolet 
infrared 
infrared 
infrared 
infrared 
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Pasch en v = RG2 - n\) n = 4, 5, 6, 7 .. . 

Brackett v=R(~-_;) 4- rr 
11=5,6,7,8 . . . 

Pfund v=R(_!_ _ _!_) 
. 52 n2 II = 6, 7, 8, 9 . . . 

In the early years of this century, attempts were made to obtain a 
physical picture of the atom from this and other evidence. Thomson had 
shown in 1896 that the application of a high electrical potential across a gas 
gave electrons, suggesting that these were present in atoms . Rutherford 
suggested from alpha particle scattering experiments that an atom con
sisted of a heavy positively charged nucleus with a sufficient number of 
electrons round it to make the atom electrically neutral. In 1913, Niels 
Bohr combined these ideas and suggested that the atomic nucleus was 
surrounded by electrons moving in orbits like planets round the sun . He 
was awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1922 for his work on the 
structure of the atom. Several problems arise with this concept : 

I. The electrons might be expected to slow down gradually. 
2. Why should electrons move in an orbit round t~e nucleus? 

· 3. Since the nucleus and electrons have opposite charges, they should 
attract each other. Thus one would expect the electrons to spiral 
inwards until eventually they collide with the nucleus. 

To explain these problems Bohr postulated: 

l. An electron did not radiate energy if it stayed in one orbit, and there-
fore did not slow down. · 

2. When an electron moved from one orbit to another it either radiated 
or absorbed energy. If it moved towards the nucleus energy was 
radiated and if it moved away from the nucleus energy was absorbed. 

3. For an electron to remain in its orbit the electrostatic attraction between 
the electron and the nucleus which tends to pull the electron towards 
the nucleus must be equal to the centrifugat force which tends to throw 
the electron out of its orbit .. For an electron of mass m, moving with a 
velocity v in an orbit of radius r 

, 
. . mv-

centnfugal force = -
r 

If the charge on the electron is e. the number of charges on the nucleus 
Z. and the permittivity of a vacuum £0 

so 

C 1 b
. . f ze2 

ou om 1c attractive orce = -
4
--, 
Jl£or 
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hence 

mv 2 Ze2 

-,- = 4neor2 

Ze2 

v2 =---
4nE0mr 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

According to Planck's quantum theory, energy is not continuous but is 
discrete. This means that energy occurs in 'packets' called quanta, of 
magnitude h/2rt, where h is Planck's constant. The energy of an electron in 
an orbit, that is its angular momentum mvr, must be equal to a whole 
number n of quanta. 

nh 
mvr=-

2n 

nh 
v=-

. 2rtmr 

nih2 
v2 = -,,.---~ 

4rc2m2,2 

Combining this with equation (1.2) 

hence 

Ze2 n 2h2 

4ne0 mr - 4n2m 2r2 

£ n2h2 t = _(_l __ 

rcme2 Z 

For hydrogen the charge on the nucleus Z = I, and if 

n = I this gives a value r = 12 x 0.0529 nm 

n = 2 r = 22 x 0.0529 nm 

n=3 r = 32 x 0.0529 tlin 

(1.3) 

This gives a picture of the hydrogen atom where an electron moves in 
circular orbits of radius proportional to 12 , 22

, 32 
••• The atom will only 

radiate energy when the elettrOh jumps from one orbit to a.nother. The 
kinetic energy of an electron is -!mv 2

• Rearranging equation (1.1) 

I 2 Ze2 
E = -2mv = --·--

81tEor 

Substituting for r using equation (1.3) 

E= Z 2e4m 
8e?,n 2 h2 

If an electron jumps from an initial orbit i to a final orbit f. the change in 
energy D. E is 
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Z2e2m( 1 I) 
= 8£[,h2 ni - nr 

Energy is related to wavelength {£ = hc:V so this equation is of the same 
form as the Rydberg equation: -

( 1.4) 

(Rydberg equation) 

Thus the Rydberg constant 

Z 2e4m R= . 
8£.i1h 3c 

The experimental value of R is 1.097373 x 107 m - 1
, in good agreement 

with the theoretical value of 1.096776 x 107 m- 1• The Bohr theory 
provides an explanation of the atomic spectra of hydrogen. The different 
series of spectral lines can be obtained by varying the values of ni and fir in 
equation (1.4). Thus with nr = 1 and ni = 2, 3, 4 ... we obtain the Lyman 
series of lines in the UV region. With nr = 2 and ni = 3, 4, 5 ... we get 
the Balmer series of lines in the visible spectrum. Similarly, nr = 3 and 
n; = 4, 5, 6 . .. gives the Paschen series, nr = 4 and ni = 5, 6, 7 ... gives the 
Brackett series, and nr = 6 and n;- = 7, 8, 9 ... gives the Pfund series. 
The various transitions which are possible between orbits are shown in 
Figure 1.4. 

REFINEMENTS TO THE BOHR THEORY 

It has been assumed that the nucleus remains stationary except for rotating 
on its own axis. This would be true if the mass of the nucleus were infinite, 
but the ratio of the mass of an electron to the mass of the hydrogen nucleus 
is 111836. The nucleus actually oscillates slightly about the centre of 
gravity, and to allow for this the mass of the electron m is replaced by the 

. reduced mass µ in equation (1.4): 

mM 
µ= 

m.+ M 

where M is the mass of the nucleus. The inclusion of the mass of the 
nucleus explains why different isotopes of an element produce lines in the 
spectrum at slightly different wavenumbers. 

The orbits are sometimes denoted by the letters K, L, M, N ... counting 
outwards from the nucleus, and they are also numbered 1, 2, 3, 4 ... This 
number is called the principal quantum number, which is given the symbol 
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Figure 1.4 Bohr orbits of hydrogen and the various series of spectral lines. 

n. It is therefore possible t<> define which circular orbit is under 
consideration by specifying the principal quantum number. 

When an electron moves from one orbit to another it should give a single 
sharp line in the spectrum, corresponding precisely to the energy dif
ference between the initial and final orbits. If the hydrogen spectrum is 
observe~ with a high resolution spectrometer it is found that some of the 
lines reveal 'fine structure'. This means that a line is really composed of 
several lines close together. Sommerfeld explained this splitting of lines by 
assuming that some of the orbits were eliiptical; and that they precessed in 
space round the nucleus. For the orbit dosest to the nucleus, the principal 
quantum number n = 1, and there is a circular orbit. For the next orbit, #1e 
principal quantum number n = 2, and both circular and elliptical orbits '~re 
possible. To define an elliptical orbit, a second quantum number k is 
needed. The shape of the ellipse is defined by the ratio Of the lengths of the 
major arid lninor axes. Thus 

major · axis n 
minor axis = k 

k is called the azimuthal or subsidiary quantum 11utnber, and may have 
values from 1, 2 ... Ii. Thus for fl = 2, nlk may have the values 2/2 (circular 
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orbit) and 2/1 (elliptical orbit). For the principal quantum number n = 3, 
nlk may have values 3/3 (circular), 3/2 (ellipse) and 3/1 (narrower ellipse). 

The presence of these extra orbits, which have slightly different energies 
k = 1 from each other , accounts for the extra lines in the spectrum revealed 

under high resolution . The original quantum number k has now 
been replaced by a new quantum number /, where I = k - 1. Thus for 

.S Bohr-Sommerfield 
1en n = 3. 

n=l l=O 

ti = 2 
n=3 
II = 4 

I= 0 or 1 

I= 0 or 1 or 2 

I = O or 1 or 2 or 3 

This explained why some of the spectral lines are split into two, three , 
four or more lines. In addition some spectral lines are split still further into 
two lines (a doubl-et). This is explained by assuming that an electron spins 
on its axis in either a clockwise or an anticlockwise direction. Energy is 
quantized. and the vafue of the spin angular momentum was first con
sidered to be ms· h/2n, where ms is the spin quantum number with values 
of ±~- (Quantum mechanics has since shown the exact expression to be 
Vs(s + I)· h/2n, where s is either the spin quantum number or the 
resultant of several spins.) 

Zeeman showed that if atoms were placed in a strong magnetic field 
additional lines appeared on the spectrum. This is because elliptical orbits 
can only take up certain orientations with respect to the external field. 
rather than precessing freeiy. Each of these orientations is associated 
with a fourth quantum number m which can have values of l. 
(/ - I) .. . . 0 ... (-/ + I).-/. 

Thus a single line in the normal spectrum will appear as (2/ + 1) lines if a 
magnetic field is applied. 

Thus in order to explain the spectrum· of the hydrogen atom, four 
quantum numbers are needed, as shown in Table 1.2. The spectra of other 
atoms may be explained in a similar manner. 

THE DUAL NATURE OF ELECTRONS-PARTICLES OR WAVES 

Principal quantum nurnl>er 

Azimuthal or subsidiary quantum number 

Magnetic quantum number 

Spin quantum number 

Symbol 

n 

m 

Values 

l , 2. 3 .. . 

0, I, .. . (n - l) 

-1 .. . . 0 ... . +l 

±! 



THE HEISENBERG UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE 

certain orbits. The electron is thus considered as a particle. In the 1920s it 
was shown that moving particles such as electrons behaved in some ways as 
waves. This is an important concept in explaining the electronic structure 
of atoms .. 

For some time light has been considered as either particles or waves. 
Certain materials such as potassium emit electrons when irradiated with 
visible light, or in sorne cases with ultraviolet light. This is called the 
photoelectric effect. It is explained by light travelling as particles called 
photons. If a photon collides with an electron, it can transfer its energy to 
the electron. If the energy of the photon is sufficiently large it can remove 
the electron from the surface of the metal. However, the phenomena of 
diffraction and interference of light can only be explained by assuming that 
light behaves as waves. In 1924, de Brogie postulated that the same dual 
character existed with electrons - sometimes they are considered as 
particles, and at other times it is more convenient to consider them as 
waves. Experimental evidence for the wave nature of electrons was 
obtained when diffraction rings were observed photographically when a 
stream of elec;trons was passed through a thin metal foil. Electron dif
fraction has now become a useful tool in determining molecular structure, 
particularly of gases. Wave mechanics is a means of studying the build-up 
of electron shells in atoms, and the shape of orbitals occupied by the 
electrons. 

THE HEISENBERG UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE 

Calculations on the Bohr model of an atom require precise information 
about the position of an electron an(f its velocity. It is difficult to measure 
both quantities accurately at the same time. An electron is too small to see 
and may only be observed if perturbed. For example, we could hit the 
electron with another particle such as a photon or an electton, or we could 
apply an electric or magnetic force to the electron. This will inevitably 
change the position of the electron, or its velocity and direction. Heisen
berg stated that the more precisely we cart define the position of an 
electron. the less certainly we are able to define its velocity. and vice versa. 
If l:!..x is the uncertainty in defining the position and !:!.. v the uncertainty in 
the velocity, the uncertainty principle may be expressed mathematically as: 

. h 
6.x.6v~. 4n 

where h = Planck's c_onstant = 6.6262 x 10-34 J s. This implies that it is 
impossible to know both the position and the velocity exactly. 

The concept of an electron following a definite orbit, where its position 
and velocity are known exactly, must therefore be replaced by the prob
ability of finding an electron in a particular position, or in a particular 
volume of space. The Schrodinger wave equation provides a satisfactory 
description of an atom in these terms. Solutions to the wave equation are 

. j ill] 
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caJled wave functions and given the symbol tp. The probability of finding an 
electron at a point in space wh'ose coordinates are x, y and z is tp2 (x, y, z). 

THE SCHRODINGER WA VE EQUATION 

For a standing wave (such as a vibrating string) of wavelength A., whose 
amplitude at any point along x may be described by a function f (x). it can 
be shown that: 

d2f(x) = - 4:n2 f(x) 
dx 2 A.2 . 

If an electron is considered as a wave which moves in only one dimension 
then: 

An electron may move in three directions x. y and z so this becomes 

azw &2tp a2tp 4:n2 
. ax2 + &y2 + ()z 1 = -'")!' 'ljJ 

Using the · symbol V instead of the three partial differentials, this is 
shortened to 

The de Broglie relationship states tha.t 

A.=..!!.. 
mv 

(where h is Planck's constant, m is the mass of an electron and v its 
velocity); hence: 

or 

(1.5) 

However, the total energy of the system Eis made up of the kinetic energy 
K plus the potential energy V 

E = K+ V . 

so 

K=E-V 

But the kinetic energy = ~mv 2 so 
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and 

!mv 2 = E - V 

2 2 
v = - (E - V) 

m 

Substituting for v2 in equation (1.5) gives the well-known form of 
the Schrodinger equation 

8n2m 
V2tjJ +IT° (E - V)tjJ = 0 

Acceptable solutions to the wave equation, that is solutions which are 
physically possible, rriust have certain properties: 

1. tjJ must be continuous. 
2. tjJ must be fi.nite. 
3. tjJ must be single valued. 
4. The probability of finding the electron over all the space from 

plusinfinity to minus infinity must be equal to one. 

The probability of finding an electron at a point x, y, z is tjJ2, so 
+oo 

J "12 dxdydz = 1 
-oo 

Several wave functions called 'i'i. '\jJ2 , '\jJ3 .•. will satisfy these conditions 
to the wave equation, and each of these has a corresponding energy E 1, .£2 , 

E3 . .•• Each of these wave functions 'ljJ" '\jJ2 , etc. is called an orbital, by 
analogy with the orbits in the Bohr theory. In a hydrogen atom, the single 
electron normally occupies the lowest bf the energy levels E 1• This is called 
the ground state. The corresponding wave function 'lj/1 describes the 
orbital, that is the volume in space where there is a high probability of 
finding the electron. 

For a given type of atom, there are a number of solutions to the wave 
equation which are acceptable, and each orbital may be described uniquely 
by a set of three quantum numbers, n, I and m. (These are t_he same 
quantum numbers - principal, subsidiary and magnetic - as were used in 
the Bohr theory). 

The subsidiary quantum number I describes the shape of the orbital 
occupied by the electron. l may have values 0, 1, 2 or 3. When I= 0, the 
orbital is spherical and is called an s orbital; when I = l, the orbital is 
dumb-bell shaped and is called a p orbital; when I= 2, the orbital is double 
dumb-bell shaped and is called a d orbital; and when I = 3 a more 
complicated f orbital is formed (see Figure 1.6). the letters s, p, d and i 
come from the spectroscopic terms sharp, principal, diffuse and .funda
mental, which were used to describe the lines in the atomic spectra. 

Examination of a list of all the allowed solutions to the wave equation 
shows that the orbitals fall into groups. 

In the first group of solutions the value of the wave function 'ljJ, and 
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Figure 1.6 (a) Wave functions 'ljl for s. p and ,1 atomic orbitals: (i) s orbital. 2s; (ii) p 
orbital, 2px; (iii) d orbital, 3d.n .. (Note that the + and - signs refer to symmetry, 
not charge .) (b) Different ways of repre~enting 'ljl2 for a 2p orbital (as a contour 
diagram or as a 90% boundary surface). 

hence the probabiHty of finding the electron 1jl2 • depends only on the 
distance r from the nycleus, and is the same in all directions. 

\jl == f (r) 

This leads to a spherical orbital, and occurs when the subsidiary quantum 
number I is zero. These are called s orbitals. When I = 0, the magnetic 
quantum number m = 0, so there is only one such orbital for each value 
of n. 

In the second group of solutions to the wave equation, 'ljJ depends both 
on the distance from the nucleus, and on the direction in space (x, y 
or z). Orbitals of this kind occur when the subsidiary quantum number 
I = 1. These are called p orbitals and there are three possible values cif the 
magnetic quantum number (m = -1, 0and+1). There are therefore three 
orbitals which are identical in energy, sh.ape and size, which differ only in 
their direction in space.These three solutions to the wave equation may be 
written 

ip-1" = f(r). f(x) 

'll'.v = f(r) . f(y) 
"Pz = f(r) . f(z) 

Orbitals that are identical in energy are termed degenerate, and thus three 
degenerate p orbitals occur for each of tQe values of n = 2, 3, 4 ... 

The third group of solutions to the wave equation depend on the 
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Table 1.3 Atomic orbitals 

Principal Subsidiary Magnetic Symbol 
quantum quantum quantum 
number number numbers 
n I m 

0 0 ls (one orbital) 

2 0 0 2s (one orbital) 
2 1 -1, 0, +1 2p (three orbitals) 

3 0 0 3s (one orbital) 
3 1 -1, 0, +1 3p (three orbitals) 
3 2 -2, -1, 0, +1, +2 3d (five orbitals) 

4 0 0 4s (one orbital) 
4 1 -1,0, +1 4p (three orbitals) 
4 2 -2, -1, 0, +1, +2 4d (five orbitals) 
4 3 -3, -2, -1, 0, +l, +2, -3 4/ (seven orbitals) 

distance from the nucleus r and also on two directions in space, for 
example 

'fl = f(r). f(x). f(y) 

This group of orbitals has I = 2, atld these are called d orbitals. there are 
five solutions corresponding tom = -2, -1, 0, + 1 and +2, and these are 
all equal in energy. Thus five degenerate d orbitals occur for each of the 
values of n = 3, 4, 5 .... 

A further set of solutions occurs whetl I = 3, and- these are called f 
orbitals. There are seven values of tn: -3, -2, -l, O", +l, +2 and +3, and 
seven degenerate f orbitals are formed when n = 4, 5, 6 .... 

RADIAL AND ANGULAR FUNCTIONS 

The Schrodinger equation can be solved completely for the hydrogen 
atom, and for related ions which have only one electron such as He+ and 
u 2 +. For other atoms only approx:irnate solutions can be obtained. For 
most calculations, it is simpler to solve the wave equation if the cartesian 
coordinates x, y and z are converted into polar coordinates r, e and <j>. The 
coordinates of the point A measured from the origin are x, y, a.rid z in 
cartesian coordinates, and r, e and <I> in polar coordinates. It c·an be seen 
that the two sets of coorditlates are related by the following expressions: 

z =,cos a 
y = r sin e sin <I> 

x' = r sin e cos ¢' 

The SchrOdinger equation is usually written: 

8n2m . · · · 
V2ip + h2 (£ .- V)\j! = 0 

I [ill 
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Figure 1.7 The relationship between cartesian and polar coordinates. 

where 

2 o2'ljl iP'ljJ 82'\jl 
\7'1jJ=-+-+-

8x2 {)y2 ()z2 

Changing to polar coordinates, \72'\jl becomes 

l.~(r2 o'ljl) + 1 . a21" +~.~(sine o'ljl) 
r2 or or r 2 sin2 e acp2 r2 sine ae ae 

The solution of this is of the form 

ljl = R(r). 0(0), <l>(cp) (1.6) 

R(r) is a function that depends on the distance from the nucleus, which in 
turn depends on the quantum numbers n and I 

0(0) is a function of 0; which depends on the quantum numbers I and m 
<l>(cj>) is a function of cp, which depends only on the quantum number m 

Equation (1.6) may be rewritten 

'11 = R(r)nr. Amr 

This splits the wave function into two. pa~ts which can be solved separately: 

1. R(r) the radial function, which depends on the· quantum numbers n 
and/. 

2. Amr the total angular wave function, which depends on the quantum 
numbers m and I. 

The radial function R has no physical meaning, but R 2 gives the probability 
of finding the electron in a small volume dv near the point at which R is 
measured. For a given value of r the number of small volumes is 4nr2 , so 
the probability of the electron being at a distance. r from ·the nucleus is 
4nr2R2• This is called the radial distribution function. Graphs of the 
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Figure 1.8 Radial distribution functions for various orbitals in the hydrogen atom. 

radial distribution function for hydrogen plotted against r are shown in 
Figure 1.8. · 

These diagrams show that the probability is zero at the nucleus (as 
r = 0), and by examining the plots for ls, 2s and 3s that the most probable 
distance increases markedly as the principal quantum number increases. 
Furthermore, by comparing the plots for 2s and 2p, or 3s, 3p and 3d it can 
be seen that the most probable radius decreases slightly as the subsidi_ary 
quantum number increases. All the~· orbitals except the first one (ls) have 
a shell-like structure, rather like an onion or a hailstone, consisting of 
concentric layers of electron density . Similarly, all bun he first p orbitals 
(2p) and the first d orbitals (3d) have a shell structure. 

The angular function A depends only on the direction, and is indepen
dent of the distance from the nucleus (r). Thus A 2 is the probability of 

·--~IT~ 
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Figure 1.9 801,mdary surface for the angular part of the wave function A (0, 4>) for 
the 2s, 2p and 3d orbitals for a hydrogen atom shown as polar diagrams. 
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finding an electron at a given direction e, <j> at any distance from the 
nucleus to infinity. The angular functions Aare plotted as polar diagrams in 
Figure 1.9. It must be emphasized that these polar diagrams do not 
represent the total wave function u, but only the angular part of the wave 
function. (The total wave function is made up from contributions from 
both the radial and the angular functions.) 

'ljl = R(r). A 

Thus the probability of finding an electron simultaneously at a distance r 
and in a given direction e' <I> is '\/';. 0, <I>. 

'ljl;,0. <1> = R2(r). A 2(e, <!>) 

Polar diagrams, that is drawings of the the angular part of the wave 
function, are commonly used to illustrate the overlap of orbitals giving 
bonding between atoms. Polar diagrams are quite good for this purpose, as 
they show the signs + and - relating to the symmetry of the angular 
function. For bonding like signs must overlap. These shapes are slightly 
different from the shapes of the total wave function. There are several 
points about such diagrams: 

l. It is difficult to picture an angular wave function as a mathematical 
equation. It is much easier to visualize a boundary surface , that is a solid 
shape. which for example contains 90% of the electron density. To 
emphasize that 'ljl is a continuous . function, the boundary surfaces 
have been extended up to the nucleus in Figure 1.9. For p orbitals the 
electron density is zero at the nucleus, and sotne texts show a p orbital 
a' two spheres which do not touch. · 

2. These drawings shaw the symmetry for the ls, 2p, 3d orbitals. 
However, in the others, 2s, 3s, 4s . .. , 3p, 4p, Sp . .. , 4d, Sd . .. the sign 
(symmetry) changes inside the boundary surface Of the orbital. this is 
readily seen as nodes in the graphs Of the radial functions (Figure 1.8). 

z z z 

2pz 

Figure 1.10 The angular part of the wave function squared A2(0, <!>) for the 2p 
orbitals for a hydrogen atom. 
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Figure 1.11 Total wave function (orbitals) for hydrogen. 
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3. The probability of finding an electron at a direction e, <I> is · the wave 

function squared, A 2 , or more precisely 'ljJ~'ljJ~. The diagrams in Figure 
1. 9 are of the angular part of the wave function A, not A 2• Squaring 
does not change the shape of an s orbital, but it elongates the lobes of p 
orbitals (Figure 1.10) . Some books use elongated p orbitals, but strictly 
these should not have signs, as squaring removes · any sign from the 
symmetry. Despite this, many authors draw shapes approximating to 
the probabilities, i.e . squared wave functions, and put the signs of the 
wave function on the lobes, and refer to both the shapes and the wave 
functions as orbitals. 

4. A full representation of the probability of finding an electron requires 
the total wave function squared and includes both the radial and angular 
probabilities squared . It really needs a three-dimensional model to 
display this probability, and show the shapes of the orbitals . It is 
difficult to do this adequately on a two-dimensional piece of paper, but 
a representation is shown in Figure 1.11. The orbitals are not drawn to 
scale . Note that the p orbitals are not simply two spheres, but are 
ellipsoids of revolution. Thus the 2px orbital is spherically symmetrical 
about the x axis, but is not spherical in the other direction. Similarly the 
Pr orbital is spherically symmetrical about the y axis, and both the Pz 
and the 3dz! are spherically symmetrical about the z axis. . 

PAULl EXCLUSION PRINCIPLE 

Three quantum :numbers n, I and m are needed to define an orbital. Each 
orbital may hold up to two electrons, provided they have opposite spihs. 
An extra ·quantum number is required to define the spin of an electron in 
an orbital. Thus four quantum numbers are needed to define the energy of 
an electron in an atom. The Pauli exclusion principle states that no two 
electrons in one atom can have all four quantum numbers the ~ame. Ry 
permutating the quantum numbers, the maximum number of electrons 
which can be contained in each main energy level can be calculated (see 
Figure 1.12). 

BUILD-UP OF THE ELEMENTS, HUND'S RULE 

When atoms are in their ground state, the electrons occupy the lowest 
possible energy levels. 

The simplest element, hydrogen, has one electron, which occupies the ls 
level; this level has the principal quantum number n = 1, and the 
subsidiary quantum number I = 0. 

Helium has two electrons. The second electron also occupies the lslevel . 
This is possible because the two electrons have opposite spins. This level is 
now full. 

The next atom lithium has three electrons. The third electron occupies 
the next lowest level. This is the 2s level, which has the principal quantum 
number n = 2 and subsidiary quantum number I = 0. 



Principal Quantum 
No.n 

Subsidiary Quantum 
No. / 
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Figure 1.12 Quantum numbers, the permissible number of electrons and the shape of the periodic table . 
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The fourth electron in beryllium also occupies the 2s level. Boron must 
have its fifth electron in the 2p level as the 2s level is full. The sixth electron 
in carbon is also in the 2p level. Hund's rule states . that the number of 
unpaired electrons in a given energy level is a maximum. Thus in the 
ground state the two p electrons in carbon are unpaired. They occupy 
separate p orbitals and have parallel spins. Similarly in nitrogen the three p 
electrons are unpaired and have parallel spins. 

To show the positions of the electrons in an atom, the symbols Is, 2s, 2p, 
etc. are used to denote the main energy level and sub-level. A superscript 
indicates the number of electrons in each set of orbitals. Thus for 
hydrogen, the Is orbital contains one electron, and this is shown as Is1• For 
helium the ls orbital contains two electrotls, denoted ls2 . The electronic 
structures of the first few 'atoms in the periodic table tnay be written: 

H ls 1 

He ls2 

Li ls2 2sl 

Be ls2 2s2 

B ls2 2s2 2pl 

c ls2 2s2 2p2 

N ls2 2s2 2p3 

0 ls2 2s2 2p4 

F ls2 2s2 2p5 

Ne ls2 2s2 2p6 

Na· ls2 2s2 2p6 3s1 

An alternative way of shOwing the electroniC structure of an atom is .to 
draw boxes for orbitals, and arrows for the electrons. 

ls 2s 2p 
Electronic structure of. H atom EJ D I I I I in the ground state 

ls 2s 2p 
Electronic structure of He. atom [!±] D I I l I in the ground state 

ls 2s 2p 
Electronic structure of Li atom [!±] EJ I I I I in the ground state 

ls 2s 2p 
Electronic structure of Be atom [!±] lliJ I in the ground state 

ls 2s 2p 
Electronic structure of B atoln ~ ~ It I I I in the ground state 
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3 Sequence of filling 
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ATOMIC STRUCTURE AND THE PERIODIC TABLE 

ls 2s 2p 

Electronic structure of C atom [!±] [!±] Ir Ir I I in the ground state 

ls 2s 2p 

Electronic structure of N atom [!±] (!±] Ir It It I in the ground state 

ls 25 2p 

Electronic structure of 0 atom [!±] [!±] !Hit Ir I in the ground state 

ls 2s 2p 

Electronic structure of F atom ~ (!±] lt.i.IHlr I in the ground state 

ls 25 2p Js Jp 

Electronic structure of Ne atom 5J 5J I t.i. I H I H I D I I I I in the ground state 

ls 2.s 2p 3s Jp 

Electronic structure of Na atom G±1 G±l lr.i.IHlr.i.I EJ I I I I in the ground state 

The process continues in a similar way. 

SEQUENCE OF ENERGY LEVELS 

It is important to know the sequence in which the energy levels are filled. 
Figure 1.13 is a useful aid. From this it can be seen that the order of filling 
of energy levels is: ls, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 4s, 3d, 4p, Ss, 4d, Sp, 6s, 4/, Sd, 6p, 
7s, etc. 

After the ls, 2s, '{.p, 3s and 3p levels have been filled at argon, the next 
two electrons go into the 4s level. This gives the elements potassium and 
calcium. Once the 4s level is full the 3d level is the next lowest in energy, 
not the 3p level. Thus tl:ie 3d starts to fill at scandium. The elements from 
scandium to copper have two electrons in the 4s level and an incomplete 3d 
level, and all behave in a similar manner chemically. Such a series of atoms 
is known as a tninsition series. . · 

A second transition series starts after the 5s orbital has been tilled, at 
strontium , because in the next element, yttrium, the 4d level begins to fill 
up. A third transition series starts at- lanthanum where the electrons start to 
fill the Sd level after the 6d level has been filled with two electrons. 

A further complication arises here because after lanthanum, which has 
one electron in the 5d level, the 4/ level begins to fill, giving the elements 
from cerium to lutetium with from one to 14/ electrons. These are 
sometimes called the inner transition elements, but are usually known as 
the lanthanides or rare earth metals. 
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ARRANGEMENT OF THE ELEMENTS IN GROUPS IN THE 
PERIODIC TABLE 

The chemical properties of an element are largely governed by the number 
of electrons in the outer shell, and their arrangement. If the elements are 
arranged in groups which have the same outer electronic arrangement, 
then elements within a group should show · similarities in chemical ·· and 
physical properties. One great advantage of this is that initially it is only 
necessary to learn the properties of each group rather than the properties 
of each individual element. 

Elements with ones electron in their outer shell are called Group I (the 
alkali metals) and elements with two s electrons in their outer shell are 
called Group II (the alkaline earth metals). These two groups are known as 
the s-block elements, because their properties result from the presence of s 
electrons. 

Elements with three electrons in their outer shell (two s electrons and 
one p electron) are called Group III, and similarly Group IV elements 
have four outer electrons, Group V elements have five outer electrons, 
Group VI elements have six outer electrons and Group VII elements have 
seven outer electrons; Group 0 elements have a full outer shell of electrons 
so that the next shell is empty; hence the group name. Groups III, IV, V, 
VI, VII and 0 all have p orbitals filled and because their properties are 
dependent on the · presence of p electrons, they are called jointly the 
p-block elements. . . 

In a similarway, elements where d orbitals are being filled are called the 
d-block, or transition elements. In these, d electrons are being added to the 
penultimate shell. · · 

Finally, elements where f orbitals are filling are called the /-block, and 
here the f electrons are entering the antepenultimate (or second from the 
outside) shell. 

In the periodic tab!~ (Table 1.4), the elements are arranged in order of 
increasing atomic number, that is in order of increased nuclear charge, or 
increased number of orbital electrons. Thus each element contains one 
more orbital electron than the preceding element. Instead of listing the 103 
elements as one long list, the periodic table arranges them into several 
horizontal rows or periods, in such a way that each row begins with an 
alkali metal and ends with a noble gas. The sequence in which the various 
energy levels are filled detertnines the number of elements in each period, 
and the periOdic table can be divided into fout main regiotls according to 
whether the s, p, d or f levels are bein~ filled. 

1st period ls elements in this period 2 

2nd period it 2p elements in this period 8 

3rd period 3s 
4th period 4s 
5th period 5s 
6th period 6s 

3d 
4d 

4/ 5d 

3p elements in this period 8 

4p elemet1ts in this period 18 

Sp elements in this period 18 

6p elements in this period 32 



Table 1.4 The periodic table 
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PROBLEMS 

The alkali metals appear in a vertical column labelled Group I, in which 
all elements have ones electron in their outer shell, an'd hence have similar 
properties. Thus w~en one element in a group reacts with a reagent, the 
other elements in the group will probably react similarly, forming com
pounds which have similar formulae. Thus reactibns of new compounds 
and their formulae may be predicted by analogy with kMwn compounds. 
Similarly the noble gases all appear in a vertical column labelled Group 0, 
and all have a complete outer shell of electrons. This is called the long form 
of the periodic table. It has many advantages, the most important being 
that it emphasizes the similarity of properties within a group and the 
relation between the group and the electron structure. The d-block 
elements are referred to as the transition elements as they are situated 
between the s- and p-blocks. 

Hydrogen and helium differ from the rest of the elements because there 
are no p orbitals in the first shell. Helium obviously belongs to Group 0, 
the noble gases, which are chemically inactive because their outer shell of 
electrons is full. Hydrogen is more difficult to place in a group. It could be 
included in Group I because it has one s electron in its outer shell, 
is univalent and commonly forms univalent positive ions .. However, 
hydrogen is not a metal and is a gas whilst Li, Na, K, Rb and Cs are metals 
and are solids. Similarly, hydrogen could be included in Group VII 
because it is one electron short of a complete shell, or in Group IV because 
its outer shell is half full. Hydrogen does not resemble the alkali metals, 
the halogens or Group IV very closely. Hydrogen atoms are extremely 
small, and have many unique properties. Thus there is a case for placing 
hydrogen in a group on its own. 

FURTHER READING 

Karplus, M. and Porter, R.N. (1971) Atoms and Molecules, Benjamin, New York. 
Greenwood, N.N. (1980) Principles of Atomic Orbitals, Royal Institute of 

Chemistry Monographs for teachers No. 8, 3rd ed., London. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Name the first five series of lines that occur in the atomic spectrum of 
hydrogen. Indicate the region in the electromagnetic spectrum where 
these series occur, and give a general equation for the wavenumber 
applicable to all the series. 

2. What are the assumptions on which the Bohr theory of the structure of 
the hydrogen atom is based? 

3. Give the equation which explains the different series of lines in the 
atomic spectrum of hydrogen. Who is the equation named after? 
Explain the various terms involved. 

4. (a) Calculate the radii of the first three Bohr orbits for hydrogen. 
(Planck's 6onstal'lt h = 6.6262 x 10-34 Js; mass of electron 
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m = 9.1091x10-3 • kg; charge on electron e = 1.60210 x 10- 1''C; 
permittiv.ity of vacuum Eo = 8.854185 x 10- 12 kg- 1 m-3 A 2.) 

(Answers: 0.529 x 10- 10 m; 2.12 x 10- 10 m; 4.76 x 10- 10 m; that 
is 0.529A 2.12A and 4.76A.) · 

(b) Use these radii to calculate the velocity of an electron in each of 
these three orbits. · 
(Answers: 2.19 x 106 ms"" 1

; 1.09 x 106 ms-•; 7.29 x 105 ms- 1.) 

5. The Balmer series of spectral lines for hydrogen appear in the visible 
region. What is the lower energy level that these electronic transitions 
start from, and what transitions correspond to the spectral lines at 
379 .0 nm and 430.Q nm respectively? 

6. What is the wavenumber and wavelength of the first transition in the 
Lyman, Balmer and Paschen series in the atomic spectra of hydrogen? 

7. Which of the following species does the Bohr theory apply to? (a) H, 
(b) H+, (c) He, (d) He+, (e) Li, (f) u+, (g) u+2 , (h) Be, (g) Be+, 
(h) Be2 +, (i) BeJ+. 

8. How does the Bohr theory of the hydrogen atom differ from that of 
Schrodinger? 

9. (a) Write down the general form of the Schrodinger equation and 
define each of the terms in it, 

(b) Solutions to the wave equation that are physically possible must 
have four special properties. What are they? 

10. What is a radial distribution function? Draw this function for.the ls; 
2s, 3s, 2p, 3p and 4p orbitals in a hydrogen atom. 

11. Explain (a) the Pauli exclusion principle, and (b) Hund's rule. Show 
how these are used to specify the electronic arrangements of the first 
20 elements in the periodic table. 

12. What is an orbital? Draw the shapes of the ls; 2s, 2px, 2py, 2pz, 3dxy• 
3dxz• 3dyz• 3dx2-y2 and 3dz2 orbitals. 

13. Give the names and symbols of the four quantum numbers required to 
define the energy of electrons in atoms. What do these quantum 
numbers relate to, and what numerical values are possible for each? 
Show how the shape of the periodic table is related to these quantum 
numbers. 

14. The first shell may contain up to 2 electrons, the second shell up to 8, 
the third shell up to 18, and the fourth shell up to 32. Explain this 
arrangement in terms of quantum numbers. 

15. Give the values of the four quantum numbers for each electron in the 
ground state for (a) the oxygen atom, and (b) the scandium atom. (Use 
positive values for m 1 and ms first.) 



16. Give the sequence in which the energy levels in an atom are filled with 
electrons. Write the electronic configurations for the elements of 
atomic number 6, 11, 17 and 25, and from this decide to which group in 
the periodic table each element belongs. 

17. Give the name and symbol for each of the atoms which have the 
ground state electronic configurations in their outer shells: (a) 2s2

, 

(b) 3s23p5
, (c) 3s23p64s2

, (d) 3s23p63d6 4s2
; (e) 5s25p2

, (f) 5s25p6
• 



2 Introduction to 
bonding 

ATTAINMENT OF A STABLE CONFIGURATION 

How do atoms combine to form molecules and why do atoms form bonds? 
A molecule will only be formed if it is more stable, and has a lower energy, 
than the individual atoms. . 

To understand what is happening in terms of electronic structure, con
sider first the Group 0 elements. These comprise the noble gases, helium, 
neon. argon, krypton, xenon and radon, which are noteworthy for their 
chemical inertness. Atoms of the ·noble gases do not normally react with 
any other atoms, and their molecules are monatomic, i.e. contain only one 
atom. The lack of reactivity is because the atoms already have a low 
energy, and it cannot be lowered further by forming compounds. The low 
energy of the noble-gases is associated with their having a complete outer 
shell of electrons. This is often called a noble gas structure, and it is an 
exceptionally stable arrangement of electrons. 

Normally only electrons in the outermo~t shell of an atom are involved in 
forming bonds, and by forming bonds each atom acquires a stable electron 
configuration. The most stable electronic arrangement is a noble gas 
structure. and many molecules have lhis arrangement. However, less 
stable arrangements than this are commonly attained by transition 
elements·. 

TYPES OF BONDS 

Atoms may attain a stable electronic configuration in three different ways: 
by losing electrons, by gaining electrons, or by sharing electrons. 

Elements may be divided into: 

I. Electmpositive elements, whose atoms give up one or more electrons 
fairly readily. 

2. electronegative elements. which will accept electrons. 
3. Elements which have little tendency to Jose or gain electrons. 

Three different types of bond may be formed, depending on the 
electropositive or electronegative character of the atoms involved. 
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·Electropositive element J 
+ Ionic bond 

Electronegative element 

Electronegative element J 
+ Covalent bond 

Electronegative element 

Electropositlve element } 
+ Metallic bond 

Electropositive element 

Ionic bonding involves the complete transfer of one or more electrons 
from one atom to another. Covalent bonding involves the sharing of a pair 
of electrons between two atoms, and in metallic bonding the valency 
electrons are free to move throughout the whole crystal. 

These types of bonds 'are idealized c>r extreme representations, and 
though one type generally predominates, in mosrsubstances the bond type 
is somewhere between these extreme forms. For example, lithium chloride 
is considered to be an ionic compound, but it is soluble in alcohol, which 
suggests that it also possesses a small amount of covalent character. If the 
three extreme bond types are placed at the corners of a triangle, then 
compounds with bonds predominantly of one type will be represented as 
points near the corners. Compounds with bonds intermediate between two 
types will occur along an edge of the triangle, whilst compounds with bonds 
showing some characteristics of all three types are shown as points inside 
the triangle. 

s 
I 

Metallic 
Li 
I\ 

Ag Na3Bi 

I \ 
Sn Na3Sb 

I \ 
As Na3AS 

I \ 
Te Na3P 

I \ 
Na3N 

\ 
12 ~c1F-OF2-NF3 -CCl4-9F3-8eF2- Na20 

I . . \ 
F2 - IF1 - SFs - PFs - SiF 4 -AIF3 - Mg!=2 - CsF 

Covalent Ionic 

Figure 2.1 Triangle illustrating the transitions between ionic, covalent and metallic 
bonding. (Reproduced from Chemical Constitution, by J.A.A. Ketelaar, Elsevier.) 
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TRANSITIONS BETWEEN THE MAIN TYPES OF BONDING 

Few bonds are purely ionic, covalent or metallic. Most are intermediate 
between the three main types, and show some properties of at least two, 
and sometimes of all three types. · 

Ionic bonds 

Ionic bonds are formed when electropositive elements react with electro
negative elements. 

Consider the ionic compound sodium chloride. A sodium atom has the 
electronic configuration ls2 2s2 2p6 3s 1• The first and second shells of 
electrons are full, but the third shell contains only one electron. When this 
atom reacts it will do so in such a way that it attains a stable electron 
configuration. The noble gases have a stable electron arrangement and the 
nearest noble gas to sodium is neon, whose configuration is ls2 2s2 2p6

• If 
the sodium atom can lose one electron from its outer shell, it will attain this 
configuration and in doing so the sodilim acquires a net charge of + 1 and is 
called a sodium ion Na+. The positive charge arises because the nucleus 
contains 11 protons, each with a positive charge, but there are now only 10 
electrons .. Sodium atoms tend to lose an electron in this way when they are 
supplied with energy, and so sodium is an ekctropositive element: 

Na - Na+ + electron 
sO<lium atom sodium ion 

Chlorine atoms have the electronic configuration ls2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p5• They 
are only one electron short of the stable noble gas configuration of argon 
ls2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 , and when chlorine a.toms react, they gain an electron. 
Thus chlorine is an electronegative elem.ent. 

Cl + electron - c1-
chlorine atom chloride ion 

Through gaining an electron, an electrically neutral chlorine atom becomes 
a chloride ion with a net charge of ".'"-1. 

When sodium and chlorine react together, the outer electron of the 
sodium atoms is transferred to the chlorine atoms to produce sodium ions 
Na+ and chloride ions c1-. Electrostatic attraction between the positive 
and negative ions holds the ions together in a crystal lattice. The process is 
energetically favourable as both sorts of atoms attain the stable noble gas 
configuration, and sodium chloride Na+c1- is formed readily. This may be 
illustrated diagrammatically in a Lewis diagram showing the outer 
electrc:ms as dots; 

Na . + CI _ [Na]+ + [= Cl =r 
· sodium atom chlorine atom sodium ion chloride ion 
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The formation of calcium chloride CaCI2 may be considered in a similar 
way. Ca atoms have two electrons in their outer shell. Ca is ah 
electropositive element, so each Ca atom loses two eleetrons to two Cl 
atoms. forming a calcium ior1 Ca2+ and two chloride ions c1-. Showing the 
outer electrons only, this may be represented as follows: 

Cl 

Ca + 

Cl 

calcium atom chlorine atoms calcium inn chloride ions 

Covalent bonds 

When two electronegative atoms react together, both atoms have a 
tendency to gain electrons, but neither atom has any tendency to lose 
electrons. In such cases the atoms share electrons so as to attain a noble gas 
configuration. 

First consider diagrammatically how two chlorine atoms Cl react to form 
a chlorine molecule Cl2 (only the outer electrons are shown in the 
following diagrams) : 

Cl.+ · Cl:~ Cl Cl: 

chlorine atoms chlorine molecule 

Each chlorine atotn gives a share ·orone of its electrons to the other atom. 
A pair of electrons is shared equally between both atoms, and each atom 
now has eight electrons in its outer shell (a stable octet) - the noble gas 
structure of argon. In . this electron dot picture (Lewis structure), the 
shared electron pair is shown as two dots between the atoms CI : Cl. In the 
valence bond representation, these dots are replaced by a line, which 
represents a bond Cl-CL 

In a similar way a .molecule of tetrachloromethane CCl4 is made up of 
one carbon and four chlorine atoms: 

Cl 

· ~ . + 4[. ~1 : ] ~ er : c : c1 

Cl 

The carbon atom is four electrons short of the noble gas structure, so it 
forms four bonds, and the chlorine atoms are one electron short, so they 
each form one bond. By sharing electrons in. this way, both the carbon and 
all four chlorine atoms attain a noble gas structure . It must be emphasized 
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that although it is possibfo to l;>uild up molecules in this way in order to 
understand their electronic str~ctures, it does not follow that the atoms will 
react together directly. In this case, carbon and chlorine do not react 
directly, and tetrachloromethane is made by indirect reactions. 

A molecule of ammonia NH3 is made up of one nitrogen and three 
hydrogen atoms: 

N · + 3[H ·] -+ H N H 

H 

The nitrogen atom is three electrons short of a noble gas structure, and the 
hydrogen atoms are one electron short of a noble gas structure. Nitrogen 
forms three bonds, and the hydrogen atoms one bond each, so all four 
atoms attain a stable configuration. One pair of electrons on the N atom is 
not involved in bond formation, and this is called a lone pair of electrons. 

Other examples of covalent bonds include water (with two covalent 
bonds and two lone pairs of electrons), and hydrogen fluoride (one 
covalent bond and three lone pairs): 

H : O H F: 

H 

Oxidation numbers 

The oxidation nu~ber of an e.lement in a covalent compound is calculated 
by assigning shared electrons to the more . electronegative element, and 
then counting the theoreti.cal charge left c;m each atom. (Electronegativity 
is described in Chapter 6.) An alternative approach is to break up 
(theoretically) the molecule by removing all the atoms as ions, and 
counting the charge left on the central at.om. It must be emphasized that 
molecules are not really broken, nor electrons really moved. For example, 
in H20, removal of two H+ leaves a charge of -2 on the oxygen atom, so 
the oxidation state of 0 in H20 is· (-11). Similarly in H2S the oxidation 
state of S is ( - II); in F20 the oxidation state of 0 is (+II); in SF 4 the 
oxidation state of S is (+IV); whilst in SF6 the oxidation state of S is 
(+VI). The concept of oxidation numbers works equally well with ionic 
compounds. and in CrCl3 the·cr atom has an oxidation state of (+III) and 
it forms Cr3+ ions. Similarly in CrCfi, Cr has the oxidation state (+II) , and 
exists as Cr2 + ions. 

·. 
Coordinate bonds · 

A covalent bond results from the sharing of a ·paif of electrons between two 
atoms, where each atom contributes., one electron to the bond. It is also 
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possible to have an electron pair bond where both electrons originate from 
one atom and none from the other. Such bonds are called coordinate bonds 
or dative bonds. Since, in coordinate bonds, two electrons are shared by 
two atoms, they differ from normal covalent bonds only in the way they 
are formed, and once formed they are identical to normal covalent· 
bonds. 

Even though the ammonia molecule has a stable electron configuration, 
it can react with a hydrogen ion H+ by donating a share in the .lone pair of 
electrons, fortn_ing the ammonium ion NHt: 

H H + H + 

I 
H N: + (Hj+ "-+ H N:H or H-N-+H 

I 
H H H 

Covalent bonds are usually shown as straight lines joining the two atoms, 
and coordinate bonds as arrows indicating which atom is donating the 
electrons. Similarly arnmonia may donate its lone pair to boron trifluoride, 
and by this means the boron atom attains a share in eight electrons: 

H F 

H N:+B 

H F 

H F 
I I 

F ·- H-N-+B-F 
I I 

H F 

In a similar way, a molecule of BF3 can form .a coordinate bond by 
accepting a share jfi a lone pair from a p- ion. 

There are many other examples, including: 

Double and triple bonds 

PCls + c1- - [PC16r 

SbFs + p- - [SbF6r 

Sometimes more than two electrons are shared between a pair of atoms. If 
tour electrons are shared, then there are two bottds, and this arrangement 
is called a double bond. If six electrons are shared then there are three 
bonds, and this ·is called a triple bond: 
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H H H H 
.\ I 

c c C=C 

I \ 
H H H H 

H:C C:H H-C=C-H 

MeraJlic bonds and metallic structures 

Ethene molecule 
(double bond) 

Ethyne molecule 
(triple bond) 

Metals are made up of positive ions packed together, usually in one of the 
three following arrangements: 

1. Cubic close-packed (also called face-centred cubic). 
2. Hexagonal close-paclced. 
_3. Body-centred cubic. 

Negatively charged electrons hold the ions together. The number of 
positive and negative charges are exactly balanced, as the electrons 
originated from the neutral metal atoms. The outstanding feature of metals 
is their extremely high electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity, 
both of which are because of the mobility of these electrons through the 
lattice. 

The arrangements of atoms in the three common metallic structures are 
shown in Figure 2.2. Two of these arrangements (cubic close-packed and 
hexagonal close-packed) are based OQ the closest packing of spheres. The 
metal ions are assumed to be spherical, and are packed together to fill the 
space most effectively, as shown in Figure 2.3a. Each sphere touches six 
other spheres within this one layer. 

A second layer of spheres is arranged on top of the first layer, the 
protruding parts of the second layer fitting into the hollows in the first layer 
as shown in Figure 2.4a. A sphere in the first layer touches three spheres in 
the layer above it, and similarly touches three spheres in the layer below it, 
plus six spheres in its own layer, making a total of 12. The coordination 
number, or -number of atoms or ions in contact with a given atom, is 
therefore 12 for a close-packed. arrangement. With a close-packed arrange
ment, the spheres occupy 74% of the total space. 

When adding a third layer of spheres, two different arrangements are 
possible, each preserving the close-packed arrangement. 

If the first sphere of the third layer is placed in the depression X shown in 
Figure 2.4a, then this sphere is exactly above a sphere in the first layer. It 
follows that every sphere in the third layer is exactly above a sphere in the 
first layer as shown in Figure 2.2a. lfthe first layer is represented by A, and 
the second layer by H, the repeating pattern of close-packed sheets is 
AB AS AB ; ... This structure has hexagonal symmetry, and it is therefore 
said to be hexagonal close-packed. . · 

Alternatively, the first sphere of the third layer may be placed in a 
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(a) 

3-fold axis 

~ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
(b) \ 

(c) 

A 

B 

A 

3-fold axis 
I 
I 

J/ 
I 

A 

c 

A 

Figure 2.2 The three metallic structures. (a) Htxagonal close-packed structure 
showing the repeat pattern of layers ABABAB ... and the 12 neighbours sur
rounding each sphere. (b) Cubic close-packed structure (cbordinatiott number is 
also 12) showing repeat pattern of layers ABCABC. (c) Body-centred cubit 
structure showing the 8 tteighbOuts surrounding each sphere. · 
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A 
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A 

(a) 

A 

B 

c 

(b) 

:.5 Arrangement of 12 
neighbours in hexagonal 
ic close-packed 
ments. (Note that the top 
die layers are the same. 
1e cubic close-packed 
e the bottom layer is 
50° relative to the 
1al close-packed. (a) 
nal close-packed. {b) 
ose-packed. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.3 Possible ways of packing equal spheres in two dimensions . (a) Close
packed (fills 74% of space). (b) Body-centred cubic (fills 68% of space). 

Figure 2.4 Superill)pp~d layers of d~·Pl1Cked spheres. (a) Two layers of close
packed spheres (second layer is shaded). (b) Three layers of close-packed spheres 
(second layer shaded, third layer bold circles). Note that the third layer is not above 
the first layer. hence this is an ABCABC . .. (cubic close-packed) arrangement. 

depression such as Y in Figure 2.4a. The sphere is not exactly above a 
sphere in the first layer, and it follows that all the spheres in the third layer 
are not exactly above spheres in the first layer (Figure 2.4b). If the three 
layers are represented by A. Band C. then the repeating pattern of sheets 
is ABCABCABC ... (Figure 2.2b). This structure has cubic symmetry and 
is said to be cubic close-packed. An. alternative name for this structure is 
face-centred cubic. The difference between hexagonal and cubic close 
packing is illustrated in Figure 2.5. 

Random forms of close packing such as ABABC or ACBACB are 
possible. but occur only rarely. Hexagonal ABABAB and cubic ABCABC 
close packing are common. · 

The third common metallic structure is called body-c~ntred cubic 
(Figure 2.2c). The spheres are packed in sheets as shown in Figure 2.3b. 
The second layer occupies the hollows in this first sheet. The third layer 
occupies hollows in the second layer. and the third layer is immediately 
above the first layer. This form of packing is less efficient at filling the s,pace 
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than closest packing (compare Figures 2.3a and b). In a body-centred cubic 
structure the spheres occupy 68% of the total space and have a co
ordination number of 8, compared, with close-packed structures where 
74% of the space is occupied and the coordination number is 12. Metallic 
structures always have high coordination numbers. 

The theories of bondjng in metals and alloys are described in Chapter 5. 
Metallic bonding is found not only in metals and alloys, but also in 

several other types of compound: 

1. Interstitial borides, carbides, nitrides and hydrides formed by the 
transition elements (and by some of the lanthanides too). Some low 
oxidation states of transition metal halides also belong to this group, 
where the compounds show electricalconductivity, and are thought to 
contain free electrons in conduction bands. 

2. Metal cluster compounds of the transition metals, and cluster com
pounds of boron, where the covalent bonding is delocalized over several 
atoms, and is equivalent to a restricted fortn of metallic bonding. 

3. A group of compounds including the . metal Carbonyls which contain 
a metal-metal bond. The cluster compounds, and the compounds 
with metal-metal bonds, may help to explain the role of metals as 
catalysts. 

,Melting points 

Ionic compounds are typically solids and usually have high melting and 
boiling points. In contrast covalent compounds are typically gases, liquids 
or low melting solids. These differences occut because of differences in 
bonding and structure. · . . . . · . · 

Ionic compounds, are made up of positive and negative ions arranged in a 
regular way in a lattice. The attraction between ions is electrostatic, and is 
non-directional, extending equally fo all directio11s. Melting the compound 
involves breaking the lattiee. This requires cohsiderable energy, and so the 
melting point and boiling point are usually high, and the compounds are 
very hard. · 

Compounds with covalent bonds are usually made up of discrete 
molecules. The bonds are directional, and strong covalent bonding forces 
hold the atoms together to make a molecule. In the solid, molecules are 
held together by weak van der Waals forces. To melt or boil the compound 
we only need supply the small amount of en~rgy needed to break the van 
der Waals forces. Hence covalently bonded compounds are often gases, 
liquids or soft solids with low melting points. 

In a few cases such as diamond, or silica Si02 , the structures are covalent 
giant lattices instead of discrete molecules. In these cases there is a three
dimensional lattice, with strong covalent bonds in all directions: It requires 
a large amount of energy to break . this lattice, arid so _diamond; silica and 
other materials with giant three-dimensional lattices are very hard and 
have high meltifig points. 
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Conductivity 

Ionic compounds conduct electricity when the compound is melted, or 
in solution. Conduction is achieved by the ions migrating towards the 
electrodes under the influence of an electric potential. If an electric current 
is passed through a solution of sodium chloride, Na+ ion_s are attracted to 
the negatively charged electrode (cathode), where they gain an electron 
and form sodium atoms. The c1- ions are attracted to the positive 
electrode (anode), where they lose an electron and become chlorine 
atoms. This process is called electrolysis. The changes amount to the 
transfer of electrons from cathode to unodc, but conduction occurs hy an 
ionic mechanism involving the migration of both positive and negative ions 
in opposite directions . 

In the solid state, the ions are trapped in fixed places in the crystal 
lattice, and as they cannot migrate, they cannot conduct electricity in this 
way. It is, however, wrong to say that ionic solids do not conduct electricity 
without qualifying the statement. The crystal may conduct electricity to a 
very small extent by scmiconduction if the crystal contains some defects. 
Suppose that a lattice site is unoccupic<.1, and there is a 'hole' where un ion 
is missing. An ion may migrate from its lattice site to the vacant site, and 
in so doing it makes a 'hole' somewhere else. The new 'hole' is filled by 
another ion, and so on, so eventually the hole migrates across the crystal, 
and a charge is carried in the other direction . Plainly the amount of current 
carried by this mechanism is extremely small, but semiconductors are of 
great importance in modern electronic devices. 

Metals conduct electricity better than any other material, but the 
mechanism is by the movement of electrons instead of ions. 

Covalent compounds contain neither.ions (as -in ionic compounds) nor 
mobile electrons (as in metals), so they are unable to conduct electricity in 
either the solid, liquid or gaseous state. Covalent compounds are therefore 
insulators. 

Solubility 

If they dissolve at all, ionic compounds are usually soluble in polar 
solvents. These are solvents of qigh, dielectric constant such as water, or the 
mineral acids. Covalent compounds are not normally soluble in these 
solvents but if they dissolve at all they are soluble in non~polar (organic) 
solvents of low dielectric constant; suc_h as -benzene arid tetrachforo
methane . The general rule is sometimes stated that ' like dissolves like', and 
so ionic compounds usually dissolve in ionic solvents, and · covalent 
compounds usually dissolve in covalent solvents. · 

Speed of readions 

Ionic compounds usually re·a-ct v~ry . rapidly, whilst ·covalent compounds 
usually react slowly. For ionic reactions to occur, the reacting species are 

I 
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ions, and as these already exist, they have only to collide with the other 
type of ion. For example, when testing a solution for chloride ions (by 
adding silver nitrate solution), precipitation of AgCI is very rapid. 

Ag+ + c1- ---!> AgCI 

Reactions of covalent compounds usually involve breaking a bond and 
then substituting or adding another group. Energy is required to break the 
hond. This is called the aclivalion energy, and ii often makes reactions 
slow. Collisions between the reactant molecules will only cause reaction if 
they have enough energy. For example, reduction of preparative amounts 
of nitrobenzene to aniline takes several hours. Similarly the reaction of J-1 2 

and Cl2 is typically slow except in direct sunlight when the mixture may 
explode! 

It is important to r~alize that bonds are not necessarily 100% covalent or 
100% ionic, and that bonds of intermediate character exist. If a molecule 
is made up of two id_entical atoms, both atoms have the same · electro
negativity, and so have an equal tendency to gain electrons. (See Chapter 
6.) In such a molecule the electron pair forming the bond is equally shared 
by both atoms. This constitutes a 100% covalent bond, and is sometimes 
called a non-polar covalent bond. 

More commonly molecules are formed between different types of atoms, 
and the electronegativity Of the two atoms differs. Consider for example 
the molecules CIF and HF. Fluorine is the most electronegative atom, and 
it attracts electrons more strongly than any ot~er element when covalently 
bonded. The bonding electrons spend more time round the F than round 
the other atom, so the F atom has a very small negative charge o- and the 
atom (Cl or H) has a_ sinall positive charge o+ . 

<'>+ 0-
Cl-F 

<'>+ 0-
H-F 

Though these bonds are largely covalent. they possess a small amount of 
ionic character, and are sometimes called polar covalent bonds. In such 
molecules, a positive charge, and an equal negative charge, are separated 
by a distance, This produces a permanent dipole tnofnent in the molecule . 

The dipole moment measures the tendency of the molecule to turn and 
line up its charges when placed in an electric; field. Polar molecules have a 
high dielectric constant, and non-polar tnoiecules have a low dielectric 
constant. the dielectric constant is the ratio of the capacitance of a 
condenser with the material between the plates, to the capacitance of the 
same condenser with a vacuutn between them. Sy measuring the capaci
tance with the substance between the plates and then with a vacuum, we 
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can obtain the dielectric constant. Its size indicates whether the material 
is polar or non-polar. 

Ionic, covalent and metallic bonds are considered in more detail in the 
following chapters. 



The ionic bond 

STRUCTURES OF IONIC SOLIDS 

Ionic compounds include salts, oxides, hydroxides, sulphides, and ~he 
majority of inorganic compounds. Ionic solids are held together by the 
electrostatic attraction between the positive and negative ions. Plainly 
there will be repulsion if ions of the same charge are adjacent, and at
traction will occur when positive ions are surrounded by negative ions, 
and vice versa. The attractive force will be a maximum when each ion is 
surrounded by the greatest possible number of oppositely charged ions. 
The number of ions surrounding aily particular ion is called the coordina
tion number. Positive and negative ions will both have the same co
ordination number when there are equal numbers of both types of ions, 
as in NaCl, but the coordination numbers for positive and negative· ions are 
different when there are different numbers of the ions, as in CaCl2• 

RADIUS RATIO RULES 

The structures of many ionic solids can be accounted for by considering the 
relative sizes of the positive and negative ions, and their relative numbers. 
Simple geometric calculations allow us to work out how many ions of a 
given size can be in contact with a smaller ion. Thus we can predict the 
coordination number from the relative sizes of the ions. 

When the coordination number is three in an ionic compound AX, three 
x- ions are in contact with one A+ ion (figure 3. la). A iimiting case arises · 
(Figure 3. lb) when the x- ions are also in contact with one another. By 
simple geometry this gives the ratio (radius A+ /radius x-) = 0.155. This is 
the lower limit for a coordination number of 3. If the radius ratio is less 
than 0.155 then the positive ion is. not in contact with the negative ions. and 
it 'rattles' in the hole, aild the structure is unstable (Figure 3. lc). If the 
radius ratio is greater than 0.155 then it is possible to fit three x- ions 
round each A+ ion. As the difference in the size of the two ions increases, 
the radius ratio also increases, and at sorne point (when the ratio exceeds 
0.225). it becomes possible to fit four ions round one. and so on for six ions 
round one. and eight ions round one. Coordination numbers of 3. 4. 6 and 

3 

(aJ 

(b) 

(C) 

Figure 3.1 Sizes of ions for 
coordination number J. 



Table 3.1 Limiting radius ratios and structures 

Limiting radius ratio ,+,,-
<0.155 

0.155 - 0.225 
0.225 - 0.414 
0.414 - 0.732 
0.414-+ 0.732 
0.732 - 0.999 

Coordination 
number 

2 
3 
4 
4 
6 
8 

Shape 

Linear 
Planar triangle 
Tetrahedral 
Square planar 
Octahedral 
Body-centred cubic 

8 are common, and the appropriate limiting radius ratios can be worked 
out by simple geometry, and are shown in Table 3.1. 

If the ionic radii are known, the radius ratio can be calculated and hence 
the coordinµtion number and shape may be predicted. This simple concept 
predicts the correct structure in many cases. 

CALCULATION OF SOME LIMITING RADIUS RA TIO VALUES 

This section may be skipped except by those interested· in the origin of the 
limiting radius ratio value~. 

Coordination number 3 {planar triangle) 

Figure 3.2a shows the smaller positive ion of radius,+ in contact with three 
larger negative ions of radius ,-. Plainly AB = BC = AC = z,-, BE = ,- , 
BD = ,+ + ,-. Further, the angle A-B-C is 60°. and the angle D-B-E is 
30°. By trigonometry 

hence 

cos 30° = BE/BD 

BD = BE/cos 30° 
,+ + ,- =,-/cos 30° = ,-;o.866 = ,- x 1.155 

,+ = {1.155r-) _.;. ,- = O. l55r-

,+ ;,- = 0.155 

Coordination number 4 (tetrahedral~ 

Figure 3.2b shows a tetrahedral arrangement inscribed in a cube with sides 
of length d. The diagonal on the bottom face XXis 2 x ,- . By Pythagoras, 
on the triangle VXY, 

hence 

and 

xy2 = vx2 + yy2 

XY2 = d 2 +·d 2 = 2d~. 
XY::: dy2 
?.,- = dv2 



CALCULATION OF SOME LIMITING R,ADIUS RATIO VALUES 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

Figure 3,2 Limiting radius ratios for coordination numbers 3, 4 and 6. (a) Cross
section through a planar triangle site; (b) tetrahedron inscribed in a cube; and (c) 
cross-section through an octahedral site. 

In· the triangle XZY, by Pythagoras 

so 
However 

so 

and 

xz2 = xy2 + yz2 

= (dV2) 2 + d 2 = 3d 2 

xz = dV3 
XZ = 2r+ + 2r-

2r+ + 2r- = dJI~ 

2r+ = dy3 - 2t

= dV3 - dV2 
,+;,- = !(dV3 - dV2)t!dV2 == V(3!2) - 1 = i.225 - 1 = 0.225 

Coordination number 6 (ottahedral) 

A cross-section through an octahedral site is shown in Figure 3.2c, and the 
smaller positive ion (Of radius;+) touches the six larger negative ions (of 
radius,-). (Note that only four hegative ions are shown in this section, and 
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THE IONIC BOND 

one is above and another one below the plane ofthe paper.) It is obvious 
that AB = r+ + ,- , and that BD = AD = ,- . By Pythagoras 

AB 2 = AD2 + BD2 

i.e. (r+ + r-)2 = (r-)2 + (r-)2 = 2(r-)2 

hence r+ + ,- = y[2(r-)2] = l.4l4r-

,+ =. 0.414r-

hence ,+;,- = 0.414 

CLOSE PACKING 

Many common crystal structures are related to, and rhay be described in 
terms of, hexagonal or cubic close-packed arrangements. Because of their 
shape. spheres cannot fill space completely. In a close-packed arrangement 
of spheres, 74% of the space is filled. Thus 26% of the space is unoccupied, 
and may be regarded as holes in the crystal lattice. Two different types of 
hole occur. Some are bounded by four spheres and are called tetrahedral 
holes (marked Tin Figure 3.3), and others are bounded by six sphe.res and 
are called octahedral holes (marked 0 in Figure 3.3). For every sphere in 

Table 3.2 Some structures based on close packing 

Formula Type Tetrahedral Octahedral Coordination No. 
of cp A x 

AX NaCl ccp none all 6 6 

NiAs hep none all 6 6 

ZnS zinc blende ccp l none 4 4 ~ 

ZnS wurtzite hep i none 4 4 2 

AX2 F2Ca* fluorite ccp* all none 8 4 

Cdl2 hep none l 6 3 ~ 

CdCl2 ccp none i 6 3 1 

~-ZnCl2 hep ! none 4 2 4 

Hgl2 ccp l none 4 2 4 

MX.1 Bi13 hep none l 6 2 3 

CrCl3 ccp none l 6 2 3 

MX., Snl4 hep l none 4 8 

MXh a-WClh and UClh ccp none l 6 6 

M2X3 a-Al20J corundum licp none z 6 4 .l 

•The metal ions adopt a face-ce11tred cubic arrangemen.t, which is exactly like cubic 
close packing except ~hat the ions do not touch. (Note it is. the M+ ions that are 
almost close packed, not the negaiive ions as with the o'ther examples.)' 
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the close-packed arrangement there is one octahedral hole and two 
tetrahedral holes. The octahedral holes are larger than the tetrahedral 
holes. 

An ionic structure is composed of oppositely charged ions. If the larger 
ions are close packed, then the smaller ions may occupy either the octa
hedral holes or the _tetrahedral holes depending on their size. Normally 
the type of hole occupied can be determined from the radius ratio. An ion 
occupying a tetrahedral hole has a coordination number of 4, whilst one 
occupying an octahedral hole has a coordination number of 6. In some 
compounds the relative sizes of the ions are such that the smaller ions are 
too large to fit in the holes, and they force the larger ions out of contact 
with each other so that they are no longer close packed. Despite this, the 
relative positions of the ions remain unchanged, and it is convenient to 
retain the description irt terms of close packing. 

CLASSIFICATION OF IONIC STRUCTURES 

It is convenient to divide ionic compounds into groups AX, AX2 , AX3 

depending on the relative numbers of positive and negative ions. 

IONIC COMPOUNDS OF THE TYPE AX (ZnS, NaCl, CsCI) 

Three structural arrangements commonly found are the zinc sulphide, 
. sodium chloride and caesium chloride structures. 

Structures of zinc sulphide 

In zinc sulphide. ZnS. the radius ratio of 0.40 suggests a tetrahedral 
arrangement. Each Zn2+ ion is tetrahedrally surrounded by four s2- ions 
and each s2- ion is tetrahedrally surrounded by four Zn2+ ions. The co-

. ordination nutnber of both ions is 4, so this is called a 4: 4 arrangement. 
Two different forms of zinc sulphide exist, zinc blende and wurtzite (Figure 
3.4). Both are 4: 4 structures. 

These two structures may be considered as close-packed arrangements 
of s2- ions. Zinc blende is related to a cubic close-packed structure whilst 
wurtzite is related to a hexagonal close-packed structure. ln .poth structures 
the Zn2+ ions occupy tetrahedral holes in the lattice.Since there are twice 
as many tetrahedral holes as there are s2

- ions, it follows that to obtain a 
formula ZnS only half of the tetrahedral holes are occupied by Zn2+ ions 
(that is every alternate tetrahedral site is unoccupied). 

Sodium chloride structure 

For sodium chloride, NaCL the radius ratio is 0.52 and this suggests an 
octahedral arrangement. Each Na+ ion is surrounded by six-c1- ions at the 
corners of a regular octahedron and similarly each c1- ion is surrounded 
by six Ntl + ions (Figure 3.5). ihc coordination is thus 6:6. This structure 

(a) 

Qs• @zn•· 

(bl 

Figure J.4 Structures of ZnS: 
zinc blende and (b) wurtzite. 
(Reproduced with permission 
from Wells. A.F .. Structural 
/11orga11ic Chemistry. 5th ed .. 
Oxfonl University Press. Oxf1 
1984.) . 
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Qci-

1.S Rock salt (NaCl) 
e. (Reproduced by 
ion of Wells, A.F., 
al Inorganic Chemistry, 
Oxford University Press, 
1984.) 

3.6 Caesium chloride 
;tructure. (Reproduced by 
ion of Wells, A.F., 
·al Inorganic Chemistry, 
Oxford University Press, 

3.7 Fluorite (CaF2) 

re. (Reproduced by 
sion of Wells, A.F., 
ral Inorganic Chemistry, 
, Oxford University Press, 
I, 1984.) 

may be regarded as a cubic close-packed array of ci- ions, with Na+ ions 
occupying all the octahedrql holes. 

Caesium chloride structure 

In caesium chloride, CsCI, the rad.ius ratio is 0.93. This indicates a body
centred cubic type of arrangement, where each cs+ ion is surrounded by 
eight c1- ions, and vice versa (Figure 3.6). The coordination is thus 8: 8. 
Note that this structure is not close packed, and is not strictly body-centred 
cubic. 

In a body-centr~d cubic arrangement, the atom at the centre of the cube 
is identical to those at the corners. Ttiis structure is found in metals, but in 
CsCI if the ions at the corners are c1- then there will be a cs+ ion at the 
body-centred position, so it is not strictly body-centred cubic. The caesium 
chloride structure should be described as a body-centred cubic type of 
arra11geme111 and not body-ce11tred cubic. . 

IONIC COMPOUNDS OF THE TYPE AX2 (CaF2, Ti02 , Si02) 

The two most common structures are fluorite, CaF2 (Figure 3.7), and 
rutile, Ti02 (Figure 3.8), and many difluorides and dioxides have one of 
these structures. Another fairly common structure is one form of Si02 

called ~-cristobalite (Figure 3.9). These are true ionic structures.' Layer 
structures are formed instead if the bonding becomes appreciably covalent. 

Calcium fluoride (fluorite) structure 

In fluorite, each· Ca2+ ion is surrounded ·by eight F- ions, giving a body. 
centred cubic arrangement of F- round Ca2+. Since there are twice a: 
many p- ions as Ca2+ ions, the coordination number of both ions i: 
different, and four Ca2+ ions are tetrahedrally arranged around each F 
ion. The coordination numbers are therefore 8 and 4, so this is called a1 
8: 4 arrangement. The fluorite structure is found when the radius ratio i 
0. 73 or above. 

An alternative description of the structure is that the Ca2+ ions form 
face-centred cubic arrangement. The Ca2+ ions are too small to touch eac 

·other, so the structure is not clqse packed. However, the structure i 
related to a clo1ie·packed arrangement, since the .Ca2+ occupy the sam 
relative positions as for a cubic close-packed structure, and the F- io1' 
occupy all the tetrahedral holes. 

Rutile structure 

• Ti02 exists in three forms called :anatase, br9okite and rutile. The ruti' 
structure is found in many crystals where the radius ratio is between O.• 
and 0.73. This suggests a coordination number·of .6 for one ion, and fro 
the formula it follows that the coordination number of the other ion mu 
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be 3. This is a 6: 3 structure. Each Ti4
+ .is octahedrally surrounded by six 

0 2- ions and each 0 2- ion -has three Ti4+ ions round it fo a plane tri
angular arrangement. 

The ruti.le structure is not close packed. The unit cell, i.e. the repeating 
unit of this strueture, is not a cube, since one of the axes is 30% shorter 
than the other two. It is convenient· to describe it as a considerably 
distorted cube (though the distortion is rather large). The structure may 
then be described as a considerably distorted body-centred cubic lattice of 
Ti4+ ions. Each Ti4+ ion is surrounded octahedrally by six 0 2 - ions, and 
the 0 2

- are in positions of threefold coordination, that is each 0 2- is 
surrounded by three Ti4 + ions . at the corners of an equilateral triangle . 
Three-coordination is not common in solids. There are no examples of 
three-coordination 'in compounds of the type AX, but there is another 
example in the compounds of type AX2 , that is CdI2 , though in this case 
the shape is not an equilateral triangle. The structure of CaCl2 is also a 6 : 3 
structure, and is similar to Cdlz. These are described later. 

There are only a few cases where the radius ratio is below 0.41. 
Examples include silica Si02 and betylliurfl fluoride BeF2 • These have 
coordination numbers of 4 and 2, but radius ratio predictions ate uncertain 
since they are appreciably covalent. 

~-cristobalite (silica) structure 

Silica Si02 exists in six different crystalline forms as quartz, cristobalite and 
tridymite, each with an a and ~ form. ~-cristobalite is related to zinc 
blende, with two interpenetrating close-packed lattices, one lattice arising 
from Si occupying the s2- positions; and the other lattice from Si oc
cupying the Zn2+ positions (i.e. the tetrahedral holes in the first lattice). 
The oxygen atoms lie midway between the Si atoms, but are shifted slightly 
off the line joining the Si atoms, so the bond angle Si-O~Si is not 180°. 
The radius ratio predicts a coordination number of 4, and this is_ a 4: 2 
structure. · 

LAYER STRUCTURES (Cdl2, CdCh, [NiAs]) 

Cadmium iodide structure 

Many AX2 compounds are not suftidently ionic to form the perfectly 
regular ionic structures described. Many chlorides, bromides, iodides and 
sulphides crystallize into structures which are very different froth those 
described. Cadmium fluoride CdF2 forms an ioi'iic lattice with the CaF2 

structure, but in. marked contrast cadmiurn iodide Cdl:z is rttuch less ionic, 
and does not form the fluorite structure. The radius ratio for Cdl2 is 0.45, 
and this indicates a cootdihatiOfl number of 6 for cadmiutn. The sttucture is 
made up of electrically neutral layers of Cdz+ !Otts with layers of 1- ions on 
either side '- rather like a sandwich where a layer Of Cd2+ corresponds to 
the meat in the middle, and layers of p- correspond to the bread on either 

. Figure 3.8 Rutile (Ti02) 

structure . 

( 

-------::~ 
"' I r-{t:l>.J~~ -im"' I 

Figure 3.9 ~-cristobalite 
structure. 
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side. This is called a layer structure, an.d it is not a completely regular ionic 
structure. With a sandwich, bread is separated from bread by the meat, but 
in a pile of sandwiches, bread from one sandwich touches bread from the . 
next sandwich. Similarly, in Cdl2 two sheets of 1- ions are separated by 
Cd2 + within a 'sandwich'. but between one 'sandwich' and the next, tw.o 1-
layers are in contact. Whilst there is strong electrostatic bonding between 
Cd2 + and 1- layers. there are only weak vander Waals forces holding the 
adj<1cent layers of 1- together. The packing of layers in the crystal structure 
is not completely regular. and the solid is flaky, and it cleaves into two 
parallel sheets quite easily. This structure is adopted by many transition 
nwwl diiodidcs. (Ti. V. Mn. Fe. Co. Zn. Cd) and by. some main group 
diiodides und dibromides (Mg, Ca, Ge and Pb). Many hydroxides have 
similar layer structures (Mg(OHh. Ca(OHh. Fe(OHh. Co(OHh . 
Ni(OH)i. and Cd(OH)i. 

In cadmium iodide. the third layer of 1- ions is directly above the first 
layer. so the repeating pattern is AaABAB ... The 1- ions may be 
rL'gardcd as an approximately hcxi1gonal close-packed . arrangement . The 
Cd2 + ions occupy half of the octahedral sites. Rather than half filling· the 
octahedral sites in a regular way throughout the whole structure. all of the 
ocwhcdral sites are filled between two 1- layers, and none of the octa
hedral sites is filled between the next two layers of 1- ions. All of the 
octahedral holes are filled between the nex.t two layers of 1- ions, none 
between the next pair, and so on . 

..• .-.-'-\ 
- --- -· - · '~ ;:I .. .. - \l .11.i1_·! j ·unn~V•'· --,.... . · 

~.· tt\\~. un .. ~ ~1:,~; ,~~_r:,:·~!:,\ . 

\ 
\/ 
I\ 

. / \ 
I I , 
I I · 

:;,z"1"\\J.'l"·' ~ /\ "'·' P.tw- ~ -:_..,,,, .---
-

Figure 3.10 Part of two layers of cadmium iodide (Cdl~) structure. 
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Cadmium chloride structure 

Cadmium chloride forms a closely related layer structure, but in this the 
chloride ions occur approximately in a cubic close-packed arrangetnent 
(ABCABC ... ). . 

Layer structures are intermediate in type between the extreme cases of: 

1. A totally ionic crystal with a regular arrangement of ions. and strong 
electrostatic forces _in all directions. 

2. A crystal in which small discrete molecules are held together by weak 
residual forces such as van der Waals forces and hydrogen bonds. 

Nickel arsenide structure 

The structure of nickel arsenide NiAs is related to the structure of CdJi. In 
NiAs (Figure 3 .11), the arsenic a toms form a hexagonal close-packed type 
of lattice with nickel atoms occupying all of the octahedral sites between all 
of the layers of arsenic atoms. (In (:dli all of the octahedral sites between 
half of the layers are filled, whilst with NiAs all of the octahedral sites 
between all of the layers are filled.) 

In the nickel arsenide structure each atom has six hearest neighbours of 
the other type of atom. Each arsenic atom is surrounded by six nickel 
atoms at the corners of a trigonal prism . .Each nickel atom is surrounded 
octahedrally by six arsenic atoms, but with two inore nickel atoms suf
ficiently close to be bonded to the original nickel atom. This structure is 
adopted by many transition eletnents combined with one of the heavier 
elements from the p-block (Sn, As, Sb, Bi, S, Se, Te) in various alloys. 
These are better regarded as intermetallic phases ·rather than true 
compounds~ They are opaque, have metallic lustre, and sometimes have a 
variable composition. 

For details of other ionic structures, such as petovskite and spinets, see 
Chapter 20 and the Further Reading (Adams, Addison, Douglas McDaniel 
and Alex~nder, Greenwood, Wells) at the end of this chapter. 

Structures containing polyatomic ions 

There are tnany ionic compounds of types AX and AX2 where A; or X, or 
both ions are replaced by complex ions. When the complex ion is roughly 
spherical, the ions often adopt one of the more symmetrical structures 
described above. Ions such as so~-, Cl04 and NHt are almost spherical. 
In addition, the transition metal c-0trtplex [Co(NH3) 6]12 adopts the CaF2 
(fluorite) structure. K2[PtCl6) adopts ati anti-fluorite structure, which is the 
same as a fluorite· structure except that the. sites occupied by positive and 
negative ions are interchatlged. Both ions may be complex: (Ni(H20)6) 

[SnCl6). for example, forms a slightly distorted CsCI structure. Other ions 
(CN- and SH-) sometimes attain effective spherical symmetry by free 
rotation. or by random orientation. Examples include.CsCN, 11CN and 
CsSH. 

Figure 3.11 Nickel arsenide 
structure . 
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Sometimes the presence of non-spherical ions simply distorts the lattice. 
Calcium carbide has a face-centred structure like NaCl , except that the 
linear c~- ions are all oriented in the same direction along one of the unit 
cell axes. This elongates the unit cell in that direction (Figure 3.12). 
Similarly calcite, CaC03 , has a structure related to NaCl, but the planar 
triangular co~- ion distorts the unit ceu · along a threefold axis of 
symmetry, rather than along one of the cell axes .. Several divalent metal 
carbonates, a number of nitrates, LiN03 and NaN03 , and some borates, 
ScB03 , YB03 and InB03 , alsq have the calcite structure. 

A MORE CRITICAL LOOK AT RADIUS RATIOS 

To a first approximation, the relative numbers and sizes of the ions will 
determine the structure of the crystal. The radius ratios of the alkali metal 
halides · and the alkaline earth metal oxides , sulP.hides, selenides and 
tellurides are shown in Table 3.3. . 

All of the crystals with a radius ratio between 0.41and0.73 (enclosed by 
full line in Table 3.3) would be expected to have the sodium chloride 
structure. In fact all but four of the compounds listed have a sodium 
chloride structure a~ normal temperatures. A lot more compounds adopt 
the NaCl structure than woulcl be predicted. The exceptions are CsCI, 
CsBr and Csl, which h1we a caesium chloride structure, and MgTe, which 
has a zinc sulphicje structµre. RbCI and RbBr are unusual since they both 
form a NaCl structure with a coordination number of 6 when crystallized at 
normal room temperatures and pressures, but they adopt a CsCI structure 
with a coordination number of 8 if crystallized at high pressures or 
temperatures. The fact that they .can form both structures indicates that the 
difference in lattice energy between. the two structures is small, and hence 
there is only a small difference in stability between them. 

A CAUTIONARY WORD ON RADIUS RATIOS 

Radius ratios provide a · useful guide to what is possible on geometric 
grounds, and also a 6rst guess at the likely structure, but there are other 
factors involved. Radius ratios do not necessarily provide a completely 
reliable method for predicting which structure is actually adopted. 

Table 3.3 Radius ratios of Group I halides and Group II oxides . 

. . p- · c1- · Br- .· r . 02- 52- Se2- Te2-

L'+ I . 0.57 0.41 0.39 . Be 
Na+. 0.77 . 055 0.52 ,. M~2+ 0.51 0.39 0.'36 0.33 
K+ 0.96* 0.75 0.70 Ca+ 0.71 0.54 o:s1 0.45 
Rb+ 0.88* o.83 0.78 sr2+ ff.84 0.64 0.60 0.53 
cs+ · 0.80* 0.91 0.85 Ba2+ 0.96 0.73 0.68 0.61 

•Indicates reciprocal value of ,-Ir+ since the normal ratio is greater than unity. 
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Though radius ratios indicate the correct structure in many cases, there 
are a significant number · of exceptions where they predict the wrong 
structure. It is therefore worth examining the assumptions behind the 
radius ratio concept, to see if they are valid. The assumptions are: 

1. That accurate ionic radii are known. 
2. That ions behave as hard inelastic spheres. . 
3. That stable arrangements are only possible if the positive and negative 

ions touch. 
4. That ions are spherical in shape. 
5. That ions always adopt the highest possible coordiQation number. 
6. That bonding is 100% ionic. 

Values for ionic radii cannot be measured absolutely, but are estimated . 
They are not completely accurate or reliable , Though it is possible to 
measure the interatomic distance between two different ions very ac
curately by X-ray crystallography, it is much less certain how to divide 
the distance between the two ions to obtain ionic radii. Furthermore the 
radius of an ion is not constant but changes depending on its environment. 
In particular the radius changes when the coordittation number changes. 
The radii usually quoted are for a coordination number of 6, but the radius 
effectively increases 3% when .the coordination number is. changed from 6 
to 8. and decreases 6% when the coordination number changes from 6 to 4. 

Ions are not hard inelastic spheres. They are sometimes fitted into 'holes' 
that are slightly too small, that is the ions are compressed, and the lattice 
may be distorted. 

The assumption· that the ions touch is necessary to calculate the critical 
lower limit for radius ratios, In principle positive and negative ions should 
touch, so as to get the ions close together, and get the maximum electro
static attraction: (Electrostatic attraction depends on the product of the 
charges on the ions divided by the distance between them.) Theoretically 
structures where the smaller metal ion 'rattles' in its hole (that is, it does 
not · touch the neighbouring negative ions) should be unstable. A more 
favourable electrostatk attraction should be obtained by adopting a 
different geometric arrangement with a smaller coordination number' so 
that the ions can get closer. It has already been shown that in the alkali 
halides and alkaline earth oxides the NaCl structure with coordination 
numbers of 6:6 is sometimes adopted when other structures are predicted 
by radius ratios. It follows that, since the smaller ion no longer fits the site 
it occupies, it must either 'rattle', or be compressed. 

Are ions spherical? It is reasonable to con~.ider ions with a noble gas 
structure as spherical. This includes the majority of the ions formed by 
elements in the main groups. There are a small number of exceptions 
where the ions have .an inert pair (Ga+, In+ t1+, Sn2+, Pb2+, 1+ , 13+) . 
These ions do not have a centre of symmetry, and the structures they form 
usually show some distortion, with the meta.I. ion slightly displaced off
centre from its expected positi()n. Transi.tion metal ions with partially filled 
d orbitals are not spherical;· th.ough in contrast to inert pair distort.ion they 
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usually have a centre of 11ymmetry. The arrangemem of electrons in these d 
orbitals gives rise to Jahn-Teller distortion. (See Chapter 28.) A partially 
filled d orbital pointing towards a coordinated ion will repel it. A 
completely filled 4 orbital will repel the ion even more. This can give rise to 
a structure with some long and some short bonds, depending on both the 
electronic structure of the metal ion, and the crystal structure adopted, i.e. 
the positions of the coordinating ions. 

It is most unlikely that bonding is ever 100% ionic. The retention of a 
NaCl structure by a number of compounds which might be expected to 
adopt a CsCI structure is largely because there is a small covalent contri
bution to the bonding. The three p orbitals are at 90° to each other, and in 
a NaCl structure they point towards the six nearest neighbours, so covalent 
overlap of orbitals is possible. The geometric arrangement of the NaCl 
structure is ideally suited to allow some covalent contribution to bonding. 
This is not so for the CsCI structure. 

Thus radius ratios provide a rough guide to what structures are geo
metrically possible. Radius ratios often predict the correct structure, but 
they do not always predict the correct struCture. Ultimately the reason why 
u11y partirnlur crystal structure is formecl is thut it gives the mo.Yt favourable 
lattice energy . 

LA TIICE ENERGY 

The lattice energy ( U) of a crystal is the energy evolved when one gram 
molecule of the crystal is formed from gaseous ions: 

Na~>-+ Cl(g> - NaCl(crysraJ) U = - 782 kJ mo1- 1 

Lattice energies cannot !>e measured directly. but experimental values are 
obtained from thermodynamic data using the Born--Haber cycle (see 
Chapter 6). . 

Theoretical values for lattice energy may be calculated. The ions are 
treated as point charges, and the ·electrostatic ( coulombic) energy E 
between two ions of ~pposite charge is calculated: 

E= 

where 
z+ and z- are the charges on the positive and negative ions 
e is the charge on an electron 
r is the inter-ionic distance 

For more_ than two ions. the electrostatic energy depends on the number of 
ions. and also on A their arrangement in space. For one mole. the 
attractive energy is: 

E= 



Table 3.4 Madelung constants 

where 

Type of struct urc 

zinc hlende ZnS 
wurizite ZnS 
sodium chloride NaCl 
caesium chloride CsCI . 
rutile Ti02 
fluorite CaF2 
corundum Al20 3 

A 

1.63806 
1.64132 
1.74756 
1.76267 
2.408 
2.51939 
4.17186 

M 

1.63806 
1.64132 
1.74756 
1.76267 
4.816 
5.03878 

25 .03116 

N0 is the Avogadro constant - the number of molecules in a moie.,... which 
has the value 6. 023 x 1023 mol- 1 

A is the Madelung constant, which depends on the geometry of the crystal 

Values for the Madelung constant have been calculated for all common 
crystal structures, by summing the contributions of all the ions in the 
crystal lattice. Some values are given in Table 3.4. (It should be noted that 
different values from these are sometimes given where the term z+z- is 
replaced by z 2

, where z is the highest common factor in the charges on the 
ions. The Madelung constant is n:;written M = Az+z-!z2• This practice is 
not recommended.) 

The equation for the attractive forces between the ions gives a negative 
value for energy. that is energy is given out when .a crystal is formed. The 
inter-ionic distance r oc.curs in the denominator of the equation. Thus the 
smaller the value of r, the greater the amount of energy evolved when the 
crystal lattice is formed, and hence the more stable the crystal will be. 
Mathematically. the equation suggests that an infinite amount of energy 
should be evolved if the distance r is zero. Plainly this is not so. When the 
inter-ionic distance becomes small enough for the ionsto to'uch, they begin 
to repel each other. This repulsion originates from the mutual repulsion of 
the electron clouds on the two atoms or ions. The repulsive forces increase 
rapidly as r decreases. The repulsive force is given by Bir", where B is a 

Table 3:5 Average values for the Born exponent 

Electronic structure of ion Ii Examples 

He 5 u+, Be2 + 

Ne 7 Na+, Mg2+, 0 2-, F-

Ar 9 K+, Ca2+, s2-, c1-, Cu+ 

Kr 10 Rb+, Br-, Ag+ 

Xe 12 Cs+, 1-, Au+. 

Average values are used, e.g. in LiCI, u+ = 5, c1- = 9. hence for 
LiCl. n = (5 + 9)/2 = 7 
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constant that depends on the structure, and n is a constant called the .Born 
exponent. For one gram molecule the total repulsive force is (N0 B)/rn. The 
Born exponent may be qetermined from compressibility measurements. 
Often chemists use a value of 9, but it is better to use values for the 
particular ions in the crystal. 

The total energy holding the crystal together is Cl the lattice energy . This 
is the sum of the attractive ano the repulsive forces. 

N0 Az+z-e2 N0 B 
V= + --.-,n r 

(3.1) 

atrraclivc force repulsive fore.: 

(A is the Madeh,mg constant and B is a repulsion coefficient , which is a 
constant which is approximately proportional to the number of nearest 
neighbours.) 

The equilibrium distance between ions is determined by the balance 
between the attractive and repulsion terms. At equilibrium. dU/dr = 0, 
and the equilibrium distance r = r 0 

(3.2) 

Rearranging this gives an equation for the· repulsion coefficient B. 

Az+z-e2r"- 1 
B= o 

n 

Substituting equation (3.3) into (3.l) 

l/ = N0 1tz+z-e2 (i _ .!..) 
ro n 

This equation is called the Born-Lande equation. It allows the lattice 
energy to be calculated from a knowledge of the geometry of the crystal, 
and hence the Madelung constant, the charges z+ and z-, and the inter
kmic distance. When using. SI units, the equation takes the form: 

U = N0 Az+z-e
2 (i _ .!.) (3.4) 

4:rt£oro n 

where £0 is the permittivity of free space = 8.854 x 10- 12 Fm - 1• 

This equation gives a calculated value of U = -778 kJ mo1- 1 for the 
lattice energy for sodium chloride, which is close to the experimental value 
of -77kJmo1- 1 at 25°C (obtained using the Born-Haber cycle). The 
experimental and theoretical values. for the alkali metal halides and 
the oxid.es and halides of the alkaline earths (excluding Be), all agree 
within 3%. 

Other expressions; for example the Born-Mayer and Kapustinskii 
equations, are similar, but calculate the repulsive contribution in a slightly 
different way. Agreement is even better if allowances are made for van der 
Waals forces and zero point energy. · . 

Several important points arise from the Born-Lande equation: 



l. The lattice becomes stronger (i.e. the lattice energy U becomes more 
negative), as r the ii:tter-ioriic distance decreases. U is proportional 
to llr. 

LiF 

Csl 

r (A) 

2.01 

3.95 

U (kJmol- 1) 

-1004 

-527 

2. The lattice energy depends on the product of the ionic charges, and U 
is proportional to (z+ . z-). . 

LiF 

MgO 

r (A) (z+. z-) U (kJ moJ- 1) 

2.01 1 -1004 

2.10 4 -3933 

3. The dose agreement between the experimental lattice energies and 
th6se calculated by the Born-Lande equation for the alkali metal 
halides does riot of itself prove that · the equation· itself, or the assump
tions on which it is based, are correct. The equation is remarkably self
compensating, and tends to hide errors. There are two opposing factors 
in the equation. Increasing the inter-ionic distance r reduces the lattice 
energy. It is .almost impossible to change r without changing the struc
ture, and therefore changing the Madelung constant A. Increasing A 
increases the lattice energy: hence the· effects of changing rand A may 
largely cancel each other. 

This may be illustrated by choosing a constant value for n in the 
Born-Lande equation. Then changes in inter-ionie distance can be cal
culated for ei~her changes in the coordination number, or in crystal 
structure. Taking a constant value of n = 9, we may cornpare the inter
ionic distances with those for six-coordination: 

Coordination number 
Ratio of inter-ionic distance 

12 
1.091 

8 
1.037 

6 
1.000 

4 
0.951 

For a change of coordination number from 6 (NaCl structure} to 8 
(CsCI structure) the inter-ionic distance increases by 3.7%, and the 
Madelung constants (NaCl A = 1.74756, and CsCI A = 1.76267) change 
by only 0. 9% .. Thus a change in coordination number from 6 to 8 would 
result .in a reduction in lattice enP.rgy, and in theory the Na Cl structure 
should always be more stable than the CsCI structure. In a similar way 
reducing the coordination number from 6 to 4 decreases r by 4.9%. The 
decrease in A is 6.1% or 6.3% (depending on whether a zinc blende or 
wurtzite structure is formed), but in either case it more than com
pensates for the change in t, and in theory coordi.nation number 6 is 
more stable than 4. 

This suggests that neith.er four- nor eight-coordinate structures should 
exist, since the six-coordinate.NaCl structure is more stable. Since ZnS 
is known (coordination number 4), and CsCI, Csar and Csl have a co
ordination number of 8, this suggestion is plainly incorrect . We must 
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Table 3.6 Inter-ionic distances and ionic charges related to m.p. and hardness 

r(A) (z+ . z-) ffi.p, (OC) Hardness 
(Mohs' scale) 

NaF 2.310 I 990 3.2 
BeO l.65 4 2530 9.o 
MgO 2.106 4 2800 6.5 
Cao 2.405 4 2580 4.5 
SrO 2.580 4 2430 3.5 
Bao 2.762 4 1923 3.3 
TiC 2.159 16 3140 8-9 

therefore look for a mistake in the theoretical assumptions made. First 
the value of n was assumed to be 9. when it may vary from 5 to 12. 
Second, t_he calculation of elecfrostC:ttk attracticm assumes that the ions 
are point charges. Third, the assumptfon is made that there is no 
reduction in charge because of the interaction (i.e. the bonds are 100% 
fonic). 

4. Crystals with a high !attic~ energy usually melt at high tempera
tures, and are very hard. Hardness is measured on Mohs' scale . (See 
Appendix N.) High lattice energy is Favoured hy ia small inter-ionic 
distance, and a high charge on the ions. 

It has been seen that a number of salts which might be expected from 
radius ratio · considerations to have .a CsCI structure in fact adopt a NaCl 
structure. The Madelung constant for CsCI is larger than for NaCl. and 
would give an increased lattice energy. However, the inter-ionic distance r 

· will be larger in a CsCI type ofstructure ·than in a NaCl type of structure. 
and this would decreC:lse the lattice energy. These two factors work in 
opposite directions and partly cancel each other. This makes the lattice 
energy more favourable for a NaCl type of lattice in some cases where a 
CsCI structure is geometrically possible . Consider a case such as RbBr. 
where the radius ratio is close to borderline between six-coordination 
(NaCl structure) and eight-coordination (CsCl · structure). If the CsCI 
structure is adopted. the· Madelung constant is larger than for NaCl. and 
this increases the lattice energy by 0.86%. At the same time the inter-ionic 
distance in a CsCI structure increases by 3%, and this decreases the lattice 
energy by 3% . Clearly the NaCl structure is preferred. 

FEATURES OF SOLIDS 

The essential feature of crystalline solids is that the constituent molecules. 
atoms or ions are arranged . in a completely · reguiar three-~dimensional 
pattern. Models built to show the detailed structi.fre of crystalline materials 
urc usually grossly 1i1islcading. for the:y i.mply a perfect static .pattern . Since 
the atoms or ioi1s have a considerable degree of thermal vibration. the 
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:rystalline state is far from static, and the pattern is seldom perfect. Many 
>f the most useful properties of solids are related to the thermal vibrations 
>f atoms, the presence of impurities and the existence of defects. 

iTOICHIOMETRIC DEFECTS 

)toichiometric compounds .are those where the numbers of the different 
types of atoms or ions present are exactly in the ratios indicated by their 
;hemical formulae. They obey the law of constant composition that 'the 
rnme chemical compound always cohtains the same elements in the same 
composition by weight'. At one time these were called Daltonide com
pounds, in contrast to Berthollide or nonstoichiometric compounds where 
the chemical composition of a compound was variable, not constant. 

Two types of defects may be observed in stoichiometric compounds, 
called Schottky and Frenkel defects respectively. At absolute zero, crystals 
tend to have a perfectly ordered arrangement. As . the temperature in
creases, the amount of thermal vibration of ions in their lattice sites 
increases, and if the vibration of a particular ion becomes large enough, it 
may jump out of its lattice site. This constitutes a point defect. The higher 
the temperature, the greater the chance that lattice sites may be un
occupied. Since the number Of defects depends on the temperature, they 
are sometimes called thermodynamic defects. 

Schottky defects 

A Schottky defect· eonsists of a pair of 'holes' in the crystal lattice. One 

©-0--0-0-~ 
0-0-0-0-~ 

positive ion and one negative ion are absent (see Figure 3.13). This sort of • . • • • 
defec~ oc~urs mainly i~ h~ghly.ionic compounds where. th~ positive an~ 0-0--0-0-~ 
negative ions are o.f a .s1m. Ilar size .• and.· hence the. coordmat1on number 1s ' ,::::., 6. • • ), 
high (usually 8 or 6). for example NaCl. CsCI. KCI and KBr. ~-~-0-0-~ 

The number of Schottky defects formed per cm3 (11,) is given by 

n, = N exp ( - 2~ ~) 
where N is the number of sites per cm3 that could be left vacant. W, is the 
work necessary to form a Schottky defect, k is the gas constant and T the 
absolute temperature. 

Frenkel defects 

A Frenkel defect consists of a vacant lattice site (a 'hole'), and the ion 
which ideally should have occupied the site now occupies an interstitial 
position (see Figure 3.14). 

Metal ions are generally .smaller than the anions. Thus it is easier to 
squeeze A+ into alternative interstitial positions. and consequently it is 
more common to find the positive ions occupying interstitial positions. This 
type of defect is favoured by a large difference in size between the positive 

Figure 3. 13 Schottky defect. 

0--0--0-0--( 
I I ' A+' 

Cb-0-0-0--Q 
0-0-0-0-{ 
e-0-0-e-~ 
Figure 3.14 Frenkel defect. 
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and negative ions. and conscRuently the coordination number is usually 
low ( 4 or 6). Since small positive ions are highly polarizing and large 
negative ions are readily polarized, these compounds have some covalent 
character. This distortion of ions, and the proximity of like charges, leads 
to a high dielectric constant. Examples of this type of defect are ZnS, 
AgCI, AgBr and Agl. 

The number of Frenkel defects formed per cm3 (nr) is given by 

nr = '{f'llr exp (- W,) 
. 2kT . 

where N is the number of sites per cm3 that could be left vacant, N' is the 
number of alternative interstitial positions per cm\ W,- is the work 
necessary to form a Frenkel defect, k is the gas constant and Tthe absolute 
temperature. 

The energy needed to form either a Schottky defect or a Frenkel defect 
depends on the work needecj to form the defect, and on the temperature. 
In a given compouncj one type generally predominates. 

In NaCl. the energy to form a Schottky defect is about 2003kJ mo1- 1 

compared · with a lattice energy of approximately 750.kJ mo1- 1
• It is 

therefore much easier to form a defect than to break the lattice. 
The number of defects formed is relatively small, and at room tempera

ture NaCl has only one defect in 1015 lattice sites, this value rising to one in 
106 sites at 500°C and one in 104 sites at 800°C. 

A consequence of these defects is that a crystalline solid that has defects 
may conduct electricity to a small extent. Electrical conductivity in a 
chemically pure, stoichiometric semiconductor is called 'intrinsic semicon
duction'. In the above cases, intrinsic semicondtJction occurs by an ionic 
mechanism. If an ion moves from its lattice site to occupy a 'hole', it 
creates a new 'hole'. If the process is repeated many times, a 'hole' may 
migrate across a crystal, which is equivalent to moving a charge in the 
opposite direction. (This type of semiconduction is responsible for the 
unwanted background noise produced by transistors.) 

Crystals with Frenkel defects have only one type of hole, but crystals 
containing Schottky defects have holes from both positive and negative 
ions, an<J conduction may arise by using either one type of hole or both 
types. Migration of the smaller ion (usually the positive ion) into the 
appropriate holes is favoured at low temperatures, since moving a small 

Table 3.7. Percentage of conduction by-cations and anions 

Temp. NaF NaCl Na Br 
(OC) 

· cation % anion% cation% anion% · cation% anion% 

400 JOO 0 100 0 98 2 
500 100 0 98 2 94 6 
600 92 8 91 · 9 ·. 89 11 
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ion requires less energy. However, migration of both types of ions in 
opposite directions (using both types of holes) occurs at high temperatures. 
For example, at temperatures below 500°C the alkali halides conduct by 
migration of the cations, but at higher temperatures both anions and 
cations migrate. Further, the amount of anionic conduction increases with 
temperature, as shown in Table 3. 7. 

The density of a defect lattice should be different from that of a perfect 
lattice. The presence of 'holes' should lower the density, but if there are 
too many 'holes' there may be a partial collapse or distortion of the fattice -
in which case the change in density is unpredictable. The presence of ions 
in interstitial positions may distort (expand) the lattice and increase the 
unit cell dimensions. 

NONSTOICHIOMETRIC DEFECTS 

Nonstoichiometric or Berthollide compounds exfat over a range of 
chemical composition. The ratio of the number of atoms of one kind to the 
number of atoms of the other kind does not correspond exactly to the ideal 
whole number ratio implied by the formula. Such compounds do not obey 
the law of constant composition. There are many examples of these com
pounds, particularly in the oxides and sulphides of the transition elements. 
Thus in FeO, FeS or CuS the ratio of Fe: 0, Fe: Sor Cu: S differs from 
that indicated by the ideal chemical formula. If the ratio of atoms is not 
exactly 1: 1 in the above. cases, there must be either an excess of metal 
ions, or a deficiency of metal ions (e.g. Fe0 .840-Fe0.940, Fe0.9S). 
Electrical neutrality is maintained either by having extra electrons in the 
structure, or changing the charge on some of the metal ions. This makes 
the structu"re irregular in some way. i.e. it contains defects, which are in 
addition to the· normal therritodytiarnic defects already discussed. 

Metal excess 

This may occur in two different ways. 

F-centres 

A negative ion may be absent from its lattice site, leaving a 'hole' which is 
occupied by an electron, thereby maintaining the electrical balance (see 
Figure 3.15). This is rather similar to a Schottky defect in that there are 
'holes' and not interstitial ions, but only·one 'hole'. is-formed.rather than a 
pair. This type of defect is formed by crystals which would be expected to 
form Scijottky defects. When compounds such as NaCl, KCI, LiH or cS-TiO 
are heate.d with excess of their constituent metal vapours, ortreated with 
high energy radiation, they become deficient in the negative ions, and their 
formulae may be represented by AX 1_ 6 , where & is a small fraction. The 
nonstoichiometric form of NaCl is yellow, and the nonstoichiometric 

Figure 3.15 Metal excess def1 
because of absent anion. 
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16 Metal excess defects 
· interstitial cations. 

form of KCl is blue-lilac in colour. Note the similarity with the flame 
colorations for Na and K. 

The crystal lattice has vacant anion sites, which are occupied by 
electrons. Anion sites occupied by electrons in this way are called f. 
centres. (Fis an abbreviation for Farbe, the German worc;l for colour.) 
These F-centres are associated with the colour of the compound .and the 
more F-centres present, the greater the intensity of the coloration. Solids 
containing F-centres are paramagnetic, because the electrons occupying 
the vacant sites are unpaired. When materials with F-centres are irradiated 
with light they become photoconductors. When electrons in the F-centres 
absorb sufficient light (or heat) energy, the electron is promoted into a 
conduction band, rather similar to the conduction bands present in metals. 
Since conduction is by electrons it is n-type semiconduction. 

Interstitial ions and e/e<;trons 

Metal excess defects also occur when an extra positive ion occupies an 
interstitial position in the lattice. and electrical neutrality is maintained by 
the inclusion of an interstitial electron (see Figure 3.16). Their composition 
may be represented by the general formula A 1HiX· 

This type of defect is rather like a Frenkel defect in that ions occupy 
interstitial positions, but there are no 'holes'~ and there are also interstitial 
electrons. This kind of metal excess defect is much more common than the 
first, and is formed in crystals which would be expected to form ·Frenkel 
defects (i.e. the ions are appreciably different in size, have a low co
ordination number, ancl have some covalent character). Examples include 
ZnO. CdO. Fe203 and Cr203. . . 

If this type of defect oxide is heated iri oxygen. then cooled to room tem
perature. its conductivity decreases. This is because the oxygen oxidizes 
some of the interstitial ions. and these subsequently remove interstitial 
electrons, which reduces the condt.Jctivity. · 

Crystals with either type of metal excess defect contain free electrons. 
and if these migrate they conduct an electric current. Since there are only a 
small number of defects, there are only a few free electrons that can 
conduct electricity . . Thus the amount of current carried is very small 
compared with that in metals. fused salts or salts in aqueous solutions, and 
these defect materials are called semiconductors. Since the mechanism is 
normal electron conduction, these are called .n-type semiconductors .. These 
free electrons may be excited to higher energy levels giving absorption 
spectra. and in conseq1,1ence their compounds are often coloured, e.g. 
nonstoichiometric NaCl is yellow. nonstoichiometric KCI is lilac, and ZnO 
is white when cold but yellow when ·hot. · · 

Metal deficiency 

Metal-deficient compounds may be represented by the general formula 
A,_,~x . In principle metal deficiency can occur in two ways . Both require 
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variable valency of the metal, and might therefore be expected with the 
transition metals. ' 

Positive ions absent 

If a positive ion is absent from its lattice site, the charges can be balanced 
by an adjacent metal ion having ·an extra positive charge (see Figure 3.17). 
Examples of this are FeO, NiO, o-TiO, FeS and Cul. (If an_ Fe2+ is missing 
from its lattice site in FeO, then there must be two Fe3+ ions somewhere in 
the lattice to balance the electrical charges. Similarly if a Ni2

"' is missing 
from its lattice site in NiO, there must be two Ni3 + present in the lattice.) 

Crystals with metal deficiency defects are semiconductors. Suppose the 
lattice contains A+ and A 2+ metal ions. If an electron 'hops' from an A+ 
ion to the positive centre (an A 2 + ion), the original A+ becomes a new 
positive centre. There has been an apparent movement of A 2 +. With a 
series of similar 'hops', an electron may be transferted in one direction 
across the structure, and at the same time the positive hole migrates in the 
opposite direction across the structure . This is called positive hole, or 
p-type semiconduction. 

If a defect oxide of this type is heated in oxygen, its room temperature 
conductivity increases, because the oxygen oxidizes some of the metal ions, 
and this increases the number of positive centres. 

Extra interstitial negative ions 

In principle it might be possible ·to have an extra negative ion in an 
interstitial positio·n and to balance the charges hy means of an extra charge 
on an adjace11t metal ion (see Figure 3.18). However; since negative ions 
are usually large. it would be difficult to fit them into iiitersti.tial positions. 
No examples of crystals containing such negative inicrstitial ions arc 
known at present. 

SEMICONDUCTORS AND TRANSISTORS 

Semiconductors are solids where there is only a small difference in energy. 
called a band gap, between the filled valency ban<l of electrons and a 
conduction band. If cooled to absolute zero, the electrons occupy their 
lowest possible energy levels. The conduction band is empty, and ·the 
material is a perfect insulator. At norrnal temperatures, some electrons are 
thermally excited from the valency band to the conduction band, and 
hence' they can conduct electricity by the passage of electrons at normal 
temperatures. The conductivity is in between that of a metal and an 
insulator and depends on the number of electro'ns in the conduction band. 

Germanium and, to an even greater extent, silicon are the most im
portant commercial examples of semiconductors. The crystal structures 
of both are like diamond. Atoms of Si and Ge both have four eledrons in 
their outer shell, which form four covalent bonds to other atoms . Jn both 

Figure 3.17 Metal deficiency 
caused by missing positive ion 

0-0--0--0. 
' o · s- I I 
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Fi~ure 3.18 Metal deficiency 
caused by interstitial negative 
ions. 
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Table 3.8 Band gaps of some semiconductors at absolute zero 

Compound 

a-Sn 
Pb Te 
Te 
PbS 
Ge 
Si 
InP 

Energy gap 
(kJ 0101- 1) 

0 
19 
29 
29 
68 

106 
125 

Compound 

GaAs 
Cu20 
CdS 
GaP 
ZnO 
ZnS 
Diamond 

Energy gap 
{kJ mol- 1) 

145 
212 
251 
278 
328 
376 
579 

Si and Ge at very low temperatures, the valence band is filled and the 
conduction band is empty. Uncler these conditions, Si and Ge are both 
insulators, and cannot carry any electric current. 

The band gaps are only 68 kJ mo1- 1 for Ge, and 106 kJ mo1- 1 for Si, and 
at room temperature a few valence electrons gain sufficient energy from 
the thermal vibration of the atoms to be promoted into the conduction 
band. If the crystal is connected in an electric circuit, these thermally 
excited electrons carry a small c1,ment, and make the Si or Ge crystal 
slightly conducting. This is termed intrinsic semiconduction. Expressed in 
another way , some bonds are broken, and these valence electrons can 
migrate; and conduct electricity. 

As the temperature is increased, the conductivity increases, that is the 
electrical resistance decreases. (This is the opposite of the situation with 
metals.) Above 100°C, so many valence electrons are promoted to the 
conduction band in Ge that the crystal lattice disintegrates. With Si the 
maximum working temperature is 150°C. This intrinsic semiconduction is · 
undesirable, and precautions must be taken to limit the working tempera
ture of transistors. 

Pure Si and Ge can be made semiconducting in a controlled way by 
adding impurities which act as charge carriers. Si or Ge are first obtained 
extremely pure by zone refining. Scime atoms with five outer electrons, 
such as arsenic As, are deliberately added to the silicon crystal. This 

· process is called 'doping' the crystal. A minute proportion of Si atoms are 
randomly replaced by As atoms with five electrons in their outer shell. 
Only four of the outer electrons oil each As atom are required to form 
bonds in the lattice. At absolute zero or low temperatures, the fifth 
electron is localized on the As atom. However, at normal temperatures, 
some of these fifth electrons on As are excited into the conduction band, 
where they can carry current quite readily. This is extrinsic conduction, and 
it increases the amount of semiconduction far above that possible by 
intrinsic conduction. Since ihe current is carried by excess electrons, it is 
n-type semiconduction. · · · 

Alternatively a crystal of pure Si may be doped with some atoms with 
only three outer electrons, such as indium In. Each indium atom uses its 
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three outer electrons to form three bonds in the lattice, but they are unable 
to form four bonds to complete the covalent structure. One bond is in
complete, and the site normally occupied by the missing electron is called 
a 'positive hole'. At absolute zero or low temperatures, the positive holes 
are localized around the indium atoms. However, at normal temperatures 
a valence electron on an adjacent Si atom may gain sufficient energy to 
move into the hole. This forms a new positive hole on the Ge atom. The 
positive hole seems to have moved in the opposite direction to the 
electron. By a series of 'hops', the 'positive hole' can migrate across the 
crystal. This is equivalent to moving an electron in the opposite direction, 
and thus current is carried. Since current is carried by the migration of 
positive centres, this is p-type semiconduction. 

Silicon must be ultra-highly purified before it can be used in semiconduc
tors. First impure silicon (98% pure) is obtained by reducing Si02 with 
carbon in an electric furnace at about 1900°C. This rnay be purified by 
reacting with HCI, forming trichlorosilane SiHC13 , which may be distilled 
to purify it, ·then decomposed by heating to give pure silicon. 

Si02 + c~ Si+ C02 

Si + 3HC1 ~ H2 + SiHCl3 strong heat Si 

The final purification is by zone refining, where a rod of silicon is melted 
near one end by an electric furnace. As the furnace is slowly moved along 
the rod, the narrow molten zone gradually moves to the other end of the 
rod. The impurities are more soluble in the liquid melt than in the solid, so 
they concentrate in the molten zone, and eventually move to the end of the 
rod. The. impure end is removed, leaving an ultra-purified rod, with a 
purity of at least 1 part in 10io. Purified silicon (or germanium) crystals can 
be converted to p-type or n-type semiconductors by high temperature 
diffusion of the appropriate dopant element, µp to a concentration of 
1 part in 1011

• In principle any of the Group III element~ boron, aluminium, 
gallium or indium can be used to make p-type semiconductors, though 
indium is the most used because of its low melting point. Similarly Group 
V elements such as . phosphorus or arsenic can be used to make n-type 
semiconductors, but because of its low melting point arsenic is most used. 

If a single crystal is doped with indium at one end, and with arsenic at the 
other end, then one part is a p~type semiconductor and the other an 11-type 
semiconductor. In the middle there will be a boundary region where the 
two sides meet, which is a p-n junction. Such junctions are the important 
part ·of modern semiconductor devices. 

RECTIFIERS 

A rectifier will only· allow current from an outside source to flow through it 
in one direction . This is invaluable in converting alternating current AC 
into direct current DC, and it .is common to use a square of four diodes in a 
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circi,iit to do this. A diode is simply a transistor with two zones, one p-type, 
and the other n-type, with a p-11 junction in between. 

Suppose that a positive voltage is applied to the p-type region, and a 
negative (or more negative) voltage applied to the n-type region. In the 
p-type region, positive holes will migrate towards the p·n junction. In the 
n-type region, electrons will migrate towards the junction. At the junction, 
the two destroy each other. Expressed in another way, at the junction the 
migrating electrons from the n-type region move into the vacant holes in 
the valence band of the p-type region. The migration of electrons and holes 
can continue indefinitely, and a current will flow for as long as the external 
voltage is applied. 

Consider what will happen if the voltages are reversed, so the p-type 
region is negative, and the n-type region positive. In the p-type region, 
positive holes migrate away from the junction, and in the n-type region 
electrons migrate away from the junction. At the jtJnction there are neither 
positive holes nor electrons. so no current can flow . . 

PHOTOVOLTAIC CELL 

If a p-n junction is irradiated with light, provided that the energy of the 
light photons exceeds the band gap, then some bonds will break, giving 
electrons and positive holes, and these electrons are promoted from the 
valence band to the conduction band. The extra electrons in the conduc, 
tion band make the n-type region more negative, whilst in the p-type 
region the electrons are trapped by some positive holes. If the two regions 
are connected in an external circuit, then electrons can flow from the 
n-type region to the p-type region, that is current flows from the p-type to 
the n-type region. Such a qevice acts as a battery that can generate 
electricity from light. Efforts are being made to make efficient cells of this 

· type to harness solar energy. 

TRANSISTORS 

Transistors are typically single crystals of silicon which have been doped to 
give three zones. In Britain p-n-p transistors are mainly used, whilst in the 
USA n-p-n transistors are most widely used. Both types have many uses, 
for example as amplifiers and oscillators in radio, TV and hi-fi circuits and 
in computers. They are also used as phototransistors, tunnel diodes, solar 
cells, thermistors, and in the detection of ionizing radiation. 

Different voltages must be applied to the three regions of a transistor to 
make it work . Typical bias potentials for a p-n-p tran~istor are shown in 
Fig1,ire 3.21. The base is typically -0.2 volts and the collector is typically 
-2.0 volts with respect to the emitter. The charge carriers in the emitter 
are positive holes .. and these migrate from the emitter: at 0 volts to the base 
at -0.2 volts. The positive holes cross the emitter/base p-n junction, and in 
the 11-type base region· some positive holes combine with electrons and are 
destroyed. There is a flow of electrons in the reverse direction, from the 



An n·p·n transistor 

A p·n·p transistor 
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Figure 3.21 n-p-n and p·n·p transistors. 

-0.2V 

l'--- -2V 

Collector (c) 

base to the emitter. There is thus a small base current. However, the base 
is very thin, and the collector has a much greater negative voltage, so most 
of the positive holes pass throµgh the base to the collector, where they 
combine with electrons from the circuit. At the emitter, electrons leave the 
p-type semiconductor and enter the circuit, and in doing so they produce 
more positive holes. Typically, if the emitter current is 1 mA, the base 
current is 0.02 mA, and the collector current 0.98 mA. 

The .most common method of using a transistot as an amplifier is the 
common or grounded emitter circuit (Figure 3.22a). The emitter is 
common to both the base and collector circuits, and is sometimes grounded 
(earthed) . The base current is the input signal, and the collector current is 
the output signal. If the base current is reduced, for example by increasing 
R., the base becomes positively charged, and this reciuces the movement of 
positive holes to the collector. In a typical transistot, a change in the base 
current can produce a change 50 times as great in the collector current, 
giving a current amplification factor of 50. A small change in input current 
to the base produces a much larger change in the collector current, so the 
original signal is amplified. 

In practice the bias for both the base and the collector are often obtained 
from one battery by having the resistance of R 1 much greater than that of 
R2 (Figu~e 3.22b). 

~ -
A, Output 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3;22 Common emitter amplifier circuits. e = emitter. b "" base. c = collector . 
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Finally, n-p-n transistors w9rk in a similar way, except that the polarity 
of the bias voltages is reversed, so the collector and base are positive with 
respect to the emitter. 

MICRO-MINATl)RIZEO SEMICQNOUCTQR DEVICES 
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

It is now possible to manufacture computer chips with the equivalent of 
many thousands of single crystal transistor junctions on a small wafer of 
silicon, only a few millimetres square. (Memory chips for computers are 
readily available which store 64K. 256K, 1 megabyte and even 4 megabytes 
of data on a single chip.) 

The steps in the manufacture of such chips is: 

1. A fairly large single crystal of Si is oope<;J to make it an n-type semi
conductor, and then i~ is carefully cut into thin slices. 

2. A slice is heated in air to form a thin surface layer of Si02• 

3. The oxide layer is then coated with a photosensitive film, sometimes 
called a photoresist. 

· 4. A mask is placc;1d ~>Ver the photoresist, and the slice is exposed to UV 
light. Those parts of the photoresist exposed to light are changed, and 
are removed by treatment with acid, but the unexposed parts remain 
protected ~y the photoresist. 

5. The slice is then treated with HF, which etches (removes) the exposed 
areas of SiQ2• After this, the unchanged photoresist is removed. 

6. The surface is exposed to the vapour of a Group III element. Some of 
the surface is covered by a film of. Si02, and some has exposed silicon. 
The parts covered by a Si02 film are unaffected, but in the parts where 
the silicon itself is exposed, some Si atoms are randomly replaced, 
forming a layer of p-type semicc;mductor. 

7. The steps (2) to (5) are repeated using a different mask, and the 
exposed areas of Si exposed to the vapour of a Group V element, to 
produce another layer of n-type semiconductor. 

8. Steps (2) to (5) are repeated using a mask to produce the openings 
· into which metal can be deposited to 'wire together' the various semi

conductors so pro<;Juced into an integrated circuit. 
9. Finally the chip is packaged in plastic or ceramic, connecting pins are 

soldered on so that it may be plugged in to a socket on a circuit board, 
and the chip is tested~ A significant number turn out to be faulty. Fauliy 
chips cannot be repaired. and are disca.rded. 
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PROBLEMS 

I. Relate the tendency of atoms to gain or lose electrons to the types of 
bonds they form. 

2. Indicate to what extent the following will .conduct electricity, ;:ind give 
the mechanism of conduction in each case: 
(a) NaCl (fused) 
(b) NaCl (aqueous solution) 
(c) NaCl (solid) 
(d) Cu (solid) 
(e) CCl4 (liquid). 

3. Why are ionic compounds usually high melting, whilst most simple 
covalent compounds have low melting points? Explain the high 
melting point of diamond. 



4. How are the minimum values of radius ratio arrived at for various 
coordination numbers, and what are these limits? Give examples of 
the types of crystal structure associated with each coordination 
number. 

5. Show by means of a diagram, an<j a simple calculation, the .minimum 
value. of the radius ratio ·,+ Ir- which permits a salt to adopt a caesium 
chloride type of structure. 

6. Give the coordination numbers of the ions and describe the crystal 
structures of zinc blende, wurtzite an<J sodium chloride in terms of 
close packing and the occupancy of tetrahedral and octahedral holes. 

7. Cser, Csl. TICI and Tll all adopt a caesium chloride structure. The 
inter-ionic distances are: Cs-Cl 3.06A, Cs-I 3.41 A. Tl-Cl 2.55 A 
and Tl-I 2.90A. Assuming that the ions behave as hard spheres and 
that the radius ratio in Tll has the limiting value. calculate the ionic 

· radii for Cs+. Th+. c1-. 1- in eight-coordination. 

8. Write down the Born-Lande equation and define the terms in it. Use 
the equation to show why some crystals, which according to the radius 
ratio concept should adopt a coordination number of 8, in fact have a 
coordination number of 6. 

9. Outline a Born-Haber cycle for the formation of an ionic compound 
MCI. Oefine the terms used and state how these might be measured or 
calculated. How do these enthalpy terms vary throughout the periodic 
table? Use· these variations to suggest how the properties of NaCl 
might differ from those ofCuCI. 

IO. Explain the term lattice energy as applied to an ionic solid . Calculate 
the lattice energy of caesium chloride using the following data : 

Cs(s)-+ Cs(g) 

Cs(g)-+ Cs~(g) 

Cl;?(g) -+ 2Cl(g) 

Cl(g) + e -+ c1-(g) 

Cs(s) +~Ch-+ CsCl(s) 

6H = +79.9kJ mo1- 1 

t:i.H == +374 .05 kJ mo1-• 

!J.H = +241.84 kJ mo1-• 

AH= -397.90 kJ mo1-• 

6H = -623.00kJmol- 1 

11. (a) Draw the structures of CsCI and Ti02, showing clearly the 
coordination of the cations and anions. (b) Show how the Born
Haber cycle may be used to estimate the enthalpy of the hypo

"thetical reaction; 

Ca(s) + 1Cl2(g)-+ CaCl(s) 

Explain why . CaCl(s) has never been made even though the 
enthalpy for this reaction is negative. 

12. The standard enthalpy changes 6H" at 298 K for the reaction: 

MCl1(s) + !Cl1(g)-+ MCl.l(s) 



PROBLEMS 

are given for the first row transition metals: 

Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu 
LiH"/kJ mo1- 1 -3j9 -209 -138 -160 +22 -59 + 131 +280 +357 

Use a Born-Haber cycle· to account for the change in LiH" as the 
atomic number of the metal increases . . Comment on the relative 
stabilities of the +II and +III oxidation states of the 3d metals. 

13. List the types of defect that occur in the solid state and give an example 
of each. Explain in each case if any electrical conduction is possible 
and by what mechanism . 



4 The covalent bond 

INTRODUCTION 

There are several different theories which explain the electronic structures 
and shapes of known molecules, and attempt to predict the shape of 
molecules whose structures are so far unknown. Each theory has its own 
virtues and shortcomings. None is rigorous. Theories change in the light of 
new knowledge and fashion. If we knew or could prove what a bond was, 
we would not need theories, which by definition cannot be proved. The 
value of a theory lies more in its usefulness than in its truth. Being able to 
predict the shape of a molecule is important. In many cases ali the theories 
give the correct answer .. 

THE LEWIS THEORY 

The Qctet rule 

The Lewis theory was the first explanation of a covalent bond in terms of 
electrons that was generally accepted. If two electrons are shared between 
two atoms, this constitutes a bond and binds the atoms together. For many 
light atoms a stable arrangement is attained when the atom is surrounded 
by eight electrons. This octet can be made up from some electrons which 
are 'totally owned' and some electrons which are 'shared'. Thus atoms 
continue to form bonds until they have made up an octet of electrons. This 
is called the 'octet rule'. The octet rule explains the observed valencies in a 
large number of cases. There are exceptions to the octet rule; for example, 
hydrogen is stable with only two electrons. Other exceptions are discussed 
later. A chlorine atom has seven electrons in its outer shell, so by sharing 
one electron with another chlorine atom both atoms attain an octet and 
form a chlorine molecule Cl2• 

: Cl . · Cl : ~ : CI Cl 

A carbon atom has four electrons in its outer shell, and by sharing all 
four electrons and forming four bonds it attains octet status in CCl4 • 
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Cl 

~ · + ~ [ · ~:I : ] ~ Cl : ~ Cl 

Cl 

In a similar way, a nitrogen atom has five outer electrons, and in NH3 

it shares three of these, forming three bonds and thus attaining an octet. 
Hydrogen has only one electron , and by sharing it attains a stable arrange
ment of two electrons. 

·~·+3[H·]~H:~:H 
H 

In a similar way an atom of oxygen attains an octet by sharing two 
electrons in H 20 and an atom of fluorine attains an octet by sharing one 
electron in HF. 

H 0 H F 

H 

Double bonds are explained by sharing four electrons between two 
atoms, and triple bonds by sharing six electrons. 

Exceptions to the octet rule 

The octet rule is broken in a significant number of cases: 

1. For example, for atoms such as Be and B which have less than four 
outer electrons. Even if all the outer electrons are used to form bonds 
an octet cannot be attained. 

·Be ·+2[·F:]~ : F Be F 

F 

~ · +3[ · ~:]~ : ~ B F 

2. The octet rule is also hrok.en where atoms have an extra energy level 
which is close in eriergy tc) the p level . and may accept elcctnlns and be 
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used for bonding. PF3 obeys the octet rule, but PF5 does not. PF5 has 
ten outer electrons, and uses one 3s, three 3p and one 3d orbitals. Any 
compound with more than four covalent bonds must break the octet 
rule, and these violati9ns become increasingly common in elements 
after the first two periods of eight elements in the periodic table. 

3. The octet rule does not work in molecl)les which have an odd number 
of electrons, such as NO and CI02, nor does it explain why 0 2 is para
magnetic and has two unpaired electrons. 

Despite these exceptions, the octet rule is surprisingly reliable and did a 
great deal to explain the number of bonds formed in simple cases. How
ever, it gives no indication of the shape adopted by the molecule. 

SIDGWICK-POWELL THEORY 

In 1940 Sic,lgwick and Powell (see Further Reading) reviewed the struc
tures of molecules then known. They suggested that for molecules and 
ions that only contain single bonds, the approximate shape can be pre
dicted from the number of electron pairs in the outer or valence shell of 
the central atom. The outer shell contains one or more bond pairs of 
electrons, but it may also contain unshared pairs of electrons (lone pairs). 
Bond pairs and Ione pairs were taken as eqt,1ivalent, since all electron pairs 
take up some space, and since all electron pairs repel each other. Repul
sion is minimized if the electron pairs are orientated in space as far apart as 
J?OSSibJe. 

1. If there are two pairs of electrons in the valence shell of the central 
atom, the orbitals containing them will be oriented at 180° to each 
other. It follows that if these orbitals overlap with orbitals from other 
atoms to form bonds, then the molecule formed will be linear. 

2. If there are three electron pairs on the central atom, they will be at 
120° to each other, giving a plane triangular structure. · 

3. For four electron pairs the angle is 109"28', and the shape is tetrahedral. 
4. For five pairs, the shape is a trigonal bipyramid. 
5. For six pairs the angles are 90° and the shape is octahedral. 

VALENCE SHELL ELECTRON PAIR REPULSION (VSEPR) 
THEORY 

In 1957 Gillespie and Nyholm (see Further Reading) improved the Sidg
wick-Powell theory to predict and explain molecular shapes and bond 
angles more exactly. The theory was developed extensively by Gillespie as 
the Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion (VSEPR) theory. This may be 
summarized: 

I. The shape of the molecule is determined by repulsions between all of 
the electron pairs present in the valence shell. {This is the same as the 
Sidgwick-Powell theory.) -
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Table 4.1 Molecular shapes predicted by Sidgwick-Powell theory 

Number of electron' Slrape .of molecule Bond angles 
pairs in outer shell 

2 linear 180° 

3 plane triangle .6. 120° 

4 tetrahedron 4 109"28' 

5 trigonal bipyramid f 120° and 90° 

6 octahedron 47 90° 

7 pentagonal bipyramid $ 72° and 90° I 

2. ~~-.P_!lif of electrons takes up more space round the central atom 
than '!..!>.~~d p~ir, since the lone pair is attracted to one nucleus whilst 
the bond pair is shared by two nuclei. It follows that repulsion between 
two lone pairs is greater than repulsion between a lone pair and a bond 
pair, which in tum is greater than the repulsion between two bond 
pairs. Thus the presence of lone pah:s on the central atom causes slight 
distortion of the bond angles from the ideal shape. If the angle between 
a lone pair, the central atorn and a oond pair is increased, it follows that 
the actual bond angles between the ·atoms must be decreased. 

3. The magnitude of repulsions between bonding pairs of electrons de
pends on the electronegativity difference between the central atom and 
the other atoms. 

4. Double bonds cause more repulsion than single bonds, and triple bonds 
cause more repulsion than a double bond. 

Effect of lone pairs 

Molecules with four electron pairs in their outer shell are based on a 
tetrahedron. In CH4 there are four bonding pairs of electrons in the outer 
shell of the C atom, and the structure is a regular tetrahedron with bond 
angles H-C-H of 109"28'. In NH3 the N atom has four electron pairs in 
the outer _shell. made up of three bond pairs and one lone pair. Because of 
the lone pair, the bond angle H-N-H is reduced from the theoretical 
tetrahedral angle of i09"28' to 107°48'. In .H20 the 0 atom has four 
electron pairs in the outer shell. The shape of the H20 molecule is based 
on a tetrahedron with two corners occupied by bond pairs and the other 
two corners occupied by lone pairs. The presen_ce of two lone pairs reduces 
the bond angle further to 104°27'. 

In a similar way SF6 has six bond pairs in the outer shell and is a regular 
octahedron with bond angles of exactly 90°. In BrF5 the Br also has six 
outer pairs of electrons. made up of five bond pairs· a_nd one lone pair. The 
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lone pair reduces the bond angles to 84°30'. Whilst it might be expected 
that two lone pairs would distort the bond angles in an octahedron still 
further, in XeF4 the angles are 90°. This is because the lone pairs are trans 
to each other in the octahedron, and hence the atoms have a regular 
square planar arrangement. 

Molecules with five pairs of electrons are all based cm a trigonal bipy· 
ramid. Lone pairs distort the structures as before. The lone pairs always 
occupy the equatorial positions (in the triangle), rather than the apical 
positions (up and down). Thus in the l.\ ion the central I atom has five 
electron pairs in the outer shell, made of two bond pairs and three lone 
pairs. The lone pairs occupy all three equatorial positions and the three 
atoms occupy the top, middle, and bottom positions in the trigonal bipy· 
ramid, thus giving a linear arrangement with a bond angle of exactly 180° 
(Table 4.2) . 

Effect of electronegiuivity 

NF3 and NH3 both have structures based.on a tetrahedron with one corner 
occupied by a lone pair. The high electronegativity of F pulls the bonding 
electrons further away from N than in NH3 • Thus repulsion between 
bond pairs is less in NF3 than in NH3• Hence the lone pair in NF3 causes 
a greater distortion from tetrahedral ancj gives a F-N-F bond angle of 
102°30', compared with 107°48' in NH3• The same effect is found in H20 
(bond angle 104°27') and F20 (bond angle 102°). · 

Table 4.2 The effects of bonding and lone .pairs on bond· angk;; 

Orbitals on Shape Number of Number of Bond 
central atom bond pairs . lone pairs angle 

l3eCl2 2 Linear 2 0 180° 

BF3 3 Plane triangle 3 0 120° 

CH4 4 Tetrahedral 4 0 109"28' 
NH3 4 Tetrahedral 3 1 107°48' 
NF3 4 Tetrahedral 3 I 102°30' 
H2Q 4 Tetrahedral 2 2 104"27' 
FiO 4 Tetrahedral 2 2 102° 

PC ls 5 Trigonal bipyramid · 5 0 120° and 
90° 

SF4 5 Trigonal bipyramid 4 101°36' and 
. 86°33' 

CIF3 5 Trigonal bi pyramid · 3 2 87°40' 
I -3 5 Trigonal bipyramid 2 3 180° 

SF6 6 Oct.ahedral 6 0 90° 
BrFs 6 Octahedral . · 5 1 84°30' 
Xef4 6 Octahedral 4 2 90° 



SOME EXAMPLES USING THE VSEPR THEORY 

lsoelectronic principle 

lsoelectronic species usually have the same structure. This may be ex
tended to species with the same number of valence electrons. Thus BF4, 
CH4 and NHt are all tetrahedral, co~-, N03 and S03 are all planar 
triangles, and C02 , N3 and NOl" are all linear. 

SOME EXAMPLES USING THE VSEPR THEORY 

BF3 and the [BF4r ion 

Consider BF3 first. The VSEPR theory only requires the number of 
electron pairs in the outer shell of the central atom. Since B is in Group 
III it has three electrons in the outer shell. (Alternatively the electronic 
structure of B (the central atom), is ls2 2s2 2p1

, so there are three electrons 
in the outer. valence shell.) If all three outer electrons are used to form 
bonds to three F atoms, the outer shell then has a share in six electrons. 
that is three electron pairs. Thus the structure is a planar triangle. 

The [BF4 i- ion may be regarded as being formed by adding a F- ion to 
a BF3 molecule by means of a coordinate bond. Thus the B atom . now 
has three electron pairs from the BF3 plus one electron pair from the F-. 
There are th~refore four electron pairs in the outer shell: hence the BF4 
ion has a tetrahedral s.tructure. · · 

Ammonia NH3 

N is the central atom. It is in Group V and has five electrons in the outer 
valence shell. (The electronic structure of N is ls2 2s2 2p3

.) Three of these 
electrons are used to form bonds to three H atoms, and two electrons take 
no part in bond_ing and constitute a 'lone pair'. The outer shell then has a 
share in eight electrons, that is three bond pairs of electrons and one lone 

-------·] EJ 

·· pair. Four electron pairs give rise to a tetrahedral structure and in this 
case three positions are oc;cupied by H atoms and the fourth position is 
occupied by the lone pair (Figure 4.1). The shape of NH3 may either .be 
described as tetrahedral with one corner occupied by a lone pair. or Figure 4.1 Structure of NH3. 

alternatively as pyramidal. The presence of the lone pair causes slight 
distortion from 109"28' to 107°481

• 

Water H20 

0 is the central atom. It is in Group VI and hence has six outer electrons . 
(The electronic structure of 0 is ls2 2s2 2p4

.) Two of these electrons form 
bonds with two H atoms, thus completing the octet. The other four outer 
electrons on 0 are non-bonding. Thus in H20 the 0 atom has eight outer 
electrons (four electron pairs) so the structure is based on a tetrahedron . 
There are two bond pairs and two lone pairs. The structure is described as 
tetrahedral with two positions occupied by lone pairs. The two lone pairs 
distort the bond angle from 109"28' to 104°27' (Figure 4.2). Figure 4.2 Structure of H20. 
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Any triatomic molecule must be either linear with a bond angle of 180°, 
or else angular, that is bent. In H20 the molecule is based on a tetrahe
dron, and is therefore bent. 

Phosphorus pentachloricJe PCls 

Gaseous PCl5 is covalent. P (the central atom) is in Group V and so -has 
five electrons in the outer shell. (The electronic structure of P is ls2 2s2 2p6 

3,1'2 3p3.) All five outer electrons are used to form bonds to the five Cl 
atoms . In the PCl5 molecule the valence shell of the P atom contains five 
electron pairs: hence the structure is a trigonal bipyramid. There are no 
lone pairs, so the structure is not distorted. However, a trigonal bipyramid 
is not a completely regular structure, since some bond angles are 90° and 
others 120°. Symmetrical stn1ctures are 1.1sually more stable than asymme
trical ones. Thus PCl5 is highly reactive, and in the solid state it splits into 
[PCl4) + and (PCl6]- ions, which have tetrahedral and octahedral struc
tures respectively. 

Chlorine trifluoride CIF3 

The chlorine atom is at . the centre of the molecule and determines its 
shape. Cl is in Group VII and so has seven outer electrons. (The electronic 
structure of Cl is ls2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p5

.) Three electrons form bonds to F, and 
four electro.ns do not take part in bonding. Thus in CIF3 the q atom has 
five electron pairs in the outer shell: hence the structure is a trigonal 
bipyramid. There are three bond pairs and two lone pairs. 

It was noted previously that a trigonal bipyramid is not a regular shape 
since the bond angles are not all· the same. It therefore follows that the 
corners are not equivalent> Lone pairs occupy two Of the corners, and F 
atoms occupy the other three corners. Three different arrangements are 
theoretically possible, as shown in Fig1,1re 4.4. · 

The most stable structure will be the one of lowest energy, that is the 
one with the minimum repulsion between the five orbitals. The greatest 
repulsion occurs between two lone pairs. Lone pair-bond pair repulsions 
are next strongest, and bond pair-bond pair repulsions the weakest. 

.. F 

. .. 
(1) (2) 

Figure 4.4 Chlorine trifluoride molecule. 
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Groups at 90° to each other repel each other strongly, whilst groups 120° 
apart repel each other much less. 

Structure 1 is the most symmetrical, but has six 90° repulsions between 
lone pairs and and atoms. Structure 2 has one 90° repulsion between two 
lone pairs, plus thre~ 90° repulsions between lone pairs and atoms. Struc
ture 3 has four 90° repulsions between lone pairs and atorris. These factors 
indicate that structure 3 is the mpst probable .. The observed bond angles 
are 87°40', which is close to the theoretical 90°, This confirms that the 

. correct structure is (3), and the slight distortion from 90° is caused by the 
presence of the two lone pairs. 

As a general rule, if lone pairs occur in a trigonal bipyramid they will 
be· located in the equatorial positions (round the middle) rather than 

· the apical positions (top and bottom), since this arrangement minimizes 
repulsive forces . 

Sulphur tetrafluoride SF 4 
r 

S is in Group VI and thus has six outer electrons. (The electronic con
figuration of Sis ls2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p4

.) Four outer electrons are used to form 
bonds with the F atoms, and two electrons are non-bonding. Thus in SF4 

the S has five electron pairs in the outer shell: hence the structure is based 
on a trigonal bipyramid. There are four bond pairs and one lone pair. To 
minimize the repulsive forces the lone pair occupies an equatorial position. 
and F atoms are located at the other four corners, as shown in Figure 4·.5. 

The triiodide ion 1 .~ 

If iodine is dissolved in aqueous potassium iodide, the triiodide ion 13 is 
formed. This is an example of a polyhalide ion. which.is similar in structure 
to BrICI- (see Chapter 15). The 13 ion (Figure 4.6) has three atoms. and 
must be either linear or angular in shape. It is convenient to consider the 
structure in a series of stages - first an I atom. then an I~ molecule. and 
then the 13 ion made up of an Ii molecule with an l .. bondctl to it by means 
of a coordinate bond. 

12 + 1--+ 11-1~11 -

Iodine is in Group Vil and so has seven outer electrons. (The electronic 

F 

•·..--~---t----· ~v' 
F 

Figure 4.5 Siilphur tetratluori· 
molecule. 

• • 

I 

configuration of l is ls2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3d10 4s2 4p6 4dw 5s2 5p5
.) One of the r 

outer electrons is used to bond with another l atom, thus forming Cl:n 12 

molecule. The l atoms now have a share in eight electrons.- One of the I Fi~ure 4.6 The triiodide iori. 

atoms in the 12 molecule accepts a lone pair from an l- ion, thus forming 
an G ion . The outer shell of the central l atom now contains ten electrons, 
that is five electron pairs. Thus the shape is based on a trigonal bipyramid. 
There are two bond pairs and three lone pairs. To minimize the repulsive 
forces the three lone pairs occupy the equatorial positions, and l atoms are 
located at the centre and in the two apical positions. The ion is therefore 
linear in shape, with a bond angle of exactly 180°. 



F 

F 

Sulphur hexafluoride 

Sulphur hexaflqoride SF6 

Sulphur is in Group VI and thus has six outer electrons. (The electronic 
structure of S is ls2 2s2 2p" 3s2 3p4

.) All six of the outer electrons are used 
to form bonds with the. F atoms. Thus in SF6 the S has six electron pairs in 
the outer shell: hence the structure is octahedral. There are no lone pairs 
so· the structure is completely regular with bond angles of 90°. · 

Iodine: heptafluoride IF7 

This is the only common example of a non-transition element using seven 
orbitals for bonding giving a pentagonal bipyramid. (See Chapter 15). 

The total numbers of outer orbitals, bonding orbitals and lone pairs are 
related to the commonly occurring shapes of molecules in Table 4.4. 

VALENCE BOND THEORY 

This theory was proposed by Linus Pauling, who was awarded the Nobel 
Prize for Chemistry in 1954. The theory was very widely used in the period 
1940-1960. Since then it. has to some extent fallen out of fashion. How
ever, it is still mt.Jch t.Jsed by organic chemists, .and it provides a basis for 
simple description of small inorganic molecules. 

Atoms with unpaired electrons tend to combine with other atoms which 
also have t1npaired electrons. In this way the unpaired electrons are paired 
up, and the atoms involved all attain a stable electronic arrangement. This 
is usQally a foll shell of electrons (i.e. a noble gas configuration) . Two 
electrons shared between two atoms constitute a bond. The number of 
bone.ls formeq by an atom is usi,iaUy the same as the number of unpaired 
electrons in the ground state, i.e. the lowest energy state. However, in 
some cases the atom may form more bonds than this. This occurs by exci
tation of the atom (i.e. providing it with energy) when electrons which 
were paired in the ground state are unpaired and promoted into suitable 
empty orbitals. This increases the number of unpaired electrons, and 
hence the number of bonds which can be formed. 

The shape of the molecule is determined primarily by the directfons in 
which the orbitals point. Electrons in the valence shell of the original atom 
which are paired are called lone pairs. 

A covalent bond results from the pairing· of electrons (one from each 
atom). ·The spins of the: two electrons must ·be opposite (antiparallel) 
because of the Pat1li exclusion principle that no two electrons in one atom 
can have all four quantum numbers the same. 

Consider the formation · of a few simple molecules. 

1. In HF, H has a singly occupied s orbital that overlaps with a singly 
filled 2p orbital on F. · 

2. In H 20, the 0 atom has two singly filled 2p orbitals, each of which 
overlaps with a singly occupied s orbital from two H atoms. 
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3. In NH3 , there are three singly occupied p orbitals on N which overlap 
with s orbitals from three H atoms. 

4. In CH4 , the C atom in it~ ground state has the electronic configuration 
ls2

, 2s2
, 2p!, 2pJ. and only has two unpaired electrons, and so can form 

only two bonds. If the c atom is excited, then the 2s electrons may be 
unpaired giving ls2 , 2s1

, 2p!, 2p;, 2p!. There are now four unpaired 
electrons which overlap with singly occupied s orbitals on four H atoms. 

1s 2s 2p 
2Px 2py 2p, 

Electronic structure of [ill [!±) It It I I carbon atom - ground 
state 

1s 2s 2p 
Carbon atom - [ill El It It It I excited state 

Carbon atom having gained [ill ~ lt~lt~IHI four electrons from H 
atoms in CH4 molecule 

The shape of the CH4 molecule is not immediately apparent. The 
three p orbitalsp,., Py and Pz are mutually at right angles to each other, 
and the s orbital is spherically symmetrical. If the p orbitals were used 
for bonding then the bond angle in water should be 90°, and the bond 
angles in NH3 should also be 90°. The bond angles actually found differ 
appreciably from these: 

CH4 H-C-H = 109°28' 

NH3 H-N-H = 107°48' 

H 20 H-0-H = 104"27' 

Hybridization 

The chemical and physical evidence indicates that in methane CH4 there 
are four equivalent bonds. If they are equivalent, then repulsion between 
electron pairs will be a minimum if the four orbitals point to the corners of 
a tetrahedron, which would give the observed bond angle of 109°28'. 

Each electron can be described by its wave function lp. If the wave 
functions of the four outer atomic orbhais of Care lp2,., 1tJ2,.,, '1'2,,,., and '1'2, ... , 

then the tetrahedrally distributed orbitals will have wave functions "'"''' 
made up from a linear combination of these four atomic wave functions. 

lp_,.,,.• = C1'\P2, + Czlpzp, + C3\jlzp, + C4lp2p, 

There are four different combinations with different weighting constants 
c1, c2 , e:~ and C4. 
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'i'sp·1(3) = ~'1'2.- - ~'i'2p, + !'\112;,, - ~'\jl2p, 
'i'sp3(4) = !iJi2s - !1p2,,, - i"1ip,. + i'IP2p, 

Combining or mixing the wave functions for the l,ltomic orbitals in this way 
is called hybridization. Mixing ones and three p orbitals in this way gives 
four sp3 hybrid orbitals. The shape Qf an sp3 orbital is shown in Figure 4.8. 
Since one lobe is enlarged,. it can overlap more effectively than ans orbital 
or a p orbital on its own. Thus sp3 hybrid orbitals form stronger bonds than 
the .original atomic orbitals. (See Table 4.3.) 

... 

2p. sp3 
Atomic orbital Hybrid orbital 

Figure 4.iJ Combination of s and p atomic. orbitals to give an sp3 hybrid orbital: 
(a) 2s atomic orbital, (b) 2p .. atomic orbital and (c) sp3 hybrid orbital. 

Table 4.3 Approximate strengths of bonds 
formed by various orbitals 

Orbital 

s 
p 
sp 
spi 
sp-' 

Relative bond strength 

1.0 
1.73 
1.93 
1.99 
2.00 

It is possible to mix other combinations of atomic orbitals in a similar 
wl,ly. The structure of a boron trifluoride BF3 molecule is a planar triangle 
with bond angles of 120°. The B atom is the central atom in the molecule, 
and it must be excited to give three unpaired electrons so that it can form 
three covalent bonds. 

ls 2S 2p 

Boron atom - ground state [!±] ~- jt I I I 
Boron atom - excited state ~ '[] ·Ir· J t I I 
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BF3 molecule having gained a 
share In three electrons by 
bonding to three F atoms 

sp2 hybridization of the three orbitals 
in outer shell, hence structure is a planar triangle 

Combining the wave functions of the 2s, 2px and 2py atomic orbitals gives 
three hybrid sp2 orbitals. 

1 2 
'ljJ,,.p2( I) = V3 'ljJz, + V6 'l)J2,,, 

1 1 1 
'l)J_..p2c2> = V3 'l)Jz, + V6 'l)J2,, , + V2 'l)J2,,, 

1 1 1 
'l)Jsp2(J> = V3 'l)Jis + V6 'l)J2p, - V2 'l)J2p_. 

These three orbitals are equivalent, and repulsion between them is mini
mized if they are distributed at 120° to each other giving a planar triangle. 
In the hybrid orbitals one lobe is bigger than the other, so it can overlap 
more effectively and hence form a stronger bond than the original atomic 
orbitals. (See Table 4.3.) Overlap of the sp2 orbitals with p orbitals from F 
atoms gives the planar triangular molecule BF3 with bond angles of 120°. 

(a) 

Figure 4.9 <.a) sp2 hybrid orbitals and (b} the BF3 molecule. 

The Structure of a gaseous molecule of beryllium fluoride BeF2 is linear 
F-Be-F. Be is the central atom in this molecule and determines the 
shape of the molecule formed. The ground state electronic configuration 
of Be is ls2 2s2

. This has no unpaired electrons, and so can form no bonds . 
If energy is supplied, an excited state will be formed by unpairing and 
promoting a 2s electron to an empty 2p level, giving ls2 2s 1 2p.!. There are 
now two unpaired electrons, so the atom can form the required two bonds . 
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(a) (b) (c) 

F 
180° 

F~F 
Be F 

(d) 

Figure 4.10 (a) s orbital, (b) p orbital, (c) formation of two sp hybrid orbitals and 
(o) their use in forming beryllium difluoride. 

Beryllium atom - ground state 

Beryllium atom - excited state 

BeF2 molecule having gained a 
share in two electrons by 
bonding to two F atoms 

ls 

~ 

~ 

~ 

2s 

[!!] 

El 
[!±] 

2p 

I I I I 
11 I I I 
1 1~1 I I 

sp hybridization of the two orbitals in 
the outer shell, hence structure is linear 

Hybridizing the 2s ancj 2px atomic orbitals gives two equivalent sp hybrid 
orbitals. 

1 1 
'IJlsp(I) = v'2 'IJl2r + y'2 'IJl2p, 

1 1 
'IJl.rp(2) = v'2 "'ljl2r - y'2 'IJl2p, 

Because of their shape these sp orbitals overlap more effectively and result 
in stronger bonds than the original atomic orbitals. Repulsion is minimized 
if these two hybrid orbitals are oriented at 180° to each other. If these 
orbitals overlap with p orbitals on : F atoms, a linear BeF2 molecule is 
obtained. 

It should in principle be possible to calculate the relative strength of 
bonds formed using s, p or various hybrid orbitals. However, the wave 
equation can only be solved exactly for atoms containing one electron, that 

· is hydrogen-like species H, He+, Li2+, BeH etc. Attempts to. work out 
the relative bond strengths involve approximations,. which may or may not 
be valid . On this basis it has been suggested that the relative strengths of 
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Table 4.4 Number of orbitals and type of hybridization 

Number of 
outer orbitals 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

(4 

Type of 
hybridization 

Distribution in space 
of hybrid orbitals 

Linear 
Plane triangle 
Tetrahedron 
Trigonal bipyramid 
Octahedron 
Pentagonal bipyramid 
Square planar 

bonds using s, p and various hybrid atomic orbitals may be as shown in 
Table 4.3. 

Hybridization and the mixing of orbitals is a most useful concept. Mixing 
of s and p orbitals is well accepted, but the involvement of d orbitals is 
controversial. For effective mixing, the energy of the orbitals must be 
nearly the same. 

It is a common misconception that hybridization is the cause of a par
!i_cular molecular shape. This is not so. The reason why any particular 
shape is adopted is its energy. It is also important to remember that the 
hybridized state is a theoretical step in going from an atom to a molecule, 
and the hybridized state never actually exists. It cannot be detected even 
spectroscopically, so the energy of hybrid orbitals cannot be measured and 
can only be estimated theoretically. 

THE EXTENT OF d ORBITAL PARTICIPATION IN MOLECULAR 
BONDING 

The bonding in PC15 may be described using hybrids of the 3s, 3p and 3d 
atomic orbitals for P-see below. However, there are doubts as to whether 
d orbitals can take part and this has led to the decline of this theory. 

Electronic structure of 
phosphorus atom -
ground state . 

Phosphorus . atom -
excited state 

full 
inner 
shell 

Phosphorus havirig gained five electrons 
from chlorine atoms in PCl5 molecule 

3p ld 

I I I I I I 

EJ It It It I It I I I ·I I 
~ lt~lt~lt~I lt~I I I I I 

sp3d hybridization, trigonal bipyramid 

However, d orbitals are in general too large and too high in energy to mix 
completely with s and p orbitals. The difference in size is illustrated by 
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the mean values for the radial distance for different phosphorus orbitals: 
3s = 0.47 A, 3p = 0.55 A and 3d = f.4A. The energy of an orbital is 
proportional to its mean radial distance, anc:I since the 3d orbital is much 
larger it is much higher in energy than the 3s and 3p orbitals. It would at 
first seem unlikely that hybridization involving s, p and d orbitals could 
possibly occur. 

Several factors affect the size of orbitals. The most important is the 
charge on the atom. If the atom carries a formal positive charge· then all 
the electrons will be pulled in towards the nucleus. The effect is greatest 
for the outer electrons. If the central P atom is bonded to a highly elec
tronegative element such as F, 0 or Cl, then the electronegative element 
attracts more than its share of the bonding electrons and the F or Cl atom 
attains a o- charge. This leaves a o+ charge on P, which makes the 
orbitals contract. Since the 3d orbital contracts in size very much more 
than the 3s and 3p orbitals, the energies 9f the 3s, 3p and 3d orbitals may 
become close enough to allow hybricJization to occur ~n PCl5• Hydrogen 
does not cause this large contraction, so PH5 does not exist. 

In a similar way the structure of SF6 can be described by mixing the 3s, 
three 3p and two 3d orbitals, that is sp3d 2 hybridization. 

JS Jp Jd 
Electronic structure of full ~ lult It I I I I I I sulphur atom - ground inner tJ. 
state shell 

Electronic structure of 

EJ l,1 It It I I s1,llphur atom - tixcited It It I I I 
state 

Sulphur atom having gained 

[!±] I I six electrons from fluorine ltJ.ltJ.ltJ.I I tJ.I tJ.I I 
atoms iri SF6 molecule 

sp3d2 hybridization, octahedral structure 

The presence of six highly electronegative F atoms causes a large con
traction of the d orbitals, and lowers their energy, so mixing may be 
possible. 

A second factor affecting the size of d orbitals is the number of d orbitals 
occupied by electrons. If only one 3d orbital is occupied on an S atom, the 

Table 4.5 Sizes of orbitals 

S atom (neutral . no charge) 
·S atom (charge +0.6) 

Mean radialdistance (A) 

3s 

0.88 
CJ.87 

3p 

0.94 
0.93 

3d 

1.60 
1.40 
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average radial distance is 2.46 A., but when two 3d orbitals are occupied 
the distance drops to 1.60 A. The effect of changing the charge can be seen 
in Table 4.5. 

A further small contraction of d orbitals may arise by coupling of the 
spins of electrons occupying different orbitals. 

It seems probable that d orbitals do participate in bonding in cases 
where d orbital contraction occurs. 

SIGMA AND PI BONDS 

All the bonds formed in these examples result from end to end overlap of 
orbitals and are called ,sigm.!LQ_bon9_!i. In CJ bonds the electron density is . 
concentrated in between the two atoms, and on a line joining the two -
atoms. Double or triple bonds occur by the sideways overlap of orbitals, 
giving l?i__'!_~Q._n_qs, In n bonds the electron density also concentrates be
tween the atoms, but on either side of the line joining the atoms. The 
shape of the molecule is determined by the CJ bonds (and Jone pairs) but 
not by the n bonds. Pi bonds merely shorten the bond lengths. 

Consider the structure of the carbon dioxide molecule . Since C is 
typically four-valent and 0 is typically two-valent, the bonding can be 
simply represented 

_O=C=O 

Triatomic molecules must be either linear or angular . In C02, the C 
atom must be excited to provide four unpaired electrons t" form the four 
bonds required. 

Electronic structure of 
ls 2s 2p 

carbon atom - ground ~ [ill It It I 
state 

Electronic structure of 

[!±] EJ It It It I carbon atom - excited 
state 

Carbon atom having gained four 

~ ~ lt.;.!1.;.lt~I electrons from oxygen atoms by 
forming four bonds 

,.·~ 
a bonds it bonds 

There are two CJ bonds and two n bonds in the molecule. Pi orbitals are 
ignored in determining the shape of the molecule. The remaining s and p 
orbitals are used .to form the o bonds. (These could be hybridized and the 
two sp2 orbitals wilJ · point in opposite directions. Alternatively VSEPR 
theory suggests that these two orbitals will be oriented as far apart as 
possible.) These two orbitals overlap with p orbitals from two 0 atoms. 
forming a linear molecule with a bond angle of 180°. The 2p,. and 2p, 
orbitals on C used for n bonding are at right angles to the bond. and 

(a) 

ffi 
(b) 

Figure 4. 11 Sigma and pi 
overlap: (a) sigma overlap (lot 
point along the nuclei); (b) pi 
overlap (lobes are at right angl 
to the line jofr1ing the nuclei) . 
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overlap s1oeways with p orbitals on the 0 atoms at either side. This 11 

overlap shortens the C-0 distances, but docs not affect the shape. 
The sulphur dioxide molec1,1le S02 may be considered in a similar way. S 

shows oxidation states of (+II), (+IV) and (+VI), whilst 0 is two-valent. 
The structure may be represented: 

O=S=O 

Triatomic molecules are either linear or bent. The S atom must be excited 
to provide four unpaired electrons . 

E:Jectronic structure of full l• Jp Jd 

sulphur atom - ground inner~ lt.i.lt It I I I I I I I 
state shell 

ls . lp Jd 
Electronic structure of 

[!±] It It It I It I I I I I sulphur atom - excited 
state 

ls lp ld 
Sulphur atom having gained 

~ lt~lt~lt.~I 1 1~1 I I I I four electrons from four bonds 
to oxygen atoms in 502 molecule 

two a bonds two n bonds 
and one lone pair 

The two electron pairs which form the 1t bonds do not affect the shape 
of the molecule. The remaining three orbitals point to the corners of a 
triangle, and resultin a planar triangular structure for the molecule with 
two corners occupied by 0 atoms ;;tnd one corner occupied by a lone pair. 
The S02 molecule is thus angular or V shaped (Figure 4.12). -

The 1t bonds do not alter the shape, but merely shorten the bond lengths. 
The bond angle is reduced from the ideal value of I 20° to 119°30' because 
of the repulsion by the lone pair of electrons; Problems arise when we 
examine exactly which AOs are involved in Jt overlap. If the o bonding 
occurs in the xy plane then Jt overlap can occur between the 3pz orbital on 
S and the 2pz orbital on one 0 atom to give one 1t bond. The second n: 
bond involves a d orbital. Though the 3d z? orbital on S is in the correct 
orientation for 1t overlap with the 2pz orbital on the other 0 atom, the 
symmetry of the 3dz2 orbital is wrong (both lobes have a+ sign) whilst for 
a p orbital one lobe is + and the other - . Thus overlap of these orbitals 
does not result in bonding. The 3dxz orbital on S is in the correct orien
tation, and has the correct symmetry to overlap with the 2pz orbital on the 
second 0 atom, and could give the second Jt 'bond. It is surprising that n: 
bonds involving p and d orbitals both have. the same energy (and bond 
length). This calls into question whether It is correct to treat molecules 
with two x bonds- as containing two discrete Jt bonds. A better approach is 
to treat the n bonds as being delocalize~ over several atoms. Examples of 
this treatment are given' near the e"nd of this chapter. . 
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In the sulphur trioxide molecule SO:i valency requirements suggest the 
structure 

0 
II 

.,,,..,=-s~ 
0 0 

The central S atom must be excited to provide six unpaired electrons to 
form six bonds.· 

The three n: bonds are ignored in determining the shape of the molecule. 
The three a orbitals are directed towards the corners of an equilateral 
triangle, and the $03 molecule is a completely regular plane triangle 
(Figure 4.13). The x bonds shorten the bond lengths, but do not affect the 
shape. This approach explains the o bonding and shape of the molecule, 
but the .explanation of 1t bonding is unsatisfactory. It presumes: 

I: That one 3p and two 3d orb.itals on S are in the correct orientation to 
overlap sideways . ~ith the 2/Jy or 2p,, orbitals on three different 
0 atoms, and 

2. That the 1t bonds formed are all of equal strength . 

This calls into question the treatment of n bonds. In molecules with more 
than one 1t bond, or molecules where the n bond could equally well exist in 
m9re than one position, it is better to treat the n: bonding as being de
localized over several atoms rather than localized between two atoms. 
This approach is developed near the -t;nd of this chapter. 

MOLECULAR ORBIT AL METHOD 

Iri the vale·nce bond (electron pair) theory, a molecule is considered to be 
made up of atoms. Electrons in atoms occupy atomic orbitals . These may 
or. may not be hybridized. If they are hybridized, atomic orbitals from the 
same atom combine to produce hybrid orbitals which can overlap more 
effectively with orbitals from other atoms, thus producing stronger bonds. 
Thus the atomic orbitals (or the hybrid orbitals) are thought to remain 
even when the atom is chemically :bonded in a molecule. · 

In the molecular orbital theory, the valency electrons are considered to 

0 

•Figure 4.13 Sulphur trioxide 
molecule. ··· · 
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be associated with all the nuclei in the molecule. Thus the atomic orbitals 
from different atoms must be combined to produce molecular orbitals. 

Electrons may be considered either as particles or waves. An electron in 
an atom may therefore be described as occupying an atomic orbital, or by 
a wave function 'ljJ, which is a solution to the Schrodinger wave equation. 
Electrons in a molecule are said to occt_1py molecl)lar orbitals. The wave 
function describing a molecular orbital may be obtained by one of two_ 
procedures: # 

I. Linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO). 
2. United atom method. 

LCAOMETHOD 

Consider two atoms A and B which have atomic orbital~ described by the 
wave functions 'ljJ<A> and 'IJlcB>· If the electron clouds of these two atoms 
overlap when the atoms approach, then the wave function for the molecule 
(molecular orbital 'ljl<AB)) can be obtained by a linear combination of the 
atomic orbitals 'ljJ(Al and 'ljl<B>: 

'IJ.'CAB) = N(c1'\jlcAl + c2'\jlcoi> 

where N is a normalizing constant chosen to ensure that the probabilit) 
of lindin!! an dc~:tron in the whole of the space is unity. and c1 and c2 an 
nmstants dtllS\.'ll to giw :1 minimum energy for '4'tABl· If atoms A and E 
arc similar. then r 1 and c2 will have similar values. If atoms A and B ar· 
the same, then c1 and c2 are equal. 

The probability of finding an electron in a v?lume of space dv is '\jl2d1 
so the probability density for the combination of two atoms as above ; 
related to the wave ft.Jnction squared: 

'i'lAB) = (cT'\jJlA> + 2c1C2'\jJ(A)"'(B) + d"'f s» 

If we examine the three terms on the right of the equation, the first ten 
dwfA> is related to the probability of finding an electron on atom A if A 
an isolated atom. The third term ~'ljJls> is related to the probability 1 

finding an electron on atom B if ~ is an isolated atom. The middle ter 
becomes increasingly important as the overlap between the two atom 
orbitals increases, and this term is cailed the overlap integral. This ter 
i:-epresents the main difference between the electron douds in individu 
atoms and in the molecule. The larger this term the stronger the bond. 

s - s combinations of orbitals 

Supp"ose the atoins A and B are hydrogen atoms; then the wave functic 
'PtA> and 'IJ'tB> describe the ls atomic orbitals on the two atoms. Two co 
binatio.ns of the wave functions 'ljltA> and 'Pcs) are possible: 

l. Where the signs of the. two wave functions are the same 
2. Where the signs of the two wave functions are different. 
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(If one of the wave functions '\JJ(A) is arbitrarily assigned a +ve sign, the 
other may be either +ve or -ve.) Wave functions which have the same 
sign may be regarded as waves that are in phase , which when combined 
add up to give a larger resultant wave. Similarly wave functions of different 
signs correspond to waves that are completely out of phase and which 
cancel each other by destructive interference . (The signs + and - refer to 
signs of the wave functions, which determine their symmetry, and have 
nothing to do with electrical charges.) The two combinations are: 

'\jJ(g) = N { '\JJ(A) + '\JJ(B)} 

and 

'\JJ(u) = N{'\jJ(A) + (-'P(B)]} = N{'\JJ(A) - 'PCBj} 

The latter equation should be regarded as the summation of the wave 
functions and not as the mathematical difference between them. 

Atomic orbitals 

-~ 

UJ 
s s 

~ 
~ 

s s 

Molecular orbitals 

~ Bonding orbital 

C=;..,, 

node 

GIEJ 
Antibonding orbital 

Figure 4.14 s-s combinations of atomic orbitals. 

When a pair of atomic orbitals '\JJcA> and 'Pee> combine, they give rise to a 
pair of molecular orbitals '\JJcgJ and '\jlcu>· The number of molecular orbitals 
produced must always be equal to the number of atomic orbitals involved. 
The function '\JJcg> leads to increased electron density in between the nuclei , 
and is therefore a bonding molecular orbital. It is lower in energy than the 
original atomic orbitals. Conversely 'licul results in · two lobes of opposite 
sign cancelling and hence giving zero .electron density in between the 
nuclei. This is an antibonding molecular orbital which is higher in energy 
(Figure 4.15). 

The molecular ortiital wave functions are designated tl'cit> and tl'<u>; g 
stands for gerade (even) and u for ungerade (odd). g and u refer to the 
symmetry of the orbital about its centre. If the sign of the wave function is 
unchanged when the orbital is reflected about its centre (Le. x, y and z are 
replaced by -x, -y and -z) the orbital is gerade . An alternative method 
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(listance between atoms 

Figure 4.15 Energy of '\jJ(gJ and 'i'cu> molecular orbitals. 

-----~ 

for determining the symmetry of the molecular orbital is to rotate the 
orbital about the line joining the two nuclei and then about a line ,perpen· 
dicular to this. If the sign of the lobes remains the same, the orbital is 
gerade, and if the sign changes, the orbital is ungerade. 

The energy of the bonding molecular orbital 'IJlcgl passes tI:irough a 
minimum (Figure 4.15), and the distance between the atoms at this point 
corresponds to the internuclear distance between the atoms when they 
form a bond. Consider the energy levels of the two ls atomic orbitals, and 
of the bonding 'IJl(g) and antibonding 'IJlcu> orbitals (Figure 4.16). 

The energy of the bonding molecular orbital is lower than that of the 
atomic orbital by an amount 6.. This is known as the stabilization energy. 
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Figure 4.16 Energy levels of s-s atomic and molecular orbitals. 



LCAO METHOD 

Similarly the energy of the antibonding molecular orbital is increased by 
ll. Atomic orbitals may hold up to two electrons (provided that they have 
opposite spins) and the same applies to molecular orbitals. In the case of 
two hydrogen atoms combining, there are two electrons to be considered: 
one from the ls orbital of atom A and one from the ls orbital of atom B. 
When combined, these two electrons both occupy the bonding molecular 
orbital 'ljl(g)· This results in a saving of energy of 2A, which corresponds to 
the bond energy. It is only because the system is stabilized in this way that 
a bond is formed . 

Consider _the hypothetical case of two He atoms combining. The ls 
orbitals on each He contain two electrons, making a total of four electrons 
to put into molecular orbitals. Two of the electrons occupy the bonding 
MO, and two occupy the antibonding MO. The stabilization energy 2D. 
derived from filling the bonding MO is offset by the 2.6. destabilization 
energy from using the antibonding MO. Since overall there is no saving of 
energy, He2 does not exist, and this situation corresponds to non-bonding. 

Some further symbols are necessary to describe the way in which the 
atomic orbitals overlap. Overlap of the orbitals along the axis joining the 
nuclei produces a molecular orbitals, whilst lateral overlap of atomic 
orbitals forms 1t molecular orbitals. 

s - p combinations of orbitals 

Ans orbital may combine with a p orbital provided that the lobes of the p 
orbital are pointing along the axis joining the nuclei. When the lobes which 
overlap have the saine sign this results in a bonding MO with an increased 
electron density between the nuclei. When the overlapping lobes hiivc 
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Figure 4.17 .1·-p combination of :ltomic orbitals . 
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opposite signs this gives an antibonding MO with a reduced electron 
density in between the nuclei (Figure 4.17). 

p - p combinations of orbitals 

Consider first the combination of two p orbitals .which both have lobes 
pointing along the axis joining the nuclei. Both a bonding MO and an 
antibonding MO are produced (Figure 4.18). 

Next consider the combination of two p orbitals which both have lobes 
perpendicular to the axis joining the nuclei. L~teral overlap of orbitals will 

Atomic orbitals Molecular orbitals 

.. 
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node 

p;, 

'lj!(u) 

Figure 4.18 p-p combination of atomic orbitals. 
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Figure 4.19 p-p combinations giving 7t bonding. 
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occur, resulting in Jt bonding and n* antibonding MOs being produced 
(Figure 4.19). 

There are three points of difference between these molecular orbitals 
and the o orbitals described previously: 

I. For 1t overlap the lobes of the atomic orbitals are perpendicular to the 
line joining the nuclei, whilst for o overlap the lobes point along the line 
joining the two nuclei. 

2. For 1t molecular orbitals, 'ljl is zero along the internuclear line and 
consequently the electron density 'ljl2 is also zero. This is in contrast to a 
orbitals. · 

3. The symmetry of n molecular orbitals is different from that shown by a 
orbitals. If the bonding Jt MO is rotated about the internuclear line 
a change in the sign of the lobe occurs. The :n: bonding orbitals are 
therefore ungerade. whereas all a bonding MOs are gerade. Conversely 
the antibonding 1t MO is gerade whilst (lll o antibonding MOs are 
ungerade. 

Pi bonding is important in many organic compounds such as ethene 
(where there is one o bond and one :n: bond between the two carbon 
atoms), ethyne (one o and two n), and benzene, and also in a number of 
inorganic compounds such as C02 and CN-. 

Ethene contains a localized double bond, which involves only the two . 
carbon atoms. Experimental measurements show that the two C atoms and 
the four H atoms are coplanar, and· the bond angles are close to 120°. Each 
C atom uses its 2s and two 2p orbitals to form three sp2 hybrid orbitals that 
form o bonds to the other C atom and two H atoms. The remaining p 
orbital on each C atom is at right angles to the o bonds so far formed . . In 
the valence bond theory these two p orbitals overlap side-.yays to give a :n: 
bond. This sideways overlap is not as great as the end to end overlap in o 
bonds so a C=C. though stronger than a C-C bond, is not twice as strong 
(C-C in ethane 598 kJ mo1- 1

, C=C in ethene 346 kJ mo1- 1 
). The mole-. 

cule can be twisted about the C-C bond in ethane, but it cannot be 
twisted in ethene since this would reduce the amount of :n: overlap. In 
the molecular orbital theory the explanation of the Jt bonding is slightly 
different. The two p orbitals involved in :n: bonding combine to form two n 
molecular orbitals, one bonding and one antibonding. Since there arc only 
two electrons involved. these occupy the n: bonding MO since this has the 
lower energy. The molecular orbital explanation becomes more importanl 
in cases where there is nofl-localized 1t bonding, that is where n bonding 
covers several atoms as in benzene. N0.1 and co~-. 

In ethyne each C atom use.s sp .hybrid orbi1als I(} form a bonds to 1he 
other C atom and a H atom. These four atoms form a linear molecule. 
Each C atom has two p orbitals at right angles to one another. and these 
overlap sideways with the equivalent p orbitals on the other C a1on1, 1hus 
forming two re bonds. Thus a C==C triple bond is formed, whiCh is 
stronger than a C=C double bond (C~c in e1hyne 813 kJ 1rnr 1). 

The majority of strong Jt bonds occut between elements of the first short 
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period in the periodic table. for example C=C. C=N. C=Q. C=C and 
C-:-O. This is mainly becat.Jse the atoms are smaller and hence the orbitals 
involved are reasonably compact, so it is possible to get substantial overlap 
of orbitals. There are a smaller number of cases where n bonding occurs 
between different types of orbitals, for example the 2p and 3d orbitals. 
Though these orbitals are much larger, the presence of nodes may con
centrate electron density in certain parts of the orbitals. 

p-d combinations of orbitals 

A p orbital on one atom may overlap with a d orbital on another atom as 
shown, giving . bonding and antibonding combinations. Since the orbitals 
do not point along the line joining the two nuclei, overlap must be of the :rt 

type (Figure 4.20). This type of bonding is responsible for the short bonds 
f0tm<;l in the oxides and oxoacids of phosphorus and sulphur. It also occurs 
in transition metal complexes such as the carbonyls and cyanides . 

Atomic orbitals . 

-

883 - + -

Molecular orbitals 

lji(u) . 

n overlap 
bonding orbital 

8 E) 0 n• overlap 
-e-=-~•>---@~•a.:o=-;;,...-antibonding orbit. 

Py dxy lji(g) 

. Figure 4.20 p-d combinations of atomic orbitals. 

d-d combinations of orbitals 

It is possible to combine two d atomic orbitals, producing bonding and 
antibonding MOs which are called O and o• respectively. On rotating these 

z orbitals about the internuclear axis, the sign of the lobes changes four 
times compared with two changes with n overlap and no change for a 
overlap. 

Non-bonding combinations of orbitals 

All the cases of overlap of atomic orbitals considered so far have resulted 
in a bonding . MO of lower energy, and an antibonding MO of higher 
energy. To obtain a bonding MO with a concentration of electron density 
in between the nuclei, the signs (symmetry) of the lobes which overlap 
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Figure 4.22 Some non-bonding combinations of atomic orbitals . 

must be the same. Similarly for antibonding MOs the sign·s of the over
lapping lobes must be different. In the combinations shown in Figure 4.22 
any stabilization which occurs from overlapping + with + is destabilized 
by an equal amount of overlap of + with - . There is no overall change in 
energy, and this situation is termed non-bonding. It should be noted that 
in all of these non-bonding cases the symmetry ofthe two atomic orbitals is 
different, i.e. rotation about the axis changes the sign of one. 

RULES FOR LINEAR COMBINATION OF ATOMIC ORBITALS 

In deciding whicll atomic orbitals may be combined to form molecular 
orbitals, three rules must be considered: 

1. The atomic orbitals tnust be roughly of the same energy. This is im
portant when considering overlap between two different types of atoms. 

2. The orbitals must overlap one another as much as possible. This implies 
that the atoms must be close ettough for effective overlap and that the 
radial distribution functions of the two atoms must be similar at this 
distance. 

3. In order to produce bonding and antibonding MOs, either the sym
metry of the two atomic orbitals must remain unchanged when rotated 
about the internuclear line, or both atomic orbitals must change sym
metry in an identical manner. 

In the same way that each atomic orbital has a particular energy, and 
may be defined by four quantum numbers, each molecular orbital has a 
definite energy, and is also defined by four quantum numbers. 

1. The principal quantum number n has the same significance as in atomic 
orbitals. · · 

2. The subsidiary quantum number I also has the same significance as in 
atomic orbitals. 

3. The magnetic quantum number. of atomic orbitals is replaced by a 
new nuantum number A. In a diatomic molecule, the line joining the 
nuclei is taken as a· reference direction and A represents the quantization 
of angular momentum in h/2rt units with· respect to this axis. A takes the 
same values ~s m takes for atoms, i.e. 
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/... = -/, ... , -3, -2. -1. 0, +1. +2, +3,. ... +I 

When /... = O. the orbitals are symmetrical around the axis and are 
called a orbitals. When /... = :t 1 they are called n orbitals and when 
/... = ·±2 they are called o orbitals .. 

4. The spin quantum number is the same as for atQmic orbitals and may 
have values of ±!. 

The Pauli exclusion principle states that in a given atom no two electrons 
can have all four quantum numbers the same. The Pauli principle also 
applies to molecular orbitals: No two electrons in the same molecule can 
have all four quantum numbers the same. 

The order of energy of molecular orbitals has been determined mainly 
from spectroscopic data. In simple homonuclear diatomic molecules, the 
order is: 

1 2 * 1 2 2s2 *2s2 2 2 { n2p~. { n"'2p~. a*2p; a s • Q s • o . o . , a Px• 2 2 • 2 2 
. 1t Pz• 1t Pz 

increasing energy 

Note that the 2p,. atomic orbital gives n bonding and n* antibonding MOs 
and the 2pz atomic orbital gives n bonding and n* antibonding MOs. The 
bonding n2pv and n2pz MOs have exactly the same energy and are said to 
be double degenerate. In a similar way the antibonding n*2pv and n*2p, 
MOs have the same energy and are also doubly degenerate. · 

A similar arrangement of MOs exists from o3s to a"'3Px• but the energies 
are known with less certainty. 

The energies of the q2p arid n2p MOs are very close together . The order 
of MOs shown above is correct for nitrogen and heavier elements, but for 
the lighter elements boron and carbon the n2p~. and n2pz are probably 
lower than o2p ... For these atoms the order is: . 

a ls2
• a* Is2, o2s2

• a*2s2
• { n22P~· a2p.~. a*2p~. { n:22P~ 1t Pz• 1t Pz 

increasing energy 

EXAMPLESOF MOLECULAR ORBITAL TREATMENT FOR 
HOMONUCLEAR OIATOMIC MOLECULES 

In · the build-up of atoms. electrons are fed into atomic orbitals . The 
Aufha11 principle is used: 

I. Orbitals of lowest energy arc filled firs!. 
2. Each orbital may hold up to two electrons. provided that they have 

opposite spins. 

Hund's rule states that when several orbitals have the same energy 
<that is they are degenerate). electrons will be arranged so as to give the 
maximum number of unpaired spins . 
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In the molecular orbital method, we consider the whole molecule rather 
than the constituent atoms, and use molecular orbitals rather than atomic 
orbitals. In the build-up of the molecule, the total number of electrons 
from all the atoms in the molecule is fed into molecular orbitals. The 
Aufbau principle and Hund's rule are used as before. 

For simplicity homonuclear diatomic molecules will be examined first. 
Homonuclear means that there is only one type of nucleus, that is one 
element present, and diatomic means that the molecule is composed of 
two atoms. 

Hi molecule ion 

This may be considered as a combination of a H atom with a H+ ion. This 
gives one electron in the molecular ion which occupies the lowest energy 
MO: 

als 1 

The electron occupies the ols bonding MO. The energy of this ion is thus 
lower than that of the constituent atom and ion, by an amount /:::,., so there 
is some stabilization. This species exists but it is not common since H2 is 
much more stable. However, Hi can be detected spectroscopically when 
H2 gas under reduced pressure is subjected to an electric discharge. 

H2 molecule 

There is one electron from each atom , and hence there arc two electrons 
in the molecule. These occupy the lowest energy MO: 

als2 

This is shown in Figure 4.23. The bonding ols MO is full, so the stabiliza
tion energy is 2.1. A a bond is formed, and the H2 molecule exists and is 
well known . · 

Energy 
Atomic 
orbitals 

Molecular 
orbitals 

Atomic 
orbitals Energy 

Figure 4.23 Electronic configuration , atotnic and molecular orbitals for hydrogen. 
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Hei molecule ion 

This may be considered as a combination of a He atom and a He+ ion. 
There are three electrons in the mo.lccular ion. which are arranged in MOs: 

ols2, q*ls 1 

The filled ols bonding MO gives 26. stabilization. whilst the half filled ots• 
gives 6. destabilization. Overall t~ere is 6. stabilization. Thus the helium 
molecule ion can exist. It is not very stable, but it has been obscrwd ' 
spectroscopically. 

He~ molecule 

There are two electrons from each atom. and the four electrons are 
arranged in M Os: 

The 26. stabilization energy from filling the o2\' MO 'is cancelled by the 2£l 
destabilization energy from filling the o* Is MO. Thus a bond is not 
formed, and the molecule does not exist. 

Lh molecule 

Each Li atom has two electrons in its inner shell, and one in its outer shell, 
giving three electrons. Thus there is a total of six electrons in the molecule. 
and these are arranged in MOs: 

ols2
, o*ls2

, o2s2 

This is shown in Figure 4.24. The inner shell of filled ols MOs does not 
contribute to the bonding in much the same way as in He2• They are 
essentially the same as the atomic orbitals from which they were formed. 
and are sometimes written: 

KK, o2s2 

However, bonding occurs from the filling of the o2s level, and Lii mol
ecules do exist in the vapour state. However, in the solid it is energetically 
more favourable for lithium to form a metallic structure. Other Group I 
metals such as sodium behave in an analogous way: 

Na2 KK, LL, o3s2 

Be2 molecule 

A beryllium atom has two electrons in the first shell plus two electrons in 
the second shell. Thus in the Be2 molecule there are eight electrons. These 
are arranged in MOs: 
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Figure 4.24 Electronic configuration, atomic and moleCillar orbitals fot .Jithiurn . 

or 

KK o2s2 ct*2s2 
- ' ' -

Ignoring the inner shell as before, it is apparent that the effects of the 
bonding cr2s and antibonding o*2s levels cancel, so there is no stabilization 
and the molecule would not be expected to exist. 

ih triolecule 

Each b.oron atoin has 2 + 3 electrons. The B2 moiecule thus contains a 
total of ten electrons, which are arranged ih MOs: 

o1S2 o* ls2 o2s2 o*2s2 
Y { 

rt2p 1 

' · ' ' ' n2p! 

This may be shown diagraintnatically (Figure 4.25) . Nole that B is a 
light atom and the order of energies of MOs is different frorn the 'usual' 
arrangement. Thus the n2p orbitals are lower in energy than the o2Px· 
Since the n2py and rt2pz orbitals are degenerate (identical in energy) . 
Hund's rule applies, and each is singly occupied. ihe inner shell does not 
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Figure 4.25 Electronic configuration. atomic and molecular orbitals for boron. 

participate in bonding. The effects of bonding and antibonding a2s orbitals 
cancel but stabilization occurs from the_ filling of the n2p orbitals, and 
hence a bond is formed and 8 2 exists. 

C2 molecule . 

A carbon atom has 2 + 4 electrons. A c2·molecule would contairi a total of 
12 electrons, and these would be arranged in MOs: 
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Figure 4.26 Electronic configuration, atomic and molecul:ir orbitals for carbon. 

{ 
rt2p 2 

ols2
, o"' ls2

, a2s2
, o"'2s2

• 
2
. ~ 

rt Pz -

This is showh diagrammatically in Figure 4.26. 
The molecule should be stable, sirice the two n2p bonding orbitals 

provide 46. of stabilization energy, giving two bonds. In fact carbon exists 
as a macromolecule in graphite and diamond. since these are an even more 
stable arrangement (where each carbon forms four bonds): hence diamond 
and graphite are formed in preference to C2. 
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Figure 4.27 Electronic configuration, atomic and molecular orbitals for nitrogen. 

Ni molecule 

A nitrogen atom has 2 + 5 = 7 electrons . Thus the N2 molecule contains 
14 electrons. These are arranged in MOs: 

.. . . . . 2 : 

Ols2 . o* ls2 o2s2 o*2s2 o2p2 . { n2py 
. ' ' ' . ' X• :rt2p; 
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This is shown diagrammatically (Figure 4.27). 
Assuming that the inner shell does not participate in bonding, and that 

the bonding and antibonding 2s levels cancel, one a and two n bonding 
pairs remain, giving a total of three bonds. This is in agreement with the 
valence bond formulation as N===N. 

0 2 molecule 

Each oxygen atom has 2 + 6 = 8 electrons. Thus tl,e 0 2 molecul~ contains 
a total of 16 electrons. These are arranged in MOs: 

. { n2p2 
{ n*2p 1 

als2 a* ls2 o2s2 a*2s2 a2p~ Y' Y 
' • ' • ~· 2 2 *2 I 1t Pz• 1t P: 

This is shown diagrammatically in Figure 4.28. 
The antibonding 'Jt"'2pv and n*2Pz orbitals are singly occupied in accor

dance with Hund's rule." Unpaired electrons give rise to paramagnetism. 
Since there are two unpaired electrons with parallel spins, this explains 
why oxygen is paramagnetic. If this treatment is compared with the Lewis 
electron pair theory ·or the valence bond theory, these do not predict 
unpaired electrons or paramagnetism. 

:o . +·o:~:o o: 

This was the. first success of the Molecular orbital theory in successfully 
predicting the paramagnetism of 0 2 , a fact not even thought of with a 
valence bond representation of O=O. 

As in the previous examples, the inner shell does not participate in 
bonding and the bonding and antibonding 2s orbitals cancel each other. A 
a bond results from the filling of 02p;. Since n*2pJ, is. half filled and there
fore cancels half the effect of the completely filled tr.2p; orbital, half of a :n: 
bond results. Similarly another half of a n bond arises from n2p~ and 
1C*2p!,--giving a total of 1 + i + ! = 2 bonds. The bond order is thus two. 

Instead of working out the bond order by cancelling the effects of filled 
bonding and antibonding MOs, the bond order may be calculated as half 
the difference between the number of bonding and antibonding electrons: 

( 
number of electrons ) ( number of electrons ) 

Bond _ occupying bonding orbitals - in antibonding orbitals 
order - · 2 

In the case Of 0 2 th.e bond order calculates as (10 - 6)/2 == 2, which 
corresponds to a double bond. · 

02ion 

The compound potassium superoxide K02 contains the superoxide ion 
62. The 02 ion has 17 electrons, and has one more electron than the 0 2 
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Figure 4.28 Electr_onic configuration. atomic and_ molecular orbitals for oxygen. 

molecule. This extra electron occupies either the n*2p" or rc*2p, orbital. It 
does not matter which it occupies since they are the same energy . 

. . { 2 ~ { *2 ~ 
als2 a* ls2 a2s2 a*2s2 o2p2. re P.~. re P.~ 

• • • • .I • 2 2 *2 I , n p, . re p, 

The inner shell of ele<,:trons qoes not take part in bonding. The . bonding 
a2s2 and antibonding a*2s2 cancel. The a1p~ orbital is filled and forms a 
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o bond. The effects of the bonding 1t2p; and antibonding 1t2p; orbitals 
cancel, and the completely filled bonding 1t2p~ is half cancelled by the half 
filled antibonding n2p~, thus giving half a Jt bond. The bond order is thus 
I + ! = H; Alternatively the bond order may be calculated like this: 
(bonding - antibonding)/2, that is (10 - 7)/2 = 11. This corresponds to a 
bond that is intermediate in length between a single and a double bond. 
The superoxide ion has an unpaired electron and is therefore para
magnetic. (A bond order of I! is well accepted in benzene.) 

oJ-ion 

In a similar way sodium peroxide Na20 2 contains the peroxide ion o~-. 
This ion has 18 electrons, arranged: 

{ 
rt2p2 

{ rt*2p2 

ols2 o* ls2 o2s2 o*2s2 o2p2 Y• .v 
' . . ' ' • . .n n2p;, 1t*2p; 

Once again the inner shell takes no part in bonding. The bonding and 
antibonding 2s orbitals completely cancel each other. One o bond forms 
from the filled 2px orbital. Both the bonding 2py and 2pz orbitals are 
cancelled out by their corresponding antibonding orbitals. Thus the bond 
order is one. that is a single bond. Alternatively the bond order may be 
calculated as (bonding - antibonding)/2, that is (10 - 8)/2 = l. 

F2 molecule 

Fluorine atoms have 2 + 7 electrons, so an F2 molecule contains 18 elec
trons. These are arranged: 

{ 
tt2p2 

{ n*2p2 

o1S2 . cr* ls2 o2s2 o*2s2 o2p~ Y' Y 
• ' ' • .I• 2 2 *2 ~ . . . 1t p,, 1t . p; 

This is ·shown diagratnmatically in Figure 4.29. 
The ifiner shell is Mn-bonding. and the filled bonding 2s, 2pv and 2p, 

are .cancelled by the equivalent antibonding orbitals. This leaves. a o bond 
from the filled o2p~ orbital, and thus a bond order of one. Alternatively 
the bond order may be calculate.d as (bonding - antibonding)/2, that is 
(10 - 8)/2 = 1. . 

It should be noted that Cb and Br2 have structures analogous to F2• 

except that additional inner shells of electrons are full. 
The F-F bond is tather weak (see Chapter 15) and this is attributed to 

the small size of fluorine and repulsion between lone pairs of electrons on 
adjacent atoms. 

EXAMPLES OF MOLECULAR ORBIT AL TREATMENT FOR 
HETERONUCL£AR DIA iOMIC MOLECULES 

The same principles apply when combining atomic orbitals from two 
different atoms as·applied when the atoms were identical, that is: 
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Figure 4.29 Electronic configuration, ·atomic and molecular orbitals for fluorine. 

1. Only atomic orbitals of about the same energy can combine effectively. 
2. They shquld have the maximum overlap. 
3. They must have the same symmetry. -

Since the two atoms are different. the en~rgies of their atomic orbitals 
are slightly different. ·A diagram sha'h'.ing. how they combine to form 
molecular _orbitals is given in Figure 4.30. 
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Figure 4.30 The relative energy levels of atomic orbitals and molecular orbitals for 
a heteronuclear diafomic molecule AB. 

The problem is that in many cases the order of MO energy levels is not 
known with certainty. Thus we will consider first some examples where the 
two different atoms · are close to each other in the periodic table, and 
consequently it is reasonable to assume that the order of energies for the 
MOs are the .same as for hotnonuclear molecules. 

NO molecule 

The nitrogen atom has 2 + 5 = 7 electrons, and the oxygen atom has 
· 2 + 6 = 8 electrons, making 15 electrons in the molecule. The order of 
energy levels of the various MOs are the same as for .homonudear 
diatomic molecules heavier than C2 • so the arrangement is: 

2 · , ? , , { n2p~. { n*2p:. 
o Is a* Is- a2s- o*2\·- o2p-. · · 

• ' ' ' ·" n2p;. n*2p~ 

This is shown in Figure 4.31. 
The inner shell is non-bonding. The bo:iding and antibonding 2s orbitals 

cancel, and a a bond is formed by .the filled o2p; orbital. A n bQnd is 
formed by the filled . ~2p; orbital. Tbe half filled tt*2pJ lu1lf cancels the 
filled n2p; orbital, thus giving half a bond. The bond order is thus 2!, 
that is in betweeh a double and a triple bond . Alternatively the bond order 
may be worked out as (bonding - antibonding)/2, that is (10 - 5)1 = 2~. 
The molecule is paramagnetic since it contains an unpaired electron. In 
NO there is a significant difference of about 250 kJ mo1- 1 in the energy 
of the AOs involved, so that combination of AOs to give MOs is less 
effective than in 0 2 ·or N2. The bonds are therefore weaker than might 
be expected. Apart from this the molecular orbital pattern (Figure 4.31) 
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Figure 4.31 Electromc configuration, atomic orbitals and molecular orbitals for 
nitric oxide. (This diagram.is essentially the same as that for homonuclear diatomic 
molecules such as N2, 0 2 or F2• The difference is that the atomic energy levels of N 
and 0 are not the same.) 

is similar to that for homonuclear diatomic molecules. Removal of one 
electron to make No+ results in a shorter and stronger bond because the 
electron is removed from an antibonding orbital, thus increasing the bond 
order to 3. 

CO molecule 

The carb.on atom has 2 + 4 = 6 electrons .. and the 0 atom has 2 + 6 = 8 
electrons. so the CO moJecule contains 14 electrons. In this case we are 
rather less cer.tain of the order of ene.rgies of the MOs •. since they are 
different for C .and O. Assume the order is. the . same. as for light atoms 
like C: . . . . . . 
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Figure 4j2 Electronic configuration, atomic orbitals and molecular orbitals for 
carbon monoxide. 

This is shown in Figure 4.32. 
The inner shell is non-bonding, and the bonding and antibonding 2s 

orbitals cancel, leaving one o and two rt bonds - and thus a bond order of 
3. Alternatively the bond otder may be calculated using the formula 
(bonding - antihonding)/2. that is (10 - 4)/2 = 3. This simpie picture is 
not adequate, since if co is ionized to give co+ by removal pf one 
electron from the o2p .. orbital then the bond order stiould be reduced to 
2! and the bond length increased . In fact the bond length in CO is 1.128 A 
ai1d in co+ it is l.115A. Thus the bond length decreases when we 
expected it to increase, and it. indicates that the electron must have been 
removed from an antibondit'lg orbital. The problem remains if we assume 
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the order of energy for the MOs is the same as for atoms heavier than C, 
since this only reverses the position of the a2px and the (n2py and n2pz) 
MOs. The most likely explanation of the bond shortening when CO is 
changed to co+ is that the a2s and a*2s molecular orbitals differ in 
energy more than is shown in the figure. This means that they are wider 
apart, and the o*2s MO is higher in energy than the o2px, n2py and x2pz 
MOs. This illustrates very plainly that the order of MO energy levels for 
simple homonuclear diatomic molecules used above is not automatically 
applicable when two different types of atoms are bonded together, and it is 
cer~ainly incorrect in · this particular heteronuclear case. 

HCI molecule 

With heteronuclear atoms it is not obvious which A Os should be combined 
by the LCAO method to form MOs. In addition because the energy levels 
of the AOs on the two atoms are not identical, some MOs will contain a 
bigger contribution from one AO than the ·other. This is equivalent to 
saying that the MO 'bulges' more towards one atom, or the electrons in the 
MO spend more time round one atom than the other. Thus some.degree of 
charge separation b+ and ~- occucs, resulting in a dipole. Thus partial 
ionic contributions may play a significaiit part in the bonding. 

Consider the HCI molecule . Combination between the hydrogen ls AO 
and the chlorine lir, 2$, 2p and 3s orbitals can be ruled out because their 
energies are too low. If overlap occurred between the chlorine 3py and 3p1 

orbitals it would be non-bonding (see Figure 4.22) because the positive 
lobe of hydrogen will overlap equally with the positive and negative lobes 
of the chlorine orbital.s. Thus the only effective overlap is with the chlorine 
3Px orbital. The combination of H ls1 and Cl 3p,! gives both bonding and 
antibonding orbitals, and the two ·electrons occupy the bonding MO, 
leaving the antibonding MO empty. It is assumed that all the chlorine A Os 
except 3px are localized on the chlorine atom and retain their original AO 
status, and the 3s, 3py and 3pz orbitals are regarded as non-bonding lone 
pairs. 

This over-simplification ignores any ionic contribution such as can be 
shown with the valence · bond resonance structures 

H+c1- and H-c1+ 

The former would be expected t<? contiibute significantly, resulting in a 
stronger bond; · 

EXAMPLES OF MOLECULAR ORBIT AL TREATMENT 
INVOLVING DELOCALIZED n BONDING 

Carbonate ion coi-

The structure of the .carbonate ion is a planar .triangle~ with bond angles of . • . . . 2 . 
120°. The C atom at the centre uses sp orbitals. All three oxygen atoms 
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are equivalent, and the C-0 bonds are shorter than single bonds .. A 
single valence bond structure such as that shown would have different 
bond lengths, and so fails to describe .the structure adequately. 

0 
II 

,,_c..........._ 
-0 0-

The problem is ~imply that an electron cannot be represented as a dot , or a 
pair of electrons as a line (bond). The fourth electron pair that makes 
up the double bond is not localized in one of the three positions, but is 
somehow spread out over all three bonds, so that each bond has a bond 
order of lj. · 

Pauling adapted the valence bond notation to cover structures where 
electrons are delocalized. Three contributing structures can be drawn for 
the carbonate ion: 

0 0- O-
Ii I I 
c ~ _ _..-c..........._ ~ _,,...--c..........._ 

-6 --0- ~o o o o-
These contributing structures do not actually exist. The Coj- does not 
consist of a mixture of these structures, nor is there an equilibrium be
tween them. The true structure is somewhere iil between, and is called a 
resonance hybrid. Resonance was widely accepted in the 1950s but is now 
regarded at best as clumsy and inadequate, and at worst as misleading or 
wrong! 

Delocalized 3t bonding is best described by multi-centre bonds, which 
involve 3t molecular orbitals. The steps in working this out are: 

1. Find the basic shape of the molecule or ion, either experimentally, or 
from the VSEPR theory using the number of a bonds and lone pairs on 
the central atom. 

2. Add up the total number of electrons in the outer (valence) shell of all 
the atoms involved, and add or subtract electrons as appropriate to 
form iotls. 

3. Calcu.late the number of electrons u_sed in o bonds and lone pairs, and 
by subtracting this fron1 the total determine the number of electrons 
which can participate in 1t bonding. 

4. Count the nutttber of atomic orbitals which can _take part in tc bot1ding. 
Combine these to give the same number Of molecular orbitals whicl} ate 
delocalized over all of the atoms. Decide whether MOS are bonding, 
non-bonding or antibonding, and feed the appropriate nutnber of tt 
electrons into the MOs (two electrorts per MO). The orbitals with 
lowest energy are filled first. The number of n bonds formed can easily 
5e determined from the MOs which· have been filled. · · . · 



The structure of the co5- will be examined in this way. There are 24 
electrons in the valence shell (four from C, six from each of the three 0 
atoms and two from the charges on the ion). 

Of these, six are used to form the o bonds between C and the three 0 
atoms. Each 0 has four non-bonding electrons. This leaves six electrons 
available for n bonding. 

The atomic orbitals available for n bonding are the 2p2 orbital on C and 
the 2p2 orbitals from the thre.e 0 atoms. Combining these four atomic 
orbitals gives four four-centre rr. molecular orbitals. Each of these covers 
all four atoms in the. ion. The lowest energy MO is bonding, the highest 
is antibonding, and the remaining two are non-bonding (and are also 
degenerate, i.e. the same in energy). The six n electrons occupy the MOs 
of lowest energy. Two electrons fill the bonding MO and four electrons fill 
both of the non-bonding MOs and thus contribute one n bond to the 
molecule. Each of the C-0 bonds has a bond order of H. I from the 0 

bond and~ from the 3t bond. . 

Nitrate ion NO; 

The structu~e of the nitrate ion is a planar triangle. The N atom at the 
centre uses sp2 orbitals. All three oxygen atoms are equivalent, and the 
bond lengths N-0 are all a little shorter than for a single bond. This 
cannot be explained by a valence bond structure: 

0 
II 

--N--. 
·O 0-

There 24 e.lectrons in the valence shell (five from N, six from each of the 
three 0 atoms and one from the charge on the ion). 

Of these, six are used to form the o. bonds between N and the three 0 
atoms. Each 0 has four non-bonding electrons. This leaves six electrons 
available for 1t bonding. 

The atomic orbitals used for n bonding are the 2p2 orbitals on N and 
the three 0 atoms. Combining these four atomic orbitals gives four four
centre n molecular orbitals. The lowest in energy is bonding, the highest is 
antibonding, and the remaining two are degenerate (the same in energy) 
and are non-boriding. The six 1t electrons fill the bonding MO and both of 
the non-bonding MOs and thus contribute one 1t bond to the molecule. 
Each of the N-0 bonds has a bond order of I!. 1 from the o bond and j 
from the 1t bond. 

Sulphur trioxide S03 

The structure of S03 is a planar triangle. The S ato,m at the centre uses sp2 

orbitals. All three oxygen atoms are equivalent, and the S-0 bonds are 
much shorter than single bonds. The valence bond structure is: 
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The multi-centre 1t MO explanation-is as follows. There are 24 electrons in 
the valence shell (six from S and six from each of the three 0 atoms). 

Of these, six are used to form the o bonds between S and the three 0 
atoms. Each 0 has four non-bonding electrons. This leaves six electrons 
available for 1t bonding .. 

S03 has 24 outer electrons like the N03 ion. If S03 followed the same 
pattern as the N03 ion · and used the 3pz AO on S and the 2pz AOs on . 
the three 0 atoms, four MOs would be formed, .one bonding, two non
bonding and one antibonding, and the six rt elec:tron.s would occupy the 
bonding and non-bonding MOs; thus contributing one n bond to the 
molecule and giving a S-0 bond order of lj. The bonds are much shorter 
than this would imply. Though S03 has the same number of outer elec
trons as N03, the two are not isoelectronic. The $.atom has three shells of 
electrons, so there is the possibility of using d orbitals in the bonding 
scheme. 

The six atomic orbitals available for it bonding are the 2pz orbitals on 
the three 0 atoms and the 3pz, 3dxz and 3dyz orbitals on S. Combining one 
2pz AO with the 3pz AO gives two MOs, One bonding and the other 
antibonding. Similarly, combining the second 2pz AO with the 3dxz AO 
gives one bonding MO and one antibonding MO, and combining the third 
2pz AO with the 3dvz Ab gives one bonding MO and one antibonding 
MO. Thus we obtain .. three bonding MOs and three antibonding MOs. The 
six electrons available for n bonding occupy the three bonding MOs, and 
thus contribute three it bonds to the molecule. Each of the $-0 bonds 
has a bond order of approximately 2, 1 from the o bond and approximately 
1 from the rt bond. The reason why the bond order is approximate is that 
the extent of d orbital participation depends 6fi the number. of electrons 
and the size and energy 6f t_he orbitals involved. This involves detailed 
calculation. · 

Ozone03 

Ozone 0 3 forms a V-shaped molecule . . Both bond lengths are 1.278 A. 
and the bond angle is 116 °48'. We assume that the central 0 atom uses 
roughly sp2 orbitals for o bonding. the valence bond representation. Of 
the structure is inadequate Since it Suggests that the bonds are of different 
lengths, though it could be explained in terti'ls bf resonance hybrids. 

0 
,f \. 

0 0 

0 
,f \. single valence bond structure 

0 0 
0 - ,/ '\ 

Q 0 
resonance hybrids 
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The double bonding in the structure is best explained by means of 
delocalized three-centre n bonding. There is a total of 18 electrons in the 
valence shell, made up of six from each of the three 0 atoms. 

The central 0 atom forms a a bond with each of the other 0 atoms, 
which accounts for four electrons. The central 0 atom uses sp2 orbitals, 
one .of which is a Jone pair. If the 'end' 0 atoms also use sp2 atomic orbi
tals, each 0 contains two non-bonding pairs of electrons. Thus lone pairs 
account for 10 electrons. Sigma bonds and lone pairs together account for 
14 electrons, thus leaving four electrons for n bonding. 

The atomic.orbitals involved inn bonding are the 2pz orbitals on each of 
the three 0 atoms. These give rise to three molecular orbitals. These are 
three-centre n molecular orbitals. The lowest energy MO is bonding. the 
highest energy MO is antibonding, and .the middle one is non-bonding. 
There are four n electrons and two fill the bonding MO and two fill the 
non-bonding MQ, thus contributing one n bond over the molecule. This 
gives a bond order of 1.5 for the 0-0 bonds. The n system is thus a 
four-electron ·three-centre bond. 

Nitrite ion NOi 

The nitrite ion N02 is V-shaped. This is based on a plane triangular 
structure, with N at the centre, two corners occupied by 0 atoms, and 
the third corner occupied by a lone pair. Thus the N atom is roughly sp1 

hybridised. · 
In the N02 ion there are 18 electrons in the valence shell. These are 

made up of five from N, six from each of the two 0 atoms, · and one from 
the charge on the ion. 

The N atom forms Q bonds to each of the 0 atoms, which accounts 
for four electrons, and the N atom has a lone pair accounting for two 
electrons. If the 0 atoms also use sp2 atomic orbitals (one for bondin~ 
and two for lone pairs), the lone pairs on the 0 atoms account for eight 
more electrons. A total of 14 electrons has been accounted for, leavin~ 
four electrons for :rt bonding. 

Three atomic orbitals are involved in .:J"t bonding: the 2pz orbitals on the 
N atom and on both of the 0 atoms. These three atomic orbitals forrr 
three molecular orbitals. These are th.ree-centre 1t molecular orbitals. Tht 
lowest in energy is b~nding, the highest is antibonding, and the middle om 
is non-bonding. Two of the four 1t ·electro1,1s fill the bonding MO and twc 
fill the 11on-bonding MO, thus contributing one Jt bond over the molecule 
The bond order of the N-0 bonds is thus .1.5, an.d th.e N-6 .distances an 
in between those for a single and double bond. 

Carbon dioxide C02 · 

The structure of C02 is linear O-C-0, and the C atom uses sp hybri• 
orbitals for a bonds. Both C-0 bonds are the same length. but are muc 
shorter than a single bond. This is best explained by delocalized :r bondin! 
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and involves multi-centre n molecular orbitals. 'fhe molecule contains 
16 outer shell electrons, made up from six electrons from each of the two 
0 atoms and four electrons from the C atom. 

The C atom fotms a bonds to both the 0 atoms, thus accounting for four 
electrons. There are no lone pairs of electrons on the C atom . If the 0 
atoms also use sp hybrid orbitals then there is one lone pair of electrons on 
each 0 atom, accounting for a further four electrons. This accounts for 
eight electrons altogether, leaving eight electrons available for 1t bonding. 

If the a bonding and lone pairs of electrons occupy the 2s and 2px atomic 
orbitals on each 0 atom, then the 2py and 2pz atomic orbitals can be used 
for rt bonding . Thus there are six atomic orbitals available for rt bonding. 
The three 2Pi· atomic orbitals (one from C and one from each of the 0 
atoms) form three three-centre rt molecular orbitals which cover all three 
atoms. The MO with the lowest energy is called a bonding molecular 
orbital. The MO with the highest energy is called an antibonding MO, and 
the remaining MO is non-bonding. In a similar way, the three 2pz atomic 
orbital.s also form bonding, non-bonding and ailtibonding three-centre n 
molecular orbitals. Each of these MOs covers all three .at6ms in the mole
cule. The eight n electrons occupy the MOs of lowest energy , in this case 
two electrons in the bonding .2py MO, two electrons in the bonding 2pz 
MO, then two electrons in the non-bonding 2py MO and two electrons in 
the non-bonding 2pz MO. This gives a net contribution of two n bonds to 
the molecule, in addition to the two o bonds. Thus the bond order C-:-0 is 
thus two. 

Azide ion N) 

The N3 ion has 16 outer electrons (five from each N and one from the 
charge on the ion). It is isoelettronic with C02, and is linear N-N-N 
like C02• We assume the central N uses sp hybrid orbitals for a bonding. 

Four electrons are used for the two a bonds. Each of the end N atoms 
has one non-bonding pair of electrons, accounting for four more electrons. 
This leaves eight electrons for 1t bonding. 

If the bonding and non-bonding electrons are assumed to use the 2s 
and 2px orbitals, this leaves six atomic orbitals for 1t bonding. These are 
three 2py A Os and three 2Pz A Os. The three 2py orbitals form three three
centre n molecular orbitals. The lowest in energy is bonding, the highest 
is antibonding, and the remaining MO is non-bonding. In a similar way 
the three 2pz atomic orbitals give banding, non-bonding and antibonding 
MOs. The eight ft electrons fill both of the bonding MOs, and both of the 
non-bonding MOs. Thus thete are two a and two 1t bonds, giving a bond 
order of 2. Thus both N-N bonds are the same length, l.16A. 

SUMMARY OF MULTI-CENTRE tt BONDED STRUCTURES 

Isoelectronic species have the same shape and the same. bond order 
(Table 4.6). 
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Table 4.6 Multi-centre bonded structures 

Species Number of outer Shape Bond 
electrons order 

C02 16 Linear 2 
N3 16 Linear 2 
03 18 V-shaped 1.5 

N02 18 V-shaped 1.5 

co5- 24 Plane triangle 1.33 

NOj" 24 Plane triangle 1.33 

UNITED ATOM METHOD 

The LCAO method described above is tantamount to bringing the atoms 
from infinity to their equilibrium positions in the ·molecule. The united 
atom method is an alternative approach. It starts with a hypothetical 
'united atom; where the nuclei are superimposed, and then moved to their 

. equilibrium distance apart. The united atom has the same number of 
orbitals as a normal atom, but it contains the electrons from two atoms. 
Thus some electrons must be promoted to higher energy levels in the 

united atom 
4p-........ 
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......... 

I molecule I separate atoms 

4s- ......... 
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Figure 4.33 Mulliken correlation for like atoms forming a diatomic molecule. 
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united atom. Further, the energy of the united atom orbitals differs from 
that of the atomic orbitals because of the greater nuclear charge. Thus the 
molecular orbitals are in an intermediate position between the orbitals in 
the united atom and those in the separate atom: If lines are drawn between 
the energies of the electrons in the separate atoms and in the united atom 
(that is a graph of internal energy against the distance between the nuclei 
from r = 0 to .r = oo), a correlation diagram is obtained (Figure 4.33). 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Show by drawings how ans orbital, a p orbital or a d orbital on one 
atom may overlap withs, p or d orbitals of an adjacent atom. 

2. List three rules for the linear combination of atomic orbitals. 

3. Show how the LCAO approximation gives rise to bonding and anti
bonding orbitals. Illustrate your answer by reference to three different 
diatomic molecules. 

4. Use the molecular orbital theory to explain why the bond strength in a 
N2 molecule is greater than that in a F2 molecule. 

5. Use the MO theory to predict the bond order and the number of 
unpaired electrons in o~-, 0:2, 0 2 , O{, NO and CO. 

6. Draw MO energy level diagrams for C2, 0 2 and CO. Show which 
orbitals are occupied, and work out the bond orders and magnetic 
properties of these molecules. · 

7. Name the three types of hybrid orbital that may be formed by an atom 
with only s and p orbitals in its valence shell. Draw the shapes and 
stereochemistry of the hybrid orbitals so produced. 

8. What are the·geometric arrangements of sp3d 2
, sp3d and dsp2 hybrid 

orbitals? 

9. Predict the structure of each of the following, and indicate whether 
the bond angles are likely to be distorted from the theoretical values: 
(a) BeCl2 ; (b) BCh; (c) SiCl4 ; (d) PCl5 (vapour); (e) PF3 ; (f) F20; 
(g) SF4; (h) IFs; (i) S02; (j) SF6. 

10. How and why does the cohesive force in metals change on descending 
a group, or on moving from one grbup to another? What physical 
properties follow these changes in cohesive force? 

1 L Use energy level diagrams and the band theory to explain the dif
ference between conductors, insulators and semiconductors. 
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GENERAL PROPERTIES OF METALS 

All metals have characteristic physical properties: 

J. They are exceptionally good conductors of electri~ity and heat. 
2. They have a characteristic metallic lustre - they are bright, shiny and 

highly reflective. 
3. They are malleable and ductile. 
4. Their crystal structures are almost always cubic close-packed, hexag

onal close-packed, or body-centred cubic. 
5. They form alloys readily. 

Conductivity 

All metals are exceptionally good conductors of heat and electricity. 
Electrical conduction arises by the mo.vement of electrons. This is in 
contrast to the movement of ions which is responsible for conduction in 
aqueous solution or fused melts of ionic compounds like .sodium chloride, 
where sodium ions migrate to the cathode, and chloride ions migrate to 
the anode. In the solid state, ionic compounds may conduct to a very small 
extent (semiconduction) if defects, are present in the crystal. !here is an 
enormous difference in the conductivity between metals and any other 
type of solid (Table 5.1). 

Table S.J Electrical conductivity of varlous solids 

Substance 

Silver 
Copper 
Sodium 
Zinc 
Sodium chloride 
Diamond 
Quartz 

Type of bondin~ 

Metallic 
Metallic 
Metallic 
Metalllc 
Ionic 
Covalent giant molecule 
Covalent giant molecule 

Cbilductivity 
(ohmcm- 1) 

6.3 x IOS 
6.0 x 105 

2.4 x 105 

1.7 x 10~ 
10-1 
10-14 

w- 1~ 

5 
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Most of the elements to the left of carbon in the periodic table are 
metals. A carbon atom has four outer electrons. If these are all used to 
form four bonds, the outer shell is complete and there arc no electrons 
free to conduct electricity. 

full 
2S 2p 

Carbon atom - excited state inner EJ It 11 It I 
shell 

Carbon atom having gained a lull 
share in four more electrons inner 5J l1~1t~INI 
by forming four bonds shell 

Elements to the left of carbon have fewer electrons, and so they mt1st 
have vacant orbitals. Both the number of electrons present in the outer 
shell, and the presence of vacant orbitals in the valence shell, are import
ant features in explaining the conductivity and bonding of metals. 
· The conductivity of metals decrei)ses with increasing temperature . 

Metals show some degree of paramagnetism. which indicates that they 
possess unpaired electrons. 

Lustre 

Smooth surfaces of n1clals typically have a lustrous shiny appearance. All 
metals except copper and gold are silvery in colour. (Nole that when finely 
divided most metals appear dull grey or black.) The shininess is rather 
special, and is observed at all viewing angles, in contrast to the shininess of 
a few non-metallic elements such as sulphur and iodine which appear shiny 
when viewed at low ~ngles. Metals are used as mirrors because they reflect 
light at all angles. This is because of the 'free' electrons in the metal, which 
absorb energy from light and re-emit it when the electron drops back from 
its excited state to its original energy level. Since light of all wavelengths 
(colours) is absorbed, and is immediately re-emitted, practically all the 
light is reflected back - hence the lustre. The reddish and golden colours 
of copper and gold occur . because they absorb some colours more readily 
than others. · · 

Many metals emit electrons when exposed to light - the photoelectric 
effect. Some emit electrons when irradiated with short-wave radiation, 
and others emit electrons on heating (thermionic emission). 

Malleability and cohesive force 

The mechanical properties of metals are that they are typically malleable 
and ductile. This snows that there is not much resistance to deformation of 
the structure. but that a large cohesive force holds the struc~ure together. 

. 6H . 

Mcryswl ~ Mg.,s 



GENERAL PROPERTIES OF METALS 

Table 5.2 Enthalpies of atomization b.H 0 (kJ mo1- 1
) (Measured 

at 25 °C except for Hg) 

Metal b.Ho Melting point Boiling point 
(oC) c·q 

Li 162 181 1331 
Na 108 98 890 
K 90 64 766 
Rb 82 39 701 
Cs 78 29 685 
Be 324 1277 . 2477 
Mg 146 650 1120 
Ca 178 838 1492 
Sr 163 768 1370 
Ba 178 714 1638 
B 565 2030 3927 
Al 326 660 2447 
Ga 272 30 2237 

Sc 376 1539 2480 
Ti 469 1668 3280 
v 562 1900 3380 
Cr 397 1875 2642 
Mn 285 1245 2041 
Fe 415 1537 2887 
Co 428 1495 2887 
Ni 430 1453 2837 
Cu 339 1083 2582 
Zn 130 420 908 

Enthalpies of atomization from Brewer, L., Science, 1968, 161, 
115. with some additions. 

The cohesive force may be measured ·as the heat of atoi11ization. Some 
numerical values of f:i.H 0

, the heats Of atomization at 25°C, are given in 
Table 5.2. The heats of atomization (cohesive energy) decrease on de
scending a group in the periodic table Li-Na-K-Rb-Cs, showing that 
they are inversely proportional to the internudeat distatice. 

The cohesion energy increases across the periodic table from Group I to 
Group II to Group III. This suggests that the strefigth of metallic bonding 
is related to the number of valency electrotts. the cohesive energy iil· 
creases at first on crossing the transition· series Sc-Ti-Vas the nutnbet of 
unpaired d electrons increases. Continuing across the transition series the 
number of electrons per atom involved in metallic bonding eventually falls, 
as the d electrons become paired, reachit1g a minimum at Zn. 

ihe melting points and to an even greater extent the boiling points 
of the metals follow the trends in the cohesive energies. The cohesive 
energies vary over an appreciable range, and they approach the magnitude 
of the lattice energy which holds ionit crystals together. The cohesive 

I [ill] 
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energies are much larger than the weak van der Waals forces which hold 
discrete covalent molecules together in the solid state. 

There are two rules about the cohesive energy and structure of metals 
(or alloys), and these are examined below: 

Rule 1. The bonding energy of a metal depends on the average number of 
unpaired electrons available for bonding on each atom. 
Rule 2. The crystal structure adopted depends on the number of s and p 
orbitals on each atom that are involved with bonding. 

Consider the first rule - Group I metals have the outer electronic con
figuration ns1

, and so have one electron for bonding. In the ground state 
(lowest energy), Group II elements have the electronic configuration ns2, 
but if the atom is excited, an outer electron is promoted, giving the con
figuration ns1

, np1
, with two unpaired electrons, which can form two 

bonds. Similarly Group III elements in the ground state have the con
figuration ns2

, npi, but when excited to ns1
, np2, they can use three elec

trons for metallic bonding. 
The second rule attempts to relat~ the number of s and p electrons 

available for bonding to the crystal structure adopted (Table 5.3). Apart 
from Group I metals, the atoms need to be excited, and the structures 
adopted are shown in Table 5.4. 

Table S.3 Precliction of metal structures from the number of s 
and p electrons involve<;! in metallic bonding 

Number of s and p 
electrons per atom 
involved in bonding 

Less than 1,5 
1.7-2.1 
2.5-3.2 

Approaching 4 

Structure 

Body-.centred cubic 
Hexagonal close-packed 
Cubi~ close-packed 
Diamond structure - not metallic 

. I 

Group I elements have a body-centred cubic structure, and follow the 
rule. In Group II, only Be and Mg have a hexagonal close-packed struc
ture and strictly fol)qw the rule. In Gr.oup Ill, Al has a cubic close-packed 
structure as expec~~Q. However,. not all the predictions are correct. There 
is .no obvious reason why Ca and Sr form cubic close-packed structures. 
However, the higtr temperature forms of Ca and Sr, and the room tem
perature form of.Ba form body-centred cubic structures (like Group I), 
instead of the expected hexagonal close-packed structure. The explanation 
is probably that the paired s electron is excited to a d level instead of a p 
level, and hence tnere is only ones or p electron per atom participating in 
metallic bonding. This also explains why the first half of the transition 
metals also form body-centred cubic structures. · In the second half of the 
transition series, the extra electrons may be put in the p level, to avoid 



Table 5.4 Type of structure adopted by metals in the peribdic table (The room temperature structure is shown at the hottom. Other structures 
which occur at higher temperatures are listed above this in order of temperutllre stability) 

Li B'e 
bee hep 

Na Mg 
bee hep 

K Ca Sc 

bee bee. 
bee ccp · hep 

Rb Sr y 
bee 
hep bee 

bee cep hep. 

Cs Ba La 
bee 
ccp 

bee bee hep 

bee = body-centred cubic 
ccp = cubic close-packed 

Ti 
I 

bee 
hep 

Zr 

bee 
hep 

Hf 

bee 
hep 

ccp* = distorted cubic close-packed 
hep = hexagonal: close-packed 

v Cr Mn 
bee 
ccp 
I\ 

bee bee x 
Nb Mo Tc 

bee bee hep 

Ta w Re 

bee bee hep 

Fe 

bee 
ccp 
bee 

Ru 

hep 

Os 

hep 

Co Ni Cu Zn 

ccp 
hep ccp ccp hep 

Rh Pd Ag Cd 

ccp ccp eep hep 

Ir Pt Au Hg 

ccp ccp ccp 

d = diamond structure 
a = rhombohedral - puckered sheets 
x = other structure 

B 

Al 
ccp 

Ga 

• 
In 

eep• 

Tl 

bee 
hep 

• ::= special case (see individual group) 

c N 

Si p s 
d 

Ge As Se 

• 
d (.( 

Sn Sb Te 

• 
d (.( 

Pb Bi Po 

• 
ccp (.J. 

C') 
tT1 
z 
tTl 
~ 
> 
!""' ..,, 
~ 
0 ..,, 
tTl 

~ 
tTi 
V> 

0 
"fl 

3:: 
~ 
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pairing d electrons, and so allow the maximum participation of d orbitals 
in metallic bonding. This increases the number of s and p electrons in
volved in metallic bonding, and for example in Cu, Ag and Au the excited 
electronic state involved in bonding is probably d8

, s 1
, p2

, giving a cubic 
close-packed structure and five bonds per atom (two d, one s and two p 
electrons). At Zn the d orbitals are full, and the excited state used for 
bonding is 3d10

, 4s1
, 4p1

, giving two bonds per atom and a body-centred 
cubic structure. The enthalpies of atomization are in general agreement 
with these ideas on bonding. 

Crystal structures of metals 

Metallic elements usually have a close-packed structure with a coordina
tion number of 12. There are two types of close packing depending on the 
arrangement of adjacent layers in the structure: cubic close packing 
ABCABC and hexagonal close packing ABAB (see Metallic bonds and 
metallic structures in Chapter 2). However, some metals have a body
centred cubic type of structure (which fills the space slightly less efficiently) 
where there are eight nearest neighbours, with another six next-nearest 
neighbours about 15% further away. If this small difference in distance 
between nearest and next-nearest neighbours is disregarded, the coor
dination number for a body-centred cubic structure may be regarded 
loosely as 14. The mechanical properties of malleability and ductility 
depend on the ease with which adj~nt planes of atoms can glide over 
each other, to give an equivalent arrangement of spheres. These properties 
are also affected by physical imperfections such as grain boundaries and 
dislocations, by point defects in the frystal lattice and by the presence of 
traces of impurity in the lattice. The possibility of planes gliding is greatest 
in cubic close-packed structures, which are highly symmetrical and have 
possible slip planes of close-packed layers in four directions (along the 
body diagonals), compared with only one direction in the hexagonal close
packed structure. This explains why cubic close-packed structures are 
generally softer and more easily deformed than hexagonal or body-centred 
cubic structures. Impurities may cause dislocations in the normaf metal 
lattice, and the localized bonding increases the hardness. Some soft metals 
like Cu become work hardened - it is harder to bend the metal a second 
time. This is because dislocations are caused by the first bending, and these 
disrupt the slip planes. Other metals such as Sb and Bi are brittle. This is 
because they have directional boncls; which pucker layers, preventing one 
layer from slipping over another. 

The type of pacJcing varies with the position of the element in the 
periocjic table (Table 5.4), which is related to the number of s and p . 
electrons on each atom that can take part in metallic bonding. This has 
been described earlier. 

Metallic elements commonly react with other metallic elements, often 
over a wide range of composition, forming a variety of alloys which look 
like metals, and have the properties of metals. 



Bond lengths 

THEORIES OF BONDING IN METALS 

Table 5.5 Interatomic distances in Mi mole
cules and metal crystals 

Distance in Distance in 
metal Mi molecule 
(A) (A) 

Li 3.04 2.67 
Na 3.72 3.08 
K 4.62 3.92 
Rb 4.86 4.22 
Cs 5.24 4.50 

If the valence electrons in a metal are spread over a large number of 
bonds, each bond should be weaker and hence longer. The alkali metals 
exist as diatomic molecules in the vapour state, and the interatomic dis
tances in the metal crystal are longer than in the diatomic molecule (Table 
5.5). 

Though the bonds in the metal are longer and weaker, there are many 
more of them than in the M2 molecule, so the total bonding energy is 
greater in the metal crystal. This can ·be seen by comparing the enthalpy 
of sublimation of the metal crystal with the enthalpy of dissociation of the 
M2 molecules (Table 5.6). 

TIIEORIES OF BONDING IN METALS 

The honding and structures adopted hy metals and alloys arc less fully 
understood than those with ionic and covalent compounds. Any successful 
theory of metallic bonding must explain both the bonding between a large 
number of identical atoriJs· in a pure, metal, and the bonding between 
widely different metal atoms in alloys. The the.ory cahnot involve direc
tional bonds, since most metallic properties remain even when the metal is 
in the liquid state (for example mercury), or when dissolved in a suitable 

Table 5.6 Comparison of enthalpies of subli
mation and dissociation · 

Li 
Na 
K 
Rb 
Cs 

Enthalpy of· 
sublimation 

of metal 
(kJmol- 1) 

161 
108 
90 
82 
78 

! enthalpy of 
dissociation 

of Mi molecule 
(kJ mo1- 1) 

54 
38 
26 

. 24 
21 
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_j Li-Li Li 
I I 
_j Li-Li Li 

(a) 

Li-Li Li-Li 

Li-Li Li-Li 

(b) 

Li-Li Li-Li

l 
Li' Li-Li Li 

(c) 

Li Li-Li-Li 
I 
Li Li-Li Li. 

(d) 

l Representations of 
ding possibilities in 

solvent (for example solutions of sodium in liquid ammonia). Further, the 
theory should explain the great mobility of electrons. 

Free electron theory 

As early as 1900, Drude regarded a metal as a lattice with electrons moving 
through it in much the same way as molecules of a gas are free to move. 
The idea was refined by Lorentz in 1923, who suggested that metals com.
prised a lattice of rigid spheres (positive ions), embedded in a gas of free 
valency electrons which could move in the interstices . This model explains 
the free movement of electrons, and cohesion results from electrostatic 
attraction between the positive ions and the electron cloud. Whilst it does 
explain in a rough qu&litative way why an increased number of valency 
electrons results in an increased cohesive energy, quantitative calculations 
are much less successful than similar calculations for the lattice energies of 
ionic compounds. 

Valence bond theory 

Consider a simple m.etal such as lithium, which has a body-centred cubic 
structure,. with eight nearest neighbo11rs and six next-nearest neighbours at 
a slightly greater di~tance. A lithium atom has one electron in its outer 
shell, which may be shared with one of its neighbours, forming a normal 
two-electron bond. Th.e atom could eqQally well be bonded to any of its 
other eight neighbours, so many different arrangements are possible, and 
Figures 5.la and bare two examples. 

A lithium atom rn~y form two bonds if it ionizes, and it can then form 
many structures similar to those in ,Figures 5.lc and .d. Pauling suggested 
that the true structur~ is a mixture of all the many possible bonding forms. 
The more possible structures there are, the 19wer the energy~ This means 
that the cohesive force which holds the structure together is large, and in 
metallic lithium the cohesive energy is three times greater than in a Li2 
molecule. The cohesive energy increases from Group I to II to III, and this 
is explained by the atoms being able to form an increased number of 
bonds, and give an even larger number of possible structures. The pres
ence of ions could explain the electrical conduction, but the theory does 
not explain the conduction <;>f heat in solids, or the lustre, or the retention 
of metallic properties in the liquid state or in solution. 

Molecular o.rbital or band theory 

The electronic structure of a lithium atom is 

ls 2s 2p 

~ E] I I I I 
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The Lh molecule exists in the vapour state, and bonding occuts using the 
2s atomic orbital. There are three empty 2p orbitals in the valence shell, 
and the presence of empty AOs is a prerequisite for metallic properties. 
(Carbon in its excited state, nitrogen, oxygen, fluorine, and neon all lack 
empty AOs in the valence shell and are all non-metals.) 

The valence shell has more AOs than electrons, so even if the elec
trons are all used to form normal two-electrofi bonds, the atom cannot 
attain a noble gas structure. Compounds of this type are termed 'electron 
deficient'. 

Empty AOs may be utilized to form additional bonds in two different 
ways: 

1. Empty AOs may accept lone pairs of electrons from other atoms or 
ligands, forming coordinate bonds. 

2. Cluster compounds may be formed, where each atoin shares its few 
electrons with several of its neighbours, and obtains a share in their 
electrons. Clustering occurs in the boron hydrides and carboranes, a.nd 
is a major feature of metals. ., 

The molecular orbital description of an Li2 molecule has been discussed 
earlier in Chapter 4, in the examples of MO treatment. There are six 
electrons arranged in molecular orbitals: 

ols2, a* ls2
, o2s2 

l3onding occurs because the o2S bonding MO .is fuli and the corresponding 
antibonding orbital is empty. Ignoring any inner electrons; the 2s AOs on 
each of the two Li atoms combine to give two MOs - one bonding and one 
antibonding. The valency electrons occupy the bonding MO (Figure 5.2a). 

Suppose three Li atoms joined to form Lh. Three 2s AOs would com
bine to form three MOs - one bonding, one non-bonding and one anti
bonding. the energy of the non-bonding MO is between that for the 
bonding and antibonding orbitals. The three valency electrons from the 
three atoms would occupy the bonding MO (two electrons) and the non
bonding MO (one electron) (Figure 5.2b). · 

In Li4 , the four A Os would form four MOs - two bonding, and two anti
bonding. The presence of two non-bonding MOs between the bonding and 
antibonding orbitals reduces the energy gap between the orbitals. The four 
valency electrons would occupy the two lowest energy MOs, which are 
both bonding orbitals, as shown in· Figure 5.2c. 

As the number of electrons in the cluster increases, the spacing between 
the energy levels of the various orbitals decreases further, and when there 
are a large number of atoms, the energy levels of the orbitals are so close 
together that they almost form a continuum (Figure 5.2d). 

The number of MOs must by definition be equal to the number of 
constituent AOs. Since there is only one valence electron per atom in 
lithium, and a MO can bold two electrons, it follows that only half the 
MOs in the ~ valence band are filled - i.e. the. bonding MOs. It requires 
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Figure 5.2 Development of molecular orbitals into bands in metals. 

only a minute amount of energy to perturb an electron to an unoccupied 
MO. 

The MOs extend in three dimensions over all the atoms in the crystal, so 
electrons have a high degree of mobility. The mobile electrons account for 
the high thermal and electrical conduction of metals. 

If one end of a piece of metal is heated, electrons at that end gain energy 
and move to an unoccupied MO where they can travel rapidly to any other 
part of the metal, which in turn becomes hot. In an analogous manner, 
electrical conduction takes place through a minor perturbation in energy 
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Figure 5.3 Two methods by which conduction can occur: (a) metallic molecular 
orbitals for lithium showing half filled band; (b) metallic molecular orbitals for 
beryllium showing overlapping bands. 

promoting an electron to an unfilled level, where it can move readily. In 
the absence of an electric field, equal numbers of electrons will move in all 
directions. If a positive electrode is placed at one end, and a negative 
electrode at the other, theri electrons will move towards the anode much 
more readily than in the opposite di!.'"ection; hence an electric current flows. 

Conduction occurs because the MOs extend over the whole crystal, atld 
because there is effectively no energy gap between the filled aild unfilled 
MOs. The absence of an energy gap in lithium is because only half the 
MOs in the valence band are filled with electrons (Figure 5.3a). 

In berylliutn there are two valence electrons, so the valence electrons 
would just fill the 2s valence band of MOs. In an isolated beryllium atom, 
the 2s and 2p atomic orbitals differ in energy by 160 kJ mo1- 1• In much the 
same way as the 2s A Os form a band of MOs, the 2p AOs form a 2p band 
of MOs. The upper part of the 2s band overlaps with the lower part of the 
'lp band (Figure 5.3b). ijecause of this Overlap of the bands some of ttie 2p 
band is occupied and some of the 2s band is empty. It is both possible and 
easy to perturb electrons to an unoccupied level in the conduction band, 
where they can move throughout the crystal. Beryllium therefore behaves 
as a tnetal. It is only because the bands overlap that there is no energy gap, 
so perturbation from the filled valence band to the empty conduction baild 
can occur. 

CONDUCTORS, INSUL:f\ TORS AND SEMICONDUCTORS 

In electrical conductors (metals), either the valence band is· oniy partly 
fu1l, or the valence and conductiori bands overlap. There is therefore no 
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significant gap between filled and un_filled MOs, and perturbation can 
occur readily. 

In insulators (non-metals), the valence band is full, so perturbation 
within the band is impossible, and there is an appreciable difference in 
energy (called the band gap) between the valence band and the next empty 
band. Electrons cannot therefore be promoted to an empty level where 
they could move freely. 

Intrinsic semiconductors are basically insulators, where the energy gap 
between adjacent bands is sufficiently small for thermal energy to be able 
to promote a small number of electrons from the full valence band to the 
empty conduction band. Both the promoted electron in the conduction 
band and the unpaired electron left in the valence band can conduct elec
tricity. The conductivity of semiconductors increases with temperature, 
because the number of electrons promoted to the co!lduction band in
creases as the temperature increases. Both n-type and p-type semicon
ductors are produced by doping an insulator with a suitable impt,Jrity. The 
band from the impurity lies in between the valence and conduction bands 
in the insulator, and acts as a bridge, so that electrons may be excited from 
the insulator bands to the impurity bands, or vice versa (Figure 5.4). 
(Defects and semiconductors are discussed at the end of Chapter 3.) 

ALLOYS 

When two metals are heatec;l together, or a metal is mixed with a non
metallic element, then one of the following will occur: 

l. An ionic compound may be formeQ. 
2 . . An interstitial alloy may be formed. 
3. A substitutional alloy may be formed. 
4. A simple mixture may result. · 

Which of these occurs depends on th~ ~hemical nature of the two ele~ents 
concerned, and on the relative sizes of the metal atoms and added atoms. 

Ionic compounds 

ConsicJer first the chemical nature of the two elements. If an element of 
high electronegativity (e.g. F 4.0, Cl 3.0 or 0 3.5) is added to a metal of 
low electronegativity (e.g. LI 1.0, Na 0.9), the product will be ionic, not 
metallic. 

Interstitial alloys and_related compmmds 

Next consider the relative sizes of the atoms. The structure of many metals 
is a close-packed lattice of spherical atoms or ions. There are therefore 
many tetrahedral and octahedral holes. If the element added has small 
atoms, . they can be accommodated in these holes without altering the 
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structure of the tnetal. Hydrogen is small enough to occupy tetrahedral 
holes, but most other elements occupy the larger octahedral holes. · 

The invading atoms occupy interstitial.positions in the metal lattice, 
instead of replacing the metal atoms. The chemical composition of com
pounds Of this type may. vary over a wide range depending on how many 
holes are occupied. Such alloys are called interstitial solid solutions, and 
are formed by a: wide range of metals with hydrogen, boron, carbon, 
nitrogen and other eletrients'. The most li'tlportant factor is the size of the 
invading atoms. For octahedral holes to be occ~pied," the radius ratio of 
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the smaller atom/larger atom should be in the range 0.414-0.732. The 
invasion of interstitial sites does not significantly alter the metal structure. 
It still looks like a metal, and still conducts heat and electricity. However, 
filling some of the· holes has a consi4erable effect on the physical pro
perties, particularly the hardness, malleability and ductility of the metal. 
This is because filling holes makes it much more difficult for one layer of 
metal ions to slip over another. 

Interstitial borides, carbides and nitrides are extremely inert chemically, 
have very high melting points, and are extremely hard. Interstitial carbides 
of iron are of great importance in the various forms of steel. 

The iron-carbc;m phase diagram is of great importance in the ferrous 
metal industry, arid part of this is shown in Figure 5.5. The most important 
part is from pure Fe to the compound iion carbide or cementite, Fe3C. 
Pure Fe exists as two allotropic forms: one is a-ferrite or austenite, with a 
body-centred cubic structure, which is stable 'up to 910 °C; ab.ove this 
temperature it changes to y-ferrite with a face centred-cubic structure. 
Above 1401 °C y-ferrite changes back to a body-centred cubic structure, 
but is now called b-ferrite. 

The upper part of the curve is typical of two solids which are only partly 
miscible, apd a eutectic point occurs at X, between y-ferrite, iron carbide 
and liquid. A similar triple point occurs at Y, but since it occurs in a 
completely solid region it is called a eutectoid . point. A solid with the 
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eutectoid composition (a mixture of y-ferrite and iron carbide) is called 
pearlite. This is a mixture, not a compound, and is marked P in the dia
gram. The name pearlite refers to the mother-of-pearl-like appearance 
when examined under a microscope. The various solid regions a, y, o are 
the different allotropic forms of iron and all contain varying amounts of 
carbon in interstitial positions. 

Steel contains up to 2% carbon. The more carbon present, the harder 
and more brittle the alloy. When steel is heated, the solid forms austenite, 
which can be hot rolled, bent or pressed into any required shape. On 
cooling, the phases separate, and the way in which the cooling is carried 
out affects the grain size and the mechanical properties. The properties of 
steel cari be changed by heat treatment such as annealing and tempering. 

Cast ifon contains more than 2% carbon. Iron carbide is extremely hard, 
and brittle. Heating cast iron does not produce a homogeneous solid 
solution (similar to austenite for steel), so cast iron cannot be worked 
mechanically, and the liquid must be cast into the required shape. 

Substitutional alloys 

If two metals are completely miscible with each· other they can form a 
continuous range of solid solutions. Examples include Cu/Ni, Cu/Au, 
K/Rb, K/Cs and Rb/Cs. In cases like these, one atom may replace another 
at random in the lattice. 

In the Cu/Au case at teftlperatures above 450°C a disordered structure 
exists (Figure 5.7c), but on slow cooling the more ordered superlattice may 
be formed (Figure 5.7d). Only a few metals form this type Of continuous 
solid solution1 and Hume-Rothery has shown that for complete miscibility 
the following three rules should apply. 
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Figure 5.6 Cu/Ni - a continuous series of solid solutions. (After W.J. Moore. 
Physical Chemistry.) · 
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(a) pure metal lattice (b) interstitial alloy (X atoms occupy 
interstitial positions) 
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(c) random substitutional alloy (d) s1,1perlattice (ordered substitutional alloy) 

Figure 5.7 Metal and alloy structures: (a) pure metal lattice; {b) interstitial alloy 
(X atoms occupy interstitial positions); (c) random substitutional alloy and (d) 
superlattice (ordered substitutional alloy). 

1. The two metals must be similar in size - t.heir metallic radii must not 
differ by more than 14-15%. 

2. Both metals must have the same crystal structure. 
3. The chemical properties of the metals must be similar - in particular the 

number of valency electrons should be the same. 

Consider an alloy of Cu and Au. The metallic radii differ by only 12.5%, 
both have cubic close-packed structures, and both have similar properties 
since they are in the same vertical group in the periodic table. The two 
metals are therefore completely miscible. The Group I elements are 
chemically similar, and all have body-centred cubic structures. The size 
differences between adjacent pairs of atoms .are Li-Na 22.4%, Na-K 
22.0%, K-Rb 9.3% and Rb-Cs 6.9% . Because of the size difference, 
complete miscibility is found with K/Rb and Rb/Cs alloys, but not with 
Li/Na and Na/K alloys. 

If only one or two of these rules is satisfied then random substitutional 
solid solutions will only occur over a very limited range at the two extremes 
of composition. 

Consider alloys of tin and lead . The radii differ by only 8.0%, anc.I they 
are both in Group IV, and so have similar properties. However, their 
structures are different, so they are onlypartly miscible. (See Figure 5.8.) 
Solder is an alloy of Sn anq Pb with typically about 30% Sn, but it may 
have 2-63% Sn. The phase diagram is shown in Figure 5.8. There are two 
small areas of complete miseibility, labelled a and ~. at the extremes of 
composition at the extreme left and right of the diagram. With plumbers' 



Table 5.7 Metallic radii of the elements (A) (for 12~coordination) 

Li Be B c N 
1.52 1.12 0.89 o.91 0.92 
Na Mg Al Si p s 
1.86 1.61> 1.43 . 1.32 1.28 1.27 
K Ca Sc Ti v Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se 
2.27 1.97 1.64 1.47 1.35 1.29 1.37 1.26 1.25 1.25 1.28 1.37 1.23 1.37 1.39 1.40 
Rh Sr . y Zr Nb Mo tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te 
2.48 2. lS 1.82 1.60 1.47 1.40 1.35 1.34 1.34 1.37 1.44 1.52 1.67 1.62 1.59 1.60 
Cs Ba · La Hf Ta w . Re Os. . Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po 
2.65 2.22 l .l\7 . 1.59" 1.47 1.41 1.37 1.35 1.36 1.39 1.44 1.57 1.70 1.75 1.70 1.76 
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Figure 5.8 Phase diagram for Sn/Pb showing partial miscibility, and only a limited 
range of solid solutions. (The eutectic occurs at 62% Sn, and eutectoid points occur 
at 19.5% Sn and 97.4% Sn.) 

solder (30% Sn. 70% Pb), the liquid and solid curves are far apart, so that 
there is a temperature interval of nearly 100°C over which the solder is 
pasty, with solid solution suspended in liquid . When in this part-solid 
part-liquid state~ a solder joint can be 'wiped' smooth. 

Similar behaviour is found with the Na/K alloy, and the Al/Cu alloy. 
The metallic radii of Na and K differ by 22.0%, so despite their structural 
and chemital similarities they only form solid solutions over a limited 
range of composition. 

In other cases where only a limited range of solid solutions are formed, 
the tendency of the different metals to form compounds instead of solu
tions is important. One. or more in.termetallic phases may exist, each of 
which behaves as a compound of the constituent metals, though the exact 
stoichiometry may vary over a limited range. For example, in the Cu/Zn 
system the metalljc radii differ by on.ly 7 .0%, but they have differenl_ 
structures (Cu is cubic. close-packed and Zn is hexagonal close-packed). 
and they have a different number of valence electrons. Only a limited 
range of solid solutions is expected, but the atoms have a strong tendenc} 
to form compounds, and five different structures may be distinguished. a~ 
shown in Table 5.8. · 



Table 5.8 Table of intermetallic phases 

Phase Zn Composition . 

a 0-35% 

~ 45-50% 

y 60-65% 

£ 82-88% 

lJ 97--100% 
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Figure 5.9 Phase diagram for Cu/Zn alloy systems. (Copyright Sohm and Klemm, 
i. .A.norg. Chem., 243, 69, 1939.) 
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Table 5.9 Some intermetallic compounds with various 
ratios of valency electrons to number of atoms 

Ideal formula 

Cu Zn 
Cu3AI 
CusSn 
AgZn 
Cu5Si 
AlbAI 
C0Zn3 
Cu5Zn8 
Cu9Al4 
Na31Pb8 
Co5Zn21 

CuZn3 
Cu3Si 
Ag5Al3 
AusAh 

No. of valency electrons 

No. of atoms 

3/2 
614 = 3/2 
916 = 3/2 

3/2 
916 = 3/2 

·614 = 3/2 
3/2* 

21/13 
21113 
21/13 
21113* 

7/4 
7/4 

14/8 = 7/4 
14/8 = 7/4 

~phases 

•Metal$ of the Fe, Co and Ni groups are assumed to 
have zero valence electrons for metallic bonding. 

The relation between the various phases is shown in the phase diagram 
{Figure 5.9). Each phase can be represented by a typical composition or 
ideal formula, even though it exists over a range of composition. Hume
Rothery studied the compositions of the phases formed and found that the 
~ phase always occurs in alloys when the ratio of the sum of the valency 
electrons to the number ·of atoms is 3 : 2. In a similar way the y phase 
always occurs when the ratio is 21 : 13, and the 1J phase always occurs when 
the ratio is 7: 4, irrespective of the particular metals involved (Table 5;9). 

The explanation of why similar binary metallic phases are formed at 
similar electron to atom ratios is not fully understood, but seems to lie in 
filling the electronic. bands in sQch a way as to give the minimum energy. 

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 

Metals are good conductors of electriCity, and their conductivity increases 
as the temperatt1re is lowered. In 1911 the Dutch scientist Heike Kamer
lingh Oimes discovered that metals such as Hg and Pb became supercon
ductors at temperatures near absoiute zero. A superconductor has zero or 
almost zero electrical resista.nce: It can 'therefore carry an electric current 
without losing energy, and .in principle·the currentcan flow for ever. There 
is . a critical temperature . Tc at which the resistance drops sharply and 
superconduction occurs. Later, Meissner ·and Ochsen'feld found that some 
superconducting materials will not permit a magnetic field to penetrat·e 
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their bulk. This is now called the Meissner effect, and gives rise to 'levi
tation'. Levitation occurs when objects float on air. This can be achieved 
by the mutual repulsion be~ween a permanent magnet and a supercon
ductor. A superconductor also expels all internal magnetic fields (arising 
from unpaired electrons), so superconductors are diamagnetic. In many 
cases the change in magnetic properties is easier to detect than the in
creased electrical conductivity, since the passage of high currents or strong 
magnetic fields may destroy the superconductive state. Thus there is also a 
critical current and critical magnetization which are linked to Tc. 

A superconducting alloy of niobium and titanium, which· has a Tc of 
about 4 K and requires liquid helium to cool it, has been known since the 
1950s. Considerable effort has been put into finding alloys which are 
superconductors at higher temperatures. Alloys 6f Nb3Sn, Nb3Ge, Nb3AI · 
and V 3Si all show superconductivity and have Tc values of about 20 K. It is 
interesting that these alloys all have the same ~-tungsten structure_ The 
Nb3Sn and and Nb3Ge alloys have Tc values of 22 K and 24 K respectively. 
These alloys are used to make the wire for extremely powerful electro
magnets. These magnets have a variety of uses: 

l. In linear accelerators used as atom smashers for high energy particle 
physics research 

2. In nuclear fusion research to tnake powerful magnetic fieids .which act 
as a magnetic bottle for a plasma 

3. For military purposes 
4. For nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (which is used in diagnostic 

medicine). 

An extremely high current can be passed thtough a very fine wire made 
of a superconductor. Thus small coils with a large number Of turns can be 
used to make extremely pbwerful high field electromagnets. Because the 
superconductor has effectively zero resistance, _th~ wire does Mt get hbt. 
Since there is no current loss, once th~ current _is flowing in the coil it 
continues indefinitely. For example, in large superconducting magnets 
used in plasma research, the current used by a Nbffa superconducting 
alloy at 4 K was only 0.3% of the current used in an electromagnet of 
similar power using copper wire for the metal turns. A major obstacle to 
the widespread use of these low temperature superconductors has been the 
very low value of the transition temperl'lture Tc· The only way of attaining 
these low temperatures was to use liquid helium, which is ve_ry expensive~ 

The first non-rnetallic superconductor was found in 1964. This was a 
metal oxide with a perovskite crystal structure and is a different type of 
superconductor from the alloys. It was of 60 prattical use since the Tc is 
only 0.01 K. -- · 

The perovskite structure is formed by compounds of formula AB03 , 

where the oxidation states of A and B add up to 6. Examples include 
BaTi03, Ca1'i03 and NaNb vo3. The perovskite crystal structure is cubic. 
A Ca2+ ion is located at the body-centred position (at the centre of the 
cube), the smaller Ti4+ ions are located at each corner, and the 0 2

- are 
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located half-way along each of the edges of the cube. Thus the Ca2+ has 
a coordination· number of 12 since it is surrounded by 12 0 atoms, and 
the Ti4 + are surrounded octahedrally by 6 0 atoms. This structure is 
illustrated in Figure 19.2. . 

Superconductivity has also been observed in certain organic materials 
with flat molecules stacked on top of each other, and in certain sulphides 
called Chevrel compounds. 

In 198.6 Georg Bednorz and Alex Muller (who were working for IBM in 
Zurich, Switzerland) reported a_ new type of superconductor with a Tc 
value of 35 K. This temperature was.appreciably higher than that for the 
alloys. This compound is a mixed oxide in. the Ba-La-Cu-0 system. 
Though originally given a different formula, it has now been reformulated 
as La<i-x>Ba.rCu0c4 -y) where x is between 0. 15 and 0.20 and y is small. 
This compound· has a perovskite structure based on La2Cu04• Though 
La2Cu04 itself is non~conducting, superconductors can be made by re
placing 7 .5-10% of the La3+ ions by Ba:?+. There is a small deficiency of 
0 2

-. It seems reasonable that the oxygen loss from the lattice is balanced 
by the reduction of an easily reducible metal cation, in this case Cu3+. 

o[,;ttice) - !02 + 2e 
2Cu3+ + 2e - 2Cu2+ 

The publication of this paper stimulated enormous interest in 'ceramic' 
superconductors and a flood ·of papers was published in 1987. Different 
laboratories -prepared similar compounds, replacing Ba2+ with Ca2+ or 
sr2+, substituting different lanthanides, and varying the preparative 
conditions to control the amount of oxygen. In the main syntheses stoi- . 
chiometric quantities of the appropriate metal oxides or carbonates are 
heated in· air. cooled, ground, heated in oxygen and annealed. Com
pounds were made with Tc values of about 50 K. Bednorz and Muller 
were awarded the NobeiPrize for Physics in 1987. 

Another very significant superconducting system based on the Y-Ba
Cu-0 system was reported in March 1987 by Wu: Chu and coworkers. 
This was important because it was the first report of a superconductor 
which worked at 93 K~ This temperature was ~ignificant for practical 
rea~oris. It all<?WS liquid ~itrogef! (boiling poirit 77 K) to be used as coolant 
rather than the more expensive liquicj helium. The cqmpound is formu
lated· as YBa2Cu30 7_.r· This is calJed the_ 1-2-:3 system because of the 
ratio of the metals present. Like the previous La2Cu04 system, the 1-2-3 
structure contains Cu and is based on a perovsk_ite structure. This com
prises three cubic perovskite units 'stacked one on top of the other' giving 
an eiongated {tetragonai) unit cell. . . . . 

Cu8a03 

CuY03 

CuBa03 



SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 

The upper and lower cubes have a Ba2+ ion at the body-centred position 
and the smaller Cu2+ ions at each corner~ The middle cube is similar but 
has a yJ+ ion at the body centre. A perovskite structure has the _formula 
AB03 , and the stoichiometry of this compound would be Yl3a2Cu30 9 • 

Since the formula actually found is YBa2Cu30 7-x, there is a massive 
oxygen deficiency, and about one quarter bf the Oxygen sites in the crystal 
are vacant. In a perovskite cube, 0 2

- are located half-way along each of 
the 12 edges of the cube. Neutron diffraction shows that the 0 vacancies 
are ordered. All the 0 which should be present at the same height up 
the z axis as the Y atom are absent: half of the 0 atoms around Cu and 
between the Ba planes are also missing. 

Several lanthanides, including Sm, Eu, Nd, Dy and Yb, have been 
substituted for Y in 1-2-3 structures. Values of Tc up to 93 K are well 
established. These are called warm superconductors. 

In 1988 new systems were reported using Bi or Tl instead of the lan
thanides. For example, in the system Bi2Sr2Cacn-t)Cun0c211 + 4i compounds 
are known where n is l, 2, 3 and 4. The.se all have a perovskite structure 
and have Tc values of 12K, SOK, llOK and 90K respectively . A similar 
range of compounds T!iBa2Cacn-ilCu,,Oc211 + 4> are known with Tc values 
of 90K, llOK,. 122K and 119K respectively. There are claims that the 
compound Bit.7Pb0.2Sb0.1Sr2Ca2Cu2.80y has a Tc value of 164 K. 

BaBi03 has a perovskite structure, but is not a superconductor. How
ever, replacing some of the Ba sites with K, or replacing some of the Bi 
sites with Pb .• gives other superconducting phases such as K.tBa(l-.riBio., 
and BaPho-.riBi.r03 • These compounds have relatively l<>w 1c values, but 
are of theoretical interest because they .do not contain Cu or a lanthanide 
element. 

The race to discover superconductors which work at higher tempera
tures continues. The prospect of making superconductors which work at 
room temperature will cotitinue to attract attention, since its technical 
applications · have great financial benefits. What are these potential 
uses? 

I. The possibility of power transmission using a superconductor is highly 
attractive. There are obvious difficulties about making long cables from 
a ceramic material. However, low loss transmission of DC through 
resistanceless cables from electricity generating power stations rather 
than AC through normal wire is economically attractive. 

2. Use in computers. One of the biggest difficulties in further minia
turization of computer chips is how to get rid of unwanted heat. If 
superconductors wete used, the heat problems would be dramatically 
reduced. The greater speed bf chips is hitidered by the time it takes t<> 
charge a capacitor, due to the resistance of the lntercOflnecting metal 
film. Superconductors couid lead to faster chips. 

3. Powerful electromagnets using superconducting windings are alteady 
used. It would be tnuch easier to do this at higher temperatures. 

4. Levitation - much pioneering wbrk was done by Erie Laithwaite at 



Imperial College on linear motors, and a prototype of a train which 
floats on a magnetic field has been built in Japan. 

Superconductivity of metals and alloys is thought to involve two elec
trons· at a time (Bardeen e.t al .• . 1951; Ogg, 1946). There is no one accepted 
expia·natlon of how high temperature superconduction occurs in these 
mixed oxide (ceramic) systems. However, it seems appropriate to draw 
together the apparent facts at this time: 

1. Many, but not all, warm superconductors contain Cu. Two features of 
Cu chemistry are that it exists in three oxidation states, (+I), (+II) and 
(+III), and thar Cu(II) forms many tetragonally distorted octahedral 
complexes. Both of these factors may be important. In the La2Cu04 
compounds some Ba2+ ions are substituted for La3 +. To balance the 
charges some Cu(U) atoms change into Cu(III) . Superconductivity in 
this system is thought t<;> involve the transfer of electrons from Cu(Il) to 
Cu(III), but if the process involves two electrons as in the metal super
conductors it could involve electron transfer from Cu(I) to Cu(Ill). 

2. It is also significant that rhese superconductors are all related to the 
perovskite structure. · 

3. Another common feature is that the oxygen deficiency seems to be 
critical. There ·is strong evidence from neutron diffraction that the 
vacancies left by missing 0 are ordered. It seems reasonable to sup
pose that, since Cu is normally octahedrally surrounded by six 0 
atoms, when an 0 vacancy occurs (that is when an 0 is omitted), then 
two Cu atoms may interact directly with each other. Interactions such 
as Cu11-Cu111 or C111-Cum could occur by transferring an elec
tron between the two Cu . atoms. Similarly superconductivity in the 
Yl3a2Cu30 7-.r is thought to be associated with the ready transfer of 
electrons between Cu(I), Cu(II) and Cu(III). 
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PROBLEMS 

1. List the physical and chemical properties associated with metals. 

2. Name and draw the three common crystal structures adopted by metals. 

3. Aluminium has a face-centred cubic structure. The unit cell. length is 
4.05 A. Calculate the radius of Al in the metal. · (Answer: 1..43 A.) 

4. Explain why the electrical conduct;vity of a metal decreases as . the 
temperature is raised, but the opposite occurs with semiconductors. 

5. Describe the structures of interstitial and substitutional alloys and 
outline the factors determining whith· is formed. 

6. What is superconductivity? What uses and potential uses are there for 
superconductors? What types Of materials are superconductors? 
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General properties of 
the elements 

SIZE OF ATOMS AND ·IONS 

Size of atoms 

The size of atoms decreases fr()m left to right across a period in the periodic 
table. For example. on moving from lithium to beryllium one extra positive 
charge is added to the nucleus, and an extra orbital electron is also added. 
Increasing the nuclear c:harge results in all of the orbital electrons being 
pulled closer to the nucleus. In a given period, the alkali metal is the largest 
atom and the halogen the smallest. When a horizontal period contains ten 
transition elements the contraction in size is larger, and when in addition 
there are 14 inner transition eleme11ts in a horizontal period, the contrac
tion in size is even more marked. 

On descending a group in the periodic table such as that containing 
lithium. sodium, potassiUm, rubidium and caesium, the sizes of the atoms 
increase due to the effect of extra shells of electrons being added: this 
outweighs the effect of increased nuclear charge. 

Size of ions 

Metals usually form positive ions. These are formed by removing one or 
more electrons from the metal atom. Metal ions are smaller than the atoms 
from which they were formed for two. reasons: 

1. The whole of the ·outer shell of electrons is usually ionized, i.e. 
removed. This is one reason why catfons · are much smaller than the 
original metal atom. 

2. A second factor is the effective nuclear charge. In an atom, the number 
of positive charges on the nucleus is exactly the same as the number of 
orbital electrons. When a positive ion is formed; the number of positive 
charges on the nucleus exceeds the number of orbital electrons, and the 
effective nuclear charge (which is the ratio of the nun:iber of charges on 
the nucleus to the number of electrons) is increased. This results in the 
remaining electrons being more strongly attracted by the nucleus. Thus 
the electrons are pulled in - further reducing the si.ze. 



Table 6.1 Covalent radii of the elements 

~ od 
I II III IV v VI VII 0 

l H H He 
• • •· 

-0.30 -0.30 1.20* 

2 Li Be B c N 0 F Ne 
• • • • • • • • 1.23 0.89 0.80 0.77 0.74 0.74 0.72 1.60* 

3 Na Mg - Al Si p s Cl Ar •• .. • • • • • • 1.57 l.36 1.25 1.17 1.10 t.o4 0.99 1.91 * 

4 K Ca Sc Ti v Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 2.03 l.74 . 1.44 1.32 1.22 1.17 1.17' 1.17 1.16 1.15 1.17 l.25 l.25 1.22 1.21 1.14 1.14 2.00* 

5 Rb Sr y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh. Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe 

• • • • • . •. . •· • • • • • • • • • • • 2.16 1.9-1 1.62 1.45 1.34 1.29 - 1.24 l.25 1.28 1.34 1.41' 1.50 1.40 1.41 1.37 1.33 2.20* 

6 Cs . Ba La Hf Ta w Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 235 1.98 1.69 . l.44 1.34 l.30 1.28 1.26 1.26 . 1.29 l.34 1.44 1.55 1.46 1.52 

1 Fr Ra Ac .. 

Lanthanides Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.65 1.64 1.64 - 1.66 1.85 1.61 1.59 1.59 1.58 1.57 1.56 1.70 1.56 

COY ALENT RADII OF THE ELEMENTS 
(Numerical values.are given in Angstrom units. *The values for the noble gases are atomic radii, i.e. non-bonded radii, and should be compared 
with van der Waals radii rather than with covalent bonded radii. Large circles indicate large radii and smaU circles small radii.) 
After Moeller, T., Jnorganic Chemis1ry, Wiley 1952 · · · 
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A positive ion is always smaller than the corresponding atom, and the 
more electrons which are removed (that is, the greater the charge on the 
ion), the smaller the ion becomes. 

Metallic radius Na l.86A Atomic radius Fe 1.17 A 
Ionic radius Na+ l.02A Ionic radius Fe2+ 0.780A (high spin) 

Ionic radius Fe3+ 0.645 A (high spin) 

When a negative ion is formed, one or more electrons are added to an 
atom, the effective nuclear charge is reduced and hence the electron cloud 
expands. Negative ions are bigger thari the corresponding atom. 

Covalent radius _Cl 0. 99 A 
Ionic radius c1- t.84A 

Problems with ionic radii . . 

There are several problems in obtaining an accurate set of ionic radii. 

1. Though it is possible to measure the internuclear distances in a crystal 
very accurately by X-ray diffraction, for example the distance between 
Na+ and p- in NaF, there is no universally accepted formula for 
apportioning this to the two ions~ Historically several different sets of 
ionic radii have been estimated. The main ones are by Goldschmidt. 
Pauling and Ahrens. These are all calculated from observed inter-

. nuclear distances, but differ in the method used to split the distance 
between the ions. The most recent values, which are probably the most 
accurate, are by Shannon (1976) . . 

2. Corrections to these radii are necessary if the charge on the ion is 
changed. 

3. Corrections must also be made for the coordination number, and the 
geometry. 

4. The assumption that ions are spherical is probably true for ions from 
the s~ and p-blocks with a noble gas configuration, but is probably 
untrue for transition metal ioris with an incomplete d shell. 

5. In some cases there is extensive delocalization of d electrons, for 
example in TiO where they give rise to metallic conduction, or in cluster 
compounds. This also changes the radii. 

Thus ionic radii are not_ absol_ute constants, and · are best seen as a working 
approximation. 

Trends in ionic radii 

Irrespective of which set of ionic radii are used, the following trends are 
observed: 

1 . . In the main groups, radii increase on descending the group, e.g. 
u+ = 0.76A, Na+ = l.02A, K+- = l.38A, because extra shells of 
electrons are added. 



IONIZATION ENERGIES 

2. The ionic radii decrease moving from left to right across any period in 
the periodic table, e.g. Na+ = 1.02A, Mg2+ = 0.720Aand Al3+ = 
0.535 A. This is partly due to the increased number of charges on the 
nucleus, and also to the increasing charge on the ions. 

3. The ionic radius decreases as more electrons are ionized off, that is as 
the valency incteases, e.g. Cr2+ = 0.80 A (high spin), Cr3+ = 0.615 A, 
Cr4+ = 0.55 A, CrH = 0.49 A and Cr6+ = 0.44 A. = 

4. The d and f orbitals do not shield the nuclear charge very effectively. 
Thus there is a significant reduction in the size of ions just after 10d or 
14/ electrons have been filled in. The latter is called the lanthanide con
traction, and results in the sizes of the second and third row transition 
elements being almost the same. This is discussed in Chapter 30. 

IONIZATION ENERGIES 
- . 

If a small amount of energy is supplied to an atom, then an electron may 
be promoted to a higher energy .level, but if the amount of. energy supplied 
is sufficiently large the electron may be completely .removed. The energy 
required to remove the most loosely bound electron from an isolated 
gaseous atom is called the ionization energy. 

Ionization energies are determined from spectra and are measured in 
kJ mo1- 1

• It is possible to remove more than one electron from most 
atoms. The first ionization energy is the energy required to remove the first 
electron and convert M to M+; the second ionization energy is the energy 
required to remove the second election arid convert M+ to M2+; the third 
ionization energy converts M2+ to M3+, and so on. · 

The factors that influence the ionization energy are: 

1. The size of the atom. 
2. The charge on th,e nucleus. 
3. How effectively the inner electron shells screen the nuclear charge. 
4. The type of electron involved (s. p, d or/). 

These factors ate usually interrelated. In a small atom the electrons are 
tightly held. whilst in a larger atom the electrons are less strongly held. 
Thus the ionization energy decreases as the size of the atoms increases. 

Table 6.2 Ionization energies for Group I.and II elements (kJ 0101- 1
) 

.. 

1st 2nd 1st 2nd 3rd 

Li 520 7296 Be 899 1757 14847 
Na 496 4563 Mg 737 1450 7731 
K 419 3069 Ca 590 1145 4910 
llb 403 2650 Sr 549 1064 4207 
Cs 376 2420 Ba 503 965 
Fr Ra 509 979 328t • 

•Estimated value. 

-----'[ill] 
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This trend is shown, for example, by Group I and Group II elements (See 
Table 6.2), and also by the other main groups. 

Comparison of the first and second ionization energies for the Group I 
elements shows that removal of a second electron involves a great deal 
more energy, between 7 and 14 t.imes more than the first ionization energy. 
Because the second ionization energy is so high, a second electrcm is not 
removed. The large difference between. the first and second ionization 
energies is related to the structure of the Group I atoms. These atoms have 
just one electron in their outer shell. Whilst it is relatively easy to remove 
the single outer electron, it requires much more energy to remove a second 
electron, since this involves breaking into a filled shell of electrons. 

The ionization energies for the Group II elements show that the first 
ionization energy is almost double the value for the corresponding Group I 
element. This is because the increased nuclear charge results in a smaller 
size for the Group JI element. Once the first electron has been removed, 
the ratio of charges on the nucleus to the number' of orbital electrons (the 
effective nuclear charge) is increased, and this reduces the size. For 
example, Mg+ is smaller than the Mg at()m. Thus. the remaining electrons 
in Mg+ are even more tightly held, and consequently the second ionization 
energy is greater than the first. Removal of a third electron from a Group 
II element is very much harder for two reasons: 

1. The effective nuclear <;barge has increased, and hence the remaining 
electrons are more tightly held. 

2. Removing another electron would involve breaking a completed shell of 
electrons. 

The ionization energy also depends on the type of electron which is 
removed. s. p, d and f electrons have orbitals with different shapes. Ans 
electron penetrates nearer to the nucleus, and is therefore more tightly 
held than a p electron. For similar reasons a p electron is more tightly held 
than a d electron, an.d a d electron is more tightly held than an f 
electron.Other factors being equal, the ionization energies are in the order 
s > p > d > /. Thus the increase in ionization energy is not quite smooth 
on moving from left to right in the periodic table. For example, the first 
ionization energy for . a Group III element (where a p electron is being 
removed) is actually less than that for the adjacent Group U element 
(where ans electron is being removed). 

In general, the ionization energy decreases on descending a group and 
iricrea.ses on crossing a period. Removal of successive electrons becomes 

Table 6.3 Comparison of some first ionizatio~ ~nergies (kJ mol- 1
) 

Li Be B c N 0 F Ne 
520 899 801 1086 1403 1410 1681 2080 

Na · Mg Al Si p s Cl Ar 
496 737 577 786 1012 999 1255 1521 
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~ od 
I II 

1 H 

• 1311 

2 Li Be 
• • 

520 899 

3 Na Mg 
• • 

496 737 

4 K Ca Sc Ti v Cr 
• • • • • • 

419 590 631 656 650 652 

5· Rb Sr y Zr Nb Mo 
• • • • • •· 

40-3 54<} 616 6/4 664 685 

6 Cs Ba La Hf Ta w 
• • • • • • 

376 503 541 760 760 770 

7 Fr Ra Ac 

FIRST IONIZATION ENERGIES OF THE ELEMENTS 
(Numerical values are giveri in kJ mol- 1.) 

Mn Fe 
• • 

717 762 

Tc Ru 

• • 
703" 711 

Re Os 
• • 

759 840 

(Large circles indicate high values and small circles low values.) 
After Sanderson, R.T., Chemical Periodicity, Reinhold, New York. 

Co Ni 
• • 

758 736 

Rh Pd 
• • 

720 804 

Ir Pt 
• • 

900 870 

III IV v VI VII 0 

He • 2372 

B c N 0 F Ne 
• • • • • • 801 1086 1403 1410 1681 2080 

Al Si p s Cl Ar 
• • • • • • 577 786 1012 999 1255 1521 ·. 

Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr 
• • • • • • • • 745 906 579 760 947 941 1142 1351 

Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe 
• • • • • • • • 731 876 558 708 834 869 1191 1170 

Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn 
• • • • • • • • 889 1007 589 715 703 813 912 1037 
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Figure 6.1 First ionization energies of the elements. 

80 

more difficult and first ionization energy < second ionization energy < 
third ionization energy. There are a number of deviations from these 
generalizations. 

The variation in the first ionization energies of the elements are shown in 
Figure 6.1. The graph shows three features: 

1. The noble gases He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe and Rn have the highest ionization 
energies in their respective periods. _ 

2. ·The Group I metals Li, Na, K and Rb have the lowest ionization 
energies in their respective· periods. 

3. There is a general upward trend in ionization energy within a horizontal 
period, for example from Li to Ne or from Na to Ar. 

The values for Ne and Ar are the highest in their periods because a great 
deal of energy is required to remove an electron from a.stable filled shell of 
electrons. 

Ttie graph does not increase smoothly. The values for Be and Mg are 
higli, and this is attributed to the stability of a filled s level. The values for 
N and P are also high, and this indita:tes that a half filled p level is also 
particulafly stable. The values for B arid Al are lower because removal of 
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one electron leaves a stable filled s shell, and similarly with 0 and Sa stable 
half filled p shell is left. 

Electronic arrangements with extra stability 

s 

~ Filled s level 

s p 

~ It It It I Half filled p level 

s p 

~ lul1ilul Completely full - noble gas structure 

In general the first ionization energy decreases in a regular way on 
descending the main groups. A departure from this tret1d occurs in Group 
III, where the expected decrease occurs between Band Al, but the vaiues 
for the remaining elements Ga, In and Tl do not continue the trend, and 
are irregular. The reason for the change at Ga is that it is preceded by ten 
elements of the first transition series (where the 3d shell is being filled). 
This makes Ga smaller than it would otherwise be. A similar effect is 
observed with the second and third transition series, and the presence of 
the three transition series not only has a marked effect on the values for 
Ga, In and Tl, but the effect still shows in Groups IV and V. 

Table 6.5 Ionization energies for Group Ill 
elements (kJ mo1- 1) 

B 
Al 
Ga 
In 
Tl 

1st 

801 
577 
579 
558 
589 

2nd 

2427 
1816 
1979 
1820 
1971 

3rd 

3659 
2744 
2962 
2704 
2877 

The ionization energies of the transition elements are slightly irregular, 
but the third row elements starting at Hf have lower values than would be · 
expected doe to the interpolation of the 14 lanthanide elements between 
La and Hf. 

ELECTRON AFFINITY 

The energy released when an extra. electron is added to a neutrai gaseous 
atom is termed the electron affinity. Usually only one electron is added, 
forming a uninegative ion . This ~epels further electrons and energy is 
needed to add on a second electron: hence· the negative affinity of 0 2

-. 

Ele~tron affinities depend on the size and effective nuclear charge. They 
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Table 6.6 Some electron affinity values (kJ mol- 1
) 

Li --+ Li- -57 
Be --+ Be- 66 
B __, B- -15. 
c -> c- -' 121 
N --+ N- 31 
0 --+ o- -142 
0 --+ 02- 702 
F -+ F- -333 
Ne--+ Ne- 99 

H --+ H- - 72 
He--+ He- 54 

Na -->Na- -21 
Mg-> Mg- 67 
Al -+Al- -26 
Si -si- -135 
p - p- -60 
s -> s- -200 
s -+ 52- 332 
Cl ....... c1- -348 Br--> Br- -324 I--+ 1- -295 

cannot be determined directly, but are obtained indirectly from the Born
Haber cycle. 

Negative Clectron affinity values indicate that energy is .given out when 
the atom accepts an electron. The above values show that the halogens all 
evolve a large amount of energy on forming negative halide ions, and it is 
not surprising that these ions occur in. a large number of compounds. 

Energy is evolved when one electron is added to an 0 or S atom, 
forming the species o- and s-, but a substantial amount of energy is 
absorbed when two electrons are added to form 0 2

- and s2
- ions. Even 

though it requires energy to form these divalent ions, compounds con
taining these ions are kn9wn. It follows that the energy required to form 
the ions must come from some other process, such as the lattice energy 
when the ions are packed together in a regufar way to form a crystalline 
solid. or from · solvation energy in solution. It is always dangerous to 
consider one energy term in isolation, and a complete energy cycle should 
be considered whenever possible. 

BORN-HABER CYCLE 

This cycle devised by Born and Haber. in 1919 relates the lattice energy 
of a crystal to other thermochemical data. The energy terms involved in 
building a crystal lattice such as sodium chloride may be taken in steps. The 
elements in their standard state are first converted to gaseous atoms, and 
then to ions, and finally packed int() the ~rystal lattice. 

The enthalpies of sublimation and dissociation and the -ionization energy 
are positive since energy is supplied to the system. The electron affinity and 
lattice energy ate negative since energy is evolved in these processes. 

According to Hess's law, the overall ~nergy change in a process depends 
only oil the energy of the initial and finl,ll states an,d not on the route taken. 
Thus the enthalpy of form~tio~ A fir is equal to tl,le sum of the terms going 
the other way round the" cycle. . . 

; ' , ' i . • . • ' ~ , • -·. . • ' ~ ·. • ' I · ~ - ' ; 

-A.Hr= llHs +I+ ~AHd·-E - U · 
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+800 

Energy 
(kJmo1- 1) 

+400 

-400 

+ ~ Enthalpy of 
dissociation 

llHd 

Nati) + ~Cl2191 

I + Ionization energy 
(/) 

Na19; + ~Cl2191 

I + Enthalpy of sublimation 
llHs 

- Enthalpy of 
formation 

(llH1) 

-------- I , NaCi(crystal} 

j
-Electron 

affinity 
(E) 

- Lattice energy 
(U) 

,, __ _ 
Figure 6.2 Born- Haber cycle for the formation of N:iCI. 

All the terms except the lattice energy and electron affinity can be 
measured. Originally the cycle was used to calculate electron affinities. By 
using known crystal structures, it was possible to calculate the lattice 
energy, and hence values were obtained for the electron affinity. 

-11Hr = +11Hs +I + !Hd -£ - U 
For NaCl -381.2 = +108.4 + 49,5.4 + 120.9 - £ - 757.3 

hence E ~· -348 .6k!mol~ 1 

Now that some electron affinity values are known, the cyele is used to 
calculate the lattice energy for unknown crystal structures. 

It is useful to know the lattice energy, as a guide to the solubility oft.he 
crystal. When a solid dissolves, the crystal lattice must be broken up (which 
requires that energy is put in). The ions so for:med are solvated (with the 
evolution of energy). When the lattice energy is high a large amount of 
energy is required to break the lattice. lt is unlikely that the enthalpy of 
solvation will be big enough (and evolve sufficient energy to offset this), so 
the substance will probably be .insoluble. 



Table 6. 7 Comparison of th~oretical and experimental lattice energies 

Li Cl 
NaCl · 
KCI 
KI 
CaF2 
Cdl2 

Theoretical lattice 
energy 

(kJmol- 1
) 

-825 
-764 
-686 
-617 

-2584 
-1966 

Born-Haber 
lattice energy 

(kJ mol- 1) 

' -817 
-764 
-679 
-606 

-2611 
-2410 

% difference 

0.8 
0.0 
1.0 
1.8 
1.0 

22.6 

The 'noble behaviour' of many transition metals •. that is their resistance 
to chemical attack, is related to a similar series of energy changes. Noble 
character is favoured by a high he;;it of sublimation, high ionization energy 
and low enthalpy of solv.ation of the ions. 

Lattice energies may also provide some information about the ionic/ 
covalent nat.ure of the bonding. If the lattice energy is calculated theoreti~ 
cally assuming ionic bonding then the value can be compared with the 
experimental value for the lattice energy obtained from the experimentally 
measured quantities in the Born-Haber cycle. Close agreement indicates 
that the assumption that bonding is ionic is in fact true, whilst poor agree
ment may indicate that the bonding is ·not ionic. A number of lattice 
energies are compared in Table 6.7 . .The agreement is good for all the 
compounds listed except for CdJi, confirming that these are ionic. The 
large discrepancy for Cdh indicates that the structure is not ionic, and in 
fact it forms a layer structure which is appreciably covalent. 

POLARIZING POWER AND POLARIZABILITY - FAJANS' RULES 

Consider making a bond theoretically by bringing two ions A+ and B
together to their equilibrium distance. Will the bond remain ionic, or will it 
become covalent? ·Ionic and covalent bonding are two extreme types of 
bonding, and almost always the bonds formed are · intermediate in type, 
and this is explained in terms· of pofarizfng (that is deforming) the shape of 
the ions. 

The type of bond betweeO" A+ and a- depends on the effect one ion has 
on the other. 'The positive ion attracts the electrons on the negative ion and 
at the same time it repels the nucleus, thus distorting or polarizing the 
negative ion. The negative ion will also polarize the positive ion, but since 
anions are usually large, and cations siriall, the effect of a large ion on a 
small one will be much less pronounced. ff the degree of polarization is 
quite srnaJI., then the bond remains· largely ionic; If the degree of polariza
tion is large; electrons ate drawri from the negative iOn towards the positive 
ion, resulting"in a high concentration of electrons between the two nuclei, 
and a large degree of covalent character results . 
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The extent to which ion distortion occurs depends on the power of an ion 
to distort the other ion (that is on its polarizing power) and also on how 
susceptible the ion is to distortion (that is on its polarizability). Genetally 
the polarizing power increases as ions become smaller and more highly 
charged. The polarizability of a negative ion is greater than that of a 
positive ion since the electrons are less firmly bound because of the dif
ferences in effective nuclear charge. Large negative ions are more polariz
able than small ones. 

Fajans put forward four rules which summarize the factors favouring 
polarization and hence covalency. 

1. A small positive ion favours covalency. 
In small ions the positive charge is concentrated over a small area. This 
makes the ion highly polarizing, and very good at distorting the negative 
iOn . 

2. A large negative ion favours co valency. 
Large ions are highly polarizable, that is easily distorted by the positive 
ion, because the. outermost electrons are shielded from the charge on 
the nucleus by filled shells of electrons. 

3. Large charges on either ion, or on both iOns, favour covalency. 
This is because a high charge increases the amount of p6Jar.iz~tioi1. 

4. Polarization, and hence covalency, is favoured if the positive ion does 
not have a noble gas configuration. 
Examples of ions which do not have a noble gas configuration include 
a few main group elements such as n+, Pb2+ .and. Si3_+, many transi
tion rnefal ions such as . ti3+, yh, Cr2+, Mh2+ and cu-+ , and. some 
lanthanide metal ions such as Ce3+ and Eui+. A noble gas configuration 
is the most effective at shielding ttie nuclear charge, so ions without the 
noble gas configuration will have high charges at their surfaces, and thus 
be highly polarizing. 

ELECTRONEGATIVITY 

In 1931, Pauling defined the electronegativity of an atom as the tendency 
of the atorn to attract electrons to itself when combined in a compound. 

The implication of this is that when a covalent bond is formed, the 
electrons used for bonding need not be shared equally by both atoms. If 
the bonding electrons spend rt1ore time round on~ atom, that atom will 
have a 6-: charge, and consequently the other atom will have at>+ charge. 
In the extreme case where the bonding electrons are round one atom all of 
the time, the bond is ionit. ·Pauling and others have attempted to relate 
the electronegativity difference between two atoms. to the amount.of ionic 
character in .the bond between them. 

Generally, small atoms attract electrOllS mor~ strongly than large ones, 
and hence small atoms are more electronegative. Atoms with nearly filled 
shells of electrons tend tQ have higher electrOl'leg~tivities than those with 
sparsely occupied Ones. EJectronegativity value.s. are very difficult _to 
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measure. Even worse, a particular type of atoin in different molecules may 
well be in a different environment. It is unlikely that the electronegativity 
of an atom remains constant regardless of its environment, though it is 
invariably assumed that it is constant. Some of the more important ap
proaches to obtaining electronegativity values are outlined below. 

Pauling 

Pauling pointed out that since reactions of the type: 

A2 + B2-+ 2AB 

are almost always exothermic, the bond formed between the two atoms 
A and B must be stronger than the average of the single bond energies 
of A-A and B-B molecules. For example: 

H2(gas> + F2cgas> -+ 2HFcgas) 6H = -5393 kJ mol- 1 

H2(gas) + Cl2(ga~)-+ 2HCl(gas) 6H = -1852kJmol- 1 

H2(gtis) + Br2(gas)-+ 2HBr(gas) 6H = -727kJmol- 1 

The bonding molecular orbital for AB (cf>As) is made up from contri
butions from the WaVe functions for the appropriate atomic orbitals ('IJIA 
and 'IJl8 ). 

cf>Ae = ('IJIA) + constant ('1j18) 

If the constant is greater than I .• the molecular orb.ital is concentrated on 
the B atom, which therefore acquires .a partial negative charge, and the 
bond is partly polar. 

Conversely. if the constant is less than 1, atom A gains a partial negative 
charge. Because of this partial ionic character, the A-B bond is stronger 
than would be expected for a pure covalent bond. Theextra bond energy is 
called delta 6. 

6 = (actual bond energy) - (energy for 100% covalent bond) 

The bond energy can be measured, but the energy of a 100% covalent 
bond must be calculated. Pauling suggested the 100% covalent bond 
energy be calculated as the the geometric mean of the covalent energies of 
A-A and B-B molecules. - · · 

E11KI% covalent A-B = Jl(EA-A · Ee-e) 

The bond energy in A-A and B-B molecules can be measured and so: 

!!,. = (actual bond energy) - )1(£...:.-A. Ea-a) 

Pauling states that the electronegativity difference between two atoms is 
equal . to 0.208)16, where -6 is the extra bond· energy in kcal mo1- 1• 
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(Converting the equation to SI units gives 0.1017y Li, where Li is measured 
in kJmo1- 1.) 

Pauling evaluated 0.208y Li for a number of bonds and called this the 
electronegativity difference between ,A and B. Eepeating Pauling's cal
culation with SI units for energy, we can evaluate 0.1017V Li: 

Bond Li(kJ mol- 1) 0.1017yLi 

C-H 24.3 0;50 i.e . xC - xH = 0.50 
H-:-CI 102.3 1.02 i.e. xCl - xH = i.02 
N-H 105.9 1.04 i.e. xN - xH = 1.04 

(X (chi) = electronegativity of atom) 

If xH = 0 then the electronegativity values for C, Cl and N would be 0.50, 
1.02 and 1.04 respectively. Pauling changed the origin of the scale from xH 
= 0 to xH = 2.05 to avoid having any negative values in the table of values, 
and this made the vaiue for C become 2.5 and the value for F becotne 4.0. 
At the same time the values for a number of other elements approximated 
to whole numbers: Li = 1.0, B = 2.0, N ·= 3.0. Thus by adding 2.05 to the 
values calculated in this way we can obtain the usually accepted 
electronegativity values (Table 6.8). 

If two atoms have similar eiectronegativities, that is a similar tendency to 
attract electrons, the bond between them will be predominantly covalent. 
Conversely a large difference in electronegativity leads t() a bond with a 
high degree of polar character, that is a bond that is predotninafitly ionic. 

Rather than · have two extreme forms of bond (ionic: and covalent), 
Pauling introduced the idea that the ionic character Of a bond varies with 

Table 6.8 Pauling's electronegativity coefficients. (for the inost 
common oxidation states of the elements) 

Li Be a . c 
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 

Na 
0.9 

K 
0.8 

Rb 
0.8 

Cs 
0.7 

N 6 
3.0 3.5 

H 
2.1 

f 
4.0 

Cl 
3.0 

Br 
2.8 

I 
2.5 



Table 6.9 Pauling's electronegativity values 

~ I II Ill IV v VI . 

I H 

• 2. 1 

2 Li Be B c N 0 

• • • • • • 1.0 1.5 2 .0 2.5 3.0 3.5 

3 Na Mg Al Si p s . • • • • • 
0 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.5 

4 K Ca Sc Ti v Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se . • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • 
O.X 1.0 u 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.8 t.8 1.8 J.9 1.6 1.6 l.8 2.0 2.4 

:'i Rh Sr y Zr Nh Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sh Te . • • • ·• • • • • • • • • • • • 
c 11.X 1.0 I.~ 1.4 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.2 . 2.2 2.2 1.9 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.1 

6 Cs Ba La llf Ta w Re Os Ir · Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po . . • • :• • • • • • • • • • • • 
0. 7 0 .9 LI u 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.4 1.9 1.8 1.8 1.9 2.0 

7 Fr Ra Ac . . • 
11 .7 0 .9 I. I 

PAULINCi "S El.E<TRONECiATIVITY VALUES 
Elcctronegativity v;1rics with the oxidation state of the element. The values gives are for the most common oxidation states. 
fl ,,...., circle s indirnlc hi)!h values and small circles small values.) 

. • • . . . .. . • ~ ,-. , .. -- .... . ''""'; • • ,.. .... .... . 1> .. ,.,., . 

VII 0 

H He 

• 2. 1 

F Ne • 4.0 

Cl Ar • 3.0 

Br Kr 

• 2.8 

I Xe 

• 2.5 

At Rn 

• 2.2 
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Figure 6.3 Electronegativity difference. 

the difference in electronegativity as shown in Figure 6.3 . This graph is 
based on the ionic characters HI 4% ionic, HBr 11%, HCI 19% and HF 
45%, which are known from dipole measurements. Fifty per cent ionic 
character occurs when the electronegativity difference between the atoms 
is about 1.7, so for a larger difference than this a bond is more ionic than 
covalent. Similarly, if the electronegativity difference is less than 1. 7, the 
bond is more covalent than ionic. It is better to describe a bond such as one 
of those in BF3 as 63% ionic, rather than just ionic. 

Mulliken 

In 1934, Mulliken suggested afl alternative approach to electronegativity 
based on the ionization energy and electron affiflity of an atom. Consider 
two atoms A and B. If an electron is transferred from A to .B, forming ions 
A+ and B-, then the energy change is the ionization energy of atotn A (IA) 
minus the electron affinity of atom B (Ee), that is IA - E 8 . Alternatively, 
if the electron was transferred the other way to give B + and A - ions, then 
the energy change would be le - EA. If A+ and B- are actually formed, 
then this process requires less energy, and 

(IA - En) < (/n - EA) 

Rearranging 

(/A+ EA)< (/e +Ee) 

Thus Mulliken suggested that electronegativity could be regarded as the 
average of the ionizatiOtl energy and the electron affinity of an atom. 

. . . (I+ £) 
Electronegativ1ty = 

2 

Mulliken used I a·nd E values measured in electron volts, and the values 
were about 2.8 times larger than the Pauling values. We now measure I and 
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E in kJ mo1- 1• The energy 1 e V /molecule = 96.48 kJ mo1- 1
, so the 

commonly accepted Pauling values are more nearly obtained by perform
ing this calculation (I + £)/(2 x 2.8 x 96.48) or (/ + E)/540. 
· This method has a simple theoretical basis, and also has the advantage 

that ·different values can be obtained for different oxidation states of the 
same element. It suffers from the limitation that only a few electron 
affinities are known . It is more µsual to use the approach based on bond 
energies. 

Allred and Rochow 

In 1958 Allred and Rochow considered electroncg;itivity in a different way. 
·and worked out vahics for 69 elen1cnts. (See Further Rc:ading.) They 
defined electronegativity as the attractive force between a nucleus and an 
electron at · a distance equal to the covalent radius. This force F is 
electrostatic, and is given by: 

e2 
• Z.,rrcctivc 

F= 2 
r 

where e is the charge on an elecfron, r is the covalent. radius, and Zerrcctivc 
is the effective nucleCJr charge. The latter is the nuclear charge modified 
by screening factors for the orbital electrons. The screening factors vary 
depending on the principal quantum number (the shell that the electron 
occupies), and the type of electron, s,p, d or/. Screening factors have been 
worked out by Slater, so this provides a convenient method of calculating 
electronegativity values. These F values may be converted to electronega
tivity values on the Pauling scale of values using an empirical relationship: 

· = 0.?44 + 0.359Zeercctivc 
X . , . . . r2 . 

The electronegativity values . so obtained agree quite closely with those 
obtained by Pauling and Mulliken. . . 

As the oxidation number of an atom i_ncreases, the attraction for the 
electrons increases, so the .electronegati.vity should _also increase. Allred 
and_ Rochow's method gives slightly different values: 

Mo(II) 2.18 

Mo(III) 2.19 

Mo(IV) 2.24 

Mo(V) 2;27 

Mo(VI) - 2.35 

Fe(II) 1.83 

Fe(III) 1.96 

Tl(I) 1.62 

Tl(III) 2.04 
Sn(II) 1.80 

Sn(IV) 1.96 

Allred and Rochow's method depends on measuring covalent radii (and 
these are obtained with great accuracy by X-ray crystallography) so it 
might be expected to yield very accurate electronegativity values. This is 
not so, because although the interatomic distances can be measured very 
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precisely, covalent radii are much less well known because the multiplicity 
of the bond is not known for certain, that is the bond may possess some 
double bond character. 

The electronegativity values given in this book are those due to Pauling, 
but others have been calculated from different theoretical assumptions by 
Mulliken, Allred and Rochow and Sanderson. For details of these and 
several modern reviews of electronegativity values see Further Reading. 
It is now considered that attempts to measure very accurate values for 
electronegativity are unjustified, and it is better to retain a loose definition of 
electronegativity, and use it for a more qualitative description of bonds. For 
this purpose, it is worth remembering a few electronegativity values (see 
Table 6.8). From these it is possible to make a reasonable guess at the 
values for other . elements, and hence predict the nature of the bonds 
formed. Bonds between atoms with similar electronegativity values will be 
largely non-polar (covalent), and bonds between atoms with a large elec
tronegativity difference will be largely polar (ionic). Predictions using 
electronegativity in general agree with those made using Fajans' rules. 

The basic properties of elements are inversely related to the electro
negativity. Thus on descending one of the main groups, the electro
negativity decreases, and basic properties increase. Similarly, on going 
across a period the elements become more electronegative, and less basic. 

METALLIC CHARACTER 

Metals are electropositive and have a tendency to lose electrons, if 
supplied with energy: · 

M-+ M+ + e-

The stronger this tendency, the more etectropositive and more metallic an 
element is. The tendency to lose electrons depends on the i6nization 
energy. It is easier to remove an electron from a large atom than from a 
srnafl one, sb metallic character increases as we descend the groups in the 
periodic table. thus in Group IV, carbon is a non-metal, germanium shows 
some metallic properties. and tin and tead are metals. Similarly, metallic 
character decreases from left to: right across the periodic table because the 
size of the atoms decreases and the ionization energy increases. Thus 
sodium and magnesh~m are more metallic than silicoh, which, in turn, is 
more metallic than chlorine. The most electropositive elements are found 
in the lower left Of the periOdic table and the most non-metallic in the 
top right . 

Electropositivity is really the converse of electronegativity, but it is 
convenient to use the concept of electropositivity when describing metals . 

. Strongly electrC>positive eleMents give ionic compounds. Metallic oxides 
and hydroxides are basic since they ionize, and give hydroxyl -ions: 

NaOH-~.Na+ + Oi-r · 
Cao + H20 - ca2

+ + 20H-
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Oxides which ~re insoluble in water cannot produce OH- in this way, and 
these are regarded as basic if they react with acids to form salts. Thus in the 
main groups of the periodic table , basic properties increase on descending 
a group because the elements become more electropositive and more ionic. 
However, this generalization does not hold for the d-block, and parti· 
cularly for the central groups of transition elements (Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) 
where basicity and the ability to form simple· ions decreases on descending 
the group. 

The degree of electropositivity is shown in a variety of ways. Strongly 
electropositive elements react with water and acids. They form strongly 
basic oxides and hydroxides, and they react with oxoacids to give stable 
salts such as carbonates, nitrates and sulphates. Weakly electropositive 
elements are unaffected by water and are much less readily attacked by 
acids. Their oxides -are · frequently amphoteric, and react with both acids 
and alkalis. They are not basic enough to form stable carbonates. 

The electropositive nature of a metal is also shown in the degree of 
hydration of the ions. In the change M+ to [(H20)n-+ Mj+ the positive 
charge becomes spread over the whole complex ion . Since the charge is 
no longer localized 011 the metal. this is almost the same as the change 
M ... -+ M. Strongly electropositive metals have a great tendency to the 
opposite change, M-+ M+, so that they are not readily hydrated. The less 
electropositive the metal , the weaker the tendency M -+ M+ and the 
stronger the degree of hydration. Thus the elements in Group II are less 
electropositive than those of Group I, and Group II ions are more heavily 
hydrated than those in Group I. The degree of hydration also decreases 
down a group, e.g. MgCii · 6H20 and BaCl2 • 2H20. 

Salts of strongly elec_tropositive metals have little tendency to hydrolyse 
and form oxosalts. Since the metal ion is large, it has little tendency to form 
complexes. On the other hand, salts of weakly electropositive elements 
hydrolyse and may form oxosalts. Because they are smaller, the metal ions 
have a greater t~ndency to form complexes. 

VARIA8LE VALENCY AND OXIOATION STATES 

In the s~block the oxidation state is always the same as the group number. 
For p-block elements, the oxidation state is normally the group number or 
eight minus the group number. Variable valency does occur to a limited 
extent in the p-block. In these cases the oxidation state always changes by 
two, e.g. TICl3 and TICI, SnC14 and SnCfi, PCl5 and PC13 , and is due to a 
pair of electrons remaining paired and not taking part in bonding (the inert 
pair effect). The term oxidation state is preferred to valency. The oxidation 
state may be defined as the charge left on the central atom when all the 
other atoms of the compound have been removed in their usual oxidatio~ 
states. Thus Tl shows oxidation states of( +III) and (+I) , Sn of (+IV) and 
(+II), and P of ( + V) and (+III) . The oxidation number can be calculated 
equally well for ionic or covalent <:ompounds, and without knowing the 
types of bonds. The oxidation number of S in H2S04 can be worked out as 
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follows. 0 usually has an oxidation state of(-H) (except in 0 2 and o~-). 
H usually has an oxidation state of (+I) (except in H2 and H-). The sum of 
the oxidation numbers of all the atoms in H2S04 is zero, so: 

(2 x 1) + (Sx) + (4 x -2) ~ 0 

Thus x, .the oxidatiori state of S, is (+VI). In the case of the oxidation state 
of Mn in KMn04, the compound ionizes into K+ and Mn04 ions. In 
MnOi the sum of the oxidation states is equal to the charge on the ion, so: 

Mn-' + ( 4 x - 2) = .,... ) 
Thus x, the oxidation state of Mn, is 7, i.e. (+VII). 

One of the most striking features of the transition elements is that the 
elements usually exist in several different oxidation states. Furthermore, 
the oxidation states change in units of 1, e.g. Fe3+ and Fe2+, Cu2+ and 
Cu+. This is in contrast to the s-block and pcblock elements. The reason 
why this occurs is that a different number of d electrons may take part in 
bonding. 

Though the oxidation number is the same as the charge on the ion for 
ions such as Tl+ and T13+, the two are not necessarily the same. Thus Mn 
exists in the oxidation state (+VII) but Mn 7+ does not exist, as KMn04 

ionizes into K+ and MnOi. 

ST AND ARD ELECTRODE POTENTIALS AND 
ELECTROCHEMICAL SERIES 

When a metai is immersed in water, or a solution containing its -own ions,' 
the metal tends to lose positive metal ions into the solution. Thus the metal 
acquires a negative charge. 

. . . . ~ 

The· size of the electric potential E Set up between the two depends on the 
particular metal, the number of electrons involved, the activity of the ions 
in solution, and the temperature. £ 0 is the standard electrode potential, 
which is a constant for any particular metal and is in fact the electrode 
potential measured unqer standard condi.tions _ of temperature and with 
unit activity.Thes_e terms are related by the_ equation: 

- - RT 
E = £ 0 _+ -F In (a) 

II 

(where R is the gas constant, T the absolute temperature, a the activity of 
the ions in_ solution, n the valency of the ion and F the Faraday). for most 
purposes, the activity, a, may be replaced by the concentration of ions in 
solution. 

The potential of a single .electrode cannot l;:>e measured, but if a second 
electrode of known potential is placed in the solution, the potential dif
ference between the two electrodes cat! be measured . The standard against 
which all electrode potentials are compared is the hydrogetJ electrode. 
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· Table 6.10 Standard .electrode potentials 

(volts at 25°C) 

u+ Li 
K+ K 

Ca2+ Ca 
All+ Al 

Mn2+ Mn 
Zn2+ Zn 
'fe2+ Fe 
Cd2+ Cd 
Co2+ Co 
Ni2+ Ni 
sr12+ sn 
Pb2+ Pb 

H+ f-1, 
cu2+ cli 
Ag+ Ag 

Au3+ Au 

-3.05 
-2.93 
-2.84 
-1.66 
-1.08 
-0.76 
-0.44 
-0.40 
-0.27 
-0.23 
-0.14 
-0.13 

0.00 
+0.35 
+0.80 
+l.38 

Table 6.11 Standard electrode potentials (V) 

02 I OH- +0.40 
12 I 1- +0.57 

ar2 I Br- +1.07 . 

C'2 I c1- +l.36 
F2 IF- +2.85 

(This comprises a platinized platinum electrode, which is saturated with 
hydrogen at one atmosphere pressure and immersed in a solution of H30+ 
at · unit activity. The potential developed by this electrode is arbitrarily 
fixed as zero.) 

If the elements are arranged in order of increasing standard electrode 
potentials. the resulting Table 6.10 is called the electrochemical series. 

Electrode potentials can also be measured for elements such as oxygen 
and the halogens which form negative ions (Table 6.11), 

In the electrochemical series the most electropositive elements are at the 
top and the · least electropositive. at the bottom. The greater the negative 
value of the potential. the greater i~ the tendency for a metal to ionize. 
Thus a metal high in the electrochemical series will displace another metal 
lower down the seri~s from solution. For example, iron is above copper in 
the. electrochemical series. and scrapiron is sacrificed.to displace Cu2+ ions 
from solution of CuS04 in the recovery of metallic copper. 

Fe + Cu2+ -. Cu + Fe2+ 

In the Daniell cell zinc displaces copper from copper salts in solution. This 
causes the potential difference between the plates. 
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Table 6.12 Some standard reduction potentials .in acid solution at 25 °C (volts) 

Group I £" Group V E" Group VIII £" 

u+ + e-+ Li -3.05 As + 3e-+ AsH.l -0.60 I)+ 2e-+ 31- +0.54 
K++e-+K -2.93 Sb + 3e -+ SbH.l -0.51 Br'.\ + 2e -+ 3Br- + 1.05 
Rb++ e-+ Rb -2.93 HJP02 + e-+ P -0.51 21c12 + 2e -+ 12 +1.06 
cs++ e-+ Cs -2.92 H.1P0.1 + 2e -+ H.1P02 -0.50 Br2 + 2e -+ 2Br- +1.07 
Na++ e-+ Na -2.71 HJP04 + 2e -+ HJPO.l -0.28 210;1" + toe-> 12 + 1.20 

!N2 + 3e -+ NH4 + -0.27· cii + 2e _, 2c1- +1.36 
Group II · !N2 + 2e -> !N2 H5 + -0.23 2HOI + 2e-+ 12 + 1.45 
Ba2+ + 2e -+ Ba -2.90 P + 3e-+ PH.l +0.06 H510" + 2e -> 10.\ + 1.60 
sr2+ + 2e -> Sr -2.89 !Sb20.l + 3e -+ Sb +0.15 2HOCI + 2e-. C]i + 1.63 
Cai+ + 2e -+ Ca -2.87 HAs02 + 3e -+ As +0.25 .F2 + 2e-+ 2F- +2.65 
Mg2+ + 2e -+ Mg -2.37 H.lAs04 + 2e-+ HAs02 +0.56 
Be2+ + 2e -+ Be -1.85 HN.l + 8e -+ 3NH4 + +0.69 Transition Metals 

No.l- + 3e-+ NO +0.96 La.l+ + 3e -+ La -2.52 

Group Ill HN02 + e-+ NO + 1.00 Sc·1+ + 3e -+ Sc -2.08 
Al.l+ + 3e-+ Al -1.66 !N204 + 2e -+ NO + J.03 Mn2+ + 2e -+ Mn -1.18 
Ga·1+ + Je -+ Ga -0.53 !N2Ht + 2e -+ NH"+ + 1.28 Zn2+ + 2e -+ Zn -0.76 
ln-1+ + 3e-+ In -0.34 NH.101:-1 + 2e -+ NH4 + +l.35 Cr.l+ + 3e-+ Cr -0.74 
Tl++ e-> Tl -0.34 Fe2+ + 2e -+ Fe -0.44 
Tl-'++ 2e ~Tl+ +1.25 Group VJ. Cr-'+ + e -+ Cr2+ -0.41 

Te + 2e-+ H2fe -0.72 Cd2+ + 2e -+ Cd -0.40 
Group IV Se + 2e-> H2Se -0.40 Ni2+ + 2e -+ Ni -0.25 

Si02 + 4e -+ Si -0.86 s~o"2 - + 2e.:.... 2s20/- +0.08 .. Cu2+ + e-+ Cu+ +0.15 
PbS04 + 2e-+ Pb -0.36 S + 2e-+ H2S +0.14 Hg2Cl2 + 2e -+ 2Hg . +0.27 

C02 + 4e-+ C -0.20 HSO"- + 2e -> HiS0.1 +0.17 Cu2+ + 2e -+ Cu +0.35 
Ge02 + 4e -. Ge -0.15 HzSOJ + . 2e. -+. !s20/- +0.40 {F~(CN),.f- + e-+ [Fe(CN),,)4

- +0.36 
Sn2+ + 2e ~Sn -0.14 H2SO.l + 4e -+ S +0.45 Cu++ e-. Cu +0.50 
Pbi+ + 2e -+ Pb -0. 13 4H2SO-' + 6e-+ S40,,2- +0.51 Cu2+ + e -+ CuCI +0.54 
Si + 4e-+ SiH4 +O. IO S20,.2- + 2e-+ 2H2S04 +0.57 MnO,j + e -+ MnoJ- +0.56 
C + 4e ....... CH" +0.13 02 + 2c -+ ·H202 +0.68 Fe·'+ + e -+ Fez+ +0.77 
Sn4+ + 2e -+ Sn2• +0.15 H2Se0.1 · + 4e -+ Se +o. 74 Hgi+ + 2e-+ 2Hg +o. 79 
Pb02 + 2e-+ PbS04 +1.69 Seo}- + 2e ..... H2Se0-' +1.15 2Hg2+ + 2e -. Hg~+ +0.92 

1 . 
20 2 + 2c -+ 1120 + 1.23 Mn02 + 2c-+ Mn2 • + 1.2~ 
H101 + 2e -+ 2H20 + 1.77 !cr20~- + 3e -+ Cr·'+ + 1.33 
s20/- + 2e ..... 2so/- +2 .01 · MnO,j + 5e -. Mn 2+ +1.54 

0 ., + 2c-+ 02 +2.07 Ni02 + 2e -+ Ni2+ +l.68 
Mno: + 3e _, Mn02 + 1.70 
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Table 6.12 is a table of standard reduction potentials. From this table we 

can see that the standard reduction potential for Cu2+ /Cu is 0.35 V. What 
does this mean? 

Cu2 + /Cu is referred to as a redox couple and as written it refers to the 
half reaction (or electrode reaction) 

Cu2+ + 2e- - ~u 

In general, redox couples are written ox/red where ox is the oxidized form 
and is written on the left and red is the reduced form and is written on 
the right. 

Standard· reduction potential vah1es are determined relative to a 
hydrogen electrode,· that is the redox ·couple H+ /H2 at 25 °C for 1 M 
concentrations (or one atmosphere pressure) of all chemical species in the 
equations. (The concentration of water is included in the constant.) 

Thus, Cu2 + /Cu £ 9 = +0.35 V really means that the standard reduction 
potential of the reaction is 0.35 V. 

Cu2 + + H2 - 2H+ + Cu £ 0 = +0.35 V (6.1) 

Similarly the standard reduction potential of the couple zni+ /Zn is -0. 76 V. 

Zn2+ + H2 - 2H+ +' Zn 

Subtracting equation (6.2) from (6.1) gives 

E0 = -0.76V (6.2) 

Cu2+ +Zn - Cu+ Zn2 + E0 = +0.35 ~ (-0.76) = +1.lOV 

Both of the standard potentials are. relative to the H+ /H2 couple and 
therefore H+ and H2 disappear when the Cu2+1cu couple is combined with 
the Zn2 + /Zn couple. 

From experience the oxidized forms of couples of high positive poten
tial, for example Mn04 + Se - Mn2+ E 0 = + 1.54 v, are termed strong 
oxidizing agents. Conversely the reduced forms of couples of high negative 
potential, for example u+ + e - Li E0 = -3.05V, are termed strong 
reducing agents. It follows that at some intermediate potential the oxidiz
ing power of the oxidized form and the reducing power of the reduced form 
are similar. What is the value of this potential at which there is a change
over from oxidizing to reducing properties? The first point to note is that it 
is not at 0 V, the value assigned arbitrarily to the H+ /H couple: hydrogen is 
known to be a reducing agent. A group of chemical species which ar~ used 
in classical (analytical) chemistry as weak reducing agents (e.g. sulphite 
and tin(II)) are the reduced forms of couples with potentials between 0 and 
about +0.6 V. On the other hand vo2+ is the stable form of vanadium and 
VO{ is a weak oxidizing agent: the potential. VO{No2 + is +1.00V. 
Thus from experience, as a general rule of thumb we can say that if 
E0 = 0. 8 V, then the oxidized and reduced forms are of about equal 
stability in redox processes. 

It is not very discriminating to term a metal a reducing agent: most 
metals may be called reducing agents. It is useful to divide metals into four 
groups in regard to the ease- of-reduction of their metal ions. 
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1. The noble metals (with E 0 more positive than 0 V). 
2. Metals which are easily reduced (e.g. with coke) (£0 0 - (-0.5) V). 
3. Typically reactive transition metals (£0 (-0.5) - (-1.5) V) which are 

often prepared by reduction with electropositive metals. 
4. The electropositive metals ( £ 0 more negative than -1.5 V) which can 

be prepared by electrochemical reductioh. 

When a solution is electrolysed the extermiliy applied potential must 
overcome the electrode potential. The minimum voltage necessary to 
cause deposition is equal and opposite in sign to the potential between the 
solution and the electrode. Elements low down in the series discharge first; 
thus Cu2+ discharges before H+, so copper may be electrolysed in aqueous 
solution. However, hydrogen and other gases often require a considerably 
higher voltage than the theoretical potential before they discharge. For 
hydrogen, this extra or over-voltage may be 0.8 volts, and thus it is possible 
to electrolyse zinc salts in aqueous solution. 

Several factors affect the value of the standard potential. The conversion 
of M to M+ in aqueous solution may be considered in a series of steps: 

1. sublimation of a solid metal 
2. ionization Of a gaseous metal atom 
3. hydration of a gaseous ion 

These are best considered in a Born-Haber type of cycle (Figure 6.4). 
The enthalpy of sublimation and the ionization energy are positive since 

energy must be put into the . system, and the enthalpy of hydration is 
negative since energy is evolved. Thus · · 

Energy 

E = +ll.H, +I - !!i.Hh 

f 

+ Ionization energy 
(/) . 

Meg> 

t 
+ Enthalpy of sublitnation 

llHs 

M(solkl) II 

Electrode potential 
(E) 

- Enthalpy of 
hydration M ' 

~Hh 

II Mthydra(ed) + e ,, -------

Figure 6.4 Energy cycle·for electrode potentials. 
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Consider first a transition metal; Most transition metals have high 
melting points: hence the enthalpy of'sublimation is high. Similarly they 
are fairly small atoms and have high ionization energies. Thus the value for 
the electrode potential Eis low; and the metal has little tendency to form 
ions: hence it is unreactive or noble. 

In contrast the s-block metals (Groups I and II) have low melting points 
(hence low enthalpies of sublimation), and the atoms are large ~nd there
fore have low ionization energies. Thus the electrode potential E is high 
and the metals are reactive. · 

Electrons are lost when a substance is oxidized and electrons are gained 
when it is reduced. A reducing agent must therefore supply electrons, and 
elements having large negative electrode potentials are strong reducing 
agents. The strengths of oxidizing and redJJcing agents may be measured by 
the size of the potential between a solution and an inert electrode. 
Standard reduction potentials are obtained when the concentrations of 
oxidized and reduced forms are 1 M, and the potential developed is meas
ured against a standard hydrogen electrode. The most powerful oxidizing 
agents have a large positive oxidation potential and strong reducing agents 
have a large negative potential. Standard oxidation potentials allow us to 
predict which ions should oxidize or reduce other ions. The potentials 
indicate if the energy changes for the process are favourable or unfavour
able. It is important tu realize that though the potentials may suggest that a 
reaction is possible. they do not give any kinetic information concerning 
the rate of the reaction. The rate of the reaction may be very fast or slow, 
and in· some cases a catalyst may be required· for it to occur at all - for 
example in the oxidation of sodium arsenite by eerie sulphate. 

OXIDATION-REDUCTION REACTIONS . . 

Oxidation is the removal of electrons from an atom, and reduction is the 
addition of electrons .to an atom. The standard electrode potentials given in 
Table 6.10 are written by. convention with the oxidized species on the left, 
and the reduced species on the right. 

u+ILi £ 0 = -3.05 volts 

or 

u+ + e ~Li £ 0 = -3.05 volts 

The potential developed by the half c.ell is therefore 'Yritten as a reduction 
potential, since electron(s) are being added. A fuller list of reduction 
potentials iri acid solution is given in Table 6.12. 

Oxidation-reduction (redox) potentials can be ·used to great advantage 
in explaining oxidation-reduction reactions· in aqueous solution. The 
reduction potential is related to energy by the equation: 

AG..;. -nf£0 

(where llG is. the c;hange in Gibbs.free energy, .n the valency of the ion, F 
the Faraday and £ 0 the standard electrode potential). This is really an 
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application of thermodynamics. Ultimately whether a reaction occurs or 
not depends on energy. A reaction will not proceed if the free energy 
change /iG is positive, and thus thermodynamics saves us the trouble 
of trying the reaction. If tiG is negative, then the reaction is thermo
dynamically possible. It does not follow that because a reaction is thermo· 
dynamically possible, it will necessarily occur. Thermodynamics does not 
give any information on the rate of a reaction, which may -be fast, slow, 
or infinitely slow, nor does it indica.te if another reaction is even more 
favourable. 

Consider the corrosion that may occur when a sheet of galvanized ir~n is 
scratched. (Galvanized iron is iron which has beei1 coated with zinc to 
prevent rusting.) Half reactions and the corresponding reduction potentials 
are shown below. 

Fe2+ + 2e - Fe £ 0 = -0.44 volts 

Zn2+ + 2e - Zn . £ 0 = -0.76 volts 

When in contact with water. either metal might be oxidized and lose metal 
ions, so we require the reverse reactions, and the potentials for these are 
called oxidation potentials, and have the same magnitude but the opposite 
sign to the reduction potentials. 

Fe - Fe2+ + 2e 

Zn - zn2
+ + 2e 

£ 0 = +0.44 volts 

£ 0 = +0.76 volts 

Plainly, since Zn - Zn2+ produces the largest positive £0 value, and since 
6.G = nFE0

, it will produce ·the largest negative tiG value. Thus it is 
energetically more favourable for the Zn to dissolve, and hence the Zn will 

·corrode away in preference to the Fe. · 
It is possible that when the galvanized steel is scratched, the air may 

oxidize some iron. The Fe2+ so produced is immediately reduced to iron by 
the zinc, and rusting does not occut. 

Zn + Fe2+ - Fe + Zn2 + 

Similar !lPPlications in which one metal is sacrificed to protect another are 
the attaching of sacrificial blocks of magnesium to"underground steel 
pipelines and the hulls of ships to prevent the rusting of iron. 

Thus the coating of zinc serves two purposes - first it covers the iron and 
prevents its oxidation (rather like a coat of paint) and second it provides 
anodic protection. · . 

A table of standard reduction potentials (Table" 6.12) may be used to 
predict if a reaction is possible, and what the equilibrium constant will be. 
Consider for example if the triiodide ioh 13 will oxidize As(III) in 
arsenious acid HAs02 into As(V). · 

HAs02 + 13 + 2H20 - H3As04 + 31- + 2H+ 

Since the table lists reduction potentials, we must find the half reactions for 
H3As04 + 2e - prbducts, and 13 + 2e - products. 



Ii+ 2e 

H3As04 + 2e + 2H + """'+ HAs02 + 2Hi0 

I) + 2e - 31-

'£0 = +0.56 volts 

£ 0 = +0.54 volts 

The reaction we are investigating requires. the first half reaction in the 
reverse clirection, added to the second half reaction. £ 0 values for half 
reactions must not be added together, since they do not take account of the 
number of electrons involved. However, £ 0 values may be converted to the 
corresponding 4G values, which may be added to give !l.G for the overall 
reaction. 

£ 0 = -0.56 V !l.G = +(2 x F x 0.56) 

£ 0 = +0.54 V . !l.G = -(2 x F x 0.54) 

!l.G = +0.04F 

The !l.G free energy change so caiculated is positive, which indicates that 
the reaction will not proceed spontaneously in the forward direction, and 
suggests that it is energetically feasible for the reaction to proceed in the 
reverse direction. H should be noted that the value of 6.G is very small, 
and thus it is unwise to draw very firm conclusions. The £ 0 VC!lm:s relate to 
standard conditions, and since AG is small, a small change in ·conditions. 
such as varying the concemration, or the pH, or the temperature, could 
change the potentials and hence change AG sufficiently to make the 
reaction proceed in either direction. There are volumetric metflods of 
analysis for reducing .arsenic acid with iodide ions in 5 M acid, and for 
oxidizing arsenious acid by triiodide ion at pH 7. 

TIIE USE OF REDUCTION POTENTIALS 

Enormous use may be made of reduction potentials for summarizing what 
·Species will oxidize . or reduce something else, what the products of the 
reaction will · be, and what oxidation states are stable with respect to the 
solvent, and also with respect to disproportionation. This topic is often 
insufficiently understo·od, so a number· of examples are .given. 

A great-deal of useM information about an element can be shown by the 
appropriate half reactions and reduction potentials. Consider some half 
reactions involving iron: 

Fe2+· + 2e - Fe £ 0 = -0.47volts 

Fe3+ + 3e - Fe · £ 0 = -0.057 

Fe3+ + e - Fei+ £ 0 = +0.77 · 

Feo~-· + 3e + 8H+ - Fe3+ + 4H~0 . £ 0 = + 2.20 

Where an element exists in several different oxidation states (in this cast 
Fe(VI), Fe(III), Fe(II), and Fe(O)), it is convenient to display all of tht 
reductioil 'potentiidsfor 'the half reactions in a single reduction potentia 
diagram. In this the highest oxidation state is written at the left, and th< 
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lowest state at the right, and species such as electrons, H+ and H20 are 
omitted. 

oxidation state VI III II 0 

£° (V) 
F 0 2_ 2.20 3+ 0. 77 F. 2+ -0.47 F 

e 4 --Fe· -- e - .-- e 
I I '-· --. -0.057---'· 

The potential for the reduction of Feo~- to Fe3+ is +2.20 volts. Since 
D.G = -nFE0

, it follows that D.G for this change will be large and 
negative. This means that the reaction is thermodynamically possible since 
it releases a large amount of energy, and Feo~- is a strong oxidizing agent. 

Standard electrode potentials are measured on a scale with 

£ 0 = 0.00 volts· 

Since hydrogen is normally regarded as a reducing agent, reactions with 
negative value for ~0 are more strongly reducing than hydrogen, that is 
they are strongly reducing. Materials which are generally accepted as 
oxidizing agents have £ 0 values above +0.8 volts, those such as Fe3+ -
Fe2+ of about 0.8 volts are stable (equally oxidizing and reducing), and 
those below +0.8 volts become increasingly reducing. 

For the change Fe3+ /Fe2+, £ 0 is +O. 77 V. This is close to the value of 0.8 
V, and therefore Fe3+ and Fe2+ are of almost equal stability with respect to 
oxidation and reduction.The £ 0 values for the changes Fe3+ - Fe and for 
Fe2+ - Fe are both negative: hence D.G is positive, so neither Fe3+ nor 
Fe2+ have any tendency to reduce to Fe. 

One of the most important facts which can be obtained from a reduction 
potential diagram is whether any of the oxidation states are unstable with 
regard to disproportionation. Disproportionation·is where one .oxidation 
state decomposes, forming some ions in a higher oxidation state, and .some 
in a lower oxidation state. This happens .when a given oxidation state is a 
stronger oxidizing agent than the next highest oxidation state. and this 
situation occurs when a reduction potential on the right is more ·pQsitive 
than one on the left. In the diagram of iron reduction potentials. the values 
become progressively more negative cm moving from left to right, and 
hence Fe3+ and Fe2+ are stable with respect to disproportionation. 

At first sight the potential of -0.057 V for FeJ+ - Fe seems wrong since 
the potentials for Fe3 + - Fe2+ and Fe2+ - Fe are 0. 77 V and -0.47 V 
respectively, and adding 0.77 and -0.47 does not give -0.057. Potentials 
for complete reactions may be added sitlce there are no electrons left over 
in the process. Potentials may not be added for half reactions since the 
electrons may not balance. However, potentials can always be converted 
into free energies usifig the equation 6.G = -nFE0 where n is the number 
of electrons involved and F.is the Faraday. Since the Gibbs free energy G is 
a thermodynamic funetion, free energies may M added, and the final total 
free energy converted back to an £ 0 value: 

-~1r173J 



e + FeJ+ -+ Fe2 + 

2e + Fe2+-+ Fe 

£f> = +0.77V 

E 0 = -0.47V 

llG.= -1(+0.77)F= -0.77F 

llG = -2(-0.47)F = +0.94F 

adding llG '= 
3e + FeJ+-+ Fe 

Hence £ 0 can be calculated for the reaction Fe3+ -+ Fe 

Eo = llG = 0.17F = _ 0_057 V 
-nF -3F 

The reduction potential diagram for copper in acid solution is 

oxidation ,state · 

E0 (V) . 

* Disproportionates 

II I 0 

C 2+ +0.15 c"' + +o.5o c u -- u --. - u 

I +o.3s I 

+0.17F 

The potential, and: hence the energy released when Cu2+ is reduced to 
cu+, are both very small, and so Cu2+ is not an oxidizing agent but is 
stable. On moving from left to right the potentials Cu2+ -Cu+ -'-Cu become 
more positive . Whenever this is found, the speCies in the middle (Cu+ in 
this case) disproportionates, that "is it behaves as both a self-oxidizing and 
self-reducing agent because it is energetically favourable for the following 
two changes to Ol::cur together 

cu+ -+ Cu2+ + e Eoxida1ion · = -0.15 6.G = +0.15f 
cu++ e-+Cu Ereduction = +0.50 · "t!..G = -0.50F 

overall 2Cu+ . -+ Cu2~ +Cu . llG = -0.35F 

Thus in solution Cu+ disproportionates irito Cu2+ and Cu. and hence Cu+ 
is only found in the solid state. 

The reduction potential diagram for oxygen is shown. 

0xidation state o . -I -II 

£ 0 (V) o., +0.682 H.,Q., + L 776 H.,O 
, - . - - , I -
~. --+1.229--~. 

* Disproportionates 

On mo.ving from left to i;ight. the redl!ctjon potentials increase, and hence 
H20 2 is unstable wi.th respect to disproportionation. 

-I 
2H202 -+ 02. +· H10 . : 

It must be remembered that the solvent rriayimpose a limitation on what 
species are· stable. or exist ·at all . Very strong oxidizing reagents will oxidize 
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water to 0 2, whilst strong reducing agents will reduce it to H2 • Thus very 
strong oxidizing or reducing agents can not exist in aqueous solution. The 
following half reactions are of special importance: 

Reduction of water 
neutral solution H20 + e- - OH-+ !H2 Eo = -0.414 v 
l.O M acid solution HJO+ + c- - H20 + ~H2 £0 = 0.000 v 
1.0 M base solution H20 + e- - OH- + ~H2 Eo = -0.828 v 
Oxidation of water 
neutral solution !02 + 2H+ + 2e- - H20 £0 = +0.185V 

1.0 M acid solution ~02 + 2H+ + 2e- - H20 £ 0 == +l.229V 

1.0 M base solution ~02 + H20 + 2e- - 20H- £ 0 = +0.401 v 

These reactions limit the thermodynamic stability of any species in aqueous 
solution. 

Thus the minimum reduction potentials required to oxidize water to 
oxygen is £ 0 > +0.185 V in neutral solution, £ 0 > + 1.229 V in 1.0 M acid 
solution and £ 0 > +0.401 Vin 1.0M basic solution. . 

In the same way halfreactions with £ 0 potentials less than zero (that is 
negative values) should reduce water to H2 in 1.0 M acid solution, whilst an 
£0 < -0.414 Vis required in neutral solution; and £ 0 < -0.828 Vin 1.0 M 
basic solution. 

Often when the £ 0 values are just large enough to suggest that a reaction 
is thermodynamically possible, we find that it does not appear to happen. 
It must be remembered that a substance may be thermodynamically un
stable, but kinetically stable, since the activation energy fOr the reaction 
is high. This means that the rates of these reactions are very slow. If the 
potentials are appreciably more positive or negative than these limits then 
reaction with the solvent is usually observed. 

The reduction potentials for americium show that Am4 + is unstable with 
regard to disproportionation. 

+VI +V +IV +Ill (} 

0 2 + +l.70A .*o+ +();86A * 4 + +2.62A '+ -2.07A Am 2 -- m 2 -·- m -- m· -- m 

* Disproportionates 

The potential for the couple Am02 - AmJ+ can be calculated by 
converting the values of 0.86 and 2.62 volts into free energies, adding 
them. then_converting back to give a potential of L74 volts. When this step 
is added to the diagram it becomes apparent that the potentials do not 
decrease from AmO~+ to Am02 to AmJ+, and hence Am02 is unstable 
with regard to disproportionation to AmO~+ and Atrr1+. Finally, the 
potential for the couple AmOi: ~ AnrH can be worked out to be +I . 726 
volts. Thus considering Am()~+ - Am.H - Am, AmJ+ is stable. 
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+VI +v +IV +III () 

· i+ +1.70 *o+ +0.86 A* 4+ +2.62 A H -2.07 A ro, -. --1m 2 --+-17: ~ i -- m 
'-· ------+ 1. 726-------'· 

* Disproportionates 

It is important to include all the possible half reactions in a reduction 
potei:itial diagram, or incorrect conclusions may be drnwn. Examination of 
the incomplete diagram for chlorine in basic solution would indicate that 
CI02 should disproportionate into CI03 and oci-, and that Cl2 should 
disproportionate into oc1- und c1 - . Both of these deductions are correct. 

+VII +V +III +I 0 -I 

. c104 +o.36 c103 +o.33 c102~oc1- +o.4o ~c12+1.36 c1-

* Disproportionates 

The incomplete data also suggest that oci- should be stable with regard to 
disproportionation, but this is not true. The species which disproportionate 
are 'ignored', and a single potential calculated for the change CI03 -+ 

oci- to replace the values +0.33 V and +0.66 V. Similarly a single 
potential is calculated for oci- - c1-. 

+VII +V +Ill +I 0 -I 

C104 +o.36 c103 +0.33 Cl02 +o.66 oc1- +0.40 ~Ch~ c1-

,___ __ +o.5o--__.I ._I --+o.8s----

* Disproportionates 

When the complete diagram is examined, it is apparent that the potentials 
around oc1- do not decrease from left to right, and hence oci- is 
unstable with respect to disproportionation into c103 and c1-. 

c103 +o.5o oc1- · +0·88 c1-

In the same way, the potentials round CJ03 do not decrease .from left to 
right 

+0.36 +0.50 
C10i------C103------0CI-

Similarly CIOj should disproportionate into C104 and oci-, and oci
should disproportionate to give c1- and more CIO;l . 

Reduction potential diagrams may also be used to predict the products 
of reactions in which the elements have several oxidation states. Consider 
for example the reaction between an acidified solution of KMn04 and KI. 
The reduction potential diagrams are : 
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+VII +VI +IV +III +II 0 

M 0
. _ +0.56M •02 _ +2.26M. O +0.95M"':i+ +1.51 M 2+ -l.19M 

n 4 -- n 4 -- n 2-- n --· n -- n 

I ' + 1.69 I + 1.23 I I 
'-· --------+ l.51--------~-
+VII +v +III +I 0 -I 

.--------+ 1..19-----. __,, 

104 + I.65 101---+_· _t._34 ___ HOI + t .44 !h(s) +0.54 i-

H510(!-+1.60_J . I +0.99 . I 
* Disproportionates 

If we assume that the reactions are thermodynamically controlled, that is 
equilibrium is reached fairly quickly, then since Mnol-, Mn3+ and HOI 
disproporti6nate, they need not be considered. The half reaction Mn2+ -

Mn has .a large negative £ 0 value, and hence /lG will have a large positive 
value, so this will not occur, and can be ignored. Thus the reduction 
potential diagrams may be simplified: 

+VII +V +IV +Il 0 -I 

M 0 +1.70 M O +1.23M 2+ n 4------~- n 2-- n 

104 +1.65 I03-----+_1_.1_9 ____ ~12(s) +0.541-

H5106- + l.60_j 

If the reaction is carried out by adding Kl solution dropwisc to an 
acidified solution bf KMn04, the products of the reaction must be stable-in 
the presence of KMn04 • Thus Mn2+ cannot be formed, since KMn04 

would oxidize it to Mh02• In a similar way, 12 cannoi be formed, since 
KMn04 would oxidize it. The fact that the h~lf reaction potentials for 
104 - IO;l and H510,, - 10.' iire close to the Mn04-+ Mn02 potential is 
a complication, and it is not obvious whcthed03, 104 or H5106 will be 
the product. li1 fact i- is oxidized to a mixture of 103 and 104 . 

2Mn04 + 1- + 2H+ - 2Mn02 + 103 + H20 
8Mn04 + 31- + 8H+-+ 8Mn02 + 3104 + 4H20 

If the reaction is carried out in a different way, by adding the KMn04 

dropwise to the KI solution, then the products formed must be stable in the 
presence of i-. Thus Mn02 cahrto"t be f6rmed, since it would oxidize 1- to 
Ji. Similarly; 103 canMt be formed since it would oxidize any excess 1- to 
Ji . The reaction which takes place is 

2Mn04 + 1oi- + 16H+ - 2Mn2+ + 512 + 8H20 
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Since there is -an excess of 1- ions, any 12 
-formed will dissolve as the 

triiodide ion 13, but this does not affect the reaction 

Ii+ r ~ 13 

Note that the products formed depend on which reactant is in excess. 

THE OCCURRENCE AND ISOLATION OF THE ELEMENTS -

The most abundant elements in the earth's crust (by weight) are shown in 
Table 6.13. It is WQrth noting that th~ first five elements comprise almost 
92% by weight of the earth's crust, that the first ten make up over 99.5%, 
and the first twenty make up 99.97%. Thus a few elements are very 
abundant but most of the elements are very scarce . 

Table 6.13 The most abundant elements 

1. oxygen 
2. silicon 
3. aluminium 
4. iron 
5. calcium 
6. magnesium 
7. sodium 
8. potassium 
9. titanium 

10. hydrogen 
11. -phosphorus 
12. manganese 

Parts per million 
of earth's crust 

455000 
272000 
83000 
62000 
46000 
27640 
22700 _ 
18400 
6320 
I 520 
1120 
I 060 

'Yo of earth's crust 

45.5 
27.2 
8.3 
6.2 
4.66 
2.764 
2.27 
1.84 
0.632 
0.152 
0.112 
0.106 

A full table of abundances is given in Appendix A. 
- - -

Other very abundant elem-ents are -nitrogen (78% -~f the atmosphere) 
and hydrogen, which occurs as water in 'the oceans: The chemistry of these 
aburidant elements is well known, but some elements which are rare are 
also well known, beca1.1se they occuf in concentrated deposits - for 
example, lead as PbS (galena) and boron· as Na2B40 7 • 10H20 (borax). 

The different methods for separating and extracting elements may be 
divided into five classes (see Ives, D.J.G. in Further Reading). 

Mechanical separation of elements that exist in the native form 

A surprisingl_y large number of ele~ent,s occur in the free eiemental state. 
They ll~ve reQlained in the native fo,rm becausethey are unreactive. Only 
the leas~ reactive of the metals, those of, t_he copper/silver/gold group and 
the platinum metals, occur in significant amounts as native elements. 

1. Gold is found in the native form, as grains in quartz, as nuggets and in 
the silt of river beds. Gold has a density of 19.3 g cm-2

; which is very 
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much higher than that of the rocks or silt it is mixed with, and gold can 
be separated by 'panning.'. (In recent times it has been more commonly 
extracted by amalgamating with mercury.) Silver and copper are some 
times found in the native form as 'nuggets'. All three metals are noble 
or unreactive, and this is associated with their position in the electro 
chemical series below hydrogen, and with the non-metals. · 

2. Palladium and platinum are also found as native metals. In addition 
natural alloys of the Pt group are found. 

The platinum metals are Ru Rh Pd 

Os Ir Pt 

The names of these natural alloys indicate their composition: os
mididium, iridosmine. 

3. Liquid droplets of mercury are found associated with cinnabar HgS. 
Non-metals w}lich occur as hative. elements in the earth's crust are from 
the carbon and sulphur groups, but the atmosphere comprises N2 , 0 2 

and the noble gases. 
4. Diamonds are found in the earth, and are obtained by mechanical 

separation of large amounts of earth and rock. The largest deposits are 
in Australia, Zaire, Botswana, the USSR and South Africa. Diamonds 
are mostly used for making cutting tools, and some for jewellery. 
Graphite is mined mainly in China, South Korea, the USSR; J)razil and 
Mexico. lt is used for making electrodes, in steel making, as a lubricant, 
arid in. pencils, brake linings afld brushes for electric motors. It is also 
used as the moderator in the cores of gas cooled fiuclear reactors. 

5. Deposits of sulphur are also found deep undergroufid in Louisiana 
(USA), i>o~and, Mexico atld the USSR. These are extracted by the 
Frasch pr()cess. Small amounts of selenium and tellurium ate often 

. present in sulphur. · · · 
6. The atmosphere is made up of about 78°/o nitrogefi, 22% oxygen and 

traces of the noble gases argotl, helium and tteon. These may be 
separated by fractional distillation of liquid air. Helium is also obtained 
from some natural gas deposits .. 

Thermal decomposition methods 

A few compounds will decompose into their constituent elements simply 
by heating. 

1. A number Of hydrides will ~ecompose in this way, but since hydrides 
are usually made from the metal itself, the process is of no commercial 
significance. The hydrides arsine AsH3 and stibine SbH3 are produced 
in Marsh's test, where an arsenic or antimony compound is converted to 
the hydride with Zn/H2$04 and the gaseous hydrides are decomposed 
to give a silvery mirror of metal by passing the hydride through a heated 
tube. 

2. Sodium azide NaN3 decomposes to give sodium ,and pure nitrogen on 
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ge_ntleheating. Considerable care is needed as azides are often explosive. 
This method is not used commercially, but it is useful for making small 
quantities of very pure nitrogen in the laboratory. 

2NaN3 - .2Na t 3N2 

3. · Nickel carbonyl Ni(C0)4 is gaseous and. may be produced by. warming 
Ni with CO at 50 °C. Any impurities in the Ni sample 'remain solid and 
the gas is heated to 230 °C, when it decomposes to give pure metal and 
CO which is recycled. This was the basis of the Mond process for 
purifying nickel which was used in South Wales from 1899 until the 
1960s. A new plant in Canada uses the same principle but uses 150°C 
and 20 atmospheres.pressure to form Ni(COk · 

Ni ·+ 4CO 
500

c Ni(C0)4 
23

o•c Ni + 4CO 

4. The iodides are th~ least stable of the halides, and the van Arke/-de
Boer process has been used to purify small quantities of zirconium and 
boron. The impure element is heated with iodine, producing a volatile 
iodide Zrl 4 or Bb. These arc decomposed hy passing the gas over an 
electrk;ally_heated filament of tung!iten "or tantalum which is white hot. 
The element is deposited on the filament and the iodine is recycled. The 
filament grows fatter, and is eventually removed. The tungsten core is 
drilled. o.ut of the centre, and a sm;,ill amount of high purity Zr or B is 
obtained. 

5. Most oxides are thermally stable at temperatures up to 1000 °C but the 
metals below hydrogen in the electrochemical series decompose fairly 
easily. Thus HgO and Ag2Q decompose on heating. The mineral cinna
bar HgS is roasted in air to give the oxide, which then decomposes on 
heating. Silver residues from the laboratory and photographic pro
cessing are c91lected as AgCI and .treated with ~a2C03 , giving Ag2C03, 

whi~h decomposes on ~heating, first to Ag20 and then to Ag. 

2Hg0 - 2Hg + 02 · 

Ag2C03 - C02 + Ag20 - 2Ag + !02 

6. Oxygen may be produced by heating hydrogen peroxide H20 2, barium 
peroxide Ba02, silver oxide Ag20 or potassium chlorate KCl03 • 

2H202 - 2H20 + 02 
2Ba02 ~ 2Ba0 + 02 

2Ag20 - 2Ag + 02 
2KCI03 -+ 2KCI + 302 

Displacement of-one element by another 

In principle any element may be displaced from solution by another 
element which is higher in the electrochemical series. The method is in-
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applicable to elements which react with water, and to be economic must 
involve sacrificing a cheap element to obtain a more expensive element. 

1. Copper ores which are too lean in CuS for the Cu to be extracted by 
roasting in air are left to be weathered by air and rain to form a solution 
of CuS04 • The Cu2 + ions are displaced as Cu metal by sacrificing scrap 
iron which turns into Fe2 + because iron is above copper in the electro
chemical series. 

Fe + Cu2+ -+ Fe2+ + Cu 

2. Cadmium occurs in small amounts with zinc ores. The Zn is recovered 
by electrolysing a solutfon of ZnS04 which contains traces of CdS04 . 

After a time the amount of Cd2+ has concentrated, and since Zn is 
above Cd in the electrochemical series some Zn metal is sacrificed to 
displace the Cd2+ from . solution as Cd metal. ihe Zn which was 
sacrificed is subsequently recovered by electrolysis. 

Zn + Cd2 + ~ Zn2+ + Cd 

3. Sea water contains Br- ions. Chlorine is above bromine in the 
electrochemical series, and bromine is obtained by passing chlorine into 
sea water. 

High temperature chemical reduction methods 

A large number of commercial processes come into this group. Carbon can 
be used to reduce a number of oxides and other compounds, and 
because of the low cost and availability of coke this method is widely 
used. The disadvantages are that a high temperature is needed. which is 
expensive and necessitates the use of a blast furnace, and many metals 
combine with carbon, forming carbides. Some examples are: 

Reduction by carbon 

blast furnace 
Fe20 3 + C ------" Fe 

12oo•c. 
ZnO + C --~--__,· Zn 

C ( 0
. ) C electric furnace p· 

a3 P 4 2 + 
2()0() ·c 

MgO + C ---~-__.., Mg (process now obsolete) 
electric furnace 

PbO + C ·-------_. Pb 

___ ]QI!] 
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Reduction by another metal 

If the temperature needed for carbon to reduce an oxide is too high for 
economic or practical purposes, the reduction may be effected by another 
highly electropositive metal such <\S aluminium, which liberates a large 
amount of energy (1675 kJ mol- 1

) on oxidation to A}i03. This is the basis 
of the Thermite process: 

3Mn30 4 + BAI - 9Mn + 4Al20 3 

B203 + Al - 2B + AJi03 

Cr203 + Al - 2Cr + A'203 

MagnesiUm is used in a similar way to reduce oxides. In certain cases where 
the oxide is too stable to reduce, electropositive metals are used to reduce 
halides. 

Kroll process 

TiCl4 + 2Mg iooo- t tso•c Ti + 2MgC12 

TiCl4 + 4Na IMI procei$ Ti + 4NaCI 

Self-reduction 

A _number of metals occur as sulphide ores (for example PbS. CuS and 
Sb2S3) which may be roasted first in air to partially convert them to the 
oxide, and. then further roasted in the. absence of air, causing self
reduction: 

CuS roast in air 

{

CuO 
· roast . 

C:S "ithoul air 

Reduction of oxides with hydrogen 

Co394 + 4H2 - 3Co + 4H20 
Ge02 + 2H2 -+ Ge + 2H20 

NH4(Mo04) + 2H2 -+ Mo + 4Hi0 + NH3 
NH4(W04] + 2H2 -+ W .f- 4H20 + NH3 

This method is not widely used, because many metals react with hydrogen 
at elevated temperatures. forming hydrides. There is also a risk of ex
plosion from hydrogen and oxygen in ~he air. 

Electrolytic reduction 

The strongest possible reducing agent is an electron. Any ionic material 
may be electrolysed, and reduction occurs at the cathode. This is an ex
cellent method; and gives very pure products, but electricity is expensive. 
Electrolysis may be performed : 
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In aqueous solution 

Provided that the products do not react with water, electrolysis can be 
carried out conveniently and cheaply in aqueous solution. Copper and zinc 
are obtained by electrolysis of aqueous solutions of their sulphates. 

ln other solvents 

Electrolysis can be carried out in solvents other than water. Fluorine reacts 
violently with water, and it is produced by electrolysis of KHF2 dissolved in 
anhydrous HF. (The reaction has many technical difficulties in that HF is 
corrosive, the hydrogen produced at the cathode must be kept separate 
from the fluorine produced at the anode or an explosion wili occur, water 
must be rigorously excluded, and the fluorine produced attacks the anode 
and the reaction vessel.) · 

ln fused melts 

Elements that react with water are often extracted from fused melts of 
their ionic salts. These melts are frequently corrosive, and involve large 
fuel bills to maintain the high temperatures required. Aluminium is 
obtained by electrolysis of a fused mixture of Al20 3 and cryolite 
Na3[AIF6}. Both sodium and chlorine are obtl:lined from the electrolysis of 
fused NaCl: in this case up to two thirds by weight of CaCii is added as an 
impurity to lower the melting point from 803 °C to 505 °C:. 

Factors influencing the choice of extraction process 

The type of process used commercially for any particular element depends 
on a number of factors. 

1. Is the element unreactive enough to exist in the free state7 
2. Are any of its cotnpout1ds unstable to heat? 
3. Does the element exist as an ionic compound, and is the element stable 

in water? If both are true, is there a cheap element above it in the elec
trochemical series which can be sacrificed t6 displace it front solution? 

4. Does the element occur as sulphide ores which can be_ roasted, or oxide 
ores which can be reduced - using carbon is the cheapest whilst the use 
of Mg, Al and Na as reducing agents is more expensive. 

5. If all other methods fail, electrolysis usually .works for ionic materials, 
but is expensive. If the element is stable in water, electrolysing aqueous 
solutions is cheaper than using fused melts. 

lQerittt>dynamics of reduttion processes 

The extraction of inetals· from their oxides using carbon or other. metals, 
and by thermal decomposition, involves a number of points which merit 
detailed discussion. · 
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Table 6.14 Reduction potentials and extraction methods 

Element E0 (V) Materials Extraction method 

Lithium Li+ I Li -3.05 L;CI r"'"oly>;rnf fo>'d 
Potassium K+ IK -2.93 KCI, [KCI. MgCl2 • 6H20J salts •. usually 

Calcium Ca2+ I Ca -2.84 CaClz chlorides 

Sodium Na+jNa -2.71 NaCl 

Magnesium Mg2+ jMg -2.37 MgCl2, MgO Electrolysis of MgC12 
High temperature 

reduction with C 

Aluminium Al3+ IAI -1.66 Al203 Electrolysis of Al20 3 
dissolved in molten 
Na3[AIF6) 

Mapganese Mn2+1Mn -1.08 Mn30 4,Mn02 } Reduction with Al 
Chromium CrJ+ I Cr -0.74 FeCr20 4 

Thermite process 

Zinc znH I Zn -0.76 ZnS Chemical reduction 
Iron Fe2+ I Fe -0.44 Fe20 3 , Fe304 of oxides by C 

Cobalt Co2+ !Co -0.27 Cos 
Sulphides are 

converted to 
Nickel Ni2+jNi -0.23 NiS,NiAs2 oxides then 
Tin Sn2+ I Sn -0.14 Sn02 

reduced by C, or 

Lead Pb2+ !Pb -0.13 PbS sometimes H2 

Copper Cui+ I Cu +0.35 Cu(metal), CuS } Fo"nd " not;vo 
Silver Ag+jAg +0.80 Ag( metal), Ag2S, AgCI metal. or 

Mercury Hg2+ I Hg +0.85 HgS 
compounds easily 
decomposed by 

Gold Au3+ I Au +l.38 Au( metal) heat. (Also 
cyanide extraction) 

For a spontaneous reaction, the free energy change AG must be 
negative. 

AG= AH..:. TAS 

AH is the enthalpy change · during the reaction, T is the absolute 
temperature, and AS is the change in entropy during the reaction. 
Consider a reaction such as the formation of an oxide: 

M + 02 ~Mo 

Oxygen is used up in ·the course of this reaction. Gases have a more 
random structure (less ordered} than liquids or solids. Consequently gases 
have a higher entropy than liquids or solids. In this reaction S the entropy 
or randomness decreases, and hence 4S is negative. Thus if the 
temperature is raised then T6.S becomes more negative. Sirice TliS is 
subtracted in the equation,: then 6.G beeomes less negative. Thw the free 
energy change decreases with an increase of temperature. 

The free energy changes that occur when one gram molecule of a 
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Figure 6.s Ellingham diagram showing the change in free energy tl.G with tem
perature for oxides (based otl 1 g rnol of oxygen ifl each case). 

common reactant (in this case oxygen) is used may be plotted graphically 
against temperature for a number of reactions Of metals to their oxides . 
This graph is shown in Figure 6.5 arid is called an Ellingham diagram (for 
oxides). Similar diagrams can be produced for one gram moiecule of 
sulphur, giving an Ellingham diagram for sulphides, and similarly for 
halides. 

The Ellingham diagram for oxides shows several important features: 

1. The graphs for metal to metal oxide all slope upwards , because the free 
energy change decreases with an increase of temperature as discussed 
above. 

2. The free energy changes all follow a straight line unless the matedals 
melt or vaporize, when there is a large change in entropy associated 
with the change Of state, which changes the slope of the line (for 
example the Hg-HgO line changes slope at.356°C when Hg boils, and 
similarly Mg-MgO changes at 1120°C). 
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3. When the temperature is raised, a point ·will be · reached where, the 
graph crosses the AG = 0 .line . Below this temperature the free energy 
of formation of the oxide is negative, so the oxide is stable. Above: this 
temperature the free energy of formation of the oxide is positive, i.and 
the_ oxide becomes unstable, and should decompose into the metal,'and 
oxygen. . 

Theoretically all oxides can be decomposed to give the metal 'and 
oxygen if a sufficiently high temperature can be attained. In practice the 
oxides of Ag, Au and Hg are the only oxides which can be decomposed 
at temperatures which are easily attainable, and these metals can there
fore. be extracted by thermal decomposition of their oxides. 

4. In a number of processes, one metal is used to reduce the oxide of 
another metal. Any metal will reduce the oxide of other metals which 
lie above it in the Ellingham diagram because the free energy will 
become more negative by an amount equal to the difference between 
the two graphs at that particular temperature. Thus Al reduces FeO, 
CrO and NiO in th.e well known Thermite reaction, but Al will not 
reduce MgO at temperatures below 1500°C. 

In the case of carbon reacting with oxygen, two reactions arc possible: 

c + 02 -co2 
c + ~02- co 

In the first reaction, the volume of C02 produced is the same as the 
volume of 0 2 used, so the change in entropy is very small, and AG hardly 
changes with temperature. Thus the graph of AG against T is almost 
horizontal. · 
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Figure 6.6 Ellingham diagram for carbon. (The composite curve is the solid line .} 
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The second reaction produces two volumes of CO for every one volume 
of oxygen used. Thus tis is positive, and hence tiG becomes increasingly 
negative as T increases. Consequently the line on the Ellingham diagram 
slopes downwards (Figure 6.6). The two lines for C ~· C02 and C ~ CO 
cross at about 710 °C. Below this temperature the reaction to form C02 is 
energetically more favourable, but above 710°C the formation of CO is 
preferred. 

Carbon is extensively used to reduce iron oxide in the extraction of iron, 
but it may also be used to reduce any other of the oxides above it on the 
Ellingham diagram. Since the tiG line slopes downwards it will eventually 
cross and lie below all the other graphs for metal/metal oxide. Thus in 
principle carbon could be used to reduce any metal oxide. if a sufficiently 
high temperature were used. At one time MgO was reduced by C at 
2000°C, followed by shock (i.e. rapid) cooling, though this process is now 
obsolete. Similarly the reduction of very stable oxides like Ti02 , Al20 3 
and MgO is theoretitalJy possible, but is not attempted because of the high 
cost and prattical difficulties of using extremely high temperatures. A 
further limitation on the use of carbofi for extracting metals is that at high 
temperatures many metals react with carbon, forming carbides .. 

Many metals .occur as sulphide ores. Though carbon is a good redudng 
agent for oxides, it is a poor reducing agent for sulphides. The reason why 
carbon reduces so many oxides at elevated temperatures is that the 6.G0 /T 
line for CO has a negative slope. there is no compound CS analogous to 
CO with a steep negative D.G0 /T line. Thus sulphides are normally roasted 
in air to form oxides before reducing with carbon. · 

2MS + 302 ~ 2MO + 2S02 

In a similar way hydrogen is Of limited use as a reducing agent for 
extracting metals from their oxides since the tiG0 /T line has a positive 
slope, and runs parallel to tnany metal oxide lihes. 

2H2 + (02J ~ 2H20 

Thus only those metals wit.h metal~ metal oxide lines above the hydrogen 
line will be reduced. and this docs not change wi·th temperature. A further 
problem with H2 is that many metals react with hydrogen, forming 
hydrides. and if hydrogen remains dissolved in the metal (interstitial 
hydrides) it significantly affects the properties of the metal. 

Thermodynamic argumefits about what will reduce a given compound 
have two limitations. They assume that the reactants and products are in 
equilibrium, which is often untrue, and they indicate whether a reaction is 
possible but do · not predict the rate of reaction, or if some alternative 
reaction is even more favourable. 

Further details of extraction processes and Ellingham diagrams fbr 
halides and sulphides are given in Further Reading see Ives b.J.G., and 
Ellingham, H.J.T. · 



Table 6.15 Extraction methods and the periodic table 

s-block 

.I II 

1 'H 

2 3Li . 4Be 

3 . 11Na- 12Mg 

41 t9K 20ea 21sc · 

5 I . ')7kb ~r 39y 
--

6 I . 55Cs I 56Ba I S7La 

Electrolysis of Electrolysis 
fused salts or chemical 
(often chlorides) reduction 

Notes 
l. Al, F and Cl are obtained by electrolysis of solutions 
2. Br is obtained by displacement 
3. I is obtained by reduction 
4. Tc does not occur in nature 

d-block 

p-block 

HI IV v VI VII 

!B 

i[q~ · 1;~32oe 

~n: J~:~n j 51Sb I 52-f.C t s31 

Found free in nature 
or compounds easily 
decomposed by heat 

•n · 1~ «h.L 1 -... · · l '··-~o ·-01 

Oxides reduced by carbon or 
sulphides oonverted to oxides 
then reduced by carbon 

0 
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HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL AND DIAGONAL RELATIONSHIPS IN 
THE PERIODIC TABLE 

On moving across a period in the periodiC table, the number of electrons in 
the outer shell increases from one to eight. Thus Group I elements all have 
one electron in their outer shell. When they react they are univalent, 
because the loss of one electron leaves a noble gas structure. Similarly 
Group II elements have two electrons in their outer shell and are divalent. 
The valency of an element in one of the main groups is either the group 
number, which is the same as the number of outer electrons, or eight minus 
the group number. Group V elements (e.g. nitrogen) have five outer 
electrons. If three of these are shared in covalent bonds with other atoms, 
the nitrogen atom has a share in eight electrons and has a stable· con
figuration. Thus nitrogen is trivalent, for example in ammonia NH3 . The 
halogens are in Group VII and have seven outer electrons. The valency 
should be 8 - 7 = 1. A stable structure is attained by gaining one electron 
either by forming. an i<>nic or a covalent bond. The number of outer 
electrons thus determines the valency of the element. 

On moving from left to right across a period, the size of the atoms 
decreases because of the additional nudear charge. Thus the orbital 
electrons are .more tightly held, and the ionization energy increases. The 
metallic character of the element also decreases, and the oxides of the 
elements become less basic. Thus Na20 is strongly basic; Al20 3 is 
amphoteric and reacts with both adds. and bases; S02 is an acidic oxide 
since it dissolves in water to forin sulphurous acid (H2S03) and reacts with 
bases to form sulphites. Generally. metallic oxides are basic, whilst non-
metallic oxides are acidic. · 

On descending a group in the periodic table, the elements all have the. 
same number of outer electrons and the same valency, but the size in
creases. Thus the ionization energy decreases and the metallic character 
increases. This is particularly. apparent in Groups IV atld V which begin 
with the non-metals carbo11 and nitrogen and end with the metals lead and 
bismuth. The oxides become increasingly basic on descending the group. 

On moving diagonally across the periodic table the elements show cer
tain similarities. These are usually weaker than the similatities within a 
group, but are quite pronounced in the foliowing pairs of elernents: 

Li Be B C 
\ \ \ 

Na Mg Al Si 

On moving across a period; the charge on the ions increases and the size 
decreases, causing the p<>larizi11g power to increase. On inoving dowh a 
group, the size increases and the polarizing power decreases. O_n rn9vifig 
diagonally these two effects partly cancel each · other, so that t~ere is no 
marked change in properties. 'the type and strength of bond formed and 
the properties of the compounds are often similar, although the valency is 
different. thus lithium is sitnilar to magnesium in many of its properties 



and beryllium is similar .to aluminiurn. Thes.e similarities are examined in 
more detail in the chapters on Groups I, II.and III. Diagonal similarities 
are most important among the lighter elements, but the line separating the 
metals from the non-metals also runs diagonally. 

' . . . . . . . . 
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PROBLEMS 

l. (a) How does the size of atoms vary from left to right in a period, and 
on descending a grtiup in the periodic table? What are the reasons 
for these changes? · 

(b) Can you explain the large atomic radii of the noble gases? 
(c) Why is the decrease iri size between Li and Be much greater than 

that between Na and Mg or K and Ca'! 

2. Explain what is meant by the ionization energy of an element. How 
docs this vary between hydrogen and neon in the periodic table? 
Discuss how the variation can be related to the electronic structure of 
the atoms. 

3. (a) What is the correlation between atomic size and ionization 
energy? · 

(b) Account for the· fad that there is a decrease in first . ionization 
energy from Be to B, and Mg to Al. . 

(c) Suggest the reason for tlie decrease in first ionization energy from 
N to 0, and P to S. 

(d) Explain why the substantial decrease in first ionization energy 
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observed between Na and K, and Mg and Ca, is not observed 
between A and Ga. 

( e) What is the significance of the large increase in the third ionization 
energy of Ca and the fifth ioniz~tion energy of Si? 

(f) Why i~ the first ionization energy of the transition elements 
reasonably constant? 

4. (a) What is electronegativity, and how is it related to the type of bond . 
formed? 

(b) What ·are Fajans' rules? 
(c) Predict the type of bonds formed in HCI, CsCI, NH3 , CS2 and 

GeBr4 • 

5. (a) List the different scales of electronegativity and briefly describe 
the theoretical basis behind each. 

{b) Give four examples to show how electronegativity values may be 
. used to predict the type of bond formed in a compound. 

6. Use a modified Born-Haber cycle suitable for the estimation of 
electrode potentials to explain: 
(a) Why Li is as strong a reducing agent as Cs 
(b) Why Ag is a noble metal and K a highly reactive metal. 

7. (a) What are the standard electrode potentials, and how are they 
related to the el~ctrochemicaJ series? 

{b) Explain the recovery of copper from solution using scrap iron. 
(c) How is it possible to preferentially deposit metals electrolytically, 

e.g. Cu, Ni, and Zn from a solution containing all three? 
( d) Why is it possible to obtain zinc by electrolysis of an aqueous 

solution even though the electrode potentials would suggest that 
the water should decompose first? · 

8. (a) Explain why Cu+ disproportionates in solution. 
(b) Explain why the standard reduction potentials for Cu2 

- Cu+ and 
cu+ _. Cq are +0.15 and +0.50 volt, respectively, yet that for 
Cu2+ _. Cu is + 0.34 volt. 

9. Name the eight most abundant elements in the earth's crust and place 
them in the correct order. 

10. Describe the following named metallurgical processes: (a) Bessemer, 
{b) BOP, (c) Kroll, (d) Van Arkel, (e) Hall-Heroult, (f) Parkes. 

11. Which elements occur in the native state? 

12. List five ores which are smelted, and give equations to show what 
occurs during smelting. 

13. Describe t_he extraction of three different elements using carbon as the 
reducing agent. 

14. Draw an Ellingham diagram for metal oxides and explain what 
information can be obtained from it. In addition explain why most of 

I 
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the lines slope upwards from left to right. why the lines change in 
slope. and what happens when a line crosses the !::.G = 0 axis . 

15. Use the Ellingham diagram for oxides to find: 
(a) if Al will reduce chromium oxide 
(b) at what temperature C will reduce magnesium oxide, and 
(c) at what temperature mercuric oxide will decompose into its 

elements. 

16. Explain in detail the processes involved in the production of pig iron 
and steel. 

17. Describe the extraction of two metals and two non-metals by 
electrolysis. 

18. Describe the extraction of magnesium and bromine from sea water. 

____ , _____ _J I_ 192J 



7 ·Coordination compounds 

DOUBLE SAL TS AND COORDINATION COMPOUNDS 

Addition compounds are formed when stoichiometric amounts of two 
or more stable compounds join together. For example: 

KCJ + MgCl2 + 6H20 - KCI · MgCl2 · 6H20 
· ( cam;dlite) 

K2S04 + A!i(S04)J + 24H20- K2S04 · A'2(S04)J · 24H20 
(potassium alum) 

CuS04 + 4NH3 + H20 - CuS04 · 4NH3 • H20 
(tetrammine copper(II) sulphate 
monhydrate) 

Fe(CN)i + 4KCN - Fe(CN)i · 4KCN 
(potassium ferrocyanide) 

Addition compounds are of two types: 

I. Those which losi: their identity in solution (double salts) 
2. Those which retain their identity in solution (complexes) 

When crystals of carnallite are dissolved in water, the solution shows 
the properties of K +, Mg2

+ and c1-. ions. In a similar way, a solution of 
potassium alum shows the properties of L +. Al3+ and so~- ions. These 
are both examples of double salts which exist only in the crystalline state. 

When the other two examples of coordination compounds dissolve 
they do not form simple ions - Cu2+. or Fe2+ and CN- - but instead 
their complex ions remain intact. Thus the cuproammonium ion 
[Cu(H 20h(NH.,).i)2+ and the ferrocyanide ion [Fe(CN)6 ]

4
- exist as 

distinct entities both in the solid and in solution. Complex ions are shown 
by the use of square brackets. Compounds containing these ions are called 
coordination compounds. The chemistry of metal ions in solution is essen
tially the chemistry of their complexes. Transition metal ions, in particular, 
form many stable complexes. In solution 'free' metal ions are coordinated 
either to water or to other ligands. Thus Cu2 + exists as the pale blue 
complex ion [Cu(H20)6)2+ in aqueous solution (and also in hydrated 



crystalline salts). If aqueous ammonia is added to this solution, the familiar 
deep blue cuproammonium ion is forined: 

[Cu(H20)6]
2+ + 4NH3 ~ [Cu(H20h(NH:i)4)2+ + 4H20 

Note that this reaction is a substitution reaction, and the NH3 replaces 
water in the complex ion. 

WERNER'S WORK 

Werner's coordination theory in 1893 was the first attempt to explain 
the bonding in coordination complexes. It must be remembered that this 
imaginative theory was put forward before the electron had been dis
covered by J .J, Thompson in 1896, and before the electronic theory of 
valency. This theory and his painstaking work over the f1ext 20 years won 
Alfred Werner the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 1913. 

Complexes must have been a complete mystery without any knowledge 
ofbonding or structure. For example, why does a stable salt like CoCl3 
react with a varying number of stable molecules of a compound such as 
NH:i to give several new compounds: CoCI_, · 6NH3 , CoCl3 • 5NH3 and 
CoCl3 • 4NH3? What are their structures? At that time X-ray diffraction, 
which is the most powerful method of determining the structures of 
crystals, had yet to be discovered. Werner did not have at his disposal any 
of the modern instrumental techniques, and all his studies were made using 
simple reaction chemistry. Werner was able to explain the 1iature of bonding 
in complexes, and he concluded that in complexes the metal shows two dif
ferent sorts of valency: 

l. Primary valencies. These are non-directional. The modern explanation 
would be as. follows. The complex cbmmonly exists as a positive ion. 
The primary valency is the numbet of charges on the complex ion. In 
compounds, this charge is matched by the same number of charges from 
negative ions. Primary valency applies equally well to simple salts and 
to complexes. Thus in CoC!i (Co2+ + 2c1-) there are two primary 
valencies. i.e. two ionic bonds. The complex [Co(NH3) 6]C13 actually 
exists as (Co(NH3) 6)H and 3CI-. Thus the primary valency is 3. as there 
are three ionic bonds. 

2. Secondary valencies. These are directional. In modern terms the 
number of secondary valencies equals the number of ligand atoms 
coordinated to the metal. ihis is now called the coordination number. 
Ligands are commonly negative ions such as o-, or neutral molecules 
such as NH3• Less commonly, ligands may be positive ions such as 
NO+. Each metal has· a characteristic number of secondary valencies. 
Thus in [Co(NH3)6)C1J the three er- are held by primary valencies .' The 
six NH3 groups are held by· secondary valencies. · 

Secondary valencies ate directional, and so a complex ion has a par· 
ticular shape, e.g. the complex ion [Co(NH3) 6JJ+ is octahedral. Werner 
deduced the shapes of many complexes. He did this by preparing as many 

• 
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different isomeric complexes of a system as was possible. He noted the 
number of isomers formed and · related this number to the number of 
isomers predicted for different geometric shapes. The most common co
ordination number in transition metal complexes is 6, and the shape is 
usually octahedral. The coordination number 4 is also common, and this 
gives. rise to either tetrahedral or square planar complexes. 

Werner treated cold solutions of a series of coordination complexes with 
an excess of silver nitrate, and weighed the silver chloride precipitated. 
The stoichiometries of complex-AgCI formed were as follows: 

CoCl3 ·6NH3- 3AgCl 

CoC13 · 5NHj-+ 2AgCl 

CoCl3 · 4NH3 -+ IAgCl 

Werner deduced that in CoCl3 • 6NH3 the three chlorines acted 
as primary valencies, and the six ammonias as secondary valencies. 
Inmodern terms the complex is wriJten (Co(NH3),,)C13 . The three Cl
are ionic and hence are precipitated as AgCI by AgN03 . The six NH3 

ligands form coordinate bonds to Co3 +, forming a complex ion [Co(NH3)]3+ 
(Figure 7. la). 

Werner deduced that loss of one NH3 from CoC13 · 6NH3 should give 
CoCh · 5NH3 , and at the same time ooe Cl changed from being a pri
mary valency to a secondary valency. Thus this complex had two primary 
valencies and six secondary valencies. In modern terms the complex 
[Co(NH3)5Cl]Cli ionizes to give [Co(NH3)sCl]2+ and two c1- ions. Thus 
only two of the three chlorine ·atoms are ionic and thus only two are 
precipitated as AgCI with AgN03. Five NH3 and on·e Cl form coordinate 
bonds to CoH ~ forming a complex ion (Figure. 7 .1 b ): 

Similarly in CoCl3 • 4NH) Werner deduced that one Cl formed a primary 
valency; and that there were six secondary valencies (two Cl and four 
NH3) .· In mode·rn terms the complex [Co(NHj)4C12)CI ionizes to give 
[Co(NH3) 4Cf2)+ and Cl.:. and so ·only one er can be precipitated as AgCI. 
The coordination n·umber of Co3+ is 6; in this case· four NH, and two o
form coordinate· bonds to Co3+. The old and modern ways ·of writing the 
formulae of these complexes are shown in Table 7.1. 

Thus Werner established that the number of secondary valencies (that is 
the coordination number) was 6 in these complexes. He then attempted to 

NH3 J+ 

H 3N l NH3 

"" It!"' Co 3CJ-

/' l' H 3N NH3 

NH3 z+ 

H3N l . Cl 
~ ,/ 

Co 2c1-
. /' ' 
H3N 1 NH3 

NH3 NH3 

(a) . (b) 

Figure 7.1 Structures of (a) [Co(NH3)6)CI3 and (b) (Co(NH3)sCl)Cl2. 
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Table 7.J Formulae of some cobalt complexes 

Old 

C0Ch·6NH1 
CoCl~·SNH~ 
Coc1; ·4NH; 

New 

[Co(NH3)6]H 3Cl
[Co(NH3)5CIJ2+ 2c1-
[Co(NH;i)4Cl2J+ c1-

find the shapes of the complexes. The possible arrangements of six groups 
round one atom arc a planar hexagon, a trigonal prism, <Ind an octahedron 
(Figure 7.2). Werner then compared the number of isomeric forms he had 
obtained with the theoretical number for each of the possible shapes 
(Table 7.2). 

Table 7.2 Number of isomers predicted and actually found 

Complex Observed 

[MX6 ) I 
[MX~YJ I 
(MX4Y2) 2 
(MX3Y3) 2 

Octahedral 

I 
I 
2 
2 

Predicted 

Planar hexagon 

I 
I 
3 
3 

Trigonal prism 

I 
I 
3 
3 

These results strongly suggested that these complexes . have an 
octahedral shape. This proof was not absolute proof, as it was just possible 
that the correct experimental conditions had not been fourid for preparing 
all the isomers. More recently the X-ray structures have been determined, 
and these establish that the shape is octahedral (Figure 7.3). 

More recently, with a bidentate ligand such as ethylenediamine (t ,2-
diaminoethane), two optically active isomers have been found (Figure 7.4). 

In a similar way, Werner studied a ri.li'1gc of complexes which included 
(Pt11(NH3)iC!i) and (Pd11(NH3hC'2}. The coordination number is 4, and 
the shape could be either tetrahedral or sqi.;are planar. Werner was able to 
prepare two different isomers for these complexes. A tetrahedral complex 
can only exist in one form; but a square planar complex can exist in two 
isomeric forrns. This proved these complexes are square pianat rather than 
tetrahedral (Figure 7 .5). 

MORE RECENT METHODS OF STUDYING COMPLEXES 

The electrical conductivity of a solution of an ionic material depends on: 

1. The concentration Of solute. . 
2. ·The numbet Of charges on the species which are formed on dissolution. 

Planar hexagon 

Trigonal prisrii 

Octahedron 

Figure 7.2 Possible geometri 
shapes for six-coordination. 

d form I forn 
Mirror 
plane 

Figure 7 .4 Optical isomerism 
octahedral complexes. 

Figure 7.5 Isomerism in squa1 
planar complexes. 
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eg. 
[Co 111(Nfi;i)6)3+ 

[Fe111 (CNJ
6
Jr 

MX 5Y 

iftiv1NH3)5CI13+ 

{Co111(NH3)5CIJ2+ 

M~Y2 
eg. 
{PtlV(NH3)4Ci:iJ2+ 

(CQ111(NH3)4C'2J+ 

(Pt 1v(N~l2C~) 

MX3Y3 
eg. . 

I Pt1~ N H313C '3i+ 
[Go(NH3J3Cl:JJ 

Only one form 

~X-~Y 
x x 

vv Jf?xvx 
M 

x x . 
x y . 

Cis Trans 

~y + 
/-f-( x~ . 

x y 
Fae- Mer-

Figure 7.J Isomers in octahedral complexes. 

Only one form . 
as all six corners 

are eQuivalent 

Two isomers 
cis and trans 

Two isomers 
and facial Fac
meridianal Mer-

Molar conductivities relate to a 1 M solution and· thus the concentration 
factor is removed. The total number of charges on the species formed when 
the .complex dissolv~s can be deduced by comparison of its molar con
ductivity with that of known simple ionic materials (Table 7.3). These 
conductivities suggest the same structures for the cobalt/ammonia/chlorine 

Table 7 .3 Conductivities of salts and complexes (Molar conductivities 
measured at 0.001 M concentration) 

LiCI -> Li+ c1-
CaCJ, -> Ca2+ 20-
CoCI~ · 5NH1 . 
CoBr_i . 5NH'.1 
LaCl.i -> La3 + Jc1-
C0Ch · 6NH1 
CoBr_i . 6NH·_, 

(total of 2 charges) 

(total of 4 charges) 

(total of 6 charges) 

112.0 

260.8 
261.3 
257.6 

393.5 
431.6 

. 426.9 



MORE RECENT · METHOl)S OF STUDYING COMPLEXES 

Table 7.4 Number of charges related to modern and Werner structures 

(Co(NH:\)1,J-l+ 3c1-
[Co(NH~)sCl)2+ 2e1-
[Co(NH3)4Cl2)+ c1-

Charges 

6 
4 
2 

Primary valency 
ionizable chlorines 

3 
2 
1 

Secondary valency 

6NH-' = 6 
5NH3 + lCI- = 6 
4NH3 + 2c1- = 6 

complexes mentioned earlier, as do the results from Werner's AgCl experi
ments, shown in Table 7.4. 

The freezing ·point of a liquid is lowered when a chemical substance is 
dissolved in it. Cryoscopic measurements involve measuring how much the 
freezing point is lowered. The depression Of freezing point obtained de
pends on the number of particles present. Cryoscopic measurements can 
be used to find if a molecule dissociates, and how many ions are formed . If 
a molecule dissociates into two ions it will give twice the expected 
depression for a single particle. If three ions are formed this will give three 
times the expected depression. Thus: 

uc1 ~ u+ + c1-
MgCl2 ~ Mg2+ + 2Cl

LaC13 ~ La3+ + 3Cl-

(2 particles) [(2 charges)] 
(3 particles) ( 4 charges) 

(4 particles) (6 charges) 

The number of particles formed from a complex molecule determines the 
size of the depression of freezing point. Note that the number of particles 
formed may be different from the total number of charges which can be 
ohtained from conductivity measurements. The two types of information 
can be used together to establish the structure (Table 7.5). · 

The magnetic moment can be measured (see Chapter 18 - Magnetic 
properties). This provides information about the number of unpaired ele~ 
tron spins present in a complex.,From this it is possible to decide how the 
electrons are arranged and whi~h orbitals are occupied. Sometimes the 
structure of the complex can be deduced from this. For example, the 
compound Ni11(NH.1)4(N03)i · 2H20 might contain four ammonia mole-

Table 7.5 Establishing the structure of complexes 

Formula 

CoCh · 6NH1 
CoC1~·5NH~ 
Cocl;·4NH; 
CoCh· 3NH1 
Co(N02h · KN02 · 2NH3 
Co(NOih · 2KN02 · NH3 
Co(N02h · 3KN02 

Cryoscopic Molar 
measurement conductivity 

4 particles 
3 particies 
2 particles 
i particle 
2 particles 
3 particles 
4 particles 

6 charges 
4 charges . 
2 charges 
0 charge 
2 charges 
4 charges 
6 charges 

Structure 
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cules coordinated lo Ni in a square planar (Ni(NH3) 4 j2+ ion and two 
molecules of water of crystallization and ·have no unpaired electrons. 
Alternatively the water might be coordinated to the metal, giving an 
octahedral [Ni(H20}i(NH3) 4)

2+ complex with two unpaired electrons. 
Both these complex ions exist and their structures can be deduced from 
magnetic measurements. 

Dipole moments may also yield structural information but only fornon· 
ionic complexes. For example, the complex [Pt(NH3)iC'2) is square planar, 
and can exist as cis or trans forms. The dipole moments from the various 
metal-ligand bonds cancel out in the trans configuration. However, a finite 
dipole moment is given by the cis arrangement. · 
· Electronic spectra (UV and visible) alsoprovide valuable information on 

the energy of the orbitals, and on the shape of thecomplex . By this means it 
is possible to distinguish betweentetrahedrnl and octahedral complexes. 
and whether the shape isdistorted or regular. 

The rriost powerful method, however, is the X-ray determination of the 
crystal structure. This provides details of the exact shape and the bond 
lengths and angles of the atoms in the structure. 

EFFECTIVE ATOMIC NUMBERS 

The number of secondary valencies in the Werner theory is now called the 
coordination number of the central metal in the complex. This is the 
number of ligand atoms bonded to the central metal ion . Each ligand 
donates an electron pair to the metal ion, thus forming a coordinate bond. 
Transition metals form coordination compounds very readily because they 
have vacant d orbitals which can accoinmodate these electron pairs. The 
electronic arrangement of the noble gases is known to be very stable. 
Sidgwick, with his effective atomic number rule, suggested that electron 
pairs from ligands were added until the central metal was surrounded by 
the same number of electrons as the next noble gas.· Consider potassium 
hexacyanoferrate(II) K.i[Fe(CN)6] (formerly called potassium ferrocyan
ide). An iron atom has 26 electrons, and so the central metal ion Fe2+ has 
24 electrons. The next noble gas Kr has 36 electrons. Thus the addition of 
six electron pairs from six CN- ligands adds 12 electrons, thus raising the 
effective atomic.number (EAN) of Fe2 + in the complex [Fe(CN)6)

4
- to 36. 

[24 + (6 x 2) = 36) 

Further examples are given in Table 7.6. 
The EAN .rule correctly predicts the number of ligands in many com· 

plexes. There are, however, a significant number of exceptions where the 
EAN is not quite that of a noble gas. If the original metal ion has an odd 
number of electrons, for example, the adding of electron pairs cannot 
result in a noble gas ·structure. The tendency to attain a noble gas con· 
figuration is a significant factor but not a necessary condition for complex 
formation . It is also necessary to produce a symmetriCalstnicture (tetra· 
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Table 7.6 Effective atomic numbers of some metals in complexes 

Atom Atomic Complex Electrons lost Electrons EAN 
number in ion gained by 

formation coordination 

Cr 24 (Cr(C0)11) 0 12 

~I Fe 26 [Fe(CN)11}4
- 2 12 36 . 

Fe 26 [Fe(COhJ 0 to 36 
Co 27 (Co(NH3)6]3+ 3 12 36 (Kr) . 
Ni 28 fNi(C0)4)" o · 8 36 
Cu 29 [Cu(CN)4]3- 1 8 36 
Pd 46 f Pd{NH3)r.]4 + 4 12 54 (Xe) 
Pt 78 (PtCl6)

2 - 4 12 86 (Rn) 

Fe 26 [Fe(CN)6)3- 3 12 35 
Ni 28 [Ni(NH;.)6)2+ 2 12 38. 
Pd 46 [PdC14] - 2 8 52 
Pt 78 [Pt(NH3)4]2+ 2 8 84 

hedral, square planar, octahedral) irrespective of the number of electrons 
involved. 

SHAPES OF d ORBITALS 

Since d orbitals are often used in coordination complexes it is important 
to study their shapes and distribution in space. The five d orbitals are not 
identical and the orbitals may be divided into two sets. The three t2g 

· orbitals have identical shape and point between the axes, x, y and z. The 

t2g 
orbitals 

(d«) 

eg 
orbitals 

(dy) 

x 

y 

dxy 

· dx~y2 

Figure 7 .6 Shapes of d orbitals. 
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two ei; orbitals have different shapes and point along the axes (Figure 7.6). 
Alternative names for t2g and eg are d& and dy respectively. 

BONDING IN TRANSITION METAL COMPLEXES 

There are three theories of metal to ligand bonding in complexes, all dating 
back to the 1930s. 

Valence bond theory 

This theory was developed by Pauling. Coordination compounds contain 
complex ions, in which ligands form coordinate bonds to the metal. Thus 
the ligand must have a lone pair of electrons, and the metal must have an 
empty orbital of suitable energy available for bonding. The theory con
siders which atomic orbitals on the metal are used for bonding. From this 
the shape and stability of the complex are predicted. The theory has two 
main limita.tions. Most transition metal complexes are coloured, but the 
theory provides no explanation for their electronic spectra. Further, the 
theory does· ilot explain why the magnetic properties vary with tempera
ture. For these reasons it has largely been superseded by the crystal field 
theory. However, it is of interest for study as it shows the continuity of the 
development of modern ideas from Werner's theory. 

Crystal field theory 

This theory was proposed by Bethe and van Vleck: The attraction between 
the . central metal and ligands in the complex is considered to be purely 
electrostatic. Thus bonding in the complex may be ion-ion attraction 
(between positive and negative ions such as Co3+ and c1-). Alternatively, 
ion-dipole attractions may give rise to bonding (if the ligand is a neutral 
molecule such as NH3 or CO): NH3 has a dipole moment with a cS- charge · 
on N anp o+ charges on H. Thus in (Co(NH3) 6]3+ the o- charge on the 
N atom of each NH3 points towards the Co3+. This theory is simple. It 
has been remarkably successful in explaining the electronic spectra and 
magnetistn of transition metal complexes, particularly when allowance is 
made for the possibility of some covalent interaction between the orbitals 
on the metal and ligand. When some allowance is made for covalency, the 
theory is often renamed as the ligand field theory. Three types of inter
action are possible: er overlap oforbitals, n overlap of orbitals, or dn-pn 
bonding (back bonding) due to 7t overlap of full d orbitals on the metal 
with empty p orbitals on the ligands. 

Molecular orbital theory 

Both covalent and ionic contributions are fully allowed for in this theory. 
Though this theory. is probably the most important approach to chemical 

bonding, it has not displaced the other theories. This is because the quan
titative calculations involved are difficult and lengthy. involving the use 
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of extensive computer time. Much of the qualitative description can be 
obtained by other approaches using symmetry and group theory. 

VALENCE BOND THEORY 

The formation of a complex may be considered as a series of hypothetical 
steps. First the appropriate metal ion is taken, e.g. Co3+ . A Co atom has 
tile outer electronic structure 3d14s2

• Thus a Co3+ ion will have the 
structure 3d6

, and the electrons will be arranged: 

full 
inner 
shell 

3d 4s 

D 
4p 4d 

I I I I I I I I I I 
If this ion forms a complex with six ligands, then six empty atomic orbitals 
are required on the metal ion to receive the coordinated lone pairs of 
electrons. The orbitals used are the 4s, three 4p and two 4d. These are 
hybridized to give a set of six equivalent sp3d 2 hybrid orbitals. A ligand 
orbital containing a lone pair of electrons forms a coordinate bond by 
overlapping with an empty hybrid orbital on the metal ion . In this way a 
er bond is formed with each ligand. The d orbitals used are the 4dx2-y2 
and 4dzi· In the diagrams below, electron pairs from the ligands are shown 
as ri. . 

lull 
inner 
shell 

3d 4p 4d 
,,,,,,,,,,. ,,,,,,, ., ] 

(sp3d2 hybridization) 
octahedral shape 
outer orbital complex 
high-spin complex 

Since the outer 4d orbitals are used for bonding this is called an outer 
orbital complex. The energy of these orbitals is quite high, so that the 
compiex will be reactive or labile. The magnetic moment depends on the 
number of unpaired electrons. The 3d level contains the maximum number 
of unpaired electrons for a d 6 arrangement, so this is sometimes called a 
high-spin or a spin-free complex. An alternative octahedral arrangement is 
possible when the electrons on the metal ion are rearranged as shown 
below. As before, lone pairs from the ligands ate shown as j~. 

full 
inner 
shelf 

3d 45 4p 

(d2 sp3 hybridization) 
octahedral shape 

· inner orbital complex 
low-spin complex 

4d 

I I ] I I I 
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Since low energy inner d orbitals are used this is called an inner orbital 
complex. Such complexes .are · more stable than the outer orbital com
plexes. The unpaired electrons in the metal ion have been forced to pair 
up, and so this is now a low-spin complex. In this.particular case all the 
electrons are paired, so the complex will be diamagnetic. 

The metal fon could also form four-coordinate complexes, and two dif
ferent arrangements are possible. It must be remembered that hybrid 
orbitals do not actually exist. Hybridization is a mathematical manipulation 
of the wave equations for the atomic orbitals involved. 

full 3d 4s 4p 

inner lult It It It I ~ 11~11~11~1 ... 
shell 

4d 

LJ 1111 

(sp3 hybridization) 
tetrahedral shape 

3d 4s 4p 
full 

lultJ.lt It 1 1~1 [!±] . INl 1~I I inner .. 
shell 

4d 

I -I I I I I 

(ds,r hybridization) 
square planar sh~ 

The theory does not explain the colour and spectra of complexes. The 
theory shows the number of unpaired electrons. From this the magnetic 
moment can be calcuJat~d (see Chapter 18). However, it does not explain 
why the magnetic moment varies with temperature. · 

CRYSTAL FIELD THEORY 

The crystal field theory is now much more widely accepted than the valence 
bond theory. It assumes that the attraction between the central metal and 
the ligands in a complex is purely electrostatic. The transition metal which 
forms the central atom in the complex is regarded as a positive ion of 
charge equal to the oxidation state. This is surrounded by negative ligands 
or neutral molecules which have a lone pair of electrons. If the ligand is a 
neutral molec!.Jle such as· NH3, the 11egative end of the dipole in the 
molecule is directed towards the metal ion. The electrons on the central 
metal are under repulsive forces from those on the ligands. Thus the 
electrons occupy the d orbitals furthest away from the direction of ap
proach of ligands. In the crystal field theory the following assumptions 
are made. 

1. Ligands are treated as point charges. 
2. There is no interaction between metal orbitals and ligand orbitals. 
3. The d orbitals on the metal all have the same energy (that is degenerate) 

in the free atom. However, when a complex is formed the ligands 
destroy· the degeneracy of these orbitals, i.e. the orbitals now have 
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different energies. In an isolated gaseous metal ion, the five d orbitals 
do all have the same energy, and are termed degenerate. If a spherically 
symmetrical field of negative charges surrounds the metal ion, the d 
orbitals remain degenerate. However, the energy of the orbitals is 
raised because of repulsion between the field and the electrons on the 
m.etal. In most transition metal complexes, either six or four ligands 
surround the metal, giving octahedral or tetrahedral structures. In both 
of these cases the field produced by the ligands is not spherically 
symmetrical. Thus the d orbitals are not all affected equally by the 
ligand field. · 

Octahedral complexes 

In an octahedral complex, the metal is at the centre of the octahedron, and 
the ligands are at the six corners. The directions x, y and z point to three 
adjacent corners of the octahedron as shown in Figure 7. 7. 

The lobes of the eg orbitals (dx2-y2 and dz2) p9int along the axes x, y and 
z. The lobes of the t2g orbitals (dxy• dxz and dyz) point in between the axes. 
It follows that the approach of six ligands along the x, y, z, -x, -y and -z 
directions will increase the energy of the dx2-y2 and dz2 orbitals (which 
point along the axes) much more than it increases the energy of the dxy• dxz 
and dyz orbitals (which point between the axes). Thus under the influence 
of an octahedral ligand field the d orbitals split into two groups of different 
energies (Figure 7.8). 

Rather than referring to the energy level of an isolated metal atom, the 
weighted mean of these two sets of perturbed orbitals is taken as the zero: 
this is sometimes called the Bari centre. The difference it'I energy between 
the two d levels is given either of the symbols .6.0 or 10 Dq. It follows that 

Energy 

---eg 

d orbitals are 
split into two 
groups 

Free metal ion Metal ion 
(five degenerate in octahedral 
d orbitals) field 

Figure 7.8 Crystal field splitting of energy levels iii an octahedral field. 

z 

Figure 7. 7 The directions in; 
octahedral complex. 
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Figure 7.9 Diagram of the energy levels of d orbitals in an octahedral field. 

the eg orbitals are +0.6.::l0 above the average level, and the t2g orbitals are 
-0.4.1.0 below the average (Figure 7.9). 

The size of the energy gap .1.0 between the t2g and eg levels can be 
measured easily by recording the UV-visibl~ spectrum of the complex. 
Consider a complex like [Ti(H20)6]3+. The Ti3+ ion has one d electron. In 
the complex this will occupy the orbital with the lowest energy, that is one 
of the t2g orbitals (Figure 7.lOa). The. c9mplex absorbs light of the correct 
~avelength (energy) to promote the electron from the t2g level to the eg 

level (Figure 7. lOb). 
The electronic spectrum for [Ti(l-hO )]3+ is given in Figure 7 .11. The 

steep part of the curve from 27000 to 30000cm-• (in the UV region) is due 
to charge transfer. The d-·d transition is the single broad peak with a 
maximum at 20300cm-•. Since I kJmo1-• = 83.7cm-•, the value of .1.0 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.10 d1.config1Jration : (a) ground state. (b) excited state. 
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Figure 7 .11 Ultraviolet and visible absorpti~n spectrum of [Ti (H20)6)3+. 

for [Ti(H20)]3+ is 20300/83.7 = 243kJmo1- 1• This is much the same as 
the energy of many normal single bonds (see Appendix F) . 

The above method is the most convenient way of measuring 6 0 values. 
However, 6 0 values can also be obtained. from values of observed lattice 
energies and . those calculated using the Born-Lande equation (see 
Chapter 3). · 

Solutions containing the hydrated Ti3+ ion are reddish violet coloured. 
This is because yellow and green light are absorbed to excite the elec
tron. Thus the transmitted light is the complemeiltary colour red-violet 
(Table 7_7). · 

Because of the crystal field splitting of d orbitals, the singled electron in 
(Ti(H20)]3 + occupies an energy level 2/560 below the average energy of 
the d orbitals. As a result the complex is more stable. The crystal field 
stabilization energy (CFSE) is in this case 2/5 x 243 = 97 kJ mol~ 1 • 

The magnitude of~ .. depends on three factors: · 

Table 7,7 Colours absorbed and colours observed 

Colour absorbed 

yellow-green 
yellow 
orange 
red 
purple 
red-violet 
indigo 
blue 
blue-green 

Colour observed 

red-violet 
indigo 
blue 
blue-green 
green 
yellow-green 
yellow 
orange 
red 

Wavenumber 
observed (cm - 1

) 

24 000- 26 000 
23 000:... 24 000 
21000-23000 
20000-21000 
18000-20000 
17 300- ISOOO 
16 400-17 300 
15 300-16400 
12 800-15 300 
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Table 7 .8 Crystal field splittings by various ligands 

Complex Absorption peak 

(cm- 1) (kJmol- 1) 

[ Cr111Cl6]3- 13640 163 
(Cr111(H20)6]3+ 17830 213 
[ Cr111(NH3)6]3+ 21680 259 
[Cr111(CN)6)3- 26280 314 

1. The nature of the ligands . 
2; The charge on the metal ion. 
3. Whether the metal is in the first, second or third row of transition 

elements. 

Examination of the spectra of a series of complexes of the same metal 
with different ligands shows that the position of the absorption band (and 
hence the value of A0 ) varies depending on the ligands which are attached 
(Table 7.8). 

Ligands which cause only a small degree of crystal field splitting are 
termed weak field ligands. Ligands which cause a large splitting are called 
strong field ligands. Most A values are in the range 7000 cm - 1 to 

. 30 000 cm-1
• The common ligands can be arranged in ascending order of 

crystal field splitting A. The order remains practically constant for different 
metals, and this series is called tbe spectrochemical series (see Further 
Reading Tsuchida, 1938; J0rgensen; 1962). 

Spectrochemical series 
weak field ligands 
i- < Br- < s2- < c1- < N03 < p- < OH- < EtOH < oxalate < H20 

< EDT A < (NH3 ·and pyridine) < ethylenediamine < dipyridyl 
< o-phenanthrolir:ie < NOi < CN- < CO 

strong field ligands 

The spectrochemical series is an experimentally determined series. It is 
difficult to explain the order as it incorporates both the effects of <J and it 
bonding. The halides are in the order expected from electrostatic effects. 
In other cases we must consider covalent bonding to explain the order. A 
pattern of increasing er donation is followed: 

halide donors < 0 donors < N donors < C donors 

The crystal field splitting produced by the strong field CN- ligand is about 
double that for weak field ligands like the halide ions. This is attributed to 
7t bonding in which the metal donates electrons from a filled t2g orbital into 
a vacant orbital on the ligand. In a similar way, many unsaturated N donors 
and C donors may also act as n acceptors . 
. The ·magnitude of L\0 increases as the charge on the metal ion increases. 
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Table 7.9 Crystal field splittin~s for hexa-aqua complexes of Mi+ and M3+ 

Oxidation Ti v Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu 
state 

(+II) Electronic d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d1 dH d9 
configuration 
ti.0 in cm- 1 12600 13900 7800 10400 9 300 8500 12 600 
ll.0 in kJ mol- 1 151 (166) 93 124 111 102 

(+III) Electronic d' di d3 d4 d5 d6 d1 
configuration 
ll.0 in cm- 1 20300 18900 17830 21000 13 700 18600 -
ll.0 in kJmol- 1 243 226 213 (251) 164 222 -

Values for d4 and d9 are approximate because of tetragonal distortion. 

Table 7.10 ti.0 crystal field splittings in one group 

cm- 1 kJmo1- 1 

24800 
34000 
41000 

296 
406 
490 

(151) 
df! 

For first row transition metal ions, the values of .60 for M3+ complexes are 
roughly 50% larger than the values for Mi+ complexes (Table 7.9). 

The value of .10 also increases by about 30% between adjacent members 
down a group of transition elements (Table 7 .10). The crystal field stabiliz
ation energy in [Ti(H20)6)3+, which has a d 1 configuration, has previously 
been shown to be -0.4~0 • In a similar way, complexes containing a metal 
ion with a d 2 configuration will have ·a CFSE of 2 x -0.4Li0 = -0.8Li0 by 
singly filling two of _the t28 orbitals. (This is in agreement with Hund's rule 
that the arrangement with the maximum number of unpaired electrons 
is the most stable.) Complexes of d 3 metal ions have a CFSE of 3 x 
-0.4Li0 = -1.2Li0 • 

Complexes with a .metal. ion with :i d4 configuration would. be expected 
to have an electronic arrangement in accordance witli Hund's rule {Figure 
7.12a) with four unpaired electrons, and the CFSE will be (3 x -0.4Li0 ) + 
(O.M0 ) = -0.6Li0 • An alternative arrangemefit of electrons which does 
not comply with Hund's rule.is shown in Figure 7.12b. This arrangement 
has two unpaired electrMs; and the CFSE is ( 4 x -0.4~0) = -1.6Li0 • 

The CFSE is larger than in the previous case. However, the energy P used 
to pair the electrons tnust be allowed for, so the total stabilizatiol'l energy is 
-1.M0 + P. These two arrangements differ ih the number of unpaired 
electrons. The one with the most unpaired electrons is called 'high-spin' or 
'spin-free', and the other one the 'low-spin' or 'spin-paired' arrangement. 
Both arrangements have been .foutld to exist. Which arrangement occurs 
for any particular com.plex depends 6tl whether the energy to promote. an 
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Figure 7.12 High- and low-spin complexes: (a) d4 high-spin arrangement (weal 
ligand field); (b) d4 low-spin arrangement (strong ligand field). 

Table 7.11 CFSE and pairing energy for some complexes 

Complex Configuration ~ .. p Predicted Found 
(cm- 1) (cm- 1) -

[Fe11(H20)1oj2+ db 10400 17600 high spin high spi 
[Fe11(CN)6 ) - db 32850 17600 low spin low spir 

[Co111F<>J''- d7 l3000 21000 high spin high spi 
( Co111(NH3)<>J3+ d' 23000 21000 low spin low spir 

electron to the upper eg level (that is the crystal field splitting ~o) is greate 
than the energy to pair electrons (that is P) in the lower t21 level. For 
giv~n metal ion P is constant. Thus the amount of crystal field splitting i 
determined by the strength of the ligand field. -A weak field ligand such 2 

c1- will o~ly cause a small splitting of energy levels ~0 • Thus it will b 
more favourable energetically for electrons to occupy the upper e

8 
!eve 

and have a high-spin complex, rather than to pair electrons. In a simil< 
way, strong field ligands such as CN- cause a large splitting ~0 • In this cas 
it ·requires less energy to pair the electrons and form· a low-spin comple~ 

Similar arguments apply to high- and low-spin complexes of metal ior 
with d 5

, d 6 and d 7 configurations. These are summarized in Table 7.12. 

EFFECTS OF CRYSTAL FIELD SPL_ITTING 

In octahedral coi_nplexes, the filling of t2r. orbitals decreases the energy of 
complex. that is makes it more stable by -0.4£10 per electron. Filling , 



EFFECTS , OF CRYSTAL FIELD SPLITfING 

Table 7.12 CFSE and electronic arrangements in octahedral complexes 

Number Arrangement in weak ligand field Arrangement in strong ligand field · 
of d 
electrons t2g eg CFSE Spin only t2g eg CFSE Spin only 

lio magnetic lio magnetic 
moment moment 

11s(D) 11s(D) 

di It I IDJ-o.4 1.73 It I IDJ-o.4 1.73 

d2 It It I IITJ-o.8 2.83 It It I IOJ-o.s 2.83 

d3 It It It I DJ -i.2 3.87 It It It I DJ -i.2 3.87 

-1.2 
d4 It It It 1 IITJ +o.6 . 

= -0.6 
. 4.90 ltilt It I [IJ -1.6 2.83 

-1.2 
lt!lnlt I CTI -2.0 ds It It It I [JI] +L2 5.92 1.73 

= -0.0 
. -1.6 

ltilt!.IHI [IJ -2.4 d6 IHlt It I [JI] +1.2 4.90 0.00 
. = -0.4 

-2.0 -24 
d' IHIHlt I [JI] +1.2 3.87 ltiltiltil IITJ +0:6 i.13 

= -0.8 = -1.8 
. . -2.4 

IH ltilHl IIJI] ~f:i d't! IHIHIHI [][] +1.2 . 2.83 2.83 
= ~1.2 = -1.2 
-2.4 . . . . -2.4 

d? IHIHIHl ill[J +1.8 1.73 IHltilt!I ffiliJ +1.8 1.73 
= -0.6 = -0.6 

. -2.4 . . -2.4 
di() lt!lt!IHI IHIHI +2.4 0.00 IHIHIHl lillill +2.4 0.00 

. . = 0.0 = 0.0 

orbitals increases ~he en.ergy ,bY. +0.6~0 per electron. The total.crystal field 
stabilization energy is give.n by 

CFSEcoctahcdralJ = :.....0.4n(li,> + 0.6nc~,> 
where n(I~,> and.n<,. >are the number of electrons occupying the t2g and eg 
orbitals respectivefy. The CFSE is zero for ions with d0 and d rn con
figurations in both strong and weak ligand fields. The CFSE: is also zero 
for d5 eonfigurations in a weak fiel~~ A_lhpe otfl~r arrangements have some 

~ [filJ 
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Table 7 .13 Measured and calculated lattice energies 

Compound Structure Measured Calculated Difference 
lattice lattice (measured -
energy 

(kJmol- 1) 

energy 
(kJ mol- 1) 

calculated) 
(kJ mol- 1) 

NaCl Sodium chloride -764 ,....764 0 
AgCI Sodium chloride -916 -784 -132 
AgBr Sodium chloride -908 -159 -149 

MgF2 Ru tile -2908 -2915 +7 
MnF2 Ru tile -2770 -2746 - 24 
FeF2 Ru tile -2912 -2752 -160 
NiF2 Rutile -3046 -2917 -129 
CuF2 Rutile -3042 -2885 -157 

CFSE, which increases the thermodynamic stability of the complexes. 
Thus many transition metal compounds have a higher measured lattice 
energy (obtained by calculations using the terms in the Born-Haber cycle) 
than is calculated using the Boro~Lande, Born-Meyer or Kapustinskii 
equations. In contrast, the measured (Born-Haber) and calculated values 
for compounds of the main groups (which have no CFSE) are in close 
agreement (Table 7.13). There is also close agreement in MnF2 which has a 
d 5 configuration and a weak field ligand: hence there is no CFSE. 

A plot of the lattice energies of the halides of the first row transition 
elements in the divalent state is given in Figure 7.13. In the solid, the 
coordination number of these metals is 6, and so the structures are 
analogous to octahedral compkxes. The graphs for each halide show a 
mfoimum at Mn2 +, which has a d 5 configuration. In a weak field this has a 
high-spin arrangement with zero CFSE. The configurations d 0 and d 10 also 
have zero CFSE. The broken line through Ca2+, Mn2+ and Zn2+ repre
sents zero stabilizaUon. The heights of other points above this line are the 
crystal field stabil~tion energies. · 

The hydration energies of the M2+ ions of the first row transition 
elements are plotted in Figure 7.14a. 

Mf:> + excess H20 ~ [M(H20)6]2+-

The ions Ca2+, Mn2 + and Zn2 + have d 0 , d 5 and d 10 configurations, anc 
have zero CFSE. An almost straight line can. be drawn through these 

. points. The distance of the other points above this line corresponds to th( 
CFSE. Values obtained in this way agree with those obtained spectroscopi· 
cally. A similar graph of the M3 + ions is shown in Figure 7.14b: here th( 
d 0 , d 5 and ~ 10 species are Sc3+, Fe3 + and Ga3+. 

The ionic radii for M2 + ions might be expected to decrease smooth!~ 
from Ca2+ to Zn2 + because of the increasing nuclear charge, and the poo 
shielding ·by d electrons. A plot of these radii is given in Figure 7 .15. Th< 
change in size is not regular. 

A smooth (broken) line is drawn through Ca2+, Mn2+ arid Zn2+ . Thes1 
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Figure 7.13 CFSE of dihalides of the (irst transition series. (After T.C. Wadding
ton, Lattice energies and their significance in inorganic chemistry, Advances in 
Inorganic Chemistry and Radiochemistry, I, Academic Press, New York, 1959.) 
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Figure 7.14 Enthalpies Of hydration for M2+ and M3t ~· in kJ mo1- 1• 
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Figure 7.15 Octahedral ionic radii of M2+ for first row transition elements. 

have d 0
, d 5 and dw configurations as the d orbitals are empty, half full or 

full. These arrangements constitute an almost spherical field round the 
nucleus. In Ti2+ the d electrons occupy orbitals away from the ligands, 
providing little or no shielding of the nuclear charge. Thus the ligands are 
drawn closer to the nucleus. The increased nuclear charge has an even 
greater effect in the ~ase of v2+. At Cr2+ the eg level contains one electron. 
This is concentrated in tlie direction of the ligands, thus providing very 
good shielding. Thus the ligands can no longer approach so closely and the 
ionic radius increases. This increase in size is continued with the filling of 
the second eg .orbital at Mn2+. The screening by the eg orbitals is so good 
that the radius of Mn2+. is slightly smaller than it would be if it were in a 
truly spherical field. The same sequence of size changes is repeated in the. 
second half of the series. 

TETRAGONAL DISTORTION OF OCTAHEDRAL COMPLEXES 
OAHN-TELLER DISTORTION) 

The shape of transition metal complexes is determined by the tendency of 
electron pairs to occupy positions as far away from each other as possible. 
This is the same as for the main group compounds and complexes. In 
addition. the shapes of transition metal complexes are affected by whether 
the d orbitals are symmetrically or asymmetric~lly filled. 

Repulsion by six ligands in an octahedral complex splits the d orbitals 
on the central metal into t2g and e8 levels. It follows that there is a 
corresponding repulsion between the d electrons and the ligands. If the d 
electrons are symmetrically arranged, they will repel all six ligands equally. 
Thus the structure will b.e a completely regular octahedron. The symmetri
cal arrangements of d electrons are shown in Table 7.14. 

All other arrangements have an asymmetrical arrangement of d elec
trons. If the d electrons are asymmetrically arranged, they will repel 
some ligands in the complex more than others. Thus the structure is 
distorted because some ligands are prevented from approaching the metal 
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Table 7.14 Symmetrical electronic arrangements 

Electronic 
configuration 

t2g eg Nature of Examples 
ligand field 

do OJ Strong or weak 
Ti1Vo2. [Ti1VF6] 2-
[Ti1vc16]2-

It It It I OJ (Cr111( oxalate )3]3-
d3 Strong or weak [ Cr111(H20 )6)3+ 

(Mn11F 6]4-
ds It It It I [ili] Weak [Fe111F6]3-. 

IHIHIHI rn [Fe11(CN)6]
4-

d6 Strong (C0111(NH3)i;]3 + 

IHlt!.IHI [ili] (Ni 11F 6]4-dH Weak [Ni 11(H20)6]2+ 

lulvl [Zn11(NH6) 6]2+ dlO lti luJul Strong or weak (Zn11(H20)6]2+ 

as clos~ly as others. The eg orbitals point directly at . the ligands. Thus 
asymmetric filling of the e8 orbitals results in some ligands being repelled 
more than others. This causes a -significant distortion of the octahedral 
shape. In contrast the t28 orbitals do Mt point directly at the ligands, but 
point in between the ligand directions. Thus asymmetric filling of the t28 
orbitals has only a very small effect ott the stereochemistry. Distortion 
caused by asymmetric filling of the 12~ orbitals is usually too small to 
measure . The electronic arrangements which will produce a large distor
tion are shown in Table 7.15. 

The two e8 orbitals dxi-yi and dz2 are normally degenerate. However, if 
they are asymmetrically filled then this degeneracy is destroyed, and the 
two orbitals are no longer equal in energy. If the dz2 orbital contains one 

Table 7.15 Asymmetrical electronic arrangements 

Electronic 121: e Nature of Examples g 
configuration ligand field 

rt It. It I rn Weak field . d4 (high-spin complex) Cr(+II), Mn(+III) 

ltilHIHI rn Strong field 
d' (low-spin complex) Co(+Il), Ni(+III) 

IHlt!lt!I @IO ~ither strong d9 or weak Cu( +II) 
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more electron than the dx2-y2 orbital then the ligands approaching along 
+ z and -z will encounter greater repulsion than the other four ligands. 
The repulsion and distortion result in elongation of the octahedron along 
the z axis. This is called tetragonal distortion. Strictly it should be called 
tetragonal elongation. This form of distortion is commonly observed. 

If the dx2-yz orbital contains the ·extra electron, then elongation will 
occur along the x and y axes. This means that the ligands approach more 
closely along the z axis. Thus there will be four long bonds and two short 
bonds. This is equivalent to compressing the octahedron along the z axis, 
and is called tetragonal compression. Tetragonal elongation is much more 
common than tetragonal compression, and it is not possible to predict 
which will occur. 

For example, the crystal structure of CrF2 is a distorted rutile (Ti02) 

structure. cr2+ is octahedrally surrounded by six F-, and there are four 
Cr-F bonds of length 1.98-2.01 A, and two longer bonds of length 
2.43 A. The octahedron is said to be tctrngonally distorted. The electronic 
arrangement in cr2+ is d4

• F- is a weak field ligand, and so the t2g level 
contains three electrons and the e8 level contains one electron. The dx2-.v2 

orbital has four lobes whilst the dzz orbital has only two lobes pointing at 
the ligands. To minimize repulsion with the ligands, the single eg electron 
will occupy the dz2 orbital. This is equivalent to splitting the degeneracy of 
the e8 level so that dzz is of lower energy, i.e. more stable, and dx2-y2 is of 
higher energy, i.e. less stable. Thus the two ligands approaching along the 
+.i and -z directions are subjected to greater repulsion than the four 
ligands along +x, -x, +y and -y. This causes tetragonal distortion with 
four short bonds and two long bonds. In the same way MnF3 contains 
Mn3+ with a d 4 configuration, and forms a tetragonally distorted octa
hedral structure. 

Many Cu(+ II) salts and complexes also show tetragonally distorted 
octahedral structures. Cu2+ has a d9 configuration: · 

To m1mm1ze repulsion with the ligands, two electrons occupy the d22 

orbital and one electron occupies the dx2-y2 orbital. Thus the two ligands 
along - z and - z are repelled more strongly than are the other four ligands 
(see Chapter 27, under +II state for copper). 

The examples above show that whenever the dz2 and dxi-yz orbitals are 
unequally occupied, distortion occurs. This is known as Jahn-Teller dis
tortion. The Jahn-Teller theorem states that 'Any non~linear molecular 
system in a degenerate electronic state ·will be un.stable, and will undergo 
some sort of distortion to lower its symmetry and remove the degeneracy'. 
More simply, molec_ules or complexes (of any shape except linear), which 
have an unequally filled set of orbitals (either t2g or eg), will be distorted. In 
octahedral complexes distortions from the i2g level are· too small to be 



SQUARE PLANAR ARRANGEMENTS 

detected. However, distortions resulting from un.even filling of the es 
orbitals are very important . . 

Energy 

Figure 7.16 d8 arrangement i~ weak octahedral field. 

Energy 

(a) 
(b) 

Figure 7.17 di! arrangement in very strong octahedral field. ietragon~I distortion 
splits (a) the e

8 
level; and (b) also splits the _t28 level. The d,y orbital is higher in 

energy than the dxz or dy ,- (For simplicity this is sometimes ignored.) 

SQUARE PLANAR ARRANGEMENTS 

If the central metal ion in a complex has a d 8 configuration, six eiectrons 
will occupy the l2g orbitals and two electrons will occupy the eg orbitals. 
The arrangement is the same in a complex with weak field ligands: The 
electrons are arranged as shown in Figure 7 .16. The orbitals are symmetri
cally filled, and a regular octahedral complex is formed, for example by 
[Ni11(H20)6]

2+ and [Ni11(NH3)6]
2+ . 

dxy and dyz 



z 

x 

8 dkl arrangement, 
:I. (The d :'orbital is 
··'-.•·'empty.) 

rgy 

The single electron in the dx2-y2 orbital is being repelled by four ligands, 
whilst the electron in the dz' orbital is only being repelled by two ligands. 
Thus the energy of the dx2-y2 increases relative to that of dz'· If the ligand 
field is sufficiently strong, the difference in energy between these two 
orbitals becomes larger than the energy needed to pair the electrons. 
Under these conditions, a more stable arrangement arises when both the eg 
electrons pair up and occupy the lower energy dz2 orbital. This le.aves the 
dx'-y' orbital empty (Figure 7 .17). Thus four ligands can now approach 
along the +x, -x, +y and -y directions without any difficulty, as the 
dx2-y2 orbital is empty. However, liganqs approaching along the +z and 
-z directions meet very strong repulsive forces from the filled dz' orbital 
(Figure 7.18). Thus only four ligands succeed in bonding to the metal. A 
square planar complex is formed, the attempt to form an octahedral com
plex being unsuccessful. 

The amount of tetragonal distortion that occurs depends on the par
ticular metal ion and ligands. Sometimes the tetragonal distortion may 
become so large that the d2 , orbital is lower in energy than the dxy orbital as 
shown in Figure 7.19. In square planar.complexes of Co11 , Ni11 and Cu11 the 
dz' orbital has nearly the same energy as the dxz and dyz orbitals. In 
[PtC14]

2
- the dt' orbital is lower in energy than the dxz and dyz orbitals. 

Square planar complexes are formed by d8 ions with strong field ligands, 
for example [Ni11(CN)4]2-. The crystal field splitting .1.0 is larger for second 
and third row transition elements, and (or more highly charged species. All 
the complexes of Pt(+ II) and Au(+ Ill) are square planar- including those 
with weak field ligands such as halide ions. · 

Figure 7.19 Tetragonal distortion. 
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Table 7.16 Ions that form square planar complexes 

Electronic 
configuration 

Cr(+II) 
Fe(+II) 
Co( +II) 

Ions 

Ni(+ II}, Rh( +I), Ir(+ I) 
Pd(+ II), Pt(+ II), Au(+ III) 
Cu( +II). Ag( +II) 

Type of 
field 

Weak 
(Haem) 
Strong 
Strong 
Strong and weak 
Strong and weak 

Number of 
unpaired 
electrons 

4 
2 
1 
0 
0 
1 

Square planar structures can also arise from d4 ions in a weak ligand 
field. In this case the dzi orbital only contains one electron . 

TETRAHEDRAL COMPLEXES 
. I 

A regular tetrahedron is related io· a cube. One atom is at the centre of the 
cube, and four of the eight corners of the cube are occupied by ligands as 
shown in Figure 7.20. . 

The directions x, y and z point to the centres of the faces of the cube . 
The eg orbitals point along x, y and z (that is to .the centres of the faces) . 
The t2g orbitals point between x, y and z (that is towards the centres of the 
edges of the cube) (Figure 7.21) . . 

The direction of approach of the ligands does not coincide exactly with 

z 

Figure 7.21 Orientation of d orbitals relative to a cube. 

Figure 7.20 Relation of a 
tetrahedron to a cube . 
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Figure 7.22 Crystal field splitting of ener~y levels in a tetrahedral field . 

either the eg or the t2g orbitals. The angle between an e8 orbital, the central 
metal and the ligand is half the tetrllhedral angle = 109°28' /2 = 54°44'. The 
angle between a t2g orbital, the central metal and the ligand is 35°16'. Thus 
the t2g orbitals are nearer to the direction of the ligands than the eg orbitals. 

· (Alternatively the 12, orbitals are h.alf the side of the cube away from the 
· approach of the ligands, whilst the eg orbitals are half the diagonal of the 

cube away.) The approach of the ligands raises the energy of both sets of 
orbitals. The energy of the t28 orbitals is raised most because they are 
closest to the ligands. This crystal field splitting is the opposite way round 
to that in octahedral complexes (Figure 7.22). 

The t28 orbitals are 0.4&1 above the weighted average energy of the two 
groups (the Bari centre) and the e8 orbitals are 0.6At below the average 
(Figure 7.23). 

The magnitude of the crystaf field splitting A1 in tetrahedral complexes is 
considerably less than in octahedral ·fields. There are two reasons for this: 

1. There are only four ligands instead of six, so the ligand field is only two 
thirds the size: hence the ligand field splitting is also two thirds the size. 

2. The direction of the orbitals does not coincide with the direction of the 
ligands. This reduces the crystal field splitting by roughly a further two 

· thirds. 

Thus the tetrahedral crystal field splitting A, is roughly 2/3 x 2/3 = 4.19 of 
the octahedral crystal field splitting .~0 , Strong field ligands cause a bigger 
energy difference between t28 and e8 than weak field ligands. However, the 
tetrahedral splitting A, is always much smaller than the octahedral splitting 
.10 • Thus it is never energetically favourable to pair electrons, and all 
tetrahedral complexes are high-spin. 
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6, 

Figure 7.23 Energy levels ford orbitals in a tetrahedral field. 

The CFSE in both octahedral and tetrahedral environments is given in 
Table 7.17. This shows that for d 0

, d 5 and d 10 arrangements the CFSE is 
zero in both octahedral an9 tetrahedral complexes. For all other electronic 
arrangements there is some CFSE, and the octahedral CFSE is greater 
than the tetrahedral CFSE. It follows that octahedral cotnplexes are 
generally more stable and more common than tetrahedral complexes. This 
is partly because there -are six bond energy terms rathet than four, and 
partly because there is a larger CFSE term. Despite this some tetrahedral 
complexes are.formed, and are stable. Tetrahedral complexes are favoured: 

l. Where the ligands are large and bulky and could cause crowding in an 
octahedral complex. 

2. Where attainment of a regular shape is important. For tetrahedral 
structures d 11

, d 2
, d 5

, d 7 and d 10 configurations are regular. Some tetra
hedral complexes which are regular are: Ti1vCl4 (e~, rgf.)' [Mn vuo4r 
(e~, 1g8), [Fe v164]2

- (e~. ,gg). [Fe111C14r (e~, 1~8), [Co' Cl4)2- (e:, d8) 

and [Zn11Cl4)2- (e:, d~). 
3. When the ligands are weak field, and the loss in CFSE is thus less 

important. 
4. Where the central metal has a low oxidatiof1 state. This reduces the 

magnitude Of d. 
5. Where the electronic configuration of the centtal metal is d 0, d 5 or d 10 

as there is flO CFSE. 
6. Where the loss 6f CFSE is small, e.g. d 1 and d 6 where the Joss in CFSE 

is 0.13d0 or d2 attd d 7 where the Joss is 0.27Li0 • . 

Many transition metal chlorides, bromides arid iodides· form tetrahedral 
structures. 
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Table 7.17 CFSE and electronic arrangements in tetrahedral complexes 

Number 
of d 
electrons 

d' 

d2 

d-' 

d4 

d5 

di> 

d1 

dx 

a> 

d'° 

Arrangement Spin only Tetrahedral Tetrahedral Octahedral 
of electrons magnetic CFSE CFSE scaled CFSE ll.u 

£'!! 

rn 
[[[] 

[[[] 

[[[] 

[[[] 

lliliJ 

ffiiill 

ffiiill 

ffiiill 

ffiiill 

moment for comparison 
with octahedral Weak Strong 

values. field field 
assuming 

'~11- µ(D) Li, Li,= ~611 

I. 73 -0.6 -0.27 -0.4 -0.4 

I I 2.83 -1.2 -0.53 -0.8 -0.8 

It I I 3.87 -1.2 + 0.4 = -0.8 -0.36 -1.2 -1.2 

It It I 4.90 -1.2 + 0.8 = -0.4 --,0.18 -0.6 -1.6 

It It Ir I 5.92 -1.2 + 1.2 = 0.0 (J.00 0.0 -2.0 

It It It I 4.90 -1.8 + 1.2 = -0.6 -0.27 -0.4 -2.4 

It It It I 3.87 -2.4 + 1.2 = -1.2 -0.53 -0.8 -1.8 

!Hit It I 2.83 -2.4 + 1.6 = -0.8 -0.36 -1.2 -1.2 

IHIHlt I 1.73 -2.4 + 2.0 = -0.4 -0.18 -0.6 -0.6 

ltiltilHI 0.00 -2.4 + 2.4 = 0.0 0.00 0.0 0.0 

CHELATES 

Some of the factors that favour complex formation have already been 
mentioned: 

I. Small highly charged ions with suitable vacant orbitals of the right 
energy. 

2. The attainment of a noble gas structure (effective atomic number rule). 
3. The attainment of a symmetrical shape and a high CFSE. 

In some complexes a ligand occupies more than one coordination position. 
Thus more than one atom in the ligand is bonded to the central metal. For 
example. ethylenediamine forms a complex with copper ions: 



CHELATES 

r
H2 · NH2 [CH2-NH2 ',,. .I NH2"-"'.CH2]

2
+ 

Cu2+ + 2 ~ Cu 

CH2 · NH2 CH2-NH/;1 '\.NH2-CH2 

In this complex the copper is surrounded by four-NH 2 groups. Thus each 
ethylenediamine molecule is bonded to the copper in two places. For this 
reason ethylenediamine is called a bidentate group or ligand. (Bidentate 
means Iiterally .'two teeth!) A ring structure is thus formed (in this case a 
pair of five-membered rings) and such ring ~tructures are called chelates. 
(Chelos is the Greek word for crab:) Chelated complexes are more stable 
than similar complexes with unidentate ligands, as dissociation of the 
complex involves breaking two bonds rather than one. Some common 
polydentate ligands are listed in Figure 7.24. 

The more rings that are formed, the more stable the complex is. Chelat
ing agents with three, four and six donor atoms are known and are termed 
tridentate, tetradentate and hexadentate ligands. An important example of 
the latter is ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid. This bonds through two N 
and four 0 atoms to the metal, and so forms five rings. Due to this 

CH3 0 -" ~- F---°\ '\_.,..a-......... 4·S"-.... 
CH' I Et2N-~: 
\~~..,/ #c'o/ ~-§/ 
/ 0 -

CH3 

Acetylacetonato ion Oxalate ion N,N'-l:>iethylthioi:arbai'nate 
ion 

H 

0-lJ 0:0 cxc~ 
\ 

Q/ N N ,,, 
......... / 

Salicylaldehyde anion 2,2'-Dipyridyl . l, l 0-Phenanthroline 
(o-phenanthroline) 

CH3 CH3 I I 

w c-c 

o:·~"''' !I II 
N N ..-'.'. 

l o-

. 

-o/"-/bH As(CH3)2 

/ 
8-Hydroxyquinolinol ion Dimethylglyoxime o-Phenylenebisdimethyl-

(oxine) anion arsine (diarsiile) 

Figure 7.24 Some cortunon p6lydentate ligands. 
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(• = donor atom) 

Figure 7.25 EDTA. 

Resonance in acetylacetone chelate 

Figure 7 .26 Some chelate complexes. 

Porphyrin complex 

bonding, EDTA can fonn complexes with most metal ions. Even com
plexes with large ions such as Ca2+ are relatively stable. (The Ca2+ -EDTA 
complex is only fonned completely at pH 8, not at lower pH.) 

Chelate compounds are even more stable when they contain a system of 
alternate double and single bonds. This is better represented as a system 
in which electron density is delocalized and spread over the ring. Examples 
of this include acetylacetone and porphyrin complexes with metals (Figure 
7.26). 

Several chelate compounds are of biological importance. Haemoglobin 
.in the red blood cells contains an iron-porphyrincomplex. Chlorophyll in 
green plants contains a magnesium-porphyrin complex. Vitamin B12 is a 
cobalt complex and the cytochrome · oxidase enzymes contain iron and 
copper. The body contains several materials which will form chelate 
compounds with metals, for example adrenaline, citric acid and cortisone. 
Metal poisoning by lead, copper, iron, chromium and nickel results in 
these materials forming unwanted complexes, thus preventing normal 
metabolism. For this reason dermatitis from chromium or nickel salts is 
treated with EDTA cream. Lead and copper poisoning are treated by 
drinking an aqueous solution of EDT A. This complexes with the unwanted 
lead or copper ions. Unfortunately it also complexes with other metal ions 
which are needed, particularly Ca2+. The metal-EDTA complexes are 
excreted in the urine. (The problem of excreting Ca2+ may be partly 
overcome by using the Ca-EDTA complex rather than EDTA itself.) 



MAGNETISM 

MAGNETISM 

The magnetic moment can be measured using a Gouy balance (see Chapter 
18). If we assume that the magnetic moment arises entirely from unpaired 
electron spins then the 'spin only' formula can be used to estimate 11, 

the number of unpaired electrons. This gives reasonable agreement for 
complexes of the first row of transition metals. 

~ls = Vn(n + 2) 

Once the number of unpaired electrons is ki1own, either the valence bond 
or the crystal field theory can be used to work out the shape of the 
complex, the oxidation state of the metal, and, for octahedral complexes, 
whether inner or outer d orbitals are used. For example, Co(+ III) forms 
many complexes, all of which are octahedral. Most of them are diamagne
tic, but [CoF6]3- is paramagnetic with an observed magnetic moment of 
5.3 BM. Crystal field theory explains this (Figure 7.27). 

Co(+ II) forms both tetrahedral and square planar four-coordinate com
plexes. These can be distinguished by magnetie measurements (Figure 
7.28). 

However, orbital angular momentum also contributes to a greater or 
lesser degree to the magnetic moment. For the second and third row 
transition elements Mt only is this contribution significant, but spin orbit 
coupling may occur. Because of this, the 'spin only' approximation is no 
longer valid, and there is extensive tetnperature dependent paramagnetism. 
Thus the simple interpretation of magnetic moments in terms of the 
number of unpaired electro11s cannot be extended from the first row of 

Co3+ octahedral complex with strong field ligands 

Energy 

altematively 

Strong field ligands, e.g. [Co(NH3)sl3 + 

no unpaired electrons 
hehce diamagnetic 

Co3+ octahedral complex with weak fleld ligands 

Energy 

We&~ field ligands, e.g. [CoF6 ]
3

-

four unpaired electrons 
hence paramagnetic 

assuming µs ,;,, v'nln + 2) = y.l(4 + 2) = 4.90 BM 

Figure 7.27. CoH ifl high-spin and low-spin complexes. 
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Co2 + in a tetrahedral field 

Energy 

3 unpaired electrons; µ = V3(3 + 2) = ITT = 3.87 BM 

C<;>2
' in square planar complex 

Energy 

1 unpaired electron, µ = Vt(1 + 2) = V3" = 1. 73 BM 

Figure 7.28 Co2+ in tetrahedral and square·p1a~ai' complexes. 

transition elements to the second and third rows. The temperature de· 
pendence is explained by ·the spin ·orbit" coupling. This removes the 
degeneracy from the lowest energy level in the ground state. Therm~! 
energy then allows a variety of levels to be populated. 

EXTENSION OF THE CRYSTAL FIELD THEORY TO ALLOW 
FOR SOME COV ALENCY 

The crystal field theory is based. on purely elect_rostatic attraction. At first 
sight this seems to be a most improbable assumption. Nevertheless, the 
theory is remarkably successful in explaining the shapes of complexes, 
their spectra and their magnetic properties. Calculations can be carried out 
quite simply. The disadvantage of the theory is that it ignores evidence 
that some covalent bonding does occ1.1r in at least some transition metal 
complexes: 

1. Compounds in the zero oxidation state such as nickel carbonyl 
[Ni0(C0)4 ] have no electrostatic attraction between the metal and the 
ligands. Thus the bonding must be covalent. 

2. The order of ligands in the spectrochemical series cannot be explained 
solely on electrostatic grounds. 

3. There is some evidence from nuclear magnetic resonance and electron 



MOLECULAR ORBITAL THEORY 

spin resonance that there is some unpaired electron density o.n the 
ligands. This suggests the sharing of electrons, and hence some 
covalency. 

The Racah interelectron repulsion parameter B is introduced into the 
interpretation of spectra. This makes some allowance for covalency arising 
from the delocalization of d electrons from the metal onto the ligand. If B 
is reduced below the value for a free metal ion, the d electrons are 
delocalized onto the ligand. The more B is reduced the greater the delo
calization and the greater the amount of covalency. In a similar way an · 
electron delocalization factor k can be used in interpreting magnetic 
measurements. 

MOLECULAR ORBIT AL THEORY 

The molecular orbital theory incorporates covalent bonding. Consider a 
first row transition element forming an octahedral complex, for example 

-----101-----,\ 
\ 

r-----,, ,. 
~~~~ \\ 

---l·t,IH lt .~I 
Non-t>onding MOs 

\ \ ,, 
\ \ 
\\ 

---..-I H f H I H ............... 1 ___, 
----[ITJI--'--

Atomic arbilals Molecular orbitals 
in metal ion 

Figure 7.29 Molecular orbital diagram for [Co111 (NH3) 6]
3+. 

Atomic orbitals 
in ligal'lds 
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( Co111(NHJ)c,J-1+. The atomic orbi.tals on Co.l+ which are used to make 
molecular orbitals are 3dx?- 1.?, 3d1 ?, 4s, 4px, 4py and 4p1 • A 2p atomic 
orbital from each NH3 containing a lone pair is also used to make 
molecular orbitals. Thus there are 12 atomic orbitals, which combine to 
give 12 m_olec1Jlar orbitals (six bonding MOs and six antibonding MOs). 
The 12 electrons from the six ligand lone pairs are placed in the six bonding 
MOs. This accounts.for the six. bonds. The transition metal Co3+ has. other 
d orbitals, which have so far been ignored. These are the 3d..-y, 3dxz and 
3dvz orbita.ls. These form non-bonding MOs, and in Co.l+ they contain six 
electrons, but_ contribute nothing to the bonding. The antibonding MOs 
are all empty . .The arrangement is shown in Figure-7.29. We would predict 
that the complex should be diamagnetic as all the electrons are paired . The 
complex should be coloured since promotion of electrons from the non· 
bonding MOs to the antibonding e;- MOs is feasible. The energy jump 6 0 

is 23 000 cm-•. The six non-bonding d electrons are paired in this complex 
because .'.\0 is larger than the pairing energy of 19 000 cm-• . 

A similar MO diagram can be drawn for the complex [Co111 F6f-. 

Figure 7.30 Molecular orbital diagram for ICoFn]-'- . 
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However, the energies of the 2p orbitals on F- are much lower than the 
energy of the corresponding orbital on Nin NH3• This alters the spacing of 
the MO energy levels (Figure 7 .30). Spectroscopic measurements show 
that 6 0 is 13 000 cm-•. Thus the gap between the non-bonding MOs and 
the antibonding e; MOs is less than the pairing energy of 19 000 cm- 1

• 

Thus the non-bonding d electrons do not pair up as in the [Co(NH3)<']3+ 
complex because there is a net gain in energy if electrons are left unpaired. 
Thus [CoF6r- has foµr unpaired electrons irnd is a high-spin complex, 
whilst [Co(NH3)6f+ has no unpaired electrons and is a low-spin complex. 

Thus the MO theory explains the magnetic properties and spectra of 
complexes equally as well as. the crystal field theory. Both theories rely on 
spectra to measure the energy of 6 0 • Either theory may be used depending 
on which is the most convenient. 

The MO theory is based on wave mechanics and so has the disadvantage 
that enthalpies of formation and bond energies cannot be calculated 
directly. So far we have considered er bonding between ligands and the 
central metal. The MO theory has the great advantage that it is easily 
extended to cover 7t bonding. Pi bonding helps to explain how metals in 
low oxidation states (e.g. (Ni0(C0)4]) tan form complexes. It is impossible 
to explain any attractive force in such a complex using the crystal field 
theory because of the lack of charge on the metal. Pi bonding also helps to 
explain the position of some ligands in the spectrochemical series. There 
are two cases: 

. . 
1. Where the ligands act as 7t acceptors, by accepting electrons from the 

central metal. Examples include CO, cN-, NO+ and phosphines. 
2. Where the ligands act as 7t donors and transfer charge from ligand to 

metal in n interactions as well as cr interactions. Pi bonding of this kind 
commonly occurs in oxoions Of metals in high oxidation states, e.g. 
[Mnv1104)- and [Crv1.04)2-. 

7t acceptors 

Ligands such as CO, CN- and NO+ have empty rt orbitals with the correct 
symmetry to. overlap with the metal t28 orbitals, forming tr bonds. This is 
often described as back bonding. Normally the 1t orbitals on the ligands are 
of higher energy than the metal t28 orbitals. No more electrons are added 
to the scheme as the ligand 1t orbitals are empty, but the it interaction 
increases the value of 6 0 • This accounts for the position of these l~gands 
as 'strong field ligands' at the right of the spectrochemical series. -

lt donors 

The ligand has filled 1t orbitals which overlap with the metal t28 orbitals, 
giving a 1t bond. thus electron density is transferred from the ligand to the 
metal. The er bonding aiso transfers charge to the metal. This type of 
complex is favoured when the central r'netcil has a high oxidation state, 
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and 'is short . of electrons'. The ligand 7t orbitals are lower in energy than 
the metal · t2g orbitals. Delocalizing 7t electrons from the ligand to the 
metal in this way reduces the value of L1. It is not always clear if 7t donor 
bonding has occurred, but it is most likely with ligands at the left of the 
spectrochemical series. 

NOMENCLATURE OF COORDINATION COMPOUNDS 

The International U~ion of Pure and Applied Chemistry (lUPAC) publi· 
cation Nomenclature of Inorganic Chemistry (1989). Blackwell Scientific 
Publishers, contiiins the rules for lhc systematic naming of coordination 
compounds. The basic rules are summarized here . 

1. The positive ion is named first followed by the negative ion. 
2. When writing the name of a complex, _the ligands are quoted in 

alphabetical order, regardless of their charge {followed by the metal). 
3. When writing the formula of complexes, ligands are named before the 

metal. The coordinated groups are listed in the order: negative ligands, 
neutral ligands, positive ligands (und alphabetically according to the 
first symbol within each group). 
(a) The names of negative ligands end in -o. for example: 

F- fluoro H- hydrido HS- mercapto 

c1- chloro OH- hydroxo s2- thio 

Br- bromo 0 2- QXO cN- cyano 

1- iodo Oi- . peroxo NOi nitro 

(b) Neutral groups have. no special endings. Examples include NH3 

ammine, H20 aqua, CO carbonyl and NO nitrosyl. The ligands N2 

and 0 2 are called dinitrogen and dioxygen. Organic ligands are 
usually given their common names, for example phenyl, methyl, 
ethylenediamine, pyridine, triphenylphosphine. 

(c) Positive groups end in -ium, e.g. NH2-NH2 hydrazinium. 
4. Where there.are .several ligands of the same kind, we normally use the 

prefixes di, tri, tetra, penta and hexa to show the number of ligands of 
that type. An exception occurs when the name of the ligand includes a 
number, e.g. dipyridyl or ethylenediamine. To avoid confusion in such 
cases, bis, tris and tetrakis are used instead of di, tri and tetra and the 
name of the ligand is placed in brackets. 

5. The oxidation state of the central metal is shown by a Roman numeral 
in brackets immediately following its name (i.e. rio space, e.g. 
titanium( III)). 

6. Complex positive ions and neutral molecules have no special ending but 
complex negative ions end in -ate. 

7. If the complex contains two or more metal atoms, it is termed 
polynuclear_. The bridging ligands which link the two metal atoms t-0-
gether are indicated by the prefix µ-. If there are two or more bridging 
groups of the same kind, this is indicated by di-µ-, tri-µ- etc. Bridging 
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groups are listed alphabetically with the other groups unless the 
symmetry of the molecule allows a simpler name. If a bridging group 
bridges more than two metal atoms it is shown as µ3, µ4; µ5 or µ6 to 
indicate how many atoms it is bonded to. 

8. Sometimes a ligand may be attached through different atoms. Thus 
M-N02 is called nitro and M-ONO is called ilitrito. Similarly the 
SCN group may bond M-SCN thiocyanato or M_:_NCS isothiocyanato. 
These may be named systematically thiocyanato-S or thiocyanato-N to 
indicate which atom is bonded to the metal. This convention may be 
extended to other cases where the mode of linkage is ambiguous . 

9. If any lattice components such as water or solvent of crystallization are 
present, these follow the name, and are preceded by the number Of 
these groups in Arabic numerals. 

These rules are illustrated by the following examples: 

Complex ~ /c tl ), ·,,,.,,, 
[Co(NH3)6]C13 Hexaamrninecobalt{III) chloride 

[CoCl(NH3)sJ2+ 

[CoS04(NH3)4JN03 

[Co(N02)3(NH3)3J 

[CoCI · CN '. N02 · (NH3)J] 
[Zn(NCS)4] 2 + 

[Cd(SCN)4]2+ 

Complex ~ A YI 1'ori -

Li[AIH4) 

Na2[ZnCI.iJ 

K.i[Fe(CN)6J 
K3(Fe(CN)5NO] 

K2(0sCl5N] 

Na3[Ag(S203)i} 

K2(Cr(CN)2()2(02)NH3) 

Organic groups 
[Pt(py )4][PtCl4] 

[Cr(enh]Cl3 

[CuC12(CH3NH2h] 

Fe(CsHsh 

[Cr(C6H6h] 

Penta~rnmine_£hlorocobalt(lll) ion 

Tetra~.rrunine~ulphatocobalt(III) nitrate 

iri~mminetri~ .. itrocobalt(III) 

Triatnminechlorocyanonitrocobalt(III) - . ..... -
Tettathiocyanato-N-zinc(II) 

Tetrathiocyanato-S-cadmium(II) 

Lithium tettahydridoaluminate(III) 
(lithium aluminium hydride) 

. Sodium tetrachlorozincate(II) 

Potassium hexacyanoferrate(II) 

Po~assium pentatyanonittosylferrate(II) 

Potassiurn pentachloronitridoosmate(VI) 

Sodiurn bis(thiosulphato )argentate(I) 

Potassium amminedicyanodioxoperoxo 
chromate(VI) 

Tetrapyridineplatinum(II) · 
tetrachloropla tin ate( II) 

d Or l Tris( ethylenediatnine )chromium( III) 
chloride 

Diehlorobis(dimethylamine )copper( II) 

Bis( cyclopentadienyl)iron(U) 

Bis(benzene )chtomium(O) 
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Bridging groups 
[(NH3)sCo · NH2 · 
Co(NH3)s)(N03)s 

[(CO)JFe(CO)JFe(COh) 

Hydrates · 
AIK(S04h · 12H20 

ISOMERISM 

µ-amidobis[pentaamminecobalt(III) J nitrate 

Tri-µ-carbonyl -bis( tricarbonyliron(O)) 
(di iron enneacarbony[) 

Hexa-µ-acetato(0,0')-µ 4-oxo
tetraberyllium(II) 
(basic beryllium ac~tate) 

Aluminium potassium sulphate 12-water 

Compounds that have the same ctwmical formula but different structural 
arrangements are caHed isomers. l:lecause of the complicated formulae of 
many coordination compounds, the variety of bond types and the number 
of shapes possible, many different types of isomerism occur. Werner's 
classification into polymerization, · ionization, hydrate linkage, coordina
tion, coordination position, and geometric and optical isomerism is still 
generally accepted. 

Polymerization isomerism 

This is not true isomerism because it occurs between compounds hav
ing the same empirical formula, but different molecular weights . Thus 
[Pt(NH3)iC12), (Pt(NH3)4)(PtC14], [Pt(NH3)4)[Pt(NH3)Cl3)2 and 
[Pt(NH3hClh[PtCl4J all have the same empirical formula. Polymerization 
isomerism may be due to a different number of nuclei in the complex, as 
shown in Figure 7.31. 

[ (fOH, . ] 
l°°10H )olNH;, , r 

Figure 7 .31 Polymerization isomers. 

Ionization isomerism 

This type of isomerism is due to the exchange of groups between the 
complex ion and the ions outside it. [Co(NH.1)sBr)S04 is red-violet. An 
aqueous solution gives a white precipitate of BaS04 with BaC12 solu
tion, thus confirming the presence of free so~- ions. In contrast 
[Co(NH3hS04)Br is red. A. solution of this complex does not give a 
positive sulphate test with BaC12 • It does give a cream-coloured precipitate 



of AgBr with AgN03, thus confirming the presence of free Br- ions. Note 
that the sulphate ion occupies only one coordination position even though 
it has two negative charges. Other examples of ionization isomerism are 
[Pt(NH3) 4C)i)Br2 and [Pt(NH3)4Bt2)Cl2, and [Co(en}iN02 • Cl]SCN , 
[Co(en}iN02 · SCN)CI and [Co(en)2CI · SCN]N02• 

Hydrate isomerism 

Three isomers of CrCJ3 • 6H20 are known. From conductivity measure
ments and quantitative precipitation of the ionized chlorine, they have 
been given the following formulae : 

[Cr(H20)6]Cl3 

[Cr(H20)sCl)Cl2 · H10 

[Cr(H20)4Cli] ·Cl· 2H20 

Linkage isomerism 

violet 

green 

dark green 

(three ionic chlorines) 

(two ionic chlorines) 

(one ionic chlorine) 

Certain ligands contain more than one atom which could donate an elec
tron pair. In the N0:2 ion, either N or 0 atoms could act as the electron 

· pair donor. Thus there is the possibility of isomerism. Two different 
complexes [Co(NH3) 5N02]Cl2 have been prepared, each containing the 
N02 easily decomposed by acids to give hitrous acid. It contains Co-ONO 
and is a nitrito complex. The other complex is yellow and is stable to 
acids. It contains the Co-N02 group and is a nitro compound. The two 
materials are represented in Figure 7.32. this type of isomerism also 
occurs with other ligands su~h as $CN"'" . 

2+ 

and 

red yellow 

nitritopentamminecobalt(llI) nitropentamminecobalt(III) 
ion ion 

Figure 7.32 Nitrito and nitro complexes. 

Coordination isomerism 

When both the positive and negative ions are complex ions, isomerism may 
be caused by_ the interchange of ligands between the anion and cation, for 
example [Co(NH3)6][Cr(CN)6] and [Cr(NH3)6)[Co(CN)6] . Intermediate 
types between these extremes are also possible . 
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Cl~NH, 

Cl NH3 

cis 

Cl~NH, 

'1H 3 Cl 

trans 

~ Cis and trans 

Figure 7 .33 Coordination position isomers. 

Coordination position isomerism 

In polynuclear complexes an interchange of ligands between the different 
metal nuclei gives rise to positional isomerism. An example is given in 

. Figure 7.33. 

Geometric isomeri!lm or stereoisomerism 

In dlsubstituted complexes, the substituted groups may be adjacent or 
opposite to each other. This gives ris.e to geometric isomerism. Thus square 
planar complexes such as [Pt(NH3) 2C12J can be prepared in two forms, cis 
and trans: If the complex is prepared by adding NH40H to a solution of 
[PtC14]

2
- ions, the complex has a finiie dipole momen.t and must therefore 

be cis. The complex prepared by treating [Pt{NH3) 4]
2+ with HCI has no 

dipole, and must therefore be trans. The two complexes are shown in 
Figure 7.34. The same sort of isomerism can also occur in square planar 
chelate complexes if the chelating group is not symmetrical. An example of 
cis-trans isomerism is found in the complex between glycine and platinum 
(Figure 7.35). 

In a similar way disubstituted octahedral complexes such as 
(Co(NH3) 4Cli]+ exists in cis and trans forms (Figure 7.36). {This method of 
drawing an octahedral complex might suggest that the positions in the 
square are different from the up and down positions. This is not the case as 
all six positions are equivalent.) 

C\ 

NH;s 
ci.s 

(violet) 

Figure 7.36 Cis and trans octahedral complexes. 

Cl 

Ct 
trans . 

(green) 



ISOMERISM. 

Optical isomerism 

At one time it was thought that optical isomerism was associated only with 
carbon compounds. It exists in inorganic molecules as well. If a molecule is 

cl H2-NH2"' Pt>"' NH2-cl H2 

/ " co--o o--co 
and 

Figure 7.35 Cis and trans glycine complexes. 

asymmetric. it cannot be superimposed on its mirror image. The two forms 
have the type of symmetry shown by the left and right hands and are called 
an enantiomorphic pair. The two forms are optical isomers. They are 
called either dextro or laev.o (often shortened to d or/). This depends on 
the direction they rotate the plane of polarized light in a polarimeter. (d 
rotates to the right, I to the left.) Optical isomerism is common in octahe
dral complexes involving bidentate groups. For example. (Co(en)iCl2 j+ 

Ct mirror Ct 
I 
I 

ell 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

en I 
I 

enantiomorphic pair 
d and leis dichloro bis 

(ethylcnediatnine)cobalt(III) ion 

Figure 7.37 Isomers of [Co(en)iCl2j+. 

d ond t forms 

Figure 7.39 d, I and meso forms. 

trans dichlor<> bis(ethylenediamine) 
cobalt(III) ion 

meso form 

Figure 7.38 
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shows cis and trans forms (geometric isomerism) . In addition the cis form is 
optically active and exists in d and I forms, making a total of three isomers 
(Figure 7.37). Optical activity occurs also in polynuclear complexes, such 
as that shown in Figure 7.38. This has been resolved into two optically 
active forms (d and /) and an optically inactive form which is internally 
compensated and is called the meso form (Figure 7.39). 
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PROBLEMS 

1. List and explain the factors which affect the stability of coordination 
complexes. 

2. Describe the methods by which the presence of complex ions may be 
detected in solution. 



3. Draw all of the isomers. of an octahedral complex which has six 
unidentate ligands, two of type A and four of type B. 

4. Draw all of the isomers of an octahedral complex which has three 
unidentate ligands of type A and three unidentate ligands of type B. 

5. Draw all of the isomers of an octahedral complex which has three 
identical bidentate ligands. 

6. Draw all of the isomers of both tetrahedral and square planar com
plexes which have two unidentate ligands of type A and two unidetltate 
ligands of type B. 

7. Draw each of the possible stereoisomers of the octahedral complexes 
listed: (a) Ma3bcd , (b) Ma2bcde and (c) M(AA)(AA)cd. The fower 
case letters a, b, c, d, and e represent monodentate ligands, and upper 
case letters (AA) represent the donor atoms. of a bidentate ligand. 
Indicate which isomers are optically active (chiral) . 

8. Draw the shapes of the various d orbitals, and explain why they are 
split into two groups t28 and e8 in an octahedral ligand field. 

9. Draw a diagram to show how the d orbitals are split into groups with 
different energy in an octahedral ligand field . Some electronic con
figurations may exist in both high-spin and low-spin arrangements in 
an octahedral field . Draw all of these cases, and suggest which metal 
ions and which ligands might give rise. to each. 

10. Draw an energy level diagram to show the lifting of the degeneracy of 
the 3d orbitals in a tetrahedral ligand field: · 

11. Draw energy level diagr:ams and indicate the occupancy of the ·orbitals 
in the following complexes: · 
(a) d 6

, octahedral. tow-spin 
(b) d 9

, octahedral with tetragofial elongation 
(c) d 8

, square planar 
( d) d 6

, tetrahe.dral. 
Calculate in units of 6 0 the difference in crystal field stabilization 
energy between complexes (a) and (d) assuming that the ligands are 
strong field ligands. 
(Answer: octahedral -2.41'.10 , tetrahedral -0.27.1

0
, difference 

-2.131'.10 .) 

12. Calculate the crystal field stabilization energy for a d 8 ion such as Ni2+ 

in octahedral and tetrahedral complexes. Use ul'lits of 1'.1
0 

in both 
cases . Which is the most stable? State any assumptions made. 

13. Calculate the spin only magnetic moment for a d8 ion in octahedral, 
square planar and tetrahedral ligand fields . 

14. Show by means of a diagram how the pattertl of d orbital splitting 
changes as·an octahedral complex undergoes tetragonal distortion and 
eventually becomes a square planar complex. 



· COORDINATION COMPOUNDS 

15 . . Why are d-d electronic transitions forbidden? Why are they weakly 
absorbing and why do they occur at all? 

16. Why are compounds of Ti4+ and Zn2+ typically white? Why are Mn2+ 
compounds very pale i~ colour? What d-d transitions are spin allowed 
for a d5 ion? 

17. What is the spectrochemical series, and what is its importance? 

18. Given that the maximum absorption in the d-d peak for [Ti(H20)1>]3+ 
occurs · at 20 300 cm - •, predict where the peaks will occur for 
[Ti(CN)6f'- and [Ti(CJ)6 J3

- . 

19. Describe how Ao changes as the charge on the central metal changes 
from M2+ to M3+, and how it changes in a vertical group or triad 
between a first row, second row or third row transition element. 

20. What would you expect the crystal field stabilization energy to be, 
and what value of magnetic moment would you expect, for the fol
lowing complexes: (a) [CoF6]3-, (b) [Co(NH3)6]3+, (c) (Fe(H30]~+, 
(d) [Fe(CN)6]

4
- and (e) [Fe(CN)6]3-. 

21. In the crystal structure of CuF2, the Cu2+ is six-coordinate with four 
p- at a distance of 1.93 A and two p- at 2.27 A. Explain the reason for 
this. 

22. Describe and explain the Jahn-Teller effect in octahedral complexes 
of Cr2+ a()d Cv2+. 

23. The comple~ (Ni(CN)4]
2- is diamagnetic, but [NiC14]

2- is paramagne
tic arid has two unpaired electrons. Explain these observations and 
deduce the structures of the two complexes. 

24. What methods could be used to distinguish between cis and trans 
isomers of a complex? . · 

25. Name the incl~vidual isomers of each of the following: 
(a) [Pt(NH3)iC12] 
(b) CrCl36H20 
(c) [Co(NH3)sN02](N03)2 

i~~ r.::~,(~=(a:(en+r. 
(f) Co(enhNH3BrS04 
(g) [Pt(NI-h)(H20)(CsHsN)(N02)]CI. 

26. Account for the following: 
(a) Ni(C0)4 is tetrahedq1l 
(b) [Ni(CN)4]2- is square planar 
(c) [Ni(NH3)6 )

2+ is octahedral. 



27. What is the oxidation number of the metal in each of the following 
complexes: 
(a) [Co(NH3)6]C13 
(b) [CoS04(NH3)4)N03 
(c) [Cd(SCN)4]2+ 
(d) [Cr(en)J)Cl3 
(e) [CuC)i(CH3NH2h] 
(f) [AIH4r 
(g) [Fe(CN)6]4 -

(h) [OsCl5N]2-
(i) [Ag(S203)2)3-

28. Write the formula for each of the following complexes: 
(a) hexamminecobalt(III) chloride 
(b) potassium iron(lll) hexacyanoferrate(II) 
( c) diamminedic~loroplatinum(II) 
( d) tetracarbonylnickel(O) 
( e) trianuninechlorocyanonitrocobalt(III) 
(f) lithium tetrahydridoaluminate(III) 
(g) sodium bis(thiosulphato )argentate(I) 
{h) nickel hexachloroplatinate(IV) 
(i) tetraammineplatinum(II) amminetrichloroplatinate{II) 

29. Write the formula for each of the following complexes: 
(a) tetraamrninecopper(Il) sulphate ' 
(b) potassium tetracyanonickelate(O) 
( c) bis( cyclopentadiehyl)iron(II) 
( d) tetrathiocyanato-N·zinc(II) 
( e) diamtninebis( ethylenediarfiine )cbbalt(III) chloricle 
(f) tetraamminedithiocyanatochrotnium(III) 
(g) potassiutn tetraoxomanganate(VII) 
(h) potassium trioxalatoaluminate(Ill) 
(i) tetrapyridineplatinum(II) tetrachloroplatinate(II) 



8 Hydrogen and the hydrides 

ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE 

Hydrogen has the· simplest atomic structure of all the elements, and 
consists of a nucleus containing one proton with a charge + 1 and one 
orbital electron. The electronic structure may be written as 1s1

• Atoms of 
hydrogen may attain stability in three different ways: 

1. By forming an electron pair (covalent) bond with another atom 
Non~metals typically form this type of bond with hydrogen, for example 
H2, HzO, HClcgas) or CH4, and m;my metals do so too. 

2. By losing an electron ro form H+ 
A proton is extremely small (raclius approx4mately 1.5 x 10-5 A, com
pared with Q.7414A for hydrogen, and 1-2A for most atoms). Because 
H+ is so small, it .has a very high polarizing power, and therefore 
distorts the electron cloud on ·other atoms. Thus protons are always 
associated with other atoms or molecules. For example, in water or 
aqueous solutions of HCl and H2S04, protons exist as H30+, H90t or 
H(H20),i ions. Free protons do not exist under 'normal conditions', 
though they are found in low pressure gaseous beams, for example in a 
mass spectrometer. 

3. By gaining an electron to form H-
Crystalline solids such as· LiH contain the H- ion and are formed by 
highly electropositive metals (all of Group I. and some of Group II). 
However, H- ions are uncommon. 

Since hydrogen has an electronegativity of 2.1, it may use any of the 
three methods, but the most common way is forming covalent bonds. 

POSITION IN THE PERIODIC TABLE 

Hydrogen is the first element in the periodic table, and is unique. There 
are only two elements in the first period. hydrogen and helium. Hydrogen 
is quite reactive, but helium is inert. There is no difficulty relating the 
structure and properties of helium to those of the other noble gases in 



PREPARATION OF HYDROGEN 

Group O. but the properties of hydrogen cannot be correlated with any of 
the main groups in the periodic table, and hydrogen is best considered on 
its own. 

The structure of hydrogen atoms is in some ways like that of the alkali 
metals. The alkali metals. (Group I) also have just one electron in their 
outer shell, but they tend to lose this electron in reactions and form posi
tive ions M+. Though H+ are known, hydrogen has a much greater ten
dency to pair the electron and form a covalent bond . 

The structure of hydrogen atoms is in some ways like that of the halogens 
(Group VII), since both are one electron short of a noble gas structure . In 
many reactions the halogens gain an electron and so form negative ions 
x-. Hydrogen does not typically form a negative ion, although it does 
form ionic hydrides M+Ir (e.g . LiH and CaH2) with a few highly electro
positive metals . 

In some ways the structure of hydrogen resembles that of the Group IV 
elements, since both have a half filled shell of electrons. There are a 
number of similarities between hydrides and organometallic compounds 
since the groups CH3- and H- both have one remaining valency. Thus 
the hydride is often considered as part of a series of organometallic com
pounds, for example LiH, LiMe, LiEt; NH3, NMe3, NEt3 ; or SiH4 , 

CH3SiH:h (CH3 )iSiCl2, (CH3)JSiCI, (CH3) 4$i. However, hydrogen is 
best treated as a group on its own. 

ABUNDANCE OF HYDROGEN 

Hydrogen is the most abundant element in the universe. Some estimates 
are that 92% of the universe is made up of hydrogen, and 7%· helium, 
leaving only I% for all of the other elements. However, the abundance of 
H2 in the earth's atmosphere is very small . This is because the earth's 
gravitational field is too small to hold so light an element, though some H2 

is found in voicano gases. In contrast, hyd.rogen is the tenth most abundant 
element in the earth's crust (1520 pptn or 0.152% by weight). It also occurs 
in vast quantities as water in the oceans. Compounds containing hydrogen 
are very abundant, particularly water, living matter (carbohydrates and 
proteins), organic compounds, fossil fuels (coal, petroleum, and natural 
gas), ·ammonia and adds. In ,fact hydrogen is present ill more compounds 
than any other element. 

·PREPARATION OF HYDROGEN 

Hydrogen is matmfactured on a large scale by a variety of methods: 

1. Hydrogen is made cheaply, and in large amounts, by passing steam 
over red hot coke. the product is water gas, which is a mixture of CO 
and H2. This is ah important industrial fuel since it is easy to make and it 
burns, evblving a lot bf .heat. · 
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. . 1ooo·c · . · 
C + H20--+ CO+ H2 

water gas 

CO + H2 + 0 2 - CQ2 + H20 + heat 

· It is difficult to obtain pure H2 from water gas, since CO is difficult to 
remove. The CO may be liquified at a low temperature vnder pressure, 
thus separating it from H2. Alterriatively the gas mixture can be mixed 
with steam, cooled to 400°C and passed over · iron oxide in a shift 
converter, giving H2 and C02. The C02 so formed is easily removed 
either by dissolving in water under pressure, or reacting with K2C0.1 
solution, giving KHCO:h and thus giving H2 gas. 

+H.O 
CO + H2 --.:...-+ 2H2 + C02 

4w•c 
water gas · Fe20J 

2. Hydrogen is also made in large amounts by the steam reformer 
process. The hydrogen produced in this way is used in the Haber 
process to make NH3, and for hardening oils. Light hydrocarbons such 
as methane are mixed with steam and passed over a nickel catalyst at 
800-900°C. These hydrocarbons ~re present in natural gas, and are also 
produced at oil refineries when 'cracking' hydrocarbons. 

CH4 + H20 - CQ + 3H2 

CH4 + 2H20 - C02 + 4H2 

The gas emerging from tne reformer contains CO, C02, H2 and e~cess 
steam. The gas mixture is mixed with more steam, cooled to 400°C and 
passed into a shi~ converter. This contains an iron/copper catalyst and 
CO is converted into C02. 

CO + H20 - C02 + H2 

Finally the C02 is absorbed in a solution of K2C03 or ethanolamine 
HOCH2CH2NH2• The K2C03 or ethanolamine are regenerated b) 
heating. 

K2C03 + C02 + H20 - 2KHC03 

2HOCH2CH2NH2 + C02 + H20 - (HOCH2CH2NH3)iC03 

3. In oil refineries, natural hydrocarbon mixtures of high molecular weigh1 
·such as naphtha and fuel oil are 'cracked' to produce lower molecula1 
weight hydrocarbons which can be used as petrol. Hydrogen is a valu 
able by-p.roduct. . 

4. Very pure hydrogen (99.9% pure) is made by electrolysis of water 01 
solutions of NaOH or KOH. This is the most expensive method. Wate1 
does not . conduct eJectricity very well, so it is usual to electrolys< 
aqueous solutions of NaOH or KOH in a cell with nickel anodes anc 
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iron cathodes. The gases produced in the anode and cathode compart
ments must be kept separate. 

Anode 20H- - H20 + !02 + ze-

Cathode 2H20 + 2e- - 20H- + H2 
Overall H20 - H2 + !02 

5. A large amount of pure hydrogen is also fo~med as a by-product from 
the chlor-alkali industry, in which aqueous NaCl is electrolysed to 
produce NaOH, Ch and H2. . . 

6. The usual laboratory preparation is the reaction of dilu.te acids with 
metals, or of an alkali with aluminium. 

Zn + H2S04 - ZnS04 + Hi 
2Al + 2NaOH + 6H20-+ 2Na[Al{OH)4] + 3Hi 

7. Hydrogen can be prepared by the reaction of salt-like hydrides with 
water. 

PROPERTIES OF MOLECULAR HYDROGEN 

Hydrogen is the lightest gas known, and because of its low density, it is 
used instead of helium to fill balloons for meteorology. It is colourless, 
odourless and almost insoluble in water. Hydrogen forms diatomic mol
ecules H2 , and the tw6 atoms are joined by a very strong covalent bond 
(bond energy 435.9 kJ mo1- 1 ). 

Hydrogen is not very reactive under normal conditions. The lack of 
reactivity is due to kinetics rather than thertn<>dynamii:s, and relates to the 
strength of the H-H bond: An essential step in H2 reacting with another 
element is the breaking Of the H-H bond to produce atoms of hydrogen. 
This requires 435.9kJ mo1-1: hence there is a high activation energy to 
such reactions. Consequently many reactions are slow, or require high 
temperatures, or catalysts {often transition metals). Many important 
reactions of hydrogen involve heterogeneous catalysis, where the catalyst 
first reacts with H2 and either breaks or weakens the H-H bond, and thus 
lowers the activation energy. Examples include: 

1. The Haber process for the manufacture of NH3 from Ni and H2 using a 
catalyst of activated Pe at 380-450°C atid 200 atmospheres pressure. 

2. The hydrogenation of a variety of unsaturated organic compounds, 
(including the hardening Of oils), using finely divided Ni, Pd or Pt as 
catalysts. 

3. The production of methanol by reducing CO with H2 over a Cu/Zn 
catalyst at300°C. · 

Thus hydrogen will react directly with most elements under the appropriate 
conditions. 
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Hydrogen bums in air or oxygen, forming water, and liberates a large 
amount of energy. This is used in the oxy-hydrogen flame for welding and 
cutting metals. Temperatures of almost 3000°C can be attained. Care 
should be taken with these gases since mixtures of H2 and Oz close to a 
2: I ratio are often explosive. 

2Hz + 0 2 ~ 2Hz0 l:l.H = -485 kJ mo1- 1 

Hydrogen reacts with the halogens. The reaction with fluorine is violent, 
even at fow temperatures. The reaction with chlorine is slow in the dark, 
but the reaction is catalysed by light (photocatalysis), and becomes faster 
in daylight, and explosive in sunlight. Direct combination of the elements 
is used to produce HCI. 

Hz+ F2 ~ 2HF 

H2 + Cl2 ~ 2HC1 

A number of metals react with Hz, forming hydrides. The reactions are 
not violent, and usually require a high temperature. These are described 
in a later section. 

Large quantities of Hz are used in the industrial production of ammonia 
by the Haber process. The reaction is reversible, and the formation of 
NH3 is favoured by high pressure, the presence of a catalyst (Fe), and 
a low temperature. In practice a high temperature of 380-450°C and a 
pressure of 200 atmospheres are used to get a reasonable conversion in a 
reasonable time. 

AVz9s•c = -33.4kJmo1-• 

Large amounts of Hz are used for hydrogenation reactions, in which 
hydrogen is added to a double bond in an organic compound. An im
portant example is the hardening of fats and oils. Unsaturated fatty acids 
are hydrogenated with Hz and a ·palladium catalyst, forming saturated fatty 
acids which have higher melting points. By removing double bonds in the 
carbon chain in this way, edible oils which are liquid at room temperature 
may be converted into fats which are solid at room temperature. The 
reason for doing this is that solid fats are more useful than oils, for example 
in the manufacture of margarine. 

CH3 · (CH2),, · CH=CH · COOH + H2-+ CH3 · (CH2),, • Cfb · CH2 · COOH 

Hydrogen is also used to reduce nitrobenzene to aniline (dyestuffs 
industry), and in the catalytic reduction of benzene (the first step in the 
production of nylon-66). It also reacts with CO to form methyl akohol. 

CO+ 2Hz~ CH30H 

The hydrogen molecule is very stable, and has little tendency to disso
ciate at normal temperatures, since the dissociation reaction is highly 
endothermic.. · 

!lH = 435.9 kJ mot-• 
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However, at high temperatures, in an electric arc, or under ultraviolet 
light, H2 does dissociate. The atomic hydrogen produced exists for less 
than half a second, after which it recombines to give molec4-lar hydrogen 
and a large amount of heat. This reaction has been used in welding metals. 
Atomic hydrogen is a strong reducing agent, and is Gommonly prepared in 
solution by means of a zinc-copper couple or a mercury-aluminium 
couple. 

There has been much talk of the hydrogen economy. (See Further 
Reading.) The idea is that hydrogen could replace coal and oil as the major 
source of energy. Burning hydrogen in air or oxygen forms water and 
liberates a great deal of energy. In contrast to burning coal or oil in power 
stations, or petrol or diesel f\iel in motor engines, burning hydrogen 
produces no pollutants like S02 and oxides of nitrogen that are responsible 
for acid rain, nor C02 that is responsible for the greenhouse effect, nor 
carcinogenic hydrocarbons, nor lead compounds. Hydrogen can be pro
duced readily by electrolysis, and chemical methods. Hydrogen can be 
stored and transported as gas in cylinders, as liquid in very large cryogenic 
vacuum flasks, or 'dissolved' in various metals. (For example, the alloy 
LaNi5 can absorb seven moles of hydrogen per mole of alloy at 2.5 atmos
pheres pressure and roorn temperature.) Liquid hydrogen is used as a fuel 
in space rockets for the Satu~n series and the space shuttle in the US space 
programme. Car engines have been modified to run on hydrogen . Note 
that the use of hydrogen involves the risk of an explosion, but so does the 
use of petrol. 

ISOTOPES OF HYDROGEN 

If atoms of the same element have different mass numbers they are called 
isotopes. The difference in .mass number arises because the nucleus con~ 
tains a different number of neutrons. Naturally occurring hydrogen con
tains three isotopes: protium fH_ or H, deuterium ~Hor 0, and tritium ~H 
or T. Each of the three isotopes contains one proton and 0, 1 or 2 neutrons 
respectively in the nucleus. Protium is by far the most abundant. 

Naturally occurring hydrogen contains 99.986% of the IH isotope, 
0.014°/o of ~D and 7 x 10- 16% tr. so the properties of hydrogen are 
essentially those of the lightest isotope. 

These isotopes have the same electronic configuration and have essen
tially the same chemical properties. The only differences in chemical 
properties are the rates of reactions, and equilibrium constants. For 
example: 

1. H2 is more rapidly adsorbed on to surfaces than 0 2. -

2. Hi reacts over 13 times faster with Cl2 than 0 2 , because H2 has a lower 
energy of activation. 

Differences in pr6perties which arise from differences in mass are called 
isotope effects. Because hydrogen is s6 light, the percentage difference in 
mass betwee.n protium IH, deuterium ?H arid tritium iH is greater than 
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Table 8.1 Physical constants for hydrogen, deuterium and tritium 

Physical constant 

Mass of atom (amu) 
Freezing point (0C) 
Boiling point {0C) 
Bond length (A) 
Heat of dissociation t (kJ mo1- 1) 

L11tent heat of fusion (kJ mol- 1) 

Latent heat of vaporisation (kJ mol- 1) · 

Vapour pressure* (mm Hg) 

•Measured at -259.1°C. · 
t Measured at 25 °C. 

1.0078 
-259.0 
-252.6 

0.7414 
435.9 

0.117. 
0.904 

54 

2.0141 
-254.3 
-249.3 

0.7414 
443.4 

0.197 
1.226 
5.8 

3.0160 
-252.4 
-248.0 

(0.7414) 
446.9 

0.250 
l.393 

between the isotopes of any other element. Thus the isotopes of hydrogen 
show much greater differences in physical properties ·than are found 
between the isotopes of other elements. Some physical constants for H2, 

0 2 and T2 are given in Table 8.1. 
Protium water H20 dissociates to about three times the extent that 

heavy water D20 does. The equilibrium constant for the dissociation of 
H20 is 1.0 x 10-14 whilst for 0 20 it is 3.0 x 10-15• 

H20 ~ H+ +OH-

D20 ~ p+ + oo-
Protium bonds are broken more readily than deuterium bonds (up to 

18 times rnore readily in some cases). Thus when water is electrolysed, H; 
is liberated much faster than 0 2, and the remaining water thus become! 
enriched in beavy water 0 20. If the process is continued until only a small 
volume remains, then almost pure D20 is obtained: About 29 000 litres ol 
water must be electroly~ed to give 1 litre of D20 that is 99% pure. This ii 
the normal way of separating deuterium. Heavy water D20 undergoes al 
of the reactions of ordinary water, and is useful in the preparation of othe1 
deuterium compounds. Because 0 20 has a lower dielectric constant, ioni< 

Table 8.2 Physical constants for water and heavy water 

Physical constant 

Freezing point (0 C) 
Boiling point (0 C) 
Density at. 20 °C (g cm-3

) 

Temperature of maximum density (0C) 
Ionic product Kw at 25 °C 
Dielectric constant at 20°C 
Solubility g NaCl/100 g water at 25 °C 
Solubility g BaC12/100 g water at 25 °C 

0 
100 
o .. 911 
4 
1.0 x 10- 14 . 

82 
.35.9 
35.7 

3.82 
101.42 
1.017 
11.6 
3.0 x 10-1 

80.5 
30.5 
28.9 
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compounds are less soluble in it than in water. Some physical properties of 
H20 and D20 are compared in Table 8.2. 

Deuterium compounds are commonly prepared by 'exchange' reactions 
where under suitable conditions deuterium is exchanged for hydrogen in 
compounds. Thus D2 reacts with H2 at high temperatures, forming HD , 
and it also exchanges with NH3 and CH4 to give NH2D, NHD2 , ND3 and 
CH3D-CD4. It is usually easier to prepare deuterated compounds using 
0 20 rather than D2 • The D20 ·may be used directly in the preparation 
instead of H20, or exchange reactions may be carried out using DiO. 

Exchange reactions 

Direct reactions 

NaOH + D 20 -+ NaOD + HDO 

NH4CI + D 20 -+ NH3DCI + HDO 

Mg3N2 + 3020 -+ 2ND3 + 3Mg0 

S03 + D20 ---+ D2S04 

p 4010 + 6020 - 403l>04 

Tritium is radioactive and decays by p emission. · 

1T-+ ~He+ _ye 
It has a relatively short half life time Of 12.26 years. Thus any i present 
when the earth was formed has decayed already, and the small amount 
now present has been formed recently by reactions induced by cosmic rays 
in the upper atmosphere. 

1~N + An - 1~c + iT 
1~N + :H-+ 11' + other.fragments 

~1'.:> + ~O-+ iT + JH 
Tritium only occurs to the extent Of one part 12 to 7 x 1017 parts H2• It was 
first made by bombarding 0 3P04 and (ND4) 2S04 with deuterons o+. 

iD + tD -+ iT + lH 
It is now produced on a large scale by irradiating lithium. with slow neu
trons in a nuclear reactor. 

~Li + bn -+ ~He + iT 

Tritium is used to make thermonuclear devices, and for research into 
fusion reactions as a means of producing energy. The gas is usually stored 
by making Ut~. which on heating to 400°C releases t 2 • Tritium is widely 
used as a radioactive tracer, since it is relatively cheap, and it is . easy to 
work with. It only emits low energy~ radiation, with no y radiation . The P 
radiation is stopped by 0.6ctn of air, so no shielding is required. It is non
toxic, except if la.belled compounds are swallowed. 

Tritiated compounds are made from T2 gas. 120 is made as follows: 
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66 
(a) 

00 
(b) 

. I Ort ho and para 
n: (a) ortho, parallel 
) para, opposite. 

or 

2T2 + 02 Pd catalyst 2T20 

Many tritiated organic compounds can be made by storing the compound 
under T2 gas for a few weeks, when exchange of H and T occurs. Many 
compounds can be made by catalytic exchange in solution using either T2 

gas dissolved in the water, or T20, 

NH4Cl + T20 (or HTO);: NH3TCI 

ORIBO AND PARA HYDROGEN 

The hydrogen molecule H2 exists in two different forms known as ortho 
and para hydrogen. The nucleus of an atom has nuclear spin, in a similar 
way to electrons having a spin. In the H2 molecule, the two nuclei may be 
spinning in either the same direction, or in opposite directions. This gives 
rise to spin isomerism, that is two different forms of H2 may exist. These 
are called ortho and para hydrogen. Spin isomerism is also found in other 
symmetrical molecules whose nuclei have spin momenta, e.g. 0 2 , N2 , F2, 

C)i. There are considerable differences between the physical properties 
(e.g. boiling points, specific heats and thermal conductivities) of the orrho 
and para ~orms, beCl!USe of differences in their internal energy. There are 
also differences in the band spectra of the ortho and para forms of H2• 

The para form has the iower energy, and at absolute zero the gas con
tains 100% of the para form. As the temperature is raised, some of the 
par(l form changes into the ortho form. At high temperatures the gas 
contains about 75% ortho hydrogen. 

Para hydrogen is usually prepared by passing a mixture of the two forms 
of hydrogen through ·a tube packed with charcoal cooled to liquid air 
temperature. Parq hydrogen prepared in this way can be kept for weeks at 
room temperature in a glass vessel, because the ortho-para conversion 
is slow in the absence of catalysts. Suitable catalysts include activated 
charcoal, atomic hydrogen, metals such as Fe, Ni, Pt and W and para
magnetic substances or ions (which contain unpaired electrons) such as 
0 2 , NO, N02 , Co2+ and Cr20 3 • 

HYDRIDES 

Binary compounds of the elements with hydrogen are called hydrides. The 
ty.pe of hydride which an element forms depends on its electroneg.ativity. 
and hence on the type of bond formed. Whilst there is not a sharp division 
between ionic, covalent and metallic bonding, it is convenient to consider 
hydrides in three classes (Figure 8.2): 

1. ionic or salt-like hydrides · 
2. covalent or molecula.r hydrides 
3. metallic or interstitial hydrides 
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Figure 8.2 Types of hydride and the periOdic table. 

Ionic or salt-like hydrides 

f block 

At high temperatures the metals of Group I (alkali inetals) and the heavier 
Group II metals (alkaline earth metals) Ca. s·r and Ba form ionic .hydr:ides 

· such as NaH and CaH2 • T~ese compounds are solids with high melting 
points, and are classified as ionic (salt-like) hydrides. 'fhe evidence that 
they are ionic is: · 

1. Molten LiH (m.p.· 691 °C) conducts electricity, and H2 is liberated at 
the anode, thus con6rtning the presence 6f the hydride ion H-. 

2. The other ionic hydrides decompose before melting, but they may be 
dissolved in melts of alkali halides (e.g. CaHi dissolves in a eutectic 
mixture Of LiCl/KCI), and when the melt is electrolysed then H2 is 
evolved at the anode . 

3. The crystal structures of these hydrides are known, and they show no 
evidence of directional bonding. 

Lithium is more polarizing and hence more likely to form covalent 
compounds than the other metals. Thus if LiH is largely ioniC , the others 
must be ioniC, and thus contain the hydride ion H-. 

The density of these hydrides is greater than that of the metal from 
which they were formed. This is explained by H- ions occupying holes in 
the lattice of the metal, without distorting the metal lattice. Ionic hydrides 
have high heats of formation, and are always stoichiometric. 

This type of hydride is only formed by elements with an electronega-

p block 

Ill IV V VI VII 
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tivity value appreciably lower than the value of 2.1 for hydrogen, thus 
allowing the hydrogen to attract an electron from the metal, forming M+ 
and H-. 

Group I hydrides are more reactive than the corresponding Group II 
hydrides; and reactivity increases down the group. 

Except for LiH, ionic hydrides decompose into their constituent ele
ments on strong heating (400-500°C). 

The hydride ion H- is not very comrnon, and it is unstable in water. 
Thus ionic hydrides all react with water and liberate hydrogen. 

LiH + H20 -+ LiOH + H2 
CaH2 +. 2H20-+ Ca(OH)i + H2 

They are powerful reducing agents, especially at high temperatures, 
though their reactivity towards water limits their usefulness. 

2CO + NaH-+ H·COONa + C 

SiC14 + 4NaH -+ SiH4 + 4NaCI . 

PbSQ4 + 2CaHl-+ PbS + 2Ca(0Hh . 

NaH has a number of uses as a reducing agent in synthetic chemistry. It 
is µsed to produce other important hydrides, particularly lithium alumi
nium hydride Li[AIH4) and sodium borohydride Na[BH4], which have 
important uses as reducing agents in both organic and inorganic syntheses. 

4LiH + AICl3-+ Li[AlH4) + 3LiCI 

4NaH + B(OCH3h-+ Na[BH4) + 3Na0CH3 

Covalent hydrides 

Hydrides of the p~~lock elements are covalent. This ~ould be expected 
since there is only · a small difference in electronegativity between these 
atoms and hydrogen. The compounds usually consist of discrete covalent 
molecules, with only weak van der ·Waals forces holding the molecules 
together, and so they are usually volatile, and have low melting and boiling 
points. They do not conduct electricity. The formula of these hydrides is 
XH,, or XHoi-11) where n is the group in the periodic table to which X 
belongs. These hydrides are produced by a variety of syqthetic methods: 

1. A few may be made by direct action. 

Group Ill 
B 
Al 
Ga 
In 

Figure 8.3 Covalent hydrides, · · · · · 

IV 
c 
Si 
Ge 
Sn 
Pb 
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VI 
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Se 
Te 
Po 

VII 
F 
Cl 
Br 
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3H2 + N2 - 2NH3 (high temperature and pressure 
+ catalyst, Haber process) 

2H2 + 0 2 - 2H20 (spark - explosive) 

H2 + Cl2 - 2HCI (burn - preparation of pure HCI) 

2. Re~ctfon of a halide with Li( AIH4] in a · dry solvent such as ether. 

4BCl3 + 3Li(AIH4)- 2B2H6 + 3AICl3 + 3LiCl 

SiCl4 + Li[AlH4)- SiH4 + AIC13 + LiCl 

3. Treating the appropriate binary compound with acid. 

2Mg3B2 + 4H:iP04 ~ B4H10 + 2MgJ(P04)i + H2 

Al4C3 + 12HCI - 3CH4 + 4AIC13 
FeS + H2S04 - H2S + FeS04 

. Ca3P2 + 3H2S04 - 2PH3 + 3CaS_04 

4. Reaction of an oxoacid with Na[BH4] in aqueous solution. 

4H3As03 + 3Na(BH4)- 4AsH3 + 3H3B03 + 3NaOH 

. 5. Converting one hydride into another by pyrolysis (heating). 

B4H10--+ B2H6 + other products 

6. A silent electric discharge or microwave discharge may produce long · 
chains from simple hydrides. · 

GeH4 --+ Ge2H6 --+ Ge3H11 --+ up to Ge9H20 

Table 8.3 Melting and boiling points of some 
covalent hydrides · 

Compound m.p. (9C) b.p. (OC) 

B2H6 -165 -90 
CH4 -183 -162 
SiH4 -185 "'-111 
OeH4 -166 -88 
SnH4 -150 -52 
NH3 -78 -33 
PH3 -134 -88 
AsH3 -117 - 62 
$bH3 . -88 -18 

H20 0 .+100 
HiS -86 -60 
HF -83 +20 
HCI -115 -84 
Har -89 -67 
Hf -51 -35 
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The Group Ill hydrides are unusual in that they are electron deficient 

and polymeric, although they do not contain direct bonds between the 
Group Ill elements. The simplest boron hydride is called diborane B2H6, 
though more complicated structures such as B4Hw. B5H9, B5H 11 , B6Hrn 
and B10H 14 are known. Aluminium hydride is polymeric (AlH3)n· In 
these structures, hydrogen appears to be bonded to two or more atoms. 
and this is explained in terms of multi-centre bonding. This is discussed in 
Chapter 12. 

In · addition to the simple hydrides, the rest of the lighter elements 
except the halogens form polynuclear hydrides. The tendency to do this 
is strongest with the elements C, N and 0, an~ two or more of the non
metal atoms are directly bonded to each other. The tendency is greatest 
with C which catenates (forms chains) of several hundreds of atoms. These 
are grouped into three homologous series of aliphatic hydrocarbons, and 
aromatic hydrocarbons based on benzene. 

CH4, C2H6, C3Hs, C4H10 ... CnH2n+2 

C2H4, C3H6, C4Hs ............ CnH2n 
C2H2. C3H4, C4H6 ............ CnH:ur-2 

C6H6 

(alkanes) 

(alkenes) 

(alkynes) 

(aromatic) 

The alkanes are saturated, but alken~s have double bonds, and alkynes 
have triple bonds. Si and Ge only form saturated compounds, and the 
maximum chain length is Si10H22. The longest hydride chains formed by 
other elements are Sn2H6, N2H4 and HN3, P3H5, As3H5 , H202 and H203, 
and HiS2, H2S3, HiS4, H2Ss and H2S6· 

The melting point and boiling point of water stand out in Table 8.3 as 
being much higher than the others, but on closer examination the values 
for NH3 and HF also seem higher than would be expected in their respec
tive groups. This is due to hydrogen bonding, which is discussed later in 
this chapter. 

Metallic (or interstitial) hydrides 

Many of the elements in the d-block, and the lanthanide and actinide 
elements in the /-block, react with H2 and form metallic hydrides. How
ever, the elements in the middle of the d-block do not form hydrides. The 
absence of hydrides in this part of the periodic table is · sometimes· called 
the hydrogen gap. (See Figure 8.2.) 

Metallic hydrides are usually prepared by heating the metal with hydro
gen under high pressure. (If heated to higher temperatures the hydrides 
decompose, and this may be used· as a convenient method of making very 
pure hydrogen.) 

These hydrides generally have properties similar to those of the parent 
metals: they are hard, have a metallic lustre, conduct electricity, and have 
magnetic properties. The hydrides are less dense than the parent metal, 
because the crystal lattice has expanded through the inclusion of hydrogen. 
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This distortion of the crystal lattice may make the hydride brittle. thus 
when the hydride is formed a solid piece of metal turns into finely powdered 
hydride. If the firiely powdered hydrides are heated they decompose, 
giving hydrogen and very finely divided metal. These finely divided metals 
may be used as catalysts. They are also used in metallurgy in powder 
fabrication, and zirconium hydride has been used as a moderator in 
nuclear reactors. · 

In many cases the compounds are nonstoichiometric, for example 
LaHm TiHn and PdHn, where the chemical composition is variable. 
Typical formulae are LaH2.s7, YbH2.55 , TiH1.8• ZrHi.9• VH1,6, NbH0.7 

and PdH0.7 • Such compounds were originally called interstitial hydrides, 
and it was thought that a varying number of interstitial positions in the 
metal lattice could be filled by hydrogen. 
· The nonstoichiometric compounds may be regarded as solid. solutions. 

Metals which can 'dissolve' varying amounts of hydrogen in this way can 
act as catalysts for hydrogenation reactions. The catalysts are thought to 
be effective through providing H atoms rather than H2 molecules. It is not 
certain whether the hydrogen is present in the interstitial sites as atoms of 
hydrogen, or alternatively as H+ ions with delocalized electrons, but they 
have strongly reducing properties. 

Even small amounts of hydrogen dissolved in a metal adversely affect its 
strength and make it brittle. Titanium is extracted by reducing TiCl4 with 
Mg or Na in an inert atmosphere. If an atmosphere of H2 is used, the Ti 
dissolves H2, and is brittle. Titanium is used to make supersonic aircraft, 
and since strength ·is important; it is produced in an atmosphere of argon. 

The bonding is more complicated than was originally thought, and is still 
the subject of: controversy. · 

1. Many of the hydrides have structures where· hydrogen atoms occupy 
tetrahedral holes in a cubic close-packed array of metal atoms. If all of 
the tetrahedral sites are occupied then the formula is MH2, and a 
fluorite structure is formed. Generally some sites are unoccupied, and 
hence the compounds contain less hydrogen. This accounts for the 
compounc.ls of formula MH1.s-2 formed by the scandium and titanium 
groups, and most of the lanthanides and actinides. 

2. Two of the lanthanide elements, europium and ytterbium, are unusual 
in that they form ionic hydrides EuH2 and YbH~. which are stoichio
metric and resemble CaH2. The lanthanides are typically trivalent, but 
Eu and Yb form divalent ions (associated with stable electronic struc
tures Eu(+ II) 4/7 (half filled f shell), and Yb(+ II) 4/14 (filled f sheJl)). 

3. The compounds YH2 and LaH2, as well as many of the lanthanide and 
actinide hydrides MH2, tan absorb more hydrogen, forming comp6unds 
of limiting composition MH3• Compositions such as LaH2.76 and 
CeH2.69 are found. The structures of these are complex, so~etimes 
cubic and sometimes hexagotial. . The third hydrogen atom is mote 
loosely held than the others, and rather surprisingly it may.occupy an 
octahedral hole. 
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4. Uranium is unusual and forms two different crystalline forms of UH3 
that are stoichiometric. 

5. Some elements (V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Ni ahd-Pd) form hydrides approximat
. ing to MH. Formulae such- as NbH0.7 and PdH0,6 are typical. These are 

less stable than the other hydrides, are nonstoichiometric and exist over 
a wide range of composition. 

The Pd/H2 system is both extraordinary and interesting. When red hot 
Pd is cooled in H2 it may absorb or occlude up to 935 times its own volume 
of H2 gas. This ·may be used to separate· H 2 or deuterium 0 2 from He or 
other gases. The hydrogen is given off when the metal is heated, and this 
provides an ~asy method of weighing H2 • The limiting formula is PdH0.7 , 

buf neither the structure nor the nature of the interaction between Pd 
and H are understood . As hydrogen is absorbec,i, the metallic q>nductiv
ity decreases, and the material eventually becomes a · semiconductor. The 
hydrogen is mobile and diffuses throughout the metal. It is possible that 
the erroneous reports of p"roducing energy by •cold-fusion' by electrolysis 
of 0 20 at room temperature between Pd electrodes was really energy from 
the reaction between Pd and D~ rather than nuclear fusion of hydrogen 
or deuterium to give helium. (See Chapter 31.) 

lntennediate hydrides 

A few hydri.des do not fit easily in.to the above classification. Thus (BeH2)n 
. is polymeric, and is thought to be a chain polymer with hydrogen bridges. 
MgH2 has· pr0perties in between thQse of ionic and covalent hydrides. 

CuH, ZnH2, CdH2 and HgH2 have properties .intermediate between 
metallic and covalent hydrides. They are probably .electron deficient like 
(AIH.1) 11 • CuH is endothermic, that is energy must be put in to make the 
compound. and is formed by reducing Cu2+ with hypophosphorous acid. 
The hydrides of Zn, Cd and. Hg are made by reducing the chlorides with 
Li(AIH4 ). . 

THE HYDROGEN ION 

The energy required to remove the electron from a hydrogen atom (i.e. 
the ionization energy of hydrogen) is 1311 kJmo1- 1

• This is a very large 
amount of energy, and consequently the bonds formed by hydrogen in the 
gas phase are typically covalent. Hydrogen fluoride is the compound most 
likely to contain ionic hydrogen (i.e. H+). since it has the greatest dif
ference in electronegativity, but even here the bond is only 45% ionic. 

Thus compounds containing H+ will only be formed if the ionization 
energy can be provided by some other process.Thus if the compound is 
dissolved, for example in water. then the hydration energy may offset the 
very high ionization energy. In water H+ are solvated, forming H30+, and 
the energy evolved is 1091 kJ mo1- 1• The remainder of the 1311 kJ mo1- 1 

· ionization energy comes· from the electron affinity (the energy evolved in 
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forming the negative ion), and also the solvation energy of the negative 
ion. 

Compounds which form solvated hydrogen ions in a suitable solvent are 
called acids. Even though the ions present are H30+ (or even H90,t), it is 
customary to write the ion as H+, indicating a hydrated proton. 

HYDROGEN BONDING 

In some compounds a hydrogen atom is attracted by rather strong forces 
to two atoms, for example in [F-H..,.-F]-. (Sometimes hydrogen is 
attracted to more than two atorns.) It was at first thought that hydrogen 
formed two covalent bonds, but it is now recognized that, since hydrogen 
has the electronic structure ls 1, it can only form one covalent bond. The 
hydrogen bond is most simply regarded as a weak electrostatic attraction 
between a Ione pair of electrons on one atom, and a covalently bonded 
hydrogen atom that carries a fractional charge 8+. 

Hydrogen bonds are formed only with the most electronegative atoms . 
(Of these, F, 0, N and Cl are the four most important elements.) These 
bonds are very weak, and are typically about 10 kJ mo1- 1, though hydro
gen bonds may have a bond energy from 4 to 45 kJ mo1- 1• This must be 
compared with a C-C covalent bond of 347 kJ mo1- 1

• Despite their low 
bond energy, hydrogen bonds are of great significance both in biochemical 
systems and in normal chemistry. They are extremely important because 
they ·are responsible for linking polypeptide chains in · proteins, and for 
linking pairs of bases in large nucleic aeid-tontaining molecules. The 
hydrogen bonds maintain these large molecules in specific molecular 
configurations, which is important in the operation of genes and e-nzymes. 
Hydrogen bonds are tesponsible for water being liquid at room tempera
ture, and but for this, life as we know it would not exist. Since hydrogen 
bonds have a low bond energy, they also have a low activation energy, and 
this results in their playing an important part in many reactions·at normal 
temperatures. 

Hydrogen bonding was first used to explain the weakness of trimethy
lammonium hydroxide as a base compared with tetramethylammonium 
hydroxide. In the trimethyl compound the OH group is hydrogen bonded 
to the Me3NH group (shown by a dotted line in Figure 8.4), and this makes 
it more difficult for the OH group to ionize •. and hence it is a weak base. In 
the tetramethyl compound, hydrogen bonding cannot occur, so the OH 
group ionizes and the tetramethyl compound is thus a much stronger base . 

CH3 
I 

CH3-N->H·.··O-H . 
. I . 
CH3 

, : 

Figure 8.4 Structures of trimethyl and tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide . 
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In a similar way the formation qf an intramolecular hydrogen bond in 
o-nitrophenol reduces its acidity compared with m-nitrophenol and p
nitrophenol where the formation of a hydrogen bond is not possible 
(Figure 8.5). 

Intermolecular hydrogen bonding may also take place, and it has a 
striking effect on the physical properties such as melting points, boiling 
points, and the enthalpies of vaporization and sublimation {Figure 8.6). In 
general the melting and boiling points for a related series of compounds 
increase as the atoms get larger, owing to the increase in dispersive force. 
Thus by extrapolating the oiling points of H2Te, H2Se and H2S one would 
predict that the boiling point of H20 should be about -I00°C, whilst it is 
actually + 100 °C. Thus water boils about 200 °C higher than it would in the 
absence of hydrogen bonding. 

Iri much the same way the boiling point of NH3 is much higher than 
would be expected by comparison with PH3 , AsH3 and SbH3 , and similarly 
HF boils much higher than HCI, HBr and HL The reason for the higher 
than expected boiling points is hydrogen bonding. Note that the boiling 
points of the Group IV hydrides CH4 , SiH4 , GeH4 and SnH4 , and also 
those of the noble gases, change smoothly, as they do not involve hydrogen 
bonding. 

The hydrogen bonds in HF link the F atom of one molecule with the H 
atom of another molecule, thus forming a zig-zag chain (HF)n in both the 
liquid and also in the solid. Some hydrogen bonding also occurs in the gas, 
which consists of a mixture of cyclic (HF)6 polymers, dimeric (HFh, and 
monomeric HF. (The hydrogen bond in F-H ... Fis 29kJmo1-1 in 
HF(gas)·) . . 

A similar pattern can be seen in the melting points and the enthalpies of 
vaporization of the hydrides, indicating hydrogen bonding in NH3 , H20 
and HF, but not in CH4 or Ne. 

Strong evidence for hydrogen bonding comes from structural studies. 
Examples include ice, which has .been determined both by X-ray and 
neutron diffraction, the dimeric structure of formic acid (determined in 
the gas phase by electron diffraction), X-ray structures of the solids 
for. sodium hydrogencarbonate and boric acid (Figure 8.8), and many 
others. 

Another technique for studying hydrogen bonds is infra-red absorption 
spectra in CCI4 solution, which allows the 0-H and N-H stretching 
frequencies to be studied. 

ACIDS AND BASES 

There are several so-called theories of acids and bases, but they are not 
really theories but merely different definitions of what we choose to call an 
acid or a base. Since it is only a matter of definition, no theory is more right 
or wrong .than any other, anQ we use the most. convenient theory for a 
particular chemical situation. Which .is the most useful theory or definition 
of acids and bases? There is no simple answer to this. The answer depends 



on whether we are considering ionic reactions in aqueous solution , in non
aqueous solution, or in a fused melt, and whether we require a measure of 
the strengths of acids and bases. For this reason we need to know several 
theories. 
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Figure 8.6 (a) Sbiling points of hydrides. (b) Melting points of hydrides. (c) 
Enthalpies of vaporization of hydrides. (Adapted from Lagowski, J.J., Modern 
Inorganic Chemistry, Marcel Dekker, New York, p. 174.) 
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Figure 8.7 Hydrogen bonded chain in solid HF. 

Arrhenius theory 

In the early stages of chemistry. acids were distinguished by their sour 
taste and their effect oil certain plant pigments such as litmus. Bases were 
substances which reacted with acids to form salts. Water was used almost 
exclusively for reactions in solution, and in 1884 Arrhenius suggested the 
theory of electrolytic dissociation and proposed the self-ionization of 
water: 
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Figure 8.8 Hydrogen bonded structures. (a) Forinic acid dimer, (HCOOH)i. (b) 
Ice. (From L. Pauling, The Nature of the Chemical Bond, 3rd ed., pp. 449...,504, 
Cornell University Press, Ithaca, 1960.) (c) A layer of crystalline H3B03. 
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HzO ~ H+ +OH-

Thus substances producing H+ were called acids, and substances pro
ducing OH- were called bases. A typical neutralization reaction is 

HCI + NaOH -+ NaCl + H20 
acid base salt water 

or simply 

H+ + OH- -+ H20 

In aqueous solutions the concentration of H+ is often given in terms of 
pH, where: 

1 
pH= log 10 [H+J = -log10(H+J 

where [H+] is the hyorogen ion concentration. More strictly the activity of 
the. hydrogen ions should be used. This logarithmic scale is very useful for 
expressing concentrations over several orders of magnitude (e.g. 1 M H+ 
is pH 0, 10-14 M H+ is pH 14). 

Until the turn of the nineteenth century it was thought that water was 
the only solvent in which ionic reactions could occur. Studies made by 
Cady in 1897 and by Franklin and Kraus in 1898 on reactions in liquid 
ammonia, and by Walden in 1899 on reactions in liquid sulphur dioxide, 
revealed many analogies with reactiOns in water. These analogies sug
gested that the three m.edia were ionizing solvents and could be useful for 
ionic reactions, and that acids, bases and salts were common to all three 
systems. 

Although water is still the most widely used solvent, its exclusive use 
limited chemistry to those compounds which are stable in its presence. 
Non-aqueous solvents are now used increasingly in inorganic chemistry 
because many new compounds can be prepared which are unstable in 
water, and some anhydrous compounds can be prepared, such as anhy
drous copper nitrate, which differ markedly from the well known hydrated 
form. The concepts of acids and bases based on the aqueous system need 
extending to cover non-aqueous solvents. 

Acids and bases in proton solvents 

Water self-ionizes: 

2H20 :;=: HJO+ + OH-

The equilibrium constant for this reaction depends on the concentration 
of water [H20], and on the concentrations of the ions [H30+] and [OH - ]. 

K _ [H30+][oH-] 
. I - [H20] 2 

Since water is in large excess, its concentration is effectively constant , so 
the ionic produd of water may be written : 



Table 8.4 Ionic product of water at various 
temperatures 

Temperature (0 C) 

0 
10 
20 
25 
30 
40 

100 

Kw(mol2 l - 2) 

0.12 x 10- 14 

0.29 x 10":" 14 
0.68 x 10-14 
1.00 x 10-14 
1.47 x 10- 14 
2.92 x 10- 14 
47.6 x 10- 14 

Kw= [H30+][oH-) = 10~ 14 mol2 1-2 

The value of Kw is 1.00 X 10- 14 mo121-2 at 25 °C, but it varies.with tem
perature. Thus at 25°C there will be 10-7 mo1- 1 Of H30+ and 10-7 mo1 - 1 

of OH- in pure water. 
Acids such as HA increase the concentration of H30+: 

HA + H20 :;: H30+ + A -

_ [H30:J[A-) 
Kw - [HA ][H20] 

In dilute solution water is in such a large excess that the concentration of 
water is effectively constant (approximately 55 M), and this constant can 
be incorporated in the constant at the left hand side . Thus: 

[H30+ j[A - J 
Ka= [HA) 

Table 8.5 Relation between pH, [H+] and [OJ-i-) 

pH [H+J (moU- 1) [C)H-j (mo11- 1) 

0 100 10-14 
1 10-1 10-13 
2 10-2 10-12 
3 10-3 10-11 Acidic 
4 10-4 10-lll 

5 10-s 10-9 
6 10-6 10-s 
7 10-1 10-1 ~Neutral 

8 10-s 10-6 
9 10-9 10-s 

10 10-10 10-4 
11 10-11 10-3 Basic 
12 10-12 10-2 

13 10-13 10-1 
14 10-14 10° 
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The pH scale is used to measure. the activity of hydrogen ions (pH 
-log(H+)), and it refers to the number of powers of ten used to express 
the coQcentration of hydrogen ions. In a similar way the acid dissociation 
constant Ka may be expressed as a pKa value: 

. 1 
pKa =log K =-log Ka 

a 

Thus pKa is a measure of the strength of an acid. If the acid ionizes almost 
completely (high acid strength) then K., will be large, and thus pK .. will be 
small. The pK:i values given below show that acid strength increases on 
moving from left to right in the periodic table: 

CH4 

46 
NH:i 
35 

HF 

3 

Acid strength also increases on moving down a group: 

HF HCI HBr HI 
pKa 3 -7 -9 -10 

With oxoacids containing more than one hydrogen atom, successive dis
sociation constants rapidly becopie more positive, Le. the phosphate 
species formed on successive removal· of H+ become less acidic: 

H3P04 ~ H+ + H2POi 
H2P04 ~ H+ + HPO~
HPO~- ~ H+ +Pol-

pK1 = 2.15 

pK2 = 7.20 

pK3 .= 12.37 

If an element forms a series of oxoacids, then the more oxygen atoms 
present, the more acidic it will be. The reason for this is that the elec
trostatic attraction for the proton decreases as the negative charge is 
spread over more atoms, thus facilitating ionization. 

very weak acid weak acid strong acid very strong acid 

HN02 pK. = 3.3 HN03 pK. = -1.4 

H2S03 pK. = 1.9 H2S04 pK. = (-1) 

HOCI pK. = 7.2 HCI02 pK. = 2.0 HCI03 pK. = .:...1 HCl04 pK8 = (-10) 

Bronsted-Lowry theory 

In 1923, Bronsted and Lowry independently defined acids as proton 
donors, and bases as proton acceptors. 

2H20 ~ H3o+ + oH-
solvent acid base 

For aqueous solutions, this definition does not differ appreciably from the 
Arrhenius theory. Water self-ionizes as shown above. Substances that 
increase the concentration of [H30]+ in an aqueous solution above the 
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value of 10-7 mo12 l-2 from the self-ionization are acids, and those that 
decrease it are bases. 

The Bronsted-Lowry theory is useful in that it extends the scope of 
acid-base systems to cover solvents such as liquid ammonia, glacial acetic 
acid, anhydrous sulphuric acid, and all hydrogen-containing solvents. It 
should be emphasized that bases accept protons, and there is no need for 
them to contain oH-. 

In liquid ammonia: · 

NH4Cl + NaNI-:h - Na+c1- + 2NH3 
acid · base salt solvcnl 

or simply: 

NHt + NHi - 2NH3 
acid base solvent 

(donates (accepts 
a proton) a proton) 

Similarly in sulphuric acid: · 

H3sot + HS04 - 2H2S04 
acid base solvent 

Chemical spe.cies that differ in composition only by a proton are called 'a 
conjugate pair'. Thus every acid has a conjugate base, which is formed 
when the acid donates a proton. Similarly every base has a conjugate acid. 

A ;:· s- . + I-:i+ 
add conjugale 

base 

B + H+.;: A+ 
base conjugate 

acid 

In water 

HCI + H20 ;: H3o+ + c1-
acid base conjugate conjugate I I a~id bye 

In the above reaction, HCI is an acid since it donates protons, and in doing 
so forms c1-, its conjugate base. Since H20 accepts protons it is a base, 
and forms H30+, its conjugate acid. A strong acid has a weak conjugate 
base and vice versa. · 

In liquid ammonia: 

NHt + s2-;: Hs-
acid base conjugate I I a~d . 

+ NH3 
conjugate 

base 
I 

In liquid ammonia all ammonium salts act as acids since they can donate 
protons, and the sulphide ion acts as a base since it accepts protons. The 
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reaction is reversible, and it will proceed in the direction that produces the 
weaker species, in this case HS- and NH3. 

A limitation of rhe Bronsted-Lowry theory is that. the extent to which a 
dissolved su~srance can act as an acid or a base depends largely on the 
solvent. The solute only shows acidic properties if its proton-donating 
properties exceed those of the solvent. This sometimes upsets our tradi
tional ideas on what are acids, which are based on our experience of what 
happens in water. Thus HC104 is an extremely strong proton donor. If 
liquid HCI04 is used as a solvent, then HF dissolved in this solvent is 
forced to accept protons, and thus act as a base. 

HCIQ4 + HF ~ H2F+ + C104 

In a similar way HN03 is forced to accept protons and thus act as a base in 
both HCI04 and liquid HF as solvent. 

Water has only a weak tendency to donate protons. The mineral acids 
(HCl, HN03 , H2S04 etc.) all have a much stronger tendency to donate 
protons. Thus in aqueous solutions the mineral acids all donate protons 
to the water, thus behaving ~s acids, and in the process the mineral acids 
ionize completely. 

In liquid ammonia as solvent, the acids which were strong acids in water 
all react completely with the ammonia, forming NHt. ' 

HCI04 + NH3 -. NHt + C104 

HN03 + NH3 - NHt + N03 

Acids which were slightly le~s strong in water also react completely with 
NH3 , forming NHt. 

H2S04 + 2NH3 - 2NHt + SOi 

Weak acids in water, such as oxalic acid, also react completely with NH3. 

(COOHh + 2NH3 - 2NHt + (COO)~-
The acid strengths have all been levelled by the solvent liquid ammonia: 
hence liquid ~mmonia is called a levelling solvent. It even makes some 
molecules, such as urea, which show no acidic properties in water, behave 
as weak acids. · 

. NH2CONH2 + NH3 -. .NHt + NH2CONH-

Differentiating solvents such as glacial acetic acid emphasize the dif
ference in acid strength, and several mineral acids are only partially ion
ized in this solvent. This is because acetic acid itself is a proton donor, 
and if a substance dissolved in acetic acid is to behave as ail acid, it must 
donate protons more strongly than acetic acid. Thus the dissolved material 
must force the acetic acid to accept protons (i.e. the acetic acid behaves as 
a base). Thus the solvent acetic acid makes it more difficult for the usual 
acids to ionize, and conversely it will encour.age the usual bases to ionize 
completely. It follows that a differentiating solvent for acids will act as a 
levelling solvent for bases, and vice versa. · 
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Lewis theory 

Lewis developed a definition of acids and bases that did not depend on the 
presence of protons, nor involve reactions with the solvent. He defined 
acids as materials which accept electron pairs, and bases as substances 
which donate electron pairs. Thus a proton is a Lewis acid and ammonia is 
a Lewis base since the Jorie pair of electrons on the nitrogen atom can be 
donated to a proton: 

H+ + :NH3 - [H~:NH3]+ 

Similarly hydrogen chloride is a Lewis acid because it can accept a lone 
pair from a base such as water though this is followed by ionization: 

H20 + HCI - [H20:--+HCI]--+ H30+ + ci-

Though this is a more general approach than that involving protons, it has 
several drawbacks: 

I. Many substances, such as BF.l or metal ions, that arc not norillally 
regarded as acids, behave as Lewis acids. This theory also includes 
reactions where no ions are formed, and neither hydrogen ions nor any 
other ions are transferred (e.g. Ni(C0)4). 

acid base 

BF3 + NH3 - [H3N:--+BF3 } 

Ag+ + 2NH3 - [H3N:-Ag~:NH3]+ 

Co3+ + 6c1- - [CoC16]3"'" · 

Ni + 4CO - Ni(C0)4 
0 · + C6H5 - C6H5N:-o (py_ridine oxide) 

2. There is no scale Of acid or basic strength, since the strength of an acid 
or a base cpmpound is not constant, and varies from one solvent to 
another, and also from one reaction to another. 

3. Almost all reactions become acid-base reactions under this system. 

The solvent system 

Perhaps the most convenient general definition of acids and bases is due 
to Cady and Elsey, and can be applied in all cases where the solvent un
dergoes self-ionization, regardless of whether it contains protons or not. 

Many solvents undergo self-ionization, and form positive and negative 
ions in a similar way to water: 

2H20 ~ H3o+ + oH-
. 2NH3 ~ NHt + NH2 

2H2$04 ~ H3SOt + HS04 

2POCl3 ~ POCli" + POC14 

2BrF3 ~ BrFi + BrF4 

N204 ~ NO+ + NO) 
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Acids are defined as substances that increase the concentration of the 
positive ions characteristic of the solvent (H30+ in the case of water, NHt 
in liquid ammonia, and ~o+ in N20 4). Bases are substances that increase 
the concentration of the negative ions characteristic of the solvent (OH
in water, NH2 in ammonia, N03 in N2Q4). 

There are two advantages to this approach. First , most of our traditional 
ideas on what are acids and bases in water remain unchanged, as do 
neutralization reactions. Second, it allows us to consider non-aqueous 
solvents by analogy with water~ 

Thus water ionizes, giving H30+ and OH- ions. Substances providing 
H30+ (e.g. HCI, KN03 and H2S04) are acids, and substances providing 
OH- (e .g. NaOH and NH40H) are bases. Neutralization reactions are of 
the type acid + base - salt + water. 

HCI + NaOH-+ NaCl + H20 
acid base sail waler 

Similarly liquid ammonia ionizes, giving NHI and NH2 ions. Thus 
ammonfom salts are acicjs since they provide NHt ions, and sodamide 
NaNH2 is a base since it provides NH2 ions. Neutralization reactions are of 
the type acid + base-+ salt + solvent. 

NH4CI + NaNH2 -+ NaCl + 2NH3 
acii! base sail solvenl 

N20 4 self-ionizes into NO+ and-NO) ions. Thus in N20 4 as solvent, NOC! 
is an acid since it produces NO+, and NaN03 is a base since it produces 
NO_i. . 

NOCI + NaN03 -+ NaCl + N204 
acid base sail solvcn1 

Clearly this definition applies equally well to proton and non-proton 
systems. This broader definition also has advantages when considering 
protonic solvents, since it explains why the acidic or basic properties of a 
solute are not absolute, and depend in part on the solvent. We normally 
regard acetic acid as an acid, because in water it produces H30+. 

CH3COOH + i-120 - H30+ + CH3Coo-

However. acetic a.cid behaves as a base when sulphuric acid is the solvent 
since H2S04 is a stronger proton donor than CH3COOH. In a similar way 
HN03 is forced to behave as a base in H2S04 as solvent. and this is 
important in producing nitronium ions NOi in the nitration of organic 
compounds by a mixture of concentrated H2S04 and HN03 • 

H1S04 + CH3COOH -+ CH3CQOHi + HS04 

H2S04 + HN03-+ (H2NO:iJ+ + HSOi 

(H2N03]+-+ H20 + NOi 
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The Lux-Flood definition 

Lux originally proposed a different definition of acids and bases which was 
extended by Flood. Instead of using protons, or ions characteristic of the 
solvent, they defined acids as oxides which accept oxygen , and bases as 
oxides which donate oxygen. Thus: - · 

CaO + C02 - Ca2+[C03 ]
2-

Si02 + CaO - Ca2+[Si03 ]
2-

6Na20 + P40io - 4Naj[P04 ]
3-

acid base 

This system is very useful in dealing with anhydrous (eactions in fused 
melts of oxides, and other high temperature reactions such as are foui1d in 
metallurgy and ceramics. 

This theory has an inverse relationship to aqueous chemistry. since 
Lux-Flood acids are oxides which react with water, giving bases in water, 
and Lux-Floo_d bases react with water, giving acids. 

Na20 + H20 - 2Na0H 

P40io + 6H20- 4H3P04 

The Usanovich definition 

This defines an acid as any chemical species which reacts with bas-es, 
gives up cations, or accepts anions or electrons. Conversely a base is any 
chemical species which reacts with acids, gives up anions or electrons, or 
combines with cations. This is a very wide definition and includes all the 
Lewis acid-base type of reatticms, and in addition it includes tedox 
reactions involving the transfer of electrons. 

Hard and soft acids and bases 

Metal ions may be divided into two types depending on the strength of 
their complexes with certain ligands. 

Type (a) metals include the smaller ions from Groups I and II, and the 
left hand side of the transition metals, particularly when in high oxidation 
states, and these fortn the tnost stable complexes with nitrogen and oxygen 
donors (ammonia, amines, water, kctones, alcohols), and also with F
and c1-. 

Type (b) metals include ions frotn the right hand side of the transition 
series, and also transition metal complexes with low .oxidation states, such 
as the carbonyls. These form the most stable complexes with ligands such 
as 1-. SCN- and CN- . . 

This ·empirical classification was useful in predicting the relative stabi
lities of complexes. Pearson extended the concept into a broad range of 
acid-base interactions. Type (a) metals are small and not very polariz-



HYDROGEN AND THE HYDRIDES 

Table 8.6 Some hard and soft acids and bases 

Hard acids 
tt+ 

Li+, Na+, K+, 

Be2+, Mg2+, Ca2+, Sri+, 

AIH, BF3, Al{CH3)3, AICl3, 
Sc3+, Ti4+, Zr4+, voi+, Cr3+, 

Moo3+, wo4+, 

Ce3+, LuH, 

C02.S03 

Hard bases 

NH3, RNH2. N1H4 
HiO. ROH, R20 

OH-' NO.J' C104' co3-. so~-. 
Po~-. CH3Coo-' F-. c1-

Soft acids 
Pd2+, Pt2+, Cu+, Ag+, Au+, Hg2+, 

(Hg2)2+, Tl+ 

B(CH3h. B2H,,. Ga(CH.1h. GaCl.1, 
GaBr3, Gal3 
[Fe(CO)s], [Co(CN)sJ3-

Soft bases 

H-' cN-. scN-. S20~-' 1-' Rs-. 

RiS. CO, B2H1o. C2H4, R3P, P{ORh 

able, and these prefer ligands that are also small and not very polarizable. 
Pearson called these metals hard acids, and the ligands hard bases. In a 
similar way, type (b) metals and the ligands they prefer are larger and 
more polarizable, and he called these soft acids and soft bases. He stated 
the relationship hard acids prefer to react with hard bases, and soft acids 
react with soft bases. This definition takes in the usually accepted acid
base reactions (H+ strong acid, OH- and NH3 strong bases), and in 
addition a great number of reactions involving the formation of simple 
complexes, and complexes with 7t bonding ligands. 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Suggest reasons for and against the inclusion of hydrogen in the main 
groups of the periodic table. 

2. Describe four ways in which hydrogen is produced on an industrial 
scale. Give one convenient method of preparing hydrogen in the 
laboratory. 

3. Give an account of the main uses of hydrogen. 

4. Give equations to show the reaction of hydrogen with: (a) Na, (b) Ca , 
(c) CO, (d) N, (e) S, (f) CI, (g) CuO . 

5. Describe the different type_s of hydrides which are formed. 

6. Give examples of six proton solvents other than water, and show how 
they self-ionize. 

7. What species are characteristic of acids and of bases in the following 
solvents: (a) liquid ammonia, anhydrous acetic acid, (b) anhydrous 
nitric acid, (c) anhydrous HF, (d) anhydrous perchloric acid, (e) an
hydrous sulphuric acid, (f) dinitrogen tetroxide. 

8. Describe how the various physical properties of a liquid affect its 
usefulness as a solvent. 

9. How are the properties of H20, NH3 and HF affected by hydrogen 
bonding? 

10. Explain the variation in boiling points of the hydrogen halides (HF 
20°C, HCI -85°C, HBr ~67°C and HI -36°C. 

ll . Discuss the theoretical background, practical uses and theoretical 
limitations of liquid hydrogen fluoride as a non-aqueous solvent. List 
materials which behave as acids and bases in this solvent, and explain 
what happens when SbF5 is dissolved in HF. 

12. Discuss the theoretical background. practical uses and limitations of 
liquid ammonia non-aqueous solvent. Explain what happens when 
15NH4Cl is dissolved in unlabelled liquid ammonia and the solvent 
evaporated . 
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Group I - the alkali metals 

Table 9.1 Electronic structures 

Element 

Lithium 
Sodium 
Potassium 
Rubidium 
Caesium 
Francium 

Symbol 

Li 
Na 
K 
Rb 
Cs 
Fr 

INTRODUCTION 

Electronic structure 

ls22s1 or [Hej 2s 1 

1s22s22p63s1 or {Ne] 3s 1 

ls22s22p63s23p64s1 or [Ar] 4s 1 

1s22s22p113s23p,,3dw4s24p"5s1 or [Krl 5s 1 

ls22s22p"3s23p"3d 1114s24p64d 1115s251/'6s 1 or (Xe J 6s 1 

[Rn] 7s1 

The elements of Group I illustrate, more dearly than any other group of 
elements,. the effects of increasing the size of atorns ot ions on the physical 
and chernieal properties. They form a Closely related group, and probably 
have the least complicated chemistry of any group in the periodic table. 
The physieal and chefllical properties of the elements are closely related to 
their electronic structures and sizes. The elements are all metals, excellent 
conductors Of electricity. and are typically soft and highly reactive. They 
have one loosely held valence electron in their outer shell, and typically 
form univalent, ionic and colourless compounds. The hydroxides and 
oxides are very strong bases, and the ox6salts are very stable. 

Lithiurn, the first element in the group, shows considerable differences 
from the rest of the group. In all of the mairi groups the first element shows 
a number of differences from the later elements in the group. 

Sodium and potassium togethet\iilake up over 4% by weight of the 
earth's crust. Their compounds are 'very common, and have been known 
and used from very early titnes. Some of their compounds are used in very 
large amounts. Wotld production of NaCl was 179.6 million tonnes in 
1988. (Most was used to make NaOH and C!i.) 'thirty-four million toi'liles 
of NaOH were produced in 1985. About 22 million tonnes/year Of Na2C03 

is used, and Nal-lC03 , Na2S04 and NaOCI ate also of industtial import
ance. W6rld production Of potassium salts (referred to as 'potash' and 
measured as K20) was 32. l million tonnes in l 988. Much of it was used as 
fertilizers, but KOH, KN03 and K20 are also important. In addition 

9 
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sodium and potassium are essentia'I elements for animal life. The metals 
were first isolated by Humphrey Davy in 1807 by the electrolysis of KOH 
and NaOH. 

OCCURRENCE AND ABUNDANCE 
Despite their close chemical similarity, the elements do not occur together, 
mainly because their ions arc of different size . 

Lithium is the thirty-fifth most abundant element by weight and is 

Table 9.2 Abundance of the elements in the earth's crust, 
by weight 

Abundance in earth 's crust Relative 
abundance 

(ppm) (%) 

Li 18 0.0018 35 
Na 22700 2.27 7 
K 18400 1.84 8 
Rb 78 0.0078 23 
Cs 2.6 0.00026 46 

mainly obtained as the silicate minerals, spodumenc LiAl(Si03h, and 
lepidolite Li2Al2(Si03)J(F0Hh. World production of lithium minerals 
was 7800 tonnes in 1988. The main sources are the USSR 42%, and Zim
babwe, China, Canada and Portugal U % each. 

Sodium and potassium are the seventh and eighth most abundant 
elements by weight in the earth's crust. NaCl and KCI occur in large 
amounts in sea water. The largest source of sodium is rock salt (NaCl). 
Vai-ious salts including NaCl, Na2B407.10H20 (borax), (Na2C03. 
NaHC03.2H20) (trona), NaN03 (saltpetre) and Na2S04 (mirabilite) 
are obtained from deposits formed by the evaporation of ancient seas 
such as the Dead Sea and the Great Salt Lake at Utah USA. Sodium 
chloride is extremely important, and is used in larger tonnages than any 
other chemical. World production was 179.6 million tonnes in 1988. The 
main sour:ces are the USA 19%, China 10%, the USSR 9%, India 7%. I 
West Germany 8%, Canada 6%, the UK and Australia 5% each, and. 
France and Mexico 4% each. In most places it is mined as rock salt. In the' 
UK (the Cheshire salt field) about 75% is extracted in s_olution as brine . . 
and. similarly in Germany over 70% is extracted as brine . 'Solar' salt is 
obtained by evaporating sea water in some hot countries. Ninety-two per 
cent of the salt produced in India is by evaporation, and 26% of that from 
Spain and France. This method is also used in Australia. 

Potassium occurs mainly as deposits Of KCI (sylvite), a mixture of KCI • 
and NaCl (sylvinite) , and the doubte ·salt KCI · MgCI2 • 6H20 (carnallite).: 
Solu?Ie potassium sal~s ~re collecti~ely called 'potash'. World producti~n I 
of potash was 32.1 mtlhon tonnes Hi 1988, measured as K20. The mam 
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sources are from mined deposits (the USSR 35%, Canada 25%, East 
Germany 11%, West Germany 7%. France and the USA 5% each and 
Israel 4% ). Large amounts are recovered from brines such as the Dead 
Sea (Jordan) and the Great Salt Lake (Utah USA); where the concen
tration may be 20-25 times higher than in sea water, but it is not economic 
to recover potassium salts from 'normal' sea water. 

There is no convenient source of rubidium and only one . of caesium 
andthese elements are obtained as by-products from lithium ptocessii1g. · 

All of the elements heavier than bismuth (atomic number 83) 113Bi are 
radioactive. Thus francium (atomic number 89) is radioactive, and as it 
has a short half life period of 21 minutes it does not occur appreciably 
in nature. Any that existed when the earth was formed will have dis
appeared, and any formed now from actinium will have a transitory 
existence. 

99"!. 2~4Ac ~ _ye + 2aliTh (beta decay) 

I 1% 

.__-------)~He+ 2~~Fr (alpha decay) 

· half life 21 min 2~~Fr _ye + 2~~Ra (beta decay) 

EXTRACTION OF THE METALS 

The metals of this group are too reactive to be found in the free state. 
Their compounds are amongst the most stable to heat, so thermal de
composition is impractical. Since the metals are at the top of the elec
trochemical series they react with water. so displacement of one element 
from solution by another higher in the electrochemical series will be 
unsuccessful. The metals are the strongest chemical reducing agents 
known, and so cannot be prepared by redu'cing the oxides. Blectrolysis 
of aqueous solutions in order to obtain the metal is also unsuccessful 
unless a mercury catbode is used, when it is p6ssible to obtairi amalgams, 
but recovery of the pure metal from the amalgam is difficult. 

ihe metals may all be isolated by electrolysis of a fused salt, usually the 
fused halide, often with impurity added to lower the melting point. 

Sodium is made by the electtolysis of a molten mixture of about 40% 
NaCl and 60% CaCl2 in a Downs cell (Figure 9.1). This mixture melts at 
about 600°C compared Y(ith 803 °C for pure NaCl. the small amount of 
calcium formed during the electrolysis is insoluble in the liquid sodium, 
and diss61ves in the eutectic: mixture. itiere are three advantages to 
electrolysing a mixture. 

1. It lowers the melting point and so reduces the fuel bill. 
2. The lower temperature results in a lowet vapour pressure for sodium, 

which is important as sodium vapour ignites in air. 
3. At the lower temperature the liberated sodium n1efal does not dissolve 

in the fnelt, and this is important because if it dissolved it would short
circuitthe electrodes and thus prevent further electrolysis. 

continued overleaf 
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Figure 9.1 Downs cell for the production _of sodium. 

A Downs cell comprises a cylindrical steel vessel lined with firebrick, 
measuring about 2.5 m in height and 1.5 m in diameter. The anode is a 
graphite rod in the middle, and is surrounded by a cast steel cathode. A 
metal gauze . screen separates the two electrodes, and prevents the Na 
formed at the cathode from recombining with Cl2 produced at the anode. 
The molten sodium rises, as it is less dense than the electrolyte, and 
it is collected in an inverted trough and removeo, and packed into steel 
drums. . . 

A similar cell can be used to obtain. potassium by electrolysing fused 
KCI. However, the cell must be operated C\t a higher temperature because 
the melting point of KCI is higher, anci thi$ results in the vaporization of 
the liberated potassium. Since so_dium is a more powerful reducing agent 
than potassium arid is readily available, the mode.m method is to reduce 
molten KCI with sodium vapo':lr at 850°C in a large fractionating tower. 
This gives K of 99.5% purity. 

Na+ KCl-+ NaCl+ K 

Rb and Cs are produced in a similar way by reducing the chlorides with Ca 
at 750°C_ under reduced pressure. 

USES OF GROUP I METALS AND THEIR ~OMPOUNDS 

Lithium stearate C 17H35COOLi is used in making automobile grease. 
Li2C03 is added to bauxite in the electrolytic production of aluminium, 
as it lowers the melting p·oint. LiiC03 is also used to toughen glass . It also 
has uses in medicine, as it affects the balance between Na+ and K+ and 
Mg2 + and Ca2+ in the body. Lithium metal is used to make alloys, for 
example with lead to make 'white metal' bearings for motor engines, 



with aluminium to make aircraft parts which are. light and strong, and 
with magnesium to make armour plate. There is great interest in lithium 
for thermonuclear purposes, since when bombarded with neutrons it 
produces tritium (see the section on Nuclear Fusion in Chapter 31). 
Lithium is also used to make electrochemical cells (both primary and 
secondary batteries). Primary batteries produce electricity by a chemical 
change, and are discarded when they 'run down'. These have Li anodes, 
carbon cathodes and SOC12 as the electrolyte. Tuer~ is interest in Li/S 
batteries which could power battery cars in the future, and in secondary 

· cells, which may provide a practical way of storing off-peak electricity. 
, LiH is used .to generate hydrogen, and LiOH to absorb C02 ~ 
j Caustic soda NaOH is the most important alkali used in industry and 
: is used for a wide variety of purposes including making many inorganic 
I and organic compounds, paper making, neutralizations, and making 
alumina, soap and rayon. Soda ash Na2C03 may be used interchangeably 
with NaOH in many applications such as making paper, soap and deter~ 
gents. Large amounts are used in making glass, phosphates, silicates, 
and cleaning preparations and removing S02 pollution from the Aue gases 
at coal-fired electricity generating stations. Large amounts Of Na2S04 are 
used to make paper, detergents and glass. NaOCl is used as a bleach and 
a disinfectant, and production is about 180000 toilnes/year. NaHC03 is 
used in baking powder. Sodium metal is used in large quantities. About 
200000 tonnes/year is produced in the USA alorie. Globally about 600/c, 
of the Na produced is used to make a Na/Pb alioy whith is used to make 
PbEt4 and PbMe4 which are used as anti-ktiock additives to petrol, but this 
will decrease with the increasing use of lead"free petrol. About 20% is 
used to reduce. iiCl4 and ZrCl4 to the metals, and the remainder is used 
to make compounds such as Na:z<'.>2 and NaH. Liquid sodium metal is used . 
as a coolant in one type of nuclear reactor. It is used t<> transfer heat from 
the reactor to turbines where it produces steam which is used to generate 
electricity. Fast breeder nutlear reactors, such as those at Dounreay (Scot
land) and Grenoble (France), operate at a temperature of about 600°C; 
being a metal, sodium conducts heat very well, and as its bbilifig point is 
881 °C it is ideal for this purpose. Small amounts of the tnetal are used in 
organic synthesis, and for drying 6rganic solvents. 

Potassium is an essential element for life. Roughly 95% of potassium 
compounds are used as fertilizers for plants - KCI 90%, K2S04 9%, KN03 
1%. Potassium salts are always more expensive than sodium salts, usually 
by a factor of 10 or more. ·KOH (which is prepared by electrolysing aque
ous KCI) is used to make potassium phosphates atld also soft soap, e.g. 
potassium stearate, both of which are used in liquid detergents. KN03 is 

I 
used in explosives. KMfi04 is used in the manufacture Of saccharin, as an 
oxidizing agent and for. titrations. K2C03. is used in c~ramic_s, ~olour ~V 
tubes and fluorescetit light tubes. Potassium superoxide K02 1s used 1n 
breathing apparatus and in submarines, and KBr is used in photogtaphy. 
Not much potassium metal is produced, and most of it is used to make 
K02. 



ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE 

Group I elements all have one valency electron in their outer orbital - ans 
electron which occupies a spherical orbital. Ignoring the filled inner shells 
the electronic structures may be written: 2s 1

, 3s1
, 4s 1

• 5s 1
, 6s 1 and 7s1

• The 
single valence electron is a long distance from the nucleus, is only weakly 
held and is readily removed. Jn .contrast the remaining electrons are closer 
to the nucleus, more tightly held, and are removed only with great dif· 
ficulty. Because of similarities in the electronic structures of these ele· 
ments, many similarities in chemical behaviour would be expected. 

SIZE OF ATOMS AND IONS 

Group I atoms are the largest in their horizontal periods in the periodic 
table. When the outer electron is removed to give a positive ion, the size 
decreases considerably. There are two reasons for this. 

1. The outermost shell of electrons has been completely removed. 
2. Having removed an electron, the positive charge on the nucleus is now 

greater than the charge on the remaining electrons, so that each of the 
remaining electfons is attracted more strongly towards the nucleus. This 
reduc;es the size further . 

Positive ions are always smaller than the parent atom. Even so, the ions 
are very large, and they increase in size from Li+ to Fr+ as extra shells of 
electrons are added. 

The u+ is much smaller than the other ions. For this reason, Li only 
mixes with Na above 380 °C, and it is immiscible with the metals K, Rb 
and Cs, even when molten; nor will Li form substitutional alloys with 
them. In contrast the other metals Na, K, Rb and Cs are miscible with 
each other in all proportions. 

DENSITY 

The atoms are large, so Group I elements have remarkably low densities. 
Lithium metal is only about half as dense as water, whilst sodium and 
potassium are slightly less dense than water (see Table 9.3). It is unusual 

Table 9.3 Size and density 

Metallic Ionic Density 
radius radius M+ 

six-coordinate 
(A) (A) (gcm-3) 

Li 1.52 0.76 0.54 
Na 1.86 1.02 0.97 
K ~.27 1.38 0.86 
Rb 2.48 1.52 1.53 
Cs 2.65 1.67 1.90 



for metals to have low densities, and in contrast most of the transition 
metals have densities greater than 5 g cm-3, for example iron 7. 9 g cm-·1. 
mercury 13.6gcm-3 , and osmium and iridium (the two most dense ele· 
ments) 22.57 and 22.61 g cm- 3 respectively. 

IONIZATION ENERGY 

The first ionization energies for the atoms in this group are appreciably 
lower than those for any other group in the periodic table. The atoms are 
very large so the outer electrons are only held weakly by the nucleus: 
hence the amount of energy needed to remove the outer electron is not 
very large. On descending the group from Li to Na to K to Rb to Cs, the 
size of the atoms increases: the outermost electrons become less strongly 
held, so the ionizationenergy decreases. 

The second ionization energy - that is the energy to remove a second 
electron from the atoms - is extremely high. The second ionization energy 
is always larger than the first, Often by a factor Of two, becaus.e it involves 
removing an electron from a smaller positive ion, rather than from a larger 
neutral atom. The difference between first ahd second ionizatioh energies 
is much larger in this case since in addition it corresponds to removing an 
electron from a closed shell. A second ele.ctron is never removed under 
normal conditions, as the energy required is greater than that needed to 
ionize the noble gases. The elements commonly form M+ ions. 

ELECTRONEGA TIVITY ANO BONO TYi>E 

The electronegativity values for the elements in this group are very small -
in fact the smallest values of any elemeht. Thus whefi these eieinents react 
with other elements to form compouhds, a Iai:ge electronegativity dif
ference between the two atoms is probable, and ionic bonds are formed. 

Na electronegativity 0.9 
Cl electronegativity 3.0 

Electronegativity difference 2.1 

Table 9.4 Ionization energies 

First Second 
ionizatibn ionization 

energy 
(kJmol-1) 

energy 
(kJmol- 1) 

Li 520.1 7296 
Na 495.7 . 4563 
K 418.6 3069 
Rb 402.9 2650 
Cs 375.6 2420 
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T;ible 9.5 Electronegativity values 

J.j 
Na 
K 
Rb 
Cs 

Pauling's 
electronegativity 

1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
0.8 
0.7 

An electronegativity difference of approximately 1. 7-1.8 corresponds to 
50% ionic character. The value 2.1 exceeds this, so the bonding in NaCl is 
predominantly ionic. Similar arguments apply to other compounds: for 
example, the electronegativity difference in LiF is 3.0, and in KBr is 2.0, 
and both compounds are ionic. 

The chemistry of the alkali metals is largely that of their ions. 

BORN-HABER CYCLE: ENERGY CHANGES IN THE 
FORMATION OF IONIC COMPOUNDS 

When elements react to form compounds, 6.G (the free energy of forma
tion) is negative. For a reaction to proceed spontaneously, the free energy 
of the products must be lower than that of the reactants. 

Usually the energy changes are mea1mred as enthalpy values 6.H, and 
!!.G 'is related to !!.H by the equation: 

!!.G = llH - T!!.S 

In many cases enthalpy values are used instead of free energy values, and 
the two are almost the same if the term T!!.S is small. At room temperature 
T is almost 300 K, so !!.G and !!.H are only similar when the change in 
entropy !!.S is very small. Entropy changes are large when there is a 
change in physical state, e.g. solid to liquid, or liquid to gas, ·but otherwise 
entropy changes are 1,1sually small. 

A whole series of energy changes is involved when one starts from the 
elements and finishes with an ionic crystal. These changes are shown in the 
Born-Haber cycle (Figure 9.2). The cycle serves two purposes. First it 
explains how these various energy changes are related, and second, if.all 
but one of the terms can be measured, then the remaining value can be 
calculated. There is no direct way of obtaining electron affinity values, and 
these have been calculated from this type of energy cycle. 

Hess's law states that 'the energy change occurring during a reaction 
depends only on the energy of the initial reactants and the energy of the 
final products. and not on the reaction mechanism. or the route taken. 
Thus. by Hess's law. the energy change for the reµction of solid sodium 
and chlorine gas to form a sodium chloride crystal by the direct route 
(measured as the enthalpy of formation) mus.t be the same as the sum of 
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Energy 

Na~1 + C11g> 

Na~1 + ~Cl2<gJ 

+ ! Enthalpy of 
dissociation 

(6Hd) 

+ Ionization energy 
(/) 

Na«i> + Cl191 

- Electron 
affinity(£) 

+ Enthalpy of sublimation 
(.6Hs) 

- Lattice energy 
(U) 

II 
,, 

- Enthalpy of 
formation 

(6.Hr) 

'~'===N=a~Cl~=m=a'I====''~~~~~ 

Figure 9.2 Born-Haber cycle for the formation of N(lCI. 

all the energy changes going round the cycle by the long route, i.e. by 
producing first gaseous atoms of the elements, then gaseous ions, and 
finally packing these to give the crystalline solid. This may be expressed as: 

- !::.Hr = + t::.H, + I + ~6.Hd - £ - U 
Details of these energy terms are shown in Table 9.6. A considerable 
all'!ount Of energy (the enthalpies of sublimation and dissociation, and 

Table 9.6 Enthalpy (!:!H) values for MCI (all values in kJmol- 1) 

Sublimation ! enthalpy of Ionization Electron Lattice Total= 
energy diisociatio11 energy affiltity energy enthalpy of 

M,,1-M<tt> 2Cli-CI M-M+ ci-c1- formation 

Li 161 121.5 520 -355 -845 -397.5 
Na 108 121.5 496 -355 -770 -399.5 
K 90 121 .5 419 -355 -703 -427.5 
Rb 82 121.5 403 - .355 -674 -422.5 
Cs 78 121.5 376 -355 -644 -423.5 
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Energy 

the ionization energy) is used to produce the ions, so these terms are 
positive. Ionic solids lire formed because an even larger amount of energy 
is evolved, mainly coming from the lattice energy and to a smaller extent 
from the electron affinity, resulting in a negative value for the enthalpy 
of formation /J.Hr. 

All the halides MCI have negative enthalpies of formation, which 
indicates that thermodynamically (that is in terms of energy) it is feasible 
to form the compounds MCI from the elements. The values are shown in 
Table 9. 7. Several trends are apparent in these values: 

1. The most negative enthalpies of formation occur with the fluorides . For 
any given metal, the values decrease in the sequence fluoride> chloride 
> bromide > iodide .Thus the fluorides are the most stable, and the · 
iodides the least stable. 

2. The enthalpies of formation for the chlorides, bromides and iodides · 
become more negative on descending the group. This trend is observed 
with most salts, but the opposite trend is found in the fluorides. 

Ionic compounds may also be formed in solution, when a similar cycle 
of energy changes must be considered, but the hydration energies of the 
positive and negative ions must be substituted for the lattice energy. 
Th~ energy cycle shown in Figure 9.3 is very similar to the Born-Haber 

cycle.The enthalpy of formation of hydrated ions from the elements in 
their natural state must be equal to the sum of all the other energy changes 
going round the cycle. 

+ } Enthalpy of 
dissociation 

(6Hd) 

f 
+ Ionization energy 

(/) 

Mtgl + ~X21g1 

t 
+ Enthalpy of sublimation 

(6H0 ) 

- Enthalpy of formation 

Figure 9.3 Energy cycle for the hydration of ions .. 
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M,~, +~iii 
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hydration x-



Table 9. 7 Standard enthalpies of formation for Group I halides 
(all values in kJ n:iol- 1) 

Li 
Na 
K 
Rb 
Cs 

MF 

-612 
-569 
-563 
-549 
-531 

MCI 

-398 
-400 
-428 
-423 
-424 

MBr Ml 

-350 -271 
-360 -288 
-392 -328 
-389 -329 
-395 -337 

STRUCTURES OF THE METALS, HARDNESS, AND COHESIVE 
ENERGY 

At normal temperatures all the Group I tnetals adopt a body-centred 
cubic type of lattice with a coordination · number of 8. However, at very 
low temperatures lithium fortns a hexagonal close-packed structure with 
a coordination number of 12. 

The metals are all very soft, and can be cut quite easily with a knife. 
Lithium is harder than the others, but is sOfter than lead. Bonding in . 
metals is discussed in Chapters 2 and 5 in terms of delocalized molecular 
orbitals or bands, extending over the whole crystal. 

The cohesive energy is the force holding . the atoms or ions together in 
the solid. (This is the same in magnitude, but the opposite in sign, to the 
enthalpy of atomization; which is the energy required to break the solid up 
into gaseous atoms.) The cohesive energies of Group I metals are about 
half of those for Group II, and one third of ~hose for Group III elements. 
T~e magnitude of the cohesive energy determines the hardness, and it 
depends on the number of electrons that .can participate in bonding and 
ori the strength of the bonds formed. The s6ftness, low cohesive energy 
and weak bonding in Group I elements are cOhsequences of these metals 
having only one valency electron which can participate in bonding (com
pared with two or more electrons in most other metals), and of the large 
size and diffuse nature of the outer bonding electron. !he atoms .become 
larger on descending the group from lithium to caesium, so the bonds 
are weaker, the cohesive energy decreases and the softness of the metals 
increases. 

Table 9.8 Cohesive energy 

Li 
Na 
K 
Rb 
Cs 

Cohesive energy 
(Enthalpy of atomization) 

(kJmo1- 1) 

161 
108 
90 
82 
78 
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MEL TING AND :QOILING POINTS 

The generally low values for cohesive energy. are reflected in the very 
low values of melting and boiling points in the group. The cohesive 
energy decreases down the group, and the melting points decrease 
correspondingly. 

The melting points range from lithium 181 °C to caesium 28.5 °C. These 
are extremely low values for metals, and contrast with the melting points 
of the transition metals. most of which are above 1000°C. 

The melting point of lithium is nearly twice as high (in °C) as that for 
sodium. though the others are close together. With many properties it is 
found that the first element in each group differs appreciably from the rest 
of the group. (Differences between lithium and the other Group I ele
ments are discussed near the end of this chapter.) 

Tabb~ 9.9 Melting and boiling points 

Li 
Na 
K 
Rb 
Cs 

Melting point 
(OC) 

181 
98 
63 
39 
28.5 

FLAME COLOURS AND SPECTRA 

Boiling point 
(OC) 

1347 
881 
766 
688 
705 

A result of the low ionization energ.ies is that when these elements are 
irradiated with light, the light energy absorbed may be sufficient to make 
an atom lose an electron. Elec;trons emitted in this way are called photo
electrons, and this explains the use of caesium and potassium as cathodes 
in photoelectric cells. 

Electrons may also be quite readily excited to a higher energy level, for 
example in the flame test. To perform this test, .a sample of the metal 
chloride, or any salt of the metal moistened with concentrated HCI, is 
heated on a platinum or nichrome wire in a Bunsen burner flame. The heat 
from the burner excites one of the orbital electrons to a higher. energy 

Table 9.10 Flame colours and wavelengths 

Li 
Na 
K 
Rb 
Cs 

Colour 

crimson 
yellow 
lilac 
red-violet 
bh1e 

Wavelength 
(nm) 

670.8 
589.2 
766.5 
780.0 
455.5 

Wavenumber 
(cm- 1) 

14908 
16972 
13046 
12 821 
21954 



COLOUR OF COMPOUNDS 

level. When the excited electron drops back to its original energy level it 
gives out the extra energy it obtained. The energy.£ is related to the wave 
number v by the Einstein relationship: · 

E = hv (where h is Planck's constant) 

For Group I metals, the energy emitted appears as visible light, thus giving 
the characteristic flame colorations. . 

The colour actually arises from electronic transitions in short-lived 
species which are formed momentarily in the flame. The flame is rich ii1 
electrons, and in the case of sodium the ions are temporarily reduced to 
atoms. 

Na++. e~ Na 

The sodium D-line (which is actually a doublet at 589.0 nm and 589.6 mn) 
arises from the electronic transition 3s1 ~ 3p 1 in sodium atoms formed in 
the flame. The colours from different elements do not all arise from th~ 
same transition; or from the same species. Thus the red line for lithium 
arises from a short-lived LiOH species formed in the flame . 

These characteristic flame colorations of the emission spectra are used 
for the analytical determination of these elements by flame photometry. A 
solution ofa Group I salt is aspirated into an oxygen-gas flame in a flame 
photometer. The energy from the flame excites an electron to a higher 
energy level, and when it falls back to the lower energy level the extra 
energy is given out as light. The intensity of the flame coloration is mea
sured with a photoelectric cell. ihe iritensitydepends on the concentration 
of metal present. A calibration graph is produced by measuring intensities 
with known standard solutions, and the exact concentration o( the un
known solution can be found by comparison with the standard graph. 

Alternatively atomic absorptiOn spectroscopy may be used to estimate 
Group I tnetals .. Here a lamp that emits a wavelength ~ppropriate foi: a 
particular electronic transition is used to irradiate the sample in the flame. 
Thus a sodium lamp is used to detect sodium in the sample: other lamps 
are used to detect other elements. The amount ofHght absotbed, this time 
by the ground State atoms, is measured, and is pr6portional to the amount 
bf the particular element being tested for. 

COLOUR OF COMPOUNDS 

Colour arises because the energy absorbed or emitted in electronic transi
tions correspohds to a wavelength ifl the visible region. ihe Group I metal 
ions all have noble gas configurations in which all the electrons are paired. 
Thus promoting an electron requires some energy to unpair an electron, 
some to break a full shell of electrons and some to promote the electron 
to a higher level. The total energy is large: hence there are no suitable 
transitions and the compounds are typically white. Any transitions which 
do occur will be Of high energy, will appear in the ultraviolet region rather 
than in the visible regioi1, and will be invisible to the human eye. Com-
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pounds of Group I metals are typically white, except those where the anion 
is coloured, for example sodium chromate Na2[Cr04 } (yellow), potassium 
dichromate K2[Cr20 7 } (orange), and potassium permanganate K[Mn04) 
(deep purple). In these cases the colour comes from the anions [Cr04 )- , 

[Cr20 7 ) 2- or [Mn04r and not from the Group I metal ion. 
When Group I elements form compounds (usually ionic, but there are a 

few covalent compounds), all the electrons are paired . Because of this 
Group l compounds are diamagnetic. There is one notable exception -
the superoxides, which are discussed later. 

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 

Table 9.11 Some reactions of Group I metals 

Reaction 

with excess oxygen 
Li+ 02- Li20 

M+H2--MH 

M+P-M:iP 
M+As-M3As 
M+Sb-M3Sb 

M+S-M2S 
M+ Se-M2Se 
M+Te-M2Te 

M+F2 -MF 
M+Cli-MCI 
M+ Br2-MBr 
M+Ji-MI . 

Reaction with water 

Comment 

The hydroxides are the strongest bases known 

Monoxide is formed by Li and to a small extent 
byNa . 

Peroxide formed by Na and to a small extent 
by Li . 

Superoxide formed by K, Rb, Cs 

Ionic 'salt-iike' hydrides 

Nitride formed only by Li 

All the metals form phosphides 
All the metals form phosphides 
All the metals form phosphides 

All the metals form sulphides 
All the metals form selenides 
All the metals form tellurides 

All the metals form fluorides 
All the metals form chlorides 
All the metals form bromides 
All the metals form iodides 

All the metals form amides 

Group l metals all react with water, liberating hydrogen and forming the 
hydroxides. The reaction becomes increasingly violent on descending 
the group. Thus lithium reacts gently, sodium melts on the surface of the 



c--------------------
water and the molten metal skates about vigorously and may catch fire 
(especially if localized), and potassium melts and always catches fire. 

2Li + 2H20 -+ 2LiOH + H2 

2Na + 2H20 -+ 2Na0H + H2 
2K + 2H20 -+ ;2KOH + H2 

The standard electrode potentials £ 0 are u+ju = -3.05 volts, 
Na+jNa = -2.71, K+jK = -2.93~ Rb+jRb = -2.92, cs+jcs = -2.92. 
Lithium has the most negative standard e_lectrode potential of any_ element 
in the periodic table, largely because of its high hydration energy. Standard 
electrode potentials £ 0 and Gibbs free energy !l.G are related by the 
equation: 

!l.G = -nFE0 

where n is the number of electrons removed from the metal to produce the 
ion, and Fis the Faraday constant. 

The reaction u+ + e-+ Li has the largest negative £ 0 value, and hence 
the largest positive /l.G value. Thus the reaction does not occur. However, 
the reverse reaction Ll -~ Li+ + e has a large negative value of llG, so 
lithium liberates more energy than the other metals when it reacts with 
water. In view of this it is at first sight rather surprising that lithium reacts 
gently with water, whereas potassium, which liberates less energy, reacts 
violently and catches fire. The explanation lies in the kiiletiCs (that is the 
rate at which the reacti6n proceeds), rather thafi in . the thermodynamics 
(that is the total amount of energy liberated). Potassium has a low mehing 
point, and the heat of reaction is sufficient to make it melt, or even vapor· 
ize. The tnolten metal spreads out, and exposes a larger surface to the 
water, so it reacts even faster, gets even hotter and catches fire. 

Reaction with air 

Chemically Group I elements are very reactive, and tarnish rapidly in dry 
air. Sodiutp, potassium, rubidium and caesium form 6xides of various 
types, but lithium forms a mixture of the oxide and the nitride, Li3N. 

Reaction with nitrogen 

Lithium is the only element in the group that reacts with nitrogen to form 
a nitride. Lithium nitride, Li3N, is ionic (3Li+ and N3-), and is ruby red. 
Two reactiOt'ls of the nitrid~ are Of interest. Fitst, Oil heating to a high 
temperature it decomposes to the elements, and second, it reacts with 
water, giving ammonia. · 

heal 
2Li3N 6Li + N~ 
Li3N + 3H26 -+ 3Li0H + NH:i 
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OXIDES, HYDROXIDES, PEROXIDES AND SUPEROXIDES 

Reaction with air 

The metals all burn in air to form oxides, though the the product varies 
depending on the metal. Lithium forms the monoxide LiiO (and some 
peroxide Li20 2 ); sodium forms the peroxide Na20 2 (and some monoxide 
Na20), and the others form superoxides of the type M02• 

·All five metals can be induced to form · the normal oxide, peroxide or 
superoxide by dissolving the metal in liquid ammonia and bubbling in the 
appropriate amount of oxygen. · 

Normal oxides - monoxides 

The monoxides are ionic, for example zu+ and 0 2
- . Li20 and Na20 are 

pure white solids as expected, but surprisingly K20 is pale yellow, Rb20 
is bright yellow and Cs20 is orange. Metallic oxides are usually basic. The 
typical oxides M20 are strongly basic oxides, and they react with water, 
forming stron~ bases. 

Li20 + H20 -7 2LiOH 

Na20 + H20-+ 2NaOH 

K20 + H20 -+ 2KOH 

The crystal structures of Li20, Na20, K20 and Rb20 are anti-fluorite 
structures. The anti-fluorite structure is like that for fluorite CaF2, except 
that the positions of the positive and negative ions are interchanged. Thus 
Li+ fill the sites occupied by F:-. and 0 2

- fill sites occupied by Ca2+. Cs20 
has an anti-CdC)i layer structure. 

Hydroxides 

Sodium hydroxide NaOH is often c&Ued caustic soda. and potassium 
hydroxide is called caustic potash. because of their corrosive properties 
(for example on glass or on skin). These caustic alkalis are the strongest 
bases known in aqueous solution. The hydroxides of Na, K, Rb and Cs are 
very soluble in water. but LiOH is much less soluble (see Table 9.12). At 

Table 9.12 Solubility of Group I hydroxides 

Element 

Li 
Na 
K 
Rh 
Cs 

Solubility 
(g/IOOgH20) 

IJ.O (25 °C) 
108.3 (25 °C) 
112 .8 (25°C) 
197.6 (30°C) 
385.n (IS °C) 



25 °C a saturated solution of Na OH is about 27 molar, whilst saturated 
LiOH is only about 5 molar. 

The bases react with acids to form salts and water, and are used for 
many neutralizations. 

NaOH + HCI -+ NaCl + H20 

The bases also react with C02, even traces in the air, forming the car
bonate. LiOH is used to absorb carbon dioxide inclosed environments 
such as space capsules (where its light weight is an advantage in reducing 
the launching weight). 

2Na0H + C02 -+ Na2CO.l + H20 

They also react with the amphoteric oxides. A120.l. forming aluminates, 
Si02 (or glass), forming silicates, Sn02 , forming stannates, Pb02 , forming 
plumbates and ZnO, forming zincates. 

The bases liberate ammonia from both ammonium salts and coordina
tion complexes where ammonia is attached to a . transition metal ion 
(ammine comp~exes). 

NaOH + NH4CI - NH.l + NaCl + H20 

6NaOH + 2(Co(NH.l)6 )Ch -~ 12NH.l + Co20.l + 3NaCI + 3H20 
hcxamminc 

cobalt(lll) chloride 

NaOH reacts with · H2S to form sulphides s2-, and hydrogen sulphides 
SH-, and it is used to remove mercaptans froth petroleum products. 

NaOH + H2S ~ NaSH -+ Na2S 

The hydroxides react with ak:ohols, forming alkoxides. 

NaOH + EtOH -+ NaOEt + H20 
sodium cthoxidc 

KOH resembles NaOH in all its reactions, but as KOH is rnuch mor~ · 
expensive it is seldom used. However, KOH is tnuch more soluble in 
alcohol, thus producing OC2H.S ions by the equilibrium 

C2H50H +OH-~ OC2H5 + H20 

this accounts for the use of alcoholic KOH in organic chemistry. Group 1 
hydroxides are thermally stable, illustrating the strong electropositive 
nature of the metals. On heating; fnany hydroxides decompose, losing 
water and forming the _oxide. 

Peroxides and s1iperoxides 

The peroxides all contain the (-0-0-]2
- ion. They are diamagnetic 

(all the electrons are .paired), and are oxidizing agents. They may be 
regarded as salts Of the dibasic add H20i, and they teact with water and 
atid, givihg hydrogen peroxide H262. 
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Na202 + 2H20-.. 2NaOH + H202 

Na20 2 is pale yellow in colour. It is used industrially for bleaching wood 
pulp, paper and fabrics such as cotton and linen. It is a powerful oxidant, 
and many of its reactions are dangerously violent, particularly with mate
rials that are reducing agents such as aluminium powder, charcoal, sulphur 
and many organic liquids. Because it reacts with C02 in the air ii has been 
used to purify the air in submarines and · confined spaces, as it both re
moves C02 and produces 0 2. Potassium superoxide K02 is even better for 
this purpose. Some typical reactions are: 

Na202 + Al - A)z03 

Na202 + Cr3+ - Cro~-

Na202 + CO - Na2C03 

2Na202 + 2C02 - Na2C03 + 02 

The industrial process for forming sodium peroxide is a two-stage reaction 
in the presence of excess air: 

2Na + ~02 - Na20 

Na20 + !02 - Na202 

The superoxides contain the ion [02r, which has an unpaired electron, 
and hence they are paramagnetic and are all coloured (Li02 and Na02 

yellow, K02 orange, RbOi brown and Cs02 orange). 
Na02 has three different crystal.·structures, the marcasite structure at 

liquid air temperatures, the pyrite& structure FeS2 between - 77 °C and 
-50°C, and a calcium carbide CaC2 structure at room temperature. Both 
the pyrites and calcium carbide structures are related to the NaCl structure 
in that the metal ions occupy the Na+ sites, aHd 02, s~- and c~- ions are 
centred on the c1- sites. Since the ·negative ions contain two atoms, their 
shape is an elongated rod rather than a sphere. In the CaC2 structure, the 
~'- ions are all oriented along one of the cubic axes, and thus the unit 
cell is elongated in that direction: hence the unit cell is cubic in NaCl but 
tetragonal in CaCz. The pyrites structure is similar, but the ~- ions are 
not all in alignment, and the cubic structure is retained. 

Superoxides are even stronger oxidizing agents than peroxides, and 
give both H20 2 and 0 2 with either water or acids. 

K02 + 2H29 -.. KOH + H202 + ~02 
K02 is used in space capsules, submarines, and breathing masks, because 
it both produces oxygen and removes carbon dioxide.Both functions are 
important in life support systems. · 
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Sodium superoxide cannot be prepared by burning the metal in oxygen 

at atmospheric pressure, but it is made commercially and in good yields by 
reacting sodium peroxide with oxygen at a high temperature and pressure 
(450°C and 300 atmospheres) in a stainless steel bomb. 

Na202 + 0 2-> 2Na02 

The bonding in peroxides and superoxides is described in the 
examples of molecular orbital treatment in Chapter 4. The peroxide ion 
[-0-0-)2- has 18 electrons, which occupy the molecular orbitals as 
shown: · 

{ 
2 2 { *2 2 2 * 2 2 * 2 2 1t Py• tc Py crls , cr ls , cr2s , cr 2s , cr2px, 
2
· 2 * 2 

. . 7t Pn 7t 2p:.: 

increasing energy 

Thus the bond order is one, corresponding to a single bond. 
The superoxide ion [02 )- has only 17 electrons, which give a bond 

order of 1.5. 

{
7t2p2 {tc*2p2 

crls2 cr* ls2 cr2s2 cr*2s2 cr2p2 Y ' Y 
' ' ' ' X• 1t2p~, tc*2p! 

Generally, large atoms or ions form weaker bonds than small ones. The 
peroxide anCI superoxide ions are large, and it is noteworthy that the 
stability of the peroxides and superoxides increases as the metal ions 
become larger. This shows that large cations can be stabilized by large 
anions, sitlce if both ions are similar in size the coordination number will 
be high, and this gives a high lattice energy. 

SULPHIDES 

The metals all react with sulphur, forming sulphides such as Na2S, and 
polysulphides Na2Sn where n = 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6. The polysulphide ions are 
made from zig-zag chains of sulphur atoms. 

S S S- S S S S S-
/ \ /\/ /\/\ /\/\/ 

-S $- -S S -S S S- -S S S 

Sodium sulphide can also be made by heating sodium sulphate with 
carbbn ; or by passing H2S into Na.OH s6lution. ' 

Na2S04 + 4C-> Na2S + 4CO 
NaOH + H2S -> NaHS + H20 

NaOH + NaHS -> Na2$ + I-126 

Group I sulphides hydrolyse appreciably in water, giving strongly alkaline 
solutiMs: · 



Na2S + H20 --+ NaSH + NaOH 

Na2S is used to make organic sulphur dyestuffs. and in the leather industry 
to remove hair from hides. Na2S is readily oxidized by air to form sodium 
thiosulphate. which is used in photography to dissolve silver halides. and 
as a laboratory reagent for iodine titrations. 

2Na2S + 202 + H20-+ Na2S203 + 2NaOH 

2Na2S203 + 12--+ Na2S406 + 2Na1 

SODIUM HYDROXIDE 

Sodium hydroxide is the most important alkali used in industry. It is 
produced on il large scale (34 million tonnes in 1985) by the electrolysis 
of an aqueous solution of NaCl (brine) using either u diaphragm cell or 
a mercury cathode cell. At one time it was also made from Na2C03 by the 
lime-caustic soda process. but this is only used a little nowadays as other 
methods are cheaper. Details of the industrial methods. uses, and ton
nages are given in Chapter 10. 

SODIUM HYDROGENCARBONATE (SODIUM BICARBONATE) 

About 200000 tonnes of NaHC03 are produced annually in the USA. of 
· which 40% is used for baking powder. 15% to make other chemicals. 12% 

in pharmaceutical products including anti-acid preparations for indiges
tion. and 10% in fire extinguishers. 

NaHC03 can be used on its own to make cakes or .bread 'rise' since it 
decomposes between 50°C and l00°C. giving bubbles of C02• 

· gentle heal 
2NaHC03 Na2C03 + H20 +. C02 

Baking powder is more commonly used. and contains NaHC03• 

Ca(H2P04h and starch. The Ca(H2P04h is acidic and when moist
ened it reacts with NaHC03 • giving C02 • The starch is a filler. An im
proved 'combination baking powder~ contains about 40% starch, 30% 
NaHC03• 20% NaAl(S04h and 10% Ca(H2P04)i. The NaAl(S04h 
slows the reaction down so the C02 is given off more slowly. 

SODIUM SULPHATE 

About 4.2 million tonnes of Na2S04 are used annually. About 55% of 
this is made synthetically. as a by-product from the manufacture of HCI. 

. and also from many neutralization processes that use H 2S04 • About 45% . 
mainly Glauber's salt Na2S04 • 10H20. is mined . 

The major use of Na2S0-1 - some 70% - is in the paper industry. and 
about 10% is used in detergents. and 10% in glass manufaclure . In the 
Kraft paper making process. a strong alkaline solution of Na::iSO.i is used 
to dissolve the lignin that holds the cellulose fibres together in wood chips. 
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The cellulose fibres are then turned into corrugated cardboard and brown 
paper. 

OXOSALTS- CARBONATES, BICARBONATES, NITRATES AND 
NITRITES 

Group I metals are highly e]ectropositive and thus form very strong bases, 
and have quite stable oxosalts. 

The carbonates are remarkably stable, and will melt before they even
tually decompose into oxides at temperatures above 1000 °C. Li2C03 is 
considerably less stable and decomposes more readily. 

Because Group I metals are so strongly ba.sic, they also form solid 
bicarbonates (also called hydrogencarbonates). No other metals form 
solid bicarbonates, though NH4.HC03 also exists as a solid. Bicarbonates 
evolve carbon dioxide and turn into carbonates on gentle warming: This 
is one test for bicarbonates in qualitative analysis. The crystal structures of 
NaHC03 and KHC03 both show hydrogen bondiilg, but are different. 
In NaHC03 the HCOj" ions are linked into an infinite chain, whilst in 
KHC03 a dimeric anion is formed. 

0-H···O 
/ \ 

0-C C-0 
\ I 

O···H-6 

2-

Lithium is exceptional in that it does not form a solid bicarbonate, though 
LiHCO:\ can exist in solution. All the carbbnates and bicarbonates ate 
soluble in water. 

Over 50000 tonnes of i..i2C03 are produced annually. Most of it is 
added as an impurity to Al263 to lower its melting point in the extraction 
of aluminiul'tl by electrolysis. Some is u~ed to toughen glass (sodium in the 
glass is replaced by lithium). Na2C03 is used as washing soda to soften 
water in hard water areas, and NaHC03 is used as baking powder. 

The nitrates can all be prepared by the action of HN03 on the corre
sponding carbonate ot hydroxide, and they are all very soluble in water. 
LiN03 is used . for fireworks and red-coloured distress flares. Large de
posits 6f NaN03 are found in Chile, and are used as a nitrogenous fer
tilizer. Solid LiN<'.>3 and NaNO:i are deliquescent, and because of this 
KN03 is used in preference to NaN03 in gunpowder (gunpowder is a 
mixture of KN03, sulphur and cbatcoal). KN03 is usually obtained from 
syfithetic nitric acid and K2C03, but at one time it was made frbtt1 NaN03: 

2HN03 + K2C03 ~ 2KN03 + C02 + H20 
NaN03 + KCl .- KN03 + NaCl 

Group I nitrates are fafrly low melting solids, and are amongst the most 
stable nitrates known. However, on stroflg heatitig they decompose into 
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nitrites , and at higher temperatures to the oxide . LiNO:i decomposes more 
readily than the others, forming the oxide. 

soo·c 
2NaN03 ;;::::=: 2NaN02 + 02 

soo·c 
4NaN03 ;::=::! 2Na20 + 502 + 2N2 

• Alkali metal nitrates are widely used as molten salts as a solvent in which 
to carry out high temperature oxidations, and also as a heat transfer 
medium. They are used up to around 600°C, but molten salt baths are 
often used at mu.ch lower temperatures. For example, a 1 : 1 mixture of 
LiN03/KNO:i melts at the surprisingly low temperature of 125 °C. 

Nitrites are important in the manufacture of organonitrogen com
pounds, the most important being the 11zo dyes. Small amounts of NaN02 
are used in molten salt baths with NaN03, and some is used as a food 
preservative. Nitrites are easily recognized in the laboratory, because on 
treatment with dilute acids they produce brown fumes of N02 • 

2NaN02 + 2HC1 - 2NaCI + H20 + N02 + NO 

2NO + 02 - 2N02 

NaN02 is manufactured by absorbing oxides of nitrogen in Na2CO_, 
solution . 

Na2C03 + N02 +NO- 2NaN02 + C02 

They can also be made by thermal decomposition of nitrates and the 
chemical reduction of nitrates: 

2NaN03 + C-. 2NaN02 + C02 

KN03 + Zn -+ KN02 + ZnO 

or by reacting NO with a hydroxide. · 

2KOH + 4NO - 2KN02 + N20 + H20 

4KOH + 6NO-+ 4KN02 +· N1 + 2H20 

HALIDES AND POL YHALIDES 

Since u+ is the smallest ion in the group, it would be expected to form 
hydrated salts more readily than the other metals.LiCl, LiBr and Lil form 
trihydrates LiX.3H20, but the other alkali metal halides form anhydrous 
crystals. · 

All the halides adopt a NaCl type of stru.cture with a coordination 
number of 6 except for CsCl, CsBr and Csl. The latter have a CsCl type of 
structure with a coordination number of 8. Rather more compounds adopt 
the NaCl type of structure than would be expected from the radius ratios 
of the ions r+ Ir-, and the reason for this structure being adopted is that it · 
gives the highest lattice energy (see the sectipns on Ionic compounds of 
the type AX, and Lattice energy in Chapter 3). · 



The alkali metal halides react with the halogens and interhalogen 
compounds forming ionic polyhalide compounds: 

HYDRIDES 

KI + 12 - K[l3] 

KBr + ICI - K[BrICI] 

KF + BrF3 - K[BrF4] 

Group I metals all react with hydrogen, forming ionic or salt-like hydrides 
M+H-. However, the ease with which they do so decreases from lithium 
to caesium. These hydrides contain the H- ion (which is not commonly 
found, since hydrogen usually forms H+ ions). It can be proved that H
ions exist because on electrolysis hydrogen is liberated at the anode. 

The hydrides react with water, liberating hydrogen, and lithium hy
dride is used as a source of hydrogen for military purposes and for filling 
meteorological balloons. 

LiH + HzO- LiOH + H2 

Lithium also forms a complex hydride Li[AIH4 ), calledlithium aluminium 
hydride, which is a useful reducing agent. It is made from lithium hydride 
in.dry ether solution. 

4LiH + AICh- Li[AIH4 ] + 3LiCI 

Lithium aluminium hydride is ionic, and the [AJH4r ion is tetrahedral. 
Li[AIH4] is a powerful reducing agent and is widely used in organic 
chemistry, as it reduces carbonyl compounds to alcohols. It reacts violently · 
with water, so it is necessary to use absolutely dry organic solvents, for 
example ether which has been dried over sodium. Li[AIH4 ] will also 
reduce a number of inorganic compounds. 

BCIJ + LilAII-14 ) - B2H6 <liboranc 

PC13 + Li[AIH4J- PH3 . phosphine 

SiCl4 + Li[AIH4 ] - SiH4 silane 

Sodium tetrahydridoborate (sodium borohydride) Na[BH4] is another 
hydride complex. It is ionic, comprising tetrahe~ral [BH4)- ions. It is best 
obtained by heating sodium hydride with trimethyl borate: 

4NaH + :B(OCH3)3 
230

-
27

o•t Na[BH4] + 3Na0CH3 

Other tetrahydtidoborates f6r Group I and II metals, aluminiun1 and 
some transitiofl metals can be made from the sodium salt. These tetra
hydridobbrates are used as reducing · agents, and the alkali metal com
pounds (particularly those 6f Na and K) are becoming increasingly used 
as they are inuch less sensitive to water thafi Li[AIH4J . Thus Na[BH4) 
can be crystallized from cold water, and K[BH4] from hOt water, so they 
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have the advantage that they can be used in aqueous solutions. The others 
react with water. (See Group III.) 

[BH4)- + 2H20 -+ BOi + 4H2 

SOLUBILITY AND HYDRATION 

All the simple salts dissolve in ~ater, producing ions, and consequently 
the solutions conduct electricity. Since u+ ions are small, it might be 
expected that solutions of. lithium salts would condl1ct electricity better 
than solutions of the same concentration of sodium, potassium, rubidium 
or caesium salts. The small ions should migrate more easily towards the 
cathode, and thus conduct more than the larger ions. However, ionic 
mobility or conductivity measurements in aqueous solution (Table 9.13) 
give results in the opposite order Cs+> Rb+ > K+ >Na+ > u+. The 
reason for this appurent anomaly is that the ions are hydrated in solution. 
Since u+ is very small, it is heavily hydrated. This makes the radius of 
the hydrated.ion large, and hence it moves only slowly. In contrast, cs+ 
is the least hydrated, and the radius of the hydrated cs+ ion is smaller 
than the radius of hydrated u+. and hence hydrated cs+ moves faster, 
and conducts electricity· more readily. 

Table 9.13 Ionic mobilities and hydration 

Ionic Ionic Approx. radius Approx. Hydration terms 
radius mobility hydrated ion hydration 
(A) at infinite (A) number !!.Ho !!.So !!.Go 

dilu.tion (kJ mol- 1) 

Li+ 0.76 33.5 3.40 25.3 -544 -134 -506 
Na+ l.02 43.5 2.76 16.6 -435 -100 -406 
K+ l.38 64.5 2.32 10.5 -352 -67 -330 
Rb+ l.52 67.5 2.28 10.0 -326 -54 -310 
cs+ l.67 68.0 2.28. 9.9 -293 -50 -276 

The hydration number is the average number of water molecules associated with 
the metal ion. The values need not be whole numbers. and are obtained by 
measuring the transference of water in a conductivity cell. 

Some water molecules touch the metal ion and bond to it. forming a 
complex. These water molecules constitute the primary shell of water; 
Thus u+ is tetrahedrally surrounded by four water molecules. This may 
be explained by the oxygen atoms of the four water molecules using a lone 
pair to form a coordinate bond to the metal ion. With four electron pairs 
in the valence shell the VSEPR theory predicts a tetrahedral structure. 
Alternatively, using valence bond theory. the 2s orbital and the three 2p 
orbitals form four sp·' hybrid orbitals which are filled by the lone pairs 
from the oxygen atoms. · 
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lithium atom 
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u• ion 
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Elecironlc structure of Qt , 
u+ ion with four water L.!..::J 
molecules bonded, using 
a lone pair on oxygen 
to form a coordinate bond 
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EJ I I I I 
2s 2p 

D I I I I 
2s 2p 

[!±] ... lt+l 1~l 1~I 

four electron pairs -
tetrahed"ral 
(sp3 hybridizafion) 

With the heavier ions. particulurly Rb+ and Cs+. the number of water 
molecules increases to six. YSEPR theory predicts an octahedrnl structure. 
Valence bond theory also indicates an octahedral arrangement using ones 
orbital. three p orbitals and two d orbitals for bonding. 

A secondary layer of water molecules further hydrates the ions, though 
these are only held by weak ion-dipole attractive forces. The strength of 
such forces is inversely proportional to the distance, that is to the size of 
the metal ion. Thus the secondary hydration decreases from lithium to 
caesium, and accounts for u+ being the most heavily hydtated. 

Jd 4s 4p 
Electronic structure of full I I I I I I El I I I I potassium atom in the inner 
ground state sheil 

Jd 4$ 4P 
Electronic structure of I I I I I I D I I I K• ion 

Jd 4$ 4P 
Electronic structure of I I I l1il1~I ~ f1~l 1~INI K+ bonded to six 

. 
molecules of water 

six orbitals - octahedral 
(d2sp3 hybridization) 

Note that the d orbitals coin prise fl group of three (called t2g orbitals), 
and a group of two (called e"" orbitals). Only the group of two is used 
for bonding. 

The size of the hydrated ions is an important factor affecting the passage 
of these ions through cell walls. It also explains their behaviour on cation
exchange columns, where hydrated Li+ ions arc attached less strongly, and 
hence eluted first. 

The decrease in hydration from Li+ to cs+ is also shown in the crystal
line salts. for nearly all lithium s<.1lts are hydrated, commonly as trihy
drates. In these hydrated Li salts u+ is coordinated to 6Hi0. and the 
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octahedra share faces, forming chains. Many sodium salts are hydrated, 
e.g. Na2C03 • 10H20, Na2C03 • 7H20 and Na2CQ3 • H20. Few potassium 
salts and no rubidium or caesium salts are hydrated. 

The simple salts are all soluble in water, and so in qualitative analysis 
these metals need to be precipitated as less common salts. Thus Na+ is ·. 
precipitated by adding zinc (or copper) uranyl acetate solution and pre
cipitating NaZn(U02)(Ac)9 • H20 sodium zinc uranyl acetate. K+ is 
precipitated by adding a solution of sodium ·cobaltinitrite and precipitating 
potassium cobaltinitrite K3[Co(N02) 6] or by adding perchloric acid and 
precipitating potassium perchlorate KCI04. Group I metals can be esti
mated gravimctrically, sodium as the uranylacctate, and potassium, 
r~bidium and caesium as tctrnphcnylboratcs. However. modern instru
mental methods such as flame photometry and atomic absorption spec
trometry are much quicker and easier to use and are now used in pre
ference to gravimetric analysis. 

K+ + Na3[Co(N02) 6)--+ Na+ + K3{Co(N02) 6 ] potassium cobaltinitrite 

K+ + NaCl04 --+ Na+ + KCI04 potassium perchlorate 

K+ + Na(B(C6Hs)4)--+ Na+ + K(B(C6H5) 4] potassium 
tetraphenylborate 
quantitative precipitate 

If a salt is insoluble its lattice energy is greater than the hydration energy. 
K[B(C6Hs)4) is insoluble because the hydration energy is very small as a 
result of the large size of its ions. 

The solubility of most of the salts of Group I elements in water decreases 
on descending the group. For a substance to dissolve the energy evolved 
when the ion.s are l'lydrated (hyc:lratjoo energy) must be larger than the 
energy required to break the crystal lattice (lattice energy). Conversely, if 
the solio is insoluble, the hydration energy is less than the lattice energy. 

Strictly in the two cycles shown in figure 9.4 we should use Gibbs free 
energy l!t.G values. In particular, the lattice energy is an enthalpy tlll° 
term, and we should use AG 0 the standard free energy for converting 
the crystalline salt into gaseous ions an infinite distance apart. However, 
the two terms differ only by a small term for the entropy of vaporization 

Table 9.14 Hydration and lattiFe energy yalues for Group I halides at 25 °C. 

Free energy Lattice energy (kJ mol- 1) 

of hydration 
6G0 MF MCI MBr MI 

(kJ rnol- 1) 

Li+ -506 -1035 -845 -800 -740 
Na+ -406 -908 -770 -736 -690 
K+ -330 -803 -703 -674 -636 
Rb+ -310 -770 .·· ..:674 -653 -515 
cs+ -276 -720 -644 -623 -590 
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Figure 9.4 Solubility related to lattice energy and hydration energy. (a) The solid 
dissolves. (b) the solid is insoluble. 

Of the ions. It should in principle be possible to predict solubilities from 
lattice energies and hydration energies. ht practice there are difficulties in 
predicting solubilities because the values for the data are fi6t known very 
accurately, and the result depends on a small difference between two large 
values. 

The reason why the solubility of most Group I metals decreases on 
descending the group is that the lattice energy only changes slightly, but 
the free energy of hydration changes rather· more. For example·, the 
difference in lattice energy between Na Cl and KCI is 67 kJ mot-•, and 
yet the difference in ~G(hydr:iti<>nl for Na+ and K+ is 76kJinot-•. Thus 
KCI is less soluble than NaCl. · 

The Group I fluorides and carbonates are exceptional in that their 
solubilities increase rapidly on descending the group. The reason for this 
is that their lattice energies change tnore than the hydration energies on 
descending the group. The lattice et1ergy depends on electrostatic attrac
tion between ions, and is proportional to the distance between the ions, 
that is proportional to 1/(r+ + ;-). It follows that the lattice energy will 



Table 9.15 Solubilities of Group I halides 

Solubility 
(Molar value first, g/100 g H20 given in brackets) 

MF MCI MBr 

Li 0.1 (0.27) 19.6 (830) 20.4 (177) 
Na 1.0 (4.22) 6.2 (36) 8.8 (91) 
K 15 . 9 (92.3) 4.8 (34. 7) 7.6 (67) 
Rb 12..5(130.6) 7.5 (91) 6.7 (I JO) 
Cs 24 .2 (367.0) 11.0(186) 5.1 (I08) 

MI 

8,8"(165) 
11.9 {179) 
8. 7 (144) 
7.2 (152) 
3.0 (79) 

vary most when,- is small. that is with F-, ·and will vary least when,+ is 
large (with I - ). The weight of solute dissolving does not provide a very 
useful comparison of the solubilities, because the molecular weights dif
fer. The easiest way to compare the number of ions is to compare the 
solubilities as molar quantities. 

SOLUTIONS OF METALS IN LIQUID AMMONIA 

In the presence of impurities or catalysts such as Fe, the alkali metals react 
with liquid ammonia to form a metal amjde and hydrogen . 

M + NH3-? MNH2 + ~H2 
If all catalysts and impurities are absent. then Group I . metals, and to a 

lesser extent the elements Ca, Sr and: B.a in Group II and the lanthanide 
elements Eu and Yb. dissolve directly in very high concentration in liquid 
ammonia. The metal can be recovered simply by allowing the ammonia to 
hoil off. 

Dilute solutions of alkali metals in liquid ammonia are dark blue in 
colour, and the main species present are solvated metal ions and solvated 
electrons. If the blue solution is allowed to stand, the colour slowly fades 

. until it disappears owing to the formation of a metal amide. At concen-

Table 9.16 Solubilities in liquid ammonia 

Element 

Li 
Na 
K 

Solubility 
(g meial/100 g NH3) 

-33.4°C o·c 

10.9 
25.1 
47. l 

11.3 
23.0 
48.5 

Note that -33.4°C is the boiling point 
of liquid ammonia at one atmosphere . 
pressure. The ll°C data were measured 
under pressure . 
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!rations above 3M; solutions are copper-bronze coloured and have a 
metallic lustre because metal ion clusters are formed. 

These solutions of metals in liquid ammonia conduct electricity better 
than any salt in any liquid, and the conductivity is similat to that of pure 
metals (specific conductivity of Hg = 104 ohm-•; Na/NH3 = 0.5 x 
104 ohm- 1

; K/NH3 == 0.45 x 104 ohm-•). Conduction is due mainly to 
the presence of solvated electrons. 

The metals are also soluble in other amines and these solut.ions are used 
in organic and inorganic syntheses. These solutions of metals in liquid 
ammonia act as powerful reducing agents for the elements of Groups IV, 
V and VI, for many compounds and coordination comp.lexes, and they 
will even reduce an aromatic ring. 

These reductions can be carried out in liquid ammonia, but not in water, 
because the alkali metals are stronger reducing agents than is hydrogen, 
and so will react with water and liberate hydrogen. The metals cari exist 
for some time in liquid ammonia. 

Bi + Na/NH3 -+ Na.1Bi (Bi reduced from oxidation state O to - III) 

S + Na/NH3 -+ Na2S (S reduced from oxidation state 0 to - II) 
[Ni(CN)4 ]2- + 2e-+ [Ni(CN) 4 ]

4
- (Ni reduced from +II to 0) 

COMPOUNDS WITH CARBON 

If lithium is heated with carbon, an ionic: carbide LiiC2 is formed. The 
other metals do not react with carbon directly, but do form similar carbides 
when heated with ethyne (formerly called acetylene), or when ethyne is 
passed through a solution of the metal in liquid ammonia. 

2Li + 2C -+ Li2C2 
Na + C2H2 -+ NaHC2-+ Na2C2 

These compounds contain the carbide ion [C~CJ 2 - or hydridocarbide ion 
[C:=C-H]-. 'fhe most important reaction of carbides is with water. when 
they give cthyne (acetylcne):Thus they arc termed acctyiidcs. 

Na2C2 + 2H20 -+ 2Na0H + C2H2 

LiCiH is used in the indust-rial nrnnu(actutc of vitamin A. 
The metals potassium, rubidium and caesiurn react with graphite by 

invading the space between the layers of carbon in the graphite lattice. 
They form highly coloured interstitial carbides that are nonstoichiometric, 
(that is of variable composition), rangin~ frbrit C60K (grey), to C36K 
(blue), to a maximum invasiOi1 corresponding to C8K (bronze) . (See 
Chapter 12.) 

ORGANIC ANO ORGANOMETALLIC COMPOUNDS 

The alkali metals replace hydrogen in organic acjds, formh1g salts such as 
sodium acetate (sodium ethanoate) CH3C00Na and potassium benioate 



C6H5COOK. Soap is a mixture of the sodium salts of palmitic, oleic and 
stearic acids. (Palmitic acid C 15H31 · COOH occurs in palm oil, oleic acid 
C1~H33 · COOH occurs in olive oil and stearic acid C 17H 35 · COOH occurs 
in beef and mutton fat and tallow.) Soap is made by the saponification 
(hydrolysis) of naturally occurring fats and oils. These fats and oils are 
esters of glycerol, and their hydrolysis with NaOH first breaks the ester to 
glycerol and fatty acids, neutralizing the fatty acid to give the sodium salts, 
i.e . the soap. World production of soap was 7.8 million tonnes in 1985. 

CH2 • 0 · OC · C1sH31 CH2 ·OH 

I I 
CH· 0 · OC · C 1sH31 + 3N~10H-+ CH· OH + 3C15H:i1 · COOH 

I I 
CH2 · 0 · OC · CrsH31 CH2 ·OH 

glyceryl tripalmitate glycerol palmitic acid 
(palm oil) 

C1sH31 · COOH + NaOH-+ C1sH31 · COONa + H 20 

Lithium stearate is also a 'soap', and is made from LiOH and some natural 
fat such as tallow. It is widely used to thicken hydrocarbon oils used as 
lubricants (the so-called detergent oils), and it is also used to make greases 
for motor vehicles. 

Lithium shows a stronger tendency to covalency than the other alkali 
metals . Lithium also shows a diagonal relationship with magnesium. 
Magnesium forms a number of alkyl and aryl compounds called Grignard 
compounds which are very important in making organometallic com
pounds. It is not surprising that lithium also forms a number of covalent 
alkyls and aryls which are of great importance in the preparation of 
organometallic compounds. For example, (LiCH3)4 is typical of a range of 
compounds: it is covalent, soluble in organic solvents, and can be sublimed 
or distilled. These compounds are frequently tetrameric or hexameric. 
They are made from ~he alkyl or aryl halide, usually the chloride, in a 
solvent such as light petroleum, cyclohexane, toluene or ether . 

. RCI + Li -+ LiR + LiCI 

The structure of the (LiCH3) 4 cluster is unusual. The fo11r Li atoms occupy 
the corners of a tetrahedron. Each methyl C atom is above a face of the 
tetrahedron, and forms a triple bridge to the three Li atoms that make 
up the face of the tetrahedron. The intramolecular Li-C distance is 
2 .31 A. The C is bonded to the three H atoms in the methyl group. The 
C is also bonded to a Li atom in another tetrahedron (with an intermole
cular Li-C distance of 2.36 A). The coordination number for the C atom 
is therefore 7. This cannot be explained by classical bone.Jing theories as 
the C atom has only one s and three p orbitals available for bonding. The 
simplest explanation involves a four-centre two-electron bond covering 
the three Li atom11 at the ·corners of a face. and the C atom 11hovc it. In a 
similar way the coordination number of Li is also 7, made up by three Li 



in the tetrahedron, three Cat the centres of faces of the tetrahedron, and 
one Li in another tetrahedron. 

Lithium ethyl is tetrameric in the solid (LiEt)4 , but is hexainetic (LiEt)r, 
when d.issolved in hydrocarbons. The solid is similar in structure to 
(LiCH3 )4 • and the hexamer is thought to comprise an octahedron of Li 
atoms with Et groups above six of the eight faces, involving multi-centre 
bonding. 

n-Butyl lithium is also tetrameric in the solid (LiBu)4 • It is commercially 
available. Production is about 1000 tonnes/year. The main uses are as a 
polymerization catalyst and for alkylation. It is a very versatile reagent in 
the laboratory for the synthesis of aromatic derivatives and unsaturated 
derivatives such as vinyl and allyl lithium. Many of these reactions are 
similar to those using Grignard reagents. 

LiBu + Ari --+ Li.Ar + Bui (Bu = butyl, Ar = aryl) 

4LiAr + Sn(CH=CH)4 --+ 4LiCH=CH2 + Sn(Ar)4 

From these an extremely wide range of organometallic and organic com-
pounds can be prepared. · 

(R = alkyl or aryl) 

3LiR + BC13 

4LiR + SnCl4 

3LiR + P(OEth 

-+BR3 

--+ Si1R4 

-+PR3 

+ 3LiCI 

+ 4LiCI 

+ 3Li0Et 

( organoboron compounds) 

( organotin cornpounds) 

( organophosphorus 
compounds) 

2LiR .+ Hgl2 --+ HgR2 + 2Lil (organomercury 
compounds) 

LiR + R'l --+ R·R' +Lil (hydrocarbon) 
LiR + H+ --+ R-H + u+ (h.ydrocarbon) 

LiR + Cl2 --+ R-CI + LiCI (alkyl/aryl halide) 

LiR + HCONMc2 -+ R ·CHO + LiNMc2 (aldehydcs) 

LiR + 3CO --+ R2CO + 2LiCO (ketones) 

LiR + C02 --+ R · COOH + LiOH (carboxylic acids) 

Alkyls of Na, K, Rb and Cs are usually prepared from the corresponding 
organomercury compound. 

2K + HgR2 --+ Hg + 2KR 

These compounds are ionic M+R.-, and are extterl'lelyreactive. They catch 
fire in air, react violently with most compounds except nitrogen and 
saturated hydrocarbons, and are consequently difficult to handle. 

COMPLEXES, CROWNS AND CRYPfS 
Gtoup I metals stand out from the other groups in their weak tendency to 
form complexes. This is predictable because the factors favouring complex 
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formation are small size, high charge, and empty orbitals of low energy for 
forming the bonds, and Group I metal ions are very large and have a low 
charge (+I) . 

A number of aqua complexes are known such as [Li(H20)4} + and a 
primary hydration shell of four H20 molecules arranged tetrahedrally is 
found in various crystalline salts. Na+ and K + also have the same primary 
hydration shell. but Rb+ and Cs+ coordinate six H20 molecules. Stable 
complexes are formed with phosphine oxides; for example, complexes of 
formula (LiX · 4Ph3PO), [LiX · 5Ph:iPOJ and INaX · 5Ph:iPOJ are known 
where_ X is a large anion such as C104. 1-. N0.1 or ShF(,. There is a slight 
tcmk·nl'Y to form amminc rnmplcxcs sud1 as ILi(Nll _i)~ll. Weak com
plexes ofsulphates, peroxosulphates and thiosulphates, and also hexa
cyanoferratcs, ure known in solution. 

However. some organic chelating agents (particularly salicaldehyde and 
~-diketones) are extremely strong complexing agents, and Group I ions 
form complexes with these . These ligands are very strong complexing 
agents because they are multidentate, that is they have more than one 
donor group so they form more than one bond to the metal, and also 
because they form a ring or chelate compound by bonding to the metal. 
Examples include salicaldehyde, acetylacetone, benzoylacetone, methyl 
salicylate, o-nitrophenol, and o-nitrocresol. The metal usually attains a 
coordination number of 4 or 6 (see Figure 9.5). 

An important deveJopment in the chemistry of the alkali metals is the 
discovery of complexes with polyethers. and 'cryptate complexes' with 
macrocyclic molecules with nitrogen and oxygen. 

The crown ethers are an interesting class of complexing agents first 
synthesized by Pedersen in 1967. An example is dibenzo-18-crown-6, and 
the name indicates that there are two benzene rings in the compound, 18 
atoms make up a crown-shaped ring, and six of the ring atoms are oxygen. 
These six oxygen atoms may complex with a metal ion, even with large 
inns like Gr(lUp I ions that arc not very good at forming complexes. The 
organic part of the molecule is puckered to give the crown arrangement, 
and the oxygen atoms with their lone pairs are nearly planar about the 
metal ion at the centre of the ring. The bonding of the metal ion to 
the polyether is largely electrostatic, and a close fit between the size of the 
metal ion and the size of the hole in the centre of the polyether is essential. 
Cyclic polyethers can have varying sizes of ring; for example. benzo-12-
crown-4 has a ring of 12 atoms. four of which are oxygen. The polyethers 
form complexes selectively with the alkali metal ions. The size of the ring 
opening in the crown determines the size of the metal ion which may be 
accommodated . Thus a ~rown~4 (a cyclic polyether with four oxygens) is 
selective for Li+. Na+ prefers crown-5. and K + prefers crown-6. II is 
possible to get complexes with the unusual coordination number of 10, for 
example K + ( dibeozo-30-crown-JO). Crown ethers form a number of 
crystalline complexes, b4t more importantly they are sometimes added to 
organic solvents to make them dissolve inorganic salts which. being ionic. 
would not normally dissolve .. Polyethers of this type act as ion carriers 
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Figure 9.S Salicaldehyde and acetylacetone complexes. 

inside living cells to transport ions across cell membranes, and thus main
tain the balance between Na+ and K+ inside and outside cells. 

The crown ethers also form some unusual complexes called electrides. 
These are black and paramagnetic, and have fortfiulae such as Cs+[(crown 
ether)· e-]~ The structure consists of a Cs+ ion, and the crown ether with 
an electron in the ceilttal hole instead of a metal ion. 

The cryptates are even more selective and evenstronger complexing 
agents than are the crown ethers. They differ from the crown ethers by 
using nitrogen atoms as well as oxygen atoms to bond to the metal ion, 
and as they are polycyclic they cafl surround the metal ion completely. A 
typical crypt is the molecule N[CH2CH20CH2CH20CH2CH2hN. This 
is called (2. 2, 2-crypt) and forms a complex [Rb(crypt)JCNS · H 20 in 
which six oxygen atoms and two ttitrogeil atoms in the crypt molecule bond 
to the metal ion, giving the metal ion a cMrdiilation number of 8. The 
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Figure 9.6 Structures .of some crown ethers. 

ligand completely wraps round the metal ion, hiding it: hence the name 
crypt. The complex presents a hydrocarbon exterior, and so is soluble 
in organic solvents. Such complexes are used for solvent extraction, stabil
izing uncommon oxidation states, and promoting otherwise improbable 
reactions. 

An unusual compound [Na(2; 2, 2-crypt)] +Na- can be formed by cool
ing a solution of Na in ethylamine with 2, 2, 2-crypt. The compound is 
crystalline ancl is endothermic. Presu_mably it is only formed because of 
the complexing power of the crypt, and the lattice energy of the crystal. It 
is stable below -10 °C. The interesting feature is the formation of the Na
sodide ion. The K- potasside ion has been made in a similar way, but is 
less stable. These alkalide compounds are yellow~brown in colour, and . 
are diamagnetic. 

BIOLOGICAL IMPORTANCE 

Living organisms require at least 27 elements, of which 15 are metals. 
Metals required in major quantities are K, Mg, Na and Ca. Minor quan· 
tities of Mn, Fe, Co, Cu, Zn and Mo, and trace amounts of V, Cr, Sn, Ni 
and Al, are required by at least some organisms. 

Bulk quantities of Group I and II metals are required, mainly to balance 
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the electrical c)larges associated with negatively charged organic macro
molecules in the cell, and also to maintain the osmotic pressure inside the 
cell, to keep it turgid and prevent its collapse. 

In view of the close similarity of chemical properties between Na and K, 
it is surprising that their biological functions are very different . Na+ are 
actively expelled from cells, whereas K+ are not. This ion transport is 
sometimes called a sodium pump, arid· it involves both the active expulsion 
of Na+ and the active take-up of K+. Analysis of the fluids inside and 
outside animal cells shows that ion transport really does occur. In animal 
cells the concentration of K + is about 0 .15 M and the concentration of 
Na+ is about 0.01 M. In body fluids (lymph and blood) the concentrations 
of K+ and Na+ are about 0.003 M and 0.15 M respectively. The transport 
of ions requires energy, and this is obtained by the hydrolysis of ATP. It is 
estimated that hydrolysis of one ATP molecule to ADP provides enough 
energy to move three Na+ ions out of the cell, and two K+ and one 1-1+ 
ions back in to the celi. The mechanism for ion transport involves poly-
ethers natural to the organism . · 

The different ratio of Na' to K ' inside and dtitside cells produces an 
electrical potential across the cell membrane, which is essential for the 
functioning of nerve and muscle cells. The movement of glucose into cells 
is associated with Na+ ions; they enter the cell together. This is favoured 
by a high concentration gradient. The Na+ ions entering the cell in this 
way must then be expelled.The movement of amino acids is similar. K + 

ions inside the cell are essential fot the metabolism of glucose, the syn
thesis of proteins, and the activation of some enzymes. 

The 1987 Nobel Prize for Chell'listry was awarded to C.J . Pedersen, J .M. 
Lehn and D. Cratn for their work on the discovery and applications of 
crown ethers and cryptates. 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LI!HIUM AND THE OTHER CROUP' I 
ELEMENTS 

The properties of lithium and its compounds differ far more from those of 
the other Group I eletnents than the other Group I elements arid com
pounds differ among themselves. Apart from having the same oxidation 
number as the rest 6f Group I, lithium compounds Ifiay show Closer 
similarities with Group Il elemerits (partkularly magnesium) than they 
show towards their own group. So.me of the differences are set out below: 

1. The melting and boiling points of lithium metal are much highet than 
thbse for the othet Group I elements. 

2. Lithium is 11'1Ud1 harder than the other Group 1 metals . 
3. Lithium reacts the least readily with oxygen, forming the normal 

oxide. It forms a perl'.'.>xide billy with gteat difficulty, and the higher 
oxides are unstable. 

4. Lithium hydroxide is less b.asic than the other hydroxides in the group. 
and therefore many of its salts ate .less stable. Li2C0,1. LiNO~ and 
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LiOH all form ihe oxide on gentle heating, though the analogous 
compounds of the rest of the group ar.e stable. Another example of the 
less basic nature is that though lithium forms a bicarbonate in solution, 
it does not form a solid bicarbonate, whereas the others all form stable 
solid bicarbonates. 

5. Lithium forms a nitride Li3N. None of the other Group I elements 
forms a nitride, but Group JI elements form nitrides. 

6. Lithium reacts directly with carbon to form an ionic carbide . None o~ 
the other Group I elements do this, but Group II elements all react 
similarly with ca_rbon. 

7. Lithium has a greater tendency to form complexes than have the 
heavier elements, and ammoniated salts such as [Li(NH3 ) 4 ]1 exist as 
solids . 

8. Li2C03 , Li3P0-1 and LiF are ail insoluble in water. and LiOH is only 
sparingly soluble . The rest of Group I form soluble compounds, but 
the correspond_ing magnesium salts are insoluble or sparingly soluble. 

9. The halides and alkyls of lithium are far more covalent than the 
corresponding sodium compounds. and because of this covalency they 
are soluble in organic solvents. Similarlylithium perchlorate and to a 
lesser extent sodium perchlorate resemble magnesium perchlorate in 
their high solubility inacetone (propanone). 

IO. The lithium ion itself, and also its compounds. are more heavily 
hydrated than those of the rest of the group. 

Several generalizations may be drawn from this apparently anomalous 
behaviour of lithium. 

The first element in each of the main groups (Li, Be, B, C, N, 0 and F) 
differs from the rest of the group. This is partly because the first element is 
much smaller than the subsequent elements. and consequently it is more 
likely to form covalent compounds (Fajans' rules) and complexes. 

The first element in a group can form a maximum of four conventional 
electron pair bonds. This is because the outer shell of electrons contains 
only ones orbital and three p orbitals. The subsequent elements can used 
orbi~als for bonding: they can attain a coordination number of 6. by using 
ones. three p and two d orbitals. For this reason the coordination number 
attained by a complex or a covalent compound of the first element in a 
group is commonly 4, and for the subsequent elements the coordination 
number is commonly 6. This simple concept is based on a bond consisting 
of two electrons shared between two atoms. Exceptions occur when multi· 
centre bonds are formed (as in Li-1(CH_,)-1). 

The similarity between lithium (the first member of Group I) and 
magnesium (the second element in Group II) is called a diagonal rela
tionship.Diagonal relationships also exist between other pairs of elements 
Be and Al. B and Si as shown: 

Li Be B . C 
\ \ \ 

Na Mg Al Si 
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The diagonal relationship arises because of the effects of both size and 
charge. On descending a group, the atoms and ions increase in size. On 
moving from left to right in the periodic table, the size decreases. Thus on 
moving diagonally, the size remains nearly the same. For example, lithium 
is smaller than sodium, and magnesium is also smaller than sodium, and 
hence lithium and magnesium are similar in size. The size$ of Li+ = 0. 76 A 
and Mg2+ = 0.72A are close 1 and so in situatiOfls where size is important 
their behaviour should be similar. 

Beryllium and aluminium also show a diagonal relationship: In this case 
the sizes are not so close (Be2+ = 0.45 A and Al3+ = 0.535 A), but the 
charge per unit area is similar (Be2+ 2.36 and Al3+ 2.50) because the 
charges are 2+ and 3+ respectively. 

. (ionic charge) 
Charge per unit area = 4 (' . ~ · d.. )2 

. ::J • 7t · 1omc ra ms 

It is sometimes suggested that the diagonal relationship arises because 
of a diagonal similarity in electronegativity values. 

Li Be B C 
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 

\ \ \ 
Na Mg Al Si 
0.9 1.2 1.5 1.8 

Since ionic size and electronegativity are closely related, this is part of the 
same . picture. 
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PROBLEMS 

I . Why are Group I clements: 

(a) univalent 
(h) largely ionic 
(c) strong reducing agents 
(d) poor complexing agents? 
(e) Why do thl!y have the lowest fir~l ioniz<.ltion energy values in their 

periods? 

2. Why are the Group I metals soft. low melting and of low density? 
(Refer back to Chapter 5.) 

3. Lithium is the smallest ion in Group I. It would therefore be ex;pected 
to have the highest ionic mobility. and hence solutions of its-·salts 
would be expected to have a higher conductivity than solutions of 
caesium salts. Explain why this is not so. 

4. What is the reason for lithium having a greater tendency to form 
covalent compounds than the other elements in the group? 

5. The atomic radius for lithium is (23 A. When the outermost 2s 
electron is ionized off, the ionic radius of Li+ is 0. 76 A. Assuming that 
the difference in radii relate~ to the space occupied by the 2s Clectron, 
calculate what percentage of the volume of the lithium atom is 
occupied by the single valence electron. Is this assumption fair? 
(Volume of a sphere is~· nrJ.) (Answer 76.4%.) 

6. Why and in what ways does lit.hium resemble magnesium? 

7. What products are formed when each of the Group I metals is burnt in 
oxygen? How do these products react with water? Use the molecular 



orbital theory to describe the structure of the oxides formed by sodium 
and potassium. 

8. Explain the difference in reactivity of the Group I metals with water . 

9. The ionization energies of Group I elements suggest that caesium 
should be the most reactive, but the standard electrode potentials 
suggest that lithium is the most reactive . Reconcile these two 
observations. 

10. Describe how you would make lithium hydride . Give equations to 
show two important properties of lithium hydride. The compound 
contains the isoelectronic ions Li+ and H-. Which ion is the larger 
and why? 

11. Give equations to show the reactions between sodium and: (a) H;o, 
(b) H2 • (c) graphite, (d) N2 , (e) 0 2, (f) Cl2 , (g) Pb, (h) NH3 . 

12. Group I elements generally form very soluble compounds. Name 
some insoluble or sparingly soluble compounds. How are these 
elements detected and confirmed in qualitative analysis? 

13. Describe the colour afid ' nature of the solutions of Group I metals in 
liquid ammonia. Give an equation to show how these solutions 
decompose. 

14. Draw the crystal structures of NaCl and CsCl.What is the coordination 
number of the metal ion in each case? Explain why these two salts · 
adopt different structures. 

15. Do the alkali tnetals form many complexes? Which of the metal ions 
in the group are best at forming complexes'! Which are the best 
complexing agents? 

16. Draw the complexes formed by Li+. Na 1 and K + with acetyl acetone 
and with salicaldehyde. Why do the coordination numbers differ? 

17. What is a crown ether, and what is a crypt? Draw examples of Group I 
complexes with these molecules. In what way is this type of complex 
of biological importahce? 

18. Which of the following tnethm!'> would you use to extinguish a fire of 
lithium, sodium or potassium mc:tals? Explain why some of these are 
unsuitable, and give the reactions involved. 
(a) water 
(b) nitrogen 
(c) carbon dioxide 
(d) asbestos blanket 

19. the fdur general methods of extracting metals are thermal decom
position, displacement of 011e element by another, chemical reduction, 
and electrolytic reductioh. How are Group I metals obtained and why 
are the other methOds unsuitable? 
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20. 0.347 g of a metal (A) was dissolved in dilute HN03. This solution 
gave a red coloration to a non-luminous Bunsen burner flame, and on 
evaporation gave 0. 747 g of metal oxide (B ) . (A) also reacted with 
nitrogen, forming a compound (C), and with hydrogen, forming (D) . 
On reacting 0.1590g of (D) with water, a gas (E) was evolved and a 
sparingly soluble compound (F) formed , which gave a strongly basic 
reacti9n and required 200 ml of 0.1000 M hydrochloric acid to neu
tralize it. ldehtify the substances (A) to (F) and explain the reactions 
involved. 



The chlor-alkali industry 

The chlor-alkali industry includes the production of three main chemicals: 
sodium hydroxide (sometimes called caustic soda), chlorine, and sodium 
carbonate (sometimes called soda ash). All three chemicals are made from 
sodium chloride. 

NaOH and Ch are produced simultaneously by the electrolysis of an 
aqueous solution of NaCl. NaOH is the most important alkali used in in
dustry, and Cl2 is aiso an extremely important industrial chemical. Sodium 
carbonate is included with the other two chemicals for two reasons - first 
because in many applications such as making paper, soap and detergents it 
can be used interchangeably with sodium hydroxide, and second because 
Na2C03 can quite easily be converted into NaOH (or vice versa) using 
the Lime - caustic soda process. In this process, the reaction is reversible, 
and dependifl.g on the relative demands and cost of sodium carbonate and 
sodium hydroxide it rhay be used in either direction . Before 1955 Na2C0.1 
was used very extensively for water softening as it prevented the formation 
of scum when using soap in hard water. Soap is discussed utider •Organic 
and organometallic compound$' in Chapter 9, and hard water is discussed 
in Chapter 11. Thus before 1955 it was economic to make Na2C03 from 
NaOH. More recently the use of soap has declined as detergents have 
become more widely used, and with this the detnatid fot Na2C03 has 
declined. Nowadays the reverse reaction is carried out oil a limited scale. 
converting Na2C03 to NaOH. 

Na2C03 + Ca(OH)i ;= CaC03 + 2Na0H 

All three chemicals are classed as 'heavy inorganic chemicals' because of 
the very large tonnages involved. A list of the chemicals produced in the 
largest quantities is shown in Table 10.1. 

LEBLANC PROCESS 

C. W. Scheele discovered chlorine in 1774 by oxidizing hydrochloric acid 
with manganese dioxide. 

4HCI + Mn02 - 2Cl2 + Mn 2
+ + 2H20 

10 
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Table I0.1 Tonnes of 'heavy chemicals' produced in 1985 

Chemical Millions of tonnes 

World USA UK 

I. H2S04 133.5 36.0 2.5 
2. Cao !06.6 14.5 0.85 
3. 02 (JOO) 16.7 2.5 
4. NHJ 80.8 14.3 
5. NH4NOJ (75) 
6. N2 (60) 
7. ethylene 38.9 13.9 1.4 
8. NaOH 34.0 9.8 
9. HN03 30.2 6.9 :u 

10. Na2COJ 26.I 7.7 
11. HJP04 24 .3 13.1 0.52 
12. Cl2 23.3 9.4 1.0 
13. propylene 20.2 6.8 0.97 
14 . ethanol 15.8 0.9 0.24 
15. benzene 15.6 4.1 0.84 
16. vinyl chloride Jt,4 3.1 0 .31 
17. methanol I().() 2.7 
18. HCI 9.0 2.5 0.16 

He also described the bleaching properties of chlorine, and these even· 
tually led to demand. for both chlorine and sodium hydroxide on an in· 
dustrial scale for use in the textiles industry. At that time there was no 
chemical industry; so people had to make their own chemicals. The first 
problem was to make the HCI. This was produced by the Leblanc process. 
Though the process is now obsolete, it warrants description because it was 
the first large scale industrial process in Europe; it fasted for most of the 
nineteenth century, and it illustrates the need to consider what raw ma
terials are needed, he>w they can be obtained, and the commercial need to 
sell everything produced. (At this time Europe led the world industrially. 
and the process was imported into the USA from Europe.) 

· heat · 
NaCl + concentrated H2S04--+ NaHS04 + HCI 

heal · 
NaHSQ4 + NaCl__,_ Na2S04 + HCI 

·The HCI was then oxidized to give Cl2 . 

HCI + Mn02 - Cl2 + Mn2
+ 

The Na2S04 was used either to make glass, or to make Na2C03 and 
NaOH. 

Na2S04 + C + CaC03 - Na2C03 + CaS04 

Na2C03 + Ca(OHh - 2NaOH + CaC03 
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In this process, the chemicals used are H 2S04, NaCl , CaC03 and C, and 

the products are NaOH and Cl2 (and to a lesser extent Na2$04). The raw 
materials were obtained: 

S or FeS2 + 02 ~ S02 ~ S03 ~ H2S04 

NaCl - mined or extracted as brine solution 

CaC03 - mined as limestone 

CaC03~ CaO~ Ca(OHh 

In 1874 world production of NaOH was 525000 tonnes, of which 94% 
was produced by the Leblanc process. Production of NaOH hild risen 
to 1 800 000 tonnes by 1902, but by then only 8% was ptoduted by the 
Leblanc process. The Leblanc process became obsolete because cheaper 
methods were found. It was replaced in turn by the Weldon process, the 
Deacon process, and eventually by electrolysis. 

WELDON AND DEACON PROCESSES 

The Leblanc process used l\lln02 to oxidize the HCI, but the MnCb formed 
was wasted. The Weldon process (1866) recycled the MnC!i, and was 
therefore cheaper. · 

In the beacon process (1868), air was used to bxidize the HCI instead 
of using Mn02. A gas phase reacti6n was performed between HCI and 
air on the surface of bricks soaked in a solution of CuCl2, which acted as 
a catalyst. The reaction is reversible, and a conversion of about 65% is 
possible. 

4HC1 + 02 .CuCI~ catalyst 2C'2 + 2H20 + heat 
440•c 

Nowadays about 90% of the world supply of chlorine comes from the 
electrolysis of an aqueous solution of sodium chloride (brine) . Most of 
the remainder is produced by the electrolysis Of molten NaCl in the pro
duction of sodium metal , electrolysis of aqueous :KCI in the production of 
KOH, and electrolysis of molten MgC'2 in the extraction of magnesiu.ri1 
metal. However, a small amount is made by the oxidation of HCI with 
air, in a slightly modified Deacon Pii>cess. 1'.his started in 1960, and uses 
a didymium prom<>ted catalyst of Dm20 3 and CuCl2 at ii slightly lower 
temperature Of 400°C. (Oidymium is an old name and means 'twin'. It was 
once thought to be an element, but was later resolved into two lanthanide 
elements, praseodymium and neodymium. The catalyst is a finely powdered 
mixture of solids which tlows like a liquid. and this is termed a -t'luidizcd 
bed.) 

ELECTROLYTIC PROCESSES 

Electrolysis 6f brine was first described in 1800 by Cruickshank, but it was 
not until 1834 that Faraday put forward the Laws 6f Electrolysis. At that 



time electrolysis was strictly limited because primary batteries were the 
only source of electricity. This changed in 1872 when Gramme invented 
the dynamo. The first commercial electrolytic plant was started in Frank
furt (Germany) in 1891, where the cell was filled, electrolysed, emptied, 
then refilled ... and so on. This was therefore a discontinuous or batch 
process. Clearly a cell which could run continuously, and did not need 
emptying. would produce more and cost less to operate. Many develop
ments and patents attempting. to exploit the commercial possibilities ap
peared over the next twenty years. The first commercially operated plant 
to use a continuous diaphragm cell was probably that designed by Le Seur 
at Romford (Maine) in 1893, followed by Castner cells at Saltville (Vir
ginia. USA) in 1896. The first. in the UK was set up by Hargreaves and 
Bird in 1897 at Runcorn. In all of these (and also in many modern dia
phragm cells). asbestos was used as the diaphragm to separate the anode 
and cathode compartments. Brine was constantly added, and NaOH and 
Cl2 were produced continuously. 

About the same time, Castner (who was an American working in Birm
ingham,.England) and Kellner (an Austrian working in Vienna) developed 
and patented similar versions of the mercury cathode cell in 1897. Their 
combined patents were used by the Castner Kellner Alkali Company, also 
at Runcorn, and also in. 1897. 

The sam~ two typ~s of cell. diaphragm and mercury cathode, still re
main in use. The early electrolytic plants produced about 2 tonnes of 
chlorine per day. but modern plants produce 1000 tonnes per day. 

In t.he electrolysis of brine, reacti1:ms occur at both the anode and the 
cathode. 

Anode: 20- - Cb+ 2e 
. - . . -

{
Na++ e- Na 

Cathode: · 
. 2Na + 2H20 - 2NaOH + H2 

Side reactions may also occur if the products mix: 

2Na0H. + Cl2 - NaCl + NaOCI + H20 

or 
hypuchlnril~ 

and alsO" anoth.er re•lction may occur to a small extent at the anode: 

40H- - 01 + 2H20 + 4e 

D.IAPHRAGM CELL 

A porous diaphragm of asbestos is used to keep the H2 and Cl2 gases (pro· 
duced at the electrodes) separated from one another. If H2 and Cl2 gases 
mix they react, and the reaction may be explosive. In daylight (and more 
so in sunlight) a photolytic reaction takes place .wh.ich produces chlorine 
atoms. These lead to an explosi.ve chain reactfon with ·hydrogen. 
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Figure 10.1 A diaphragm cell. 
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The diaphragm also separates the anode and cathode cornparttnents . 
This reduces the chance that NaOH produced in the cathode compartment 
can mix and react with Cl2 produced in the anode compartment. this 
reduces the chance Of the side reaction producing sodium hypochlorite , 
NaOCI. However, some sodium hydroxide or 09- may diffuse into the 
other compartment, and this is inhibited by maintaining the level of elec
trolyte higher in the anode compartment than in the cathode compartment , 
so there is a small positive flow from the anode to the cathode compart
ment. Traces of oxygen are produced in a side reactiofi . This reacts with 
the carbon electrodes, gradually destroying them and forming C02 . 

There is considerable interest in usifig thin synthetic plastic membranes 
fOr the diaphragtrt instead of asbestos. These membranes are ritade of a 
polymer called nation, supported on a teftOn mesh. (Nafion is a c6poly
mer of tetrafluoroethylene and a perAuorosulphonylethOxy ether.) ·p1astic 
membranes have a lower resistance than asbestos. 

Less than half the NaCl is converted to NaOH, and a mixture of about 
11% NaOH and 16% NaCl is usually obtained . this solution is concen
trated in a steam evaporator, wheh a considerable atnount Of NaCl cry
stallizes out, giving a final solution containing 50% NaOH and 1% NaCl. 
It is important to note that NaOH made in this way always contains some 
NaCl. This may or may not matter, depending on how the NaOH is to be 
used. For most industrial purposes, the product is sold as a solution, as 
the cost 6f evaporating it to give the solid exceeds the . increased cost of 
transporting the solution. · 

MERCURY CATHODE CELL 

During the electrblysls of brine, Na+ ions migrate towards the cathode, 
and when they get there the ibhs ate discharged. 

Na+ + e--+ Na<mc1a1> 

If the cathode is tnade of mercury, the Na atoms produced dissolve in the 
mercury and form an amalgam, or loose alloy. The amalgam is pumped to 
a different compartment called the denuder, where water trickles over 
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Figure 10.2 Commercial diaph'rag_m cell for Cl2 and NaOH.· 

lumps of graphite (here acting as an inert solid). The water and the Na in 
the amalgam react, and in this way pure NaOH at 50% strength is 
obtained. 

Nacj!malgaml + H20 --. NaOH + !H2 + Hg 

The clean mercury is recycled back to the electrolysis tank. Originally the 
anodes were made of graphite, but because traces of oxygen are produced 
in a side reaction they become pitted, QWing to the formation of C02• The 
anodes are now made of steel coated wit~ titanium. Titanium is very resist-

+ 
Chlorine out 

Mercury 

Mercury 

Figure 10.3 Mercury cathode cell for CJ2 and NaOH. 

Anode coated 
with titanium 

in 

out 
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ant to corrosion, and this not only overcomes the problem of pitting and 
forming C02 , but also lowers the electrical resistance. 

QUANTITIES 

In both electrolytic processes (diaphragm cell and mercury cathode cell) 
equimolar amounts of Cl and NaOH are produced. Since Cl has an atomic 
weight of 35.5, and NaOH has a molecular weight Of 40, it follows that 
electrolysis yields 40 parts by weight of NaOH to 35.5 parts of Cl2 • This 
corresponds to 1.13 tonnes of NaOH for 1 tonne of CJi. In 1985 world 
production of Cl2 was 23.3 million tonnes, which accounts for 26 tnillion 
tonnes of NaOH. In fact production of NaOH was 34 million tonnes, so 
clearly some was made in other ways. 

Prior to 1965 demand for NaOH exceeded that for Cl2 , so Cl2 was 
cheap. Since then the position has reversed, largely due to the use of 
large amounts of Cl2 in making plastics such as polyvinyl chloride. (World 
production of PVC was 11.5 million tonnes in 1985.) 

SODIUM CARBONATE 

World production of Na2C03 in 1985 was 26.l million tonnes, and 45% of 
this was used In the glass industry. Smaller amounts were used to make 
various sodium phosphates and polyphosphates which are used for water 

Table 10.2 Chlorine production in 1985 (million totliles) 

World production (excluding USSR) 
USA . 
West Germany · 
Canada 
France 
UK 
Japan 
Italy 
Spain 

Table 10.3 Major uses of chlorine 

Vinyl chloride monomer (CH2=CHCI) 
Organic intermediates 
Chlorinated solvents 
(C2H5CI approx. 40000 tonnes/year, CH2CI · CH2CI etc .) 
Propylc,:ne oxide · 
Bleaching wood pulp and paper 
Chloromethanes (CCl4, CHCl3 etc.) 
Inorganic materials 
(bleaching powder, sodium hypochlofite) 
Other uses 

23.3 
9.4 
3.5 
1.4 
l.4 
l.O 
0.93 
0.92 
0.51 

(40%) 
(15%) 
(6%) 
(6%) 
(4%) 
(4%) 
(4'Yu) 
(2%) 

EEC USA 

31% 
16% 
14% 

8% 

31% 

18% 

22'}"~ 

5% 
U% 
10% 
8% 

26% 



Table 10.4 Major uses of caustic soda 

USA 

Inorganic chemicals 21 % 
Organic chemicals I ?'Yo 
Wood pulp and paper making 14% 
Neutralizations 12% 
Alultlina production 7'X, 
Soap 4% 
Rayon 4% 
Other uses 21 % 

1'11ble IO.S Major uses of sodium carbonate 

USA 

Glass - bottles 34% 
Sodium phosphates 12% 
Glass - sheets and glas1> tlbre 11 % 
Sodium silicate 5% 
Alkaline cleaners 5% 
Wood pulp and paper making 4% 
Other uses 29% 

softening (being add~d to various cleaning powders). and in wood pulp 
and paper making. The increased awareness of the effect of 'acid rain' on 
plants and buildings has leo to a new use for Na2C03 in treating the flue 
gases from coal- and oil-fired power stations. to remove S02 and H2SQ4. 
This use may eventually account for a large tonnage of Na2C03• 

The main producing countries are the USA (30%). the USSR (19%). 
China (8%). West Germany (5%). Japan (4%). Bulgaria (4%) and Po· 
land (4'X,). Most of the Na~('O-' is produced synthetically by the Solvay 
(ammonia-soda) process. However. since prehistoric times a natural 
deposit called Trona. Na2CO.l · NaHCO.l · 2H20. has been obtained from 
dried-up lake beds in Egypt. Large <1mounts arc now mined. particularly 
in the USA and Kenya. In the USA 7. 7 million tonnes of Na2C03 were 
used in 1985. About 5 million tonnes/year of Na2CO., js made from Trona. 
Trona is sometimes called sodium sesquicarbonate (sesqui means one and 
a half). and this is converted to sodium carbonate by heating. 

In the descl'.iption of the chlor-alkali industry . it was mentioned that 
sodium carbonate (soda ash) can be used instead of NaOH in applications 
such as making paper. soap and detergents . and that sodium carbonate can 
be used to make NaOH by the !ime - caustic soda process. However. as 
NaOH is at present cheap and plentiful. not much sodium carbonate is 
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used for these purposes. With the increased use Of detergents, there has 
been a decline in the use of 'washing soda' Na2C03 • 10H20 for water 
softening. 

THE SOLVAY (OR AMMONIA-SODA) PROCESS 

There have been many attempts to make Na2C03 more cheaply than by 
the Leblanc process, by using the overall reaction: 

2NaCI + CaC03 - Na2C03 + CaCl2 

The reaction was first studied by Freshnel in 1811, and several commercial 
plants were built but were quickly abandoned because they failed to make 
a profit, or they encountered technical problems such as corrosion of the 
plant, contamination of the product and blocked pipes. Ernest Solvay was 
the first to operate a commercial plant successfully, in Belgium (1869). 

The process is much more complicated than the overall equation im
plies, and to make things worse the reaction is reversible and only 75% of 
the NaCl is converted. The first stage in the process is to purify saturated 
brine, and then react it with gaseous ammonia. The ammoniated brine 
is then carbonated with C02, forming NaHC03• 1his is insoluble in the 
brine solution because of the common ion effect and s6 can be filtered off, 
and on heating to 150 °C it decomposes to anhydrous Na2C03 (called light 
soda ash in industry because it is a fluffy solid with a low packing density 
of about 0.5 g cm-3

). Next C02 is stripped (removed) by heating the sol
ution, and the C02 is reused . Then the NH3 is driven off by adding alkali 
(a slurry of lime in water), and the ammonia is reused. Lime (CaO) is 
obtained by heating limestone (CaC03), and this also provides the C02 
required. When lime is mixed with water it gives Ca(OH)i. 

NH.~ + H20 + C62 - NH4 · HC03 

NaCl + NH.i . H<'.:~oJ - NaHCOJ + NH4CI 

2NaHC03 iso• Na2C03 + C02 + H20 

CaC0
3 

itoo•c in CaO + C02 
lime kiln 

CaO + H20 - Ca(OHh 

2NH4Cl + Ca(OH)i - 2Nl-t3 + CaCl2 + 2H20 

Thus the materials consumed are NaCl and CaC01 , and there is one 
useful product, Na2C03 , and .one by-product , CaC1i: There is little re
quirement for CaCl2• so only a little is recovered from solution. and the 
rest is wasted. The largest use of Na2C6_, is fot glass making (Table 10.5) , 
and this requires 'heavy ash', which is Na2C03 • H20 , To obtain this. the 
' light ash ' produced in the Solvay process (which is anhydrous Na2CO~) is 
recrystallized ftoi'l'I hot water. 
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PROBLEMS 

1. What chemicals are obtained ind1.1strially from sodium chloride? Out
line the processes. 

2. Describe in detail the industrial electrolysis of sodium chloride. Com
ment on the purity of the products. 

3. What are the main uses of chlorine, sodium and caustic soda? Why has 
demand for chlorine increased dnnnatically? 

4. What is Na2C03 used for? Why has its use declined? Explain how at 
different times NaOH has been converted into Na2CO:h and at other 
times Na2C03 has been converted into NaOH. 
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